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A.	1	Educational	Philosophy	
Educational	Philosophy:	Major	Principles	
The Rising School’s philosophical approach to improving pupil achievement in the target 
population includes seven major principles, which are fundamental to the school’s proposed 
program of instruction: 


 Strong leadership 
 Skilled teachers 
 Challenging classes  
 Personal attention for all students  
 Extra help for students who need it 
 A safe and orderly environment 
 Family and community involvement  


 
Research shows that these principles are crucial for the academic success of students in our 
urban, underserved target population. For example, these principals are contained in three major 
research reports by leading educational organizations, which are relevant to The Rising School, 
an urban secondary school in Arizona: Two of the research studies outline the key principals for 
urban high schools (Alliance for Excellence, 2006; Riordan et al., 1999), and the third reveals the 
key principals of successful Arizona charter schools (ACSA, 2008). Moreover, each of the seven 
elements is itself supported by copious research (see below). 
 These seven principles are also supported by the many years of experience that The 
Rising School’s leadership has had at several secondary schools in Tucson, Arizona. 


Strong	Leadership	
The Rising School’s educational philosophy embraces the importance of leadership in a school’s 
success. “Leadership, vision, and mission drive every decision in our globally competitive 
world,” declares the Arizona Charter School Association (2008). The Rising School agrees, and 
its Governing Board and Panel of Advisors collectively possess many years of successful 
leadership in education, nonprofits, business, finance, marketing, and the law.  


The Governing Board currently consists of three members, who each have many years of 
educational leadership in Tucson secondary schools. (Two-to-four additional board members 
will be added by the time the school opens in August 2013). Governing Board member/Secretary 
Rosie Garcia, M.Ed., has taught Spanish in Tucson at Sunnyside High School for 37 years. She 
has been head of her school’s Spanish Department for two decades and has served in leadership 
posts for many organizations, including as a former board member of two other Tucson charter 
schools. Governing Board member/Treasurer Gregory J. Berger, J.D., is a Tucson lawyer and 
adjunct law professor at the University of Arizona. Mr. Berger also taught history for nine years 
at St. Gregory Prep School in Tucson, where he was the head of the History Department. Finally, 
Governing Board member/President George G. Rising, Ph.D., has substantial experience as a 
teacher and school leader in Tucson schools. After teaching for 15 years, Dr. Rising has served 
as principal at three Tucson charter schools: BASIS Tucson, the Western Institute of Leadership 
Development, and AmeriSchools Academy. He is currently the Interim Head of School at 
Tucson International School, an independent school. 
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Rising School leaders will align their actions with proven best practices. In accordance 
with standards set by the Alliance for Education (2006), Dr. Rising, as CEO/Principal, will 
define a vision of academic excellence; work with teachers to develop an engaging, challenging, 
and coherent curriculum; and serve as a mentor and role model for students and faculty. As a 
manager, he will supervise finances, manage personnel, and keep the organization running 
smoothly. In alignment with research by the Arizona Charter Schools Association (2008), Dr. 
Rising will set a professional tone, modeling the attitude and behavior for every person in the 
school. He will instill a culture where using data is imperative for addressing student needs and 
finding solutions, enabling the staff to solve school- and student-level problems in a systematic, 
data-driven method. Finally, Dr. Rising and other school leaders will refer to and perform the 21 
leadership responsibilities that studies have shown have a statistically significant effect on 
student achievement (Marzano et al., 2005). 


More formally, The Rising School’s leaders will align their actions to the Standards for 
School Leaders developed by the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (2008). These 
are the ISLLC standards for school leaders:  


1. Setting a vision of learning 
2. Sustaining a school culture and program conducive to learning 
3. Ensuring a safe, efficient, and effective learning environment 
4. Collaborating with faculty and community to ensure that all students learn 
5. Ensuring the success of all students by acting with integrity, fairness, and ethics 
6. Understanding and influencing the larger political, social, and economic context 


 
In alignment with the Arizona Framework for Measuring Educator Effectiveness, the principal’s 
formal evaluation by the Governing Board will be based 50% on school-wide student-
performance data and 50% on Instructional Leadership. School-wide data may include the 
school’s score on the A-F School Accountability Grade System and students’ performance on 
Arizona’s standardized test (currently AIMS), Stanford 10 tests, AP exams, ACT Quality Core, 
or other valid and reliable achievement data that are aligned to Arizona’s academic standards. 
Instructional Leadership data will align with criteria of the ISLLC standards and Marzano’s 21 
leadership responsibilities. 


Rationale	for	Strong	Leadership	
Strong leadership is one of the ten elements of a successful school identified by the Alliance for 
Education (Alliance for Excellence, 2006). A leader with purpose is one of four foundational 
elements necessary for students’ academic growth, according the Arizona Charter Schools 
Association’s research (ACSA, 2008). See “References” below for more scholarly research that 
provides further rationale for focusing on strong leadership. 


Skilled	Teachers	
The heart of The Rising School is a great faculty. The school will only employ exceptional 
teachers who are experts in their content area, skilled in instruction, and knowledgeable about 
pedagogy and working with children. The school’s teachers also will have a love of learning 
themselves, believe in hard work, continually expect more from students and themselves, 
commit to achievement for all students, and take personal responsibility for each of their 
students’ academic growth. These teacher traits are correlated with student academic growth, 
according to research by the Arizona Charter School Association (2008). 
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The school’s principal, Dr. George Rising, will prioritize recruiting, mentoring, training, 
evaluating, supporting, and retaining great teachers. Primacy in hiring will be given to teachers 
who have advanced degrees in their teaching-subject area from top universities and who have 
demonstrated effective teaching experience at the secondary level. To recruit and retain 
outstanding faculty, the school will provide its teachers will a competitive salary-and-benefits 
package. Equally important, the school will treat its excellent teachers with the respect that they 
deserve as professional knowledge workers. 


At The Rising School, time and effort will be devoted to developing teachers’ ability to 
improve student learning. Faculty meetings will focus on teaching and learning, and teachers will 
receive 1.5 hours of learning in Professional Learning Committees and will get two weeks of 
professional development before the school year starts and four days after the year ends. Dr. 
Rising and other master teachers will serve as faculty coaches. 


A teacher’s instructional quality will be determined through rigorous, fair evaluation. The 
goals of the school’s teacher evaluation are to:  


 enhance and improve student learning 
 use the evaluation process and achievement data to drive professional development to 


enhance teaching, leadership, and student performance  
 increase data-informed decision making for students and teacher and principal 


evaluations fostering school cultures where student learning and progress is a continual 
part of redefining goals for all 


 use the evaluation process and data to improve teacher and principal performance; 
incorporate multiple measurements of achievement  


 communicate clearly defined expectations; reflect fairness, flexibility and a research-
based approach 


 create a culture where data drives instructional decisions 
 
 The principal, Dr. Rising, will supervise teachers’ evaluations. In alignment with the 
Arizona Framework for Measuring Educator Effectiveness, the school’s evaluation of teacher 
effectiveness will include 1) classroom level student data, 2) teaching performance, and 3) 
school-wide student data. First, the school will use classroom-level student achievement data that 
is valid and reliable, aligned to Arizona’s academic standard, and appropriate to individual 
teachers’ content areas. This data may include students’ performance on Arizona’s standardized 
tests (currently AIMS), Stanford 10 tests, AP exams, ACT Quality Core, or other valid and 
reliable achievement data that are aligned to Arizona’s academic standards and appropriate to 
individual teachers’ content areas. Second, the criteria for evaluating teaching performance will 
come from research-supported best teaching practices, including Arizona professional teaching 
standards (InTASC), Marzano’s Nine Instructional Strategies for Effective Teaching and 
Learning (2001), Danielson’s Framework for Teaching (2007), Hunter’s Essential Elements of 
Instruction (2004), and Lemov’s Techniques for Transforming Student Outcomes (2010). 
Teacher performance, based on these criteria, will be observed through classroom observations 
by the principal, instructional leaders, and faculty peers; and by students’ anonymous 
evaluations. Third, school-wide date may include the school’s score on the A-F School 
Accountability Grade System and students’ performance on Arizona’s standardized test 
(currently AIMS), Stanford 10 tests, AP exams, ACT Quality Core, or other valid and reliable 
achievement data that are aligned to Arizona’s academic standards. 
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In alignment with the Arizona Framework for Measuring Educator Effectiveness, the 
evaluation for “Group A” and “Group B” teachers will differ. Group A teachers are those with 
available classroom-level student achievement data that are valid and reliable, aligned to 
Arizona’s academic standards, and appropriate to individual teachers’ content areas. Group B 
teachers do not have this type of data. At The Rising School, Group A teachers will have 50% of 
their performance evaluation based on classroom level student-growth data and 50% based on 
teaching performance. Group B teachers will have 67% of their evaluations based on teaching 
performance and 33% based on school-wide student data.  


Teachers’ evaluations will be the measure of their effectiveness, and ineffective teachers 
will not be retained. Dr. Rising, in his previous school-leadership positions, built a strong record 
of recruiting, supporting, and retaining excellent teachers—and letting go those teachers who did 
not measure up.  


For more on The Rising School’s teachers, see “Methods of Instruction” in A.3, 
“Program of Instruction.” 


Rationale	for	Skilled	Teachers	
Skilled teachers is one of four foundational elements necessary for students’ academic growth, 
according to the Arizona Charter Schools Association (2008). Research shows that the teacher is 
the foremost main in-school variable determining how much a student learns. Thus, the teacher 
has more impact on student learning than does the curriculum, technology, class size, facilities, 
etc. (Hanushek, 2002). See “References” below for more scholarly research that provides further 
rationale for focusing on skilled teachers. 


Challenging	Classes	
The Rising School is built around challenging standards, curriculum, and instruction. The school 
and its teachers will set high-but-attainable expectations for all students. Courses will be rigorous 
and will challenge students at the appropriate level—not too high, which produces anxiety, and 
not too low, which causes boredom. Struggling students will be identified and receive 
intervention; for example, ELL students will be identified by AZELLA assessments. High-
performing students will not be held back, and the school will offer a variety of honors and 
Advanced Placement courses. Students will also be allowed to earn credit high-school credit at 
community colleges or universities. The challenging nature of the school’s classes will be 
demonstrated by students’ success on standardized tests, college acceptance rates, and other 
measures. For more on The Rising School’s challenging classes, see A.3, “Program of 
Instruction.” 


Rationale	for	Challenging	Classes	
Challenging Classes is one of the ten elements of a successful school identified by the Alliance 
for Education (2006). See “References” below for more scholarly research that provides further 
rationale for focusing on challenging classes. 


Personal	Attention	for	All	Students	
The Rising School will serve the personal education needs of its students. The Rising School will 
be a caring community. It will be a small school with class size targeted at 25 or fewer students. 
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Every student will be valued, and no student will be anonymous or fall through the cracks. A 
focus for teachers will be developing and applying a precise understanding about what each of 
their students knows and doesn’t know about the subject. Teachers will be required to hold 
regular office hours outside of class, where students can receive personalized attention. 
Additionally, the school’s leadership will oversee an ethic of teacher willingness to help students 
outside of class during the study time before and after school. In The Rising School’s 
personalized environment, students will perceive themselves as important members of a learning 
community. They will be well known to the school’s adults, and they will be encouraged to 
explore their individual interests and connect them to their emerging personal identities.  


To help personalize the program, each student will be appointed an Advisor, a faculty or 
staff person who monitors the student’s academic and personal development and serves as the 
contact person for the student’s family. The Rising School will follow the Advisory system 
suggestion by the New Urban High School project (Riordan et al., 1999), which has 
demonstrated its effectiveness in practice at High Tech High (www.hightechnhigh.org) and other 
schools.  


At The Rising School, the student will have the same Advisor as long as the student is at 
the school (up to seven years). Every week, the student will meet with his or her Advisor in an 
Advisory group along with 10-15 other students. In weekly Advisory-group sessions, students 
will reflect on their learning goals, needs, and experiences in school and the world through 
discussion, writing, projects, and other activities. The Advisory group serves a community 
purpose as well—it is a place where students get to know each other, and where individual needs 
are connected with the mission of the school. In time, the Advisor will get to know the personal 
needs of the student and the student’s family. 


The Advisor—in conjunction with administrators, teachers, the student, and his/her 
parents—will help the student develop his or her Personal Learning Plan (PLP), which will 
ensure that the student has a program he or she is comfortable with and is on track to graduate. 
Created by students with the help of teachers, advisors, and parents, PLPs are living documents, 
revisited and revised through the school year in advisory meetings and parent-mentor 
conferences. The PLP serves as a road map to a student’s academic goals, interests, and needs. 
PLPs begin with the students’ interests and needs, and may list course work, independent or 
remedial study, internships, and other activities. 


As part of our personalization philosophy, The Rising School will create settings where 
teachers and students can know each other well. Indicators of personalization, as formulated by 
the New Urban High School project (Riordan et al. 1999), will include: small learning 
communities; advisory programs for all students; Personal Learning Plans for all students; 
student projects that pursue their interests and passions; advisors and adult mentors for all 
students; and support services for students with needs. 
 To aid personalization, The Rising School’s day schedule and year calendar will provide 
for self-reflection for students and teachers to uncover the meaning of their work; context for 
reflection is one of the six design principles of high school design recommended by the New 
Urban High School project (Riordan et al. 1999). Indicators will include: reflection as an explicit 
academic routine; internship seminars and advisory groups; regular exhibitions of student work; 
internships; academic journals; and student portfolios. 
 Each student will be required to stay organized. Consequently, each student must use a 
daily calendar to keep track of test dates, homework assignments, and other information. The 
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daily calendar can also be used by teachers and parents to communicate information to each 
other. 


Rationale	for	Personal	Attention	for	All	Students	
Personal attention for all students is one of the Alliance for Excellence’s ten elements of a 
successful school (2006). Personalization is one of the New Urban High School’s six principals 
for high school design (Riordan et al. 1999). See “References” below for more scholarly research 
that provides further rationale for focusing on personal attention for all students. 


Extra	Help	for	Students	Who	Need	It	
The Rising School will foster a culture where all students needing help, even top performers, 
seek assistance from appropriate sources. Teachers and tutors will be available for students 
during study time before and after school. Tutoring will also be available during study-skills 
periods (three hours per week), which are mandatory for every student.  


The Homework Buddy system will help students who were absent from school. The 
Homework Buddy is a student, chosen and trained by his/her teachers, who records all the 
homework for every class. The Homework Buddy gives homework assignments, other 
information (such as upcoming test dates), and class handouts to the absent student when he/she 
returns to school. 


Additionally, The Rising School will identify, through review of students’ assessments 
and discussion by our teachers, students who are performing poorly or who are at risk of 
performing poorly. The school will target for intervention the bottom quartile of students 
identified as having poor math, reading, or writing skills. The school will use elements of the 
Response to Intervention program to assist these struggling students, including those identified 
as ELL. In addition, students in the bottom quartile will be required to take, in addition to their 
regular math or English courses, a full-year course (in place of an elective): Math Essentials, 
Reading Essentials, or Writing Essentials. Consequently, students in the bottom quartile will 
receive double class time. Additional tutoring for these students will also be available (and 
required in some cases). These interventions will result in strong growth scores for the entire 
student body and the bottom quartile, thereby giving The Rising School a strong growth score in 
the A-F Letter Grade Accountability System.  


The Rising School will provide extra help to students identified as ELL or with special 
needs. The school will use AZELLA evaluation to identify ELL students, who will receive 
proper intervention. Based on market research, 10% of students will be identified as special 
needs. The Rising School will comply with all state and federal mandates to provide eligible 
students with disabilities a free and appropriate education in the least restrictive environment. 
These federal laws and mandates include but are not limited to: Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973, the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, the Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990, and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 
2004. Additionally, the school will closely monitor new special-education requirements 
mandated by the Arizona Department of Education’s Exception Student Services 
(www.azed.gov/special-education).  


The Rising School will contract with a Cenpatico or another highly qualified special-
education provider. As the school’s special-needs population grows in the ensuing years, the 
school will employ one or more teachers with special-education credentials who are qualified to 
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work with a diverse student body. The school will provide professional development for the staff 
on special-needs students, training all staff and employees in confidentiality, Child Find, 
screenings, and other practices. For additional trainings, the school will utilize available 
workshops, classes, and conferences through the Arizona Department of Education and other 
providers.  
 The Rising School will seek inclusion for special-needs students as appropriate. These 
students will be educated with their non-disabled peers in the single-track curriculum to the 
maximum extent possible, as determined by the special education director and Individualized 
Education Program (IEP) team. Environmental adaptations will be made to assist students with 
special needs to experience optimal learning opportunities.  


Rationale	for	Extra	Help	for	Students	Who	Need	It	
Extra help for students who need it is one of the ten elements for a successful school identified 
by the Alliance for Education (2006). See “References” below for more scholarly research that 
provides further rationale for focusing on extra help for students who need it. 


A	Safe	and	Orderly	Learning	Environment	
The Rising School is keenly aware that the most important thing that parents want from a school 
is protecting their child’s safety. The Rising School will make every child’s safety a priority by 
training faculty, staff, and students in safety and by investigating and punishing violent or 
dangerous behavior. Furthermore, teachers, administrators, and staff will work to ensure an 
orderly learning environment. The student code of handbook, which every parent must read and 
attest to having read, will outline in specific detail the school’s academic and behavioral 
expectations and disciplinary due process. 
 To encourage a positive culture and climate, the school will employ the methods of 
Positive Behavioral Interventions & Support (PBIS) program, developed by the Office of Special 
Education Programs of the U.S. Department of Education (www.pbis.org). PBIS is a decision-
making framework that guides selection, integration, and implementation of the best evidence-
based academic and behavioral practices for improving important academic and behavior 
outcomes for all students. For more on The Rising School’s methods for creating a safe and 
orderly learning environment, see A.2, “Target Population.” 


Rationale	for	a	Safe	and	Orderly	Environment	
A safe and orderly learning environment is one of the ten elements of a successful school 
identified by the Alliance for Education (2006). See “References” below for more scholarly 
research that provides further rationale for focusing on a safe and orderly environment. 


Family	and	Community	Involvement	
The Rising School will encourage family and community involvement in several ways. The 
school will solicit input about its program’s design and structure. In addition, parents or 
guardians will serve as essential members of the student’s Personal Learning Plan (PLP) team. In 
creating a PLP, families will meet with the student, teachers, administrators, and other team 
members several times during the year to develop and revise the PLP. Families also will 
participate actively in the assessment of their children’s portfolios and exhibitions. Additionally, 
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The Rising School will implement a structure for systematic family and community participation 
in the school based on the recommendations of the National Network of Partnership Schools 
(Epstein et al., 2008). The Rising School will involve family and community in program 
planning, implementation, and evaluation.  


As formulated by the New Urban High School project (Riordan et al. 1999), indicators of 
community partnerships will include: well-managed partnerships with community organizations; 
family as partner in developing learning plans and viewing student work; use of community 
resources for learning; curriculum that explores and addresses community needs;  post-secondary 
articulation agreements, e.g., dual credit, advanced standing; and public engagement activities. 
For more on family and community involvement, see A.2., “Target Population.” 


Rationale	for	Family	and	Community	Involvement	
Family and community involvement is one of the ten elements of a successful school identified 
by the Alliance for Education (2006). Community partnerships is one of the New Urban High 
School’s six principals for high school design (Riordan et al. 1999). See “References” below for 
more scholarly research that provides further rationale for focusing on family and community 
involvement. 


Overall	Rationale	for	Educational	Philosophy	
The Rising School’s educational philosophy has been influenced by leading research and by 
extensive, practical experience. Three reports by leading educational organizations form the core 
of the school’s educational philosophy. These reports, grounded in copious research, describe the 
key elements required to create a school that improves pupil achievement. Two of the research 
studies outline the key elements for urban high schools, and the third reveals the key ingredients 
of successful Arizona charter schools. Therefore, these reports are especially relevant to The 
Rising School, an urban charter school in Arizona serving a high-school population: 


 Alliance for Excellence’s Is Your High School Making the Grade? Ten Elements of a 
Successful School (2006) 


 Arizona Charter Schools Association’s Success Measures: Four Foundational Elements 
of Student-Level Growth (2008)  


 New Urban High School (NUHS) project’s Seeing the Future: A Planning Guide for 
High School (Riordan et al., 1999), which includes Six Principals for High School Design 
for urban schools.  


 
The Rising School’s educational philosophy is also based on experience. The school’s 


Governing Board and Panel of Advisors include the following experienced teachers, each of 
whom has helped shape the school’s educational philosophy: Rosie Garcia, Greg Berger, Alicia 
Vaughn, Whitney Munroe, Elena Tutwiler, Monika Mendoza, Katy Heck, Jane Strohm, Mark 
Mussari, and Tim Warren. 


The school’s philosophy has been must heavily influenced by CEO/Principal George 
Rising’s experience and research. In 1995, Dr. Rising began his professional educational career 
by serving for seven years as an adjunct history professor at the University of Arizona. This 
experience gave him the knowledge about the skills, content, and mindset that students need to 
be college ready. He then taught history and government for eight years, first at St. Gregory, one 
of the top college-prep schools in Arizona, and then at BASIS Tucson, one of the best charter 
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schools in America. Consequently, he is familiar with the elements that comprise a great 
academic school. 


After teaching for 15 years, Dr. Rising began his career in educational leadership. His has 
led four schools, each located in the same area of Tucson as The Rising School. At BASIS 
Tucson, ranked the #1 school in America by Newsweek magazine, he served over the years as 
Academic Director, Upper School Director, and Head of School. He then worked in succession 
as principal of two Tucson charter schools: first at the Western Institute of Leadership 
Development, a startup charter high school, and then at AmeriSchools Academy, an “A” rated 
K-8 charter school. He is currently the Interim Head of School of the International School of 
Tucson, one of the top independent schools in Tucson.   


Along with this leadership experience, Dr. Rising also brings other expertise and 
credentials to The Rising School. He is the author of three books and many articles, and he has a 
Ph.D. in history. He also holds a Principal certification from the state of Arizona and will receive 
his Superintendency certification in May 2013 after completing his M.Ed. in Educational 
Leadership at the University of Arizona. His graduate work in Educational leadership has 
provided invaluable knowledge from courses in educational-leadership theory, family and 
community relations, Arizona education law, personnel administration, supervision of 
instruction, and school finance. He also completed a 270-hour internship with Dr. Vicki 
Balentine, the longtime superintendent of Amphitheater School District in Tucson. 


Dr. Rising experience as a teacher, researcher, and school leader will inform his 
leadership of The Rising School. His scholarly work as a Ph.D. and an M.Ed., along with his 
extensive professional development, have informed his vision and standards of what constitutes 
great curriculum and instruction. His leadership of outstanding schools has shaped his belief that 
great schools adhere faithfully to their missions while being flexibly adaptable to change. His 
leadership experience also has enlightened him of the importance of customer service when 
working with parents, students, community members, teachers, vendors, and other stakeholders. 


Dr. Rising also has invaluable experience opening two charter schools in the Tucson area. 
In 2010, as Head of School of BASIS Tucson, he helped open BASIS Oro Valley. His duties 
included helping recruit students to the new school and recruiting, hiring, and training the new 
faculty. In 2011, Dr. Rising served as the founding principal for a startup charter school, the 
Western Institute for Leadership Development. In this role, he successfully performed the 
functions necessary to open a school: 


 Writing the AZCSIP grant application, which was awarded in April 2011 
 Setting up infrastructure for finance and personnel (accounting, human resources, etc.) 
 Recruiting students through advertising and marketing (including creating a website) 
 Recruiting and hiring staff and faculty 
 Creating curriculum, schedules, calendars, student handbooks, etc. 


 
The Rising School’s goal is to be a high-quality college-prep school that prepares 


Tucson-area students for success in school, college, and 21st century careers. The Rising School 
will be considered successful it has the following three characteristics: 1) students, parents, and 
teachers are treated with respect and enjoy being a part of a safe, caring community; classes are 
engaging and relevant; 2) teachers are experts in curriculum and instruction; and standards and 
assessments are rigorous; and 3) students create quality projects; surpass state and national 
standards on assessments; and mature into alumni who are successful scholars and professionals 
engaged with their community and the world.  
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APPLICANT NAME


WORK SHEET A
FY 2012 BASE SUPPORT LEVEL WEIGHTS [A.R.S. §§15-184(A) and 15-943(1)]


K-12 STUDENT COUNT (budget based on) (1) K-8 9-12


Student Count Grades 1-12 175 105


Student Count Kinder (1)


Adjusted Student Count = 175 = 105


SUPPORT LEVEL WEIGHTS 


TO BE USED FOR: K-8 9-12


Adjusted Student Count 0.001-99.999  (1)


Support Level Weight  (2) 1.399 1.559


Adjusted Student Count 100.000-499.999  (1)


Student Count Constant 500.000 500.000


Adjusted Student Count - 175 - 105


Difference = 325.000 = 395.000


Weight Adjustment Factor x 0.0003 x 0.0004


Support Level Weight Increase = 0.098 = 0.158


Support Level Weight Constant + 1.278 + 1.398


    Support Level Weight  (2) = 1.376 = 1.556


Adjusted Student Count 500.000-599.999  (1)


Student Count Constant 600.000 600.000


Adjusted Student Count - 0 - 0


Difference = 0.000 = 0.000


Weight Adjustment Factor x 0.0012 x 0.0013


Support Level Weight Increase = 0 = 0


Support Level Weight Constant + 1.158 + 1.268


    Support Level Weight  (2) = 0 = 0


Adjusted Student Count 600.000 or More  (1)


    Support Level Weight  (2) 1.158 1.268


NOTES:


(1)


(2) Column 1 to Work Sheet B, line I.A.1


Column 2 to Work Sheet B, line I.A.2


Expected number of kindergarten students will be divided by 2 to get student counts for kindergarten.
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APPLICANT NAME The Rising School


WORK SHEET B
FY 2012 WEIGHTED STUDENT COUNT [A.R.S. § 15-943(2)]


Student Weighted 


I. A. Adjusted Student Count  (1) Count x (from W.S. A) = Student Count


1. K-8 175.000 x 1.376 = 240.800


2. 9-12 105.000 x 1.556 = 163.380


3. Total Student Count 280.000 404.180


B. Student Count Add-Ons  (2)


1. Hearing Impairment x 4.771 = 0.000


2. K-3 x 0.060 = 0.000


3. ELL (English Learners) x 0.115 = 0.000


4. MD-R, A-R, and SID-R   (3) x 6.024 = 0.000


5. MD-SC, A-SC, and SID-SC   (4) x 5.833 = 0.000


6. Multiple Disabilities Severe Sensory Impairment x 7.947 = 0.000


7. Orthopedic Impairment (Resource) x 3.158 = 0.000


8. Orthopedic Impairment (Self-Contained) x 6.773 = 0.000


9. DD, ED, MIID, SLD, SLI, and OHI   (5) 28.000 x 0.003 = 0.084


10. Emotionally Disabled (Private) x 4.822 = 0.000


11. Moderate Intellectual Disability x 4.421 = 0.000


12. Visual Impairment x 4.806 = 0.000


13. Total Add-On Count 28.000 0.084


II. Total Weighted Student Count 404.264


NOTES:


(1)


(2)


Add-On Category ADE Report Name


K-3 Recalculated State Aid ADM Counts (ADMS 46-1)


ELL


Children with Disabilities Student Counts for Use in Budget Preparation (SPED 28)


(3) MD-R (Multiple Disabilities-Resource), A-R (Autism-Resource), and SID-R (Severe Intellectual Disability-Resource)


(4)


(5)


Support


Level Weight


See Note (1), on Work Sheet A.


Based on the Target Population described in A.2, and the Program of Instruction described in A.3, applicants may use estimated


student counts based on comparison schools to determine the Add-On weighted counts or counts may be left blank. Intellectual


Disability was previously referred to as Mental Retardation. ADE will continue using the term Mental Retardation in data collection


and reports in FY 2012 and will convert to using Intellectual Disability in FY 2013.


MD-SC (Multiple Disabilities-Self-Contained), A-SC (Autism-Self-Contained), and SID-SC (Severe Intellectual Disability-Self-


Contained)


DD (Developmental Delay for children in kindergarten through age 10), ED (Emotional Disabilities), MIID (Mild Intellectual 


Disability), SLD (Specific Learning Disability), SLI (Speech/Language Impairment), and OHI (Other Health Impairments)


English Learners (ELL) Students Served in Programs Under A.R.S. §15-754 


(ELLs 10-1)







APPLICANT NAME


I. Base Level Amount 


II. Increase for 200 Days of Instruction (1)


III. Adjusted Base Level Amount


IV. Total Weighted Student Count (from Work Sheet B, line II)


V. BSL


NOTES:


(1)


WORK SHEET C


FY 2012 BASE SUPPORT LEVEL (BSL)


[A.R.S. § §15-943(3) and 15-901(B)(2)]


A.R.S. §15-902.04 allows schools that provide 200 days of instruction to increase the base level amount by 5%. Enter $163.39 ($3,267.72 x 5%) on line II.


To be eligible for this increase in funding, the school must be approved for 200 days of instructions by its sponsor and have submitted a 200 days of


instruction calendar.
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$ 3,267.72


+ $


= $ 3,267.72


x 404.264


= $ 1,321,022


WORK SHEET C


FY 2012 BASE SUPPORT LEVEL (BSL)


[A.R.S. § §15-943(3) and 15-901(B)(2)]


A.R.S. §15-902.04 allows schools that provide 200 days of instruction to increase the base level amount by 5%. Enter $163.39 ($3,267.72 x 5%) on line II.


To be eligible for this increase in funding, the school must be approved for 200 days of instructions by its sponsor and have submitted a 200 days of


instruction calendar.







APPLICANT NAME The Rising School


WORK SHEET D
FY 2012 ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE [A.R.S. §15-185(B)(4)]


K-8 9-12


I. Total Student Count (1) 175.000 105.000


II. Additional Assistance per Student Count x $ 1,621.97 x $ 1,890.38


III. Additional Assistance = $ 283,845 = $ 198,490


IV. Total  Additional Assistance


[IV (K-8) + IV (9-12)] (to Work Sheet E, line II) $ 482,335


NOTE:


(1) Total student count from Work Sheet A for K-8 and 9-12.


WORK SHEET E
FY 2012 EQUALIZATION BASE AND ASSISTANCE [A.R.S. §15-185(B)(4)]


I. BSL (from Work Sheet C, line V) $ 1,321,022


II. Additional Assistance (from Work Sheet D, line IV) $ 482,335


III. Total Equalization Base/Assistance $ 1,803,357








RISING SCHOOLS, INC.


RESOLUTION No.2 BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS


The undersigned, constituting all of the Directors of Rising Schools, me, an Arizona non-profit corporation (the
"Corporation,,), hereby adopts, by this unanimous consent, the following resolutions on behalf of the Corporation
at a special meeting of the Directors called for the purposes resolved below, duly called with notice given to or
waived by the undersigned.


RESOLVED, that the Bylaws of the Corporation, a copy of which is attached hereto. are adopted by the Board.


RESOLVED FURTHER, that the Board Policy of the Corporation, a copy of which is attached hereto, is adopted
by the Board.


FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors confirms that the regular term for any Board member is two
(2) years and that no Board member may serve more than two (2) consecutive terms as per Article V; Section 1
of the Bylaws.


FURTHER RESOLVED, that to foster continuity and perpetuate the continuation of the Corporation, the initial
Directors of the Corporation founders ot the organization shall have the following terms:


GEORGE G. RISING - 3 years
GREGORY BERGER - 2 years
ROSIE GARCIA - 2 years


FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Directors appoints the following persons as Officers of the Corporation, each
for a term of one (1) year:


GEORGE G. RISING - President
GREGORY BERGER - Treasurer
ROSIE GARCIA - Secretary


FURTHER RESOLVED, that any and all actions authorized herein that were performed prior to the execution of
these resolutions and/or any and all actions taken regaJding or in connection with the foregOing matters be and
are hereby authorized, ratified, confirmed and adopted.


~/'t
Adopted .~8i 2012
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B.2	Governing	Body	


Responsibilities	of	the	Governing	Body,	per	A.R.S.	§15‐183.E.8	
Arizona statute mandates that the charter of a charter school shall ensure the following: “That it 
provides for a governing body for the charter school that is responsible for the policy decisions 
of the charter school. Notwithstanding section 1-216, if there is a vacancy or vacancies on the 
governing body, a majority of the remaining members of the governing body constitute a quorum 
for the transaction of business, unless that quorum is prohibited by the charter school’s operating 
agreement” (A.R.S. §15-183.E.8). The Rising School’s governing body is the Governing Board. 
The governing body will have no role beyond the statutory minimum. The Governing Board is 
responsible for approving all school policy.  


Article III, Section 4 of RSI’s corporate bylaws delineates the powers of the Board: “The 
Board shall have and possess all of the powers, rights and discretions necessary or appropriate 
for the discharge of its duties and responsibilities, including, without limitation, such powers, 
rights and discretions as are conferred upon it in these Bylaws and under the laws of the State of 
Arizona.” Article 2, Section 5, of RSI’s Board Policies describes the Board’s responsibilities: 
 
Section 5. Board Responsibilities  
1. The Board is responsible to the Corporation by: 
 
a. Promoting and protecting the mission of the Corporation 
b. Adhering strictly to the code of ethics 
c. Setting the direction of the Corporation through planning with specific goals 
d. Supervising and managing the person or persons who report directly to the Board 
including, the person(s) holding to position of “Principal” or such other similar designation and 
engaged by the Corporation to manage and administer the educational programs of the 
Corporation at each one or more school facility location (“School”) in Pima County (“Head of 
School”). The Head of School is, in turn, directly responsible to and shall report to the Board.  
e. Evaluating the Corporation’s programs/services to ensure they are consistent with their 
objectives, the goals, and the Corporation’s mission 
f. Reviewing and keeping up to date the corporate documents, including without limitation 
those set forth in Article 1, Sections 5 and 7 above 
g. Accounting to the public for the educational services offered by the Corporation as 
required by law. 
 
2. The Board is responsible for the financial condition of the Corporation by:  
 
a. Ensuring adequate resources for the Corporation 
b. Ensuring proper accounting principles 
c. Ensuring that the Board always has at least one member with financial literacy 
d. Approving financial plans, policies, statements, budgets and audits 
e. Accounting to the public for the expenditures of the Corporation’s funds 
 
3. The Board is responsible to itself by: 
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a. Following procedures as found in the bylaws and policies 
b. Setting and ensuring proper performance of Head of School and the processes of 
committees and other entities created and governed by the Board 
c. Strategically recruiting and orienting new Board members 
d. Evaluating its own governing performance 
e. Conducting efficient and productive Board meetings 


Composition	of	the	Governing	Body	
The Governing Board is currently composed of three members: Gregory J. Berger, J.D., Rosie 
Garcia, M.Ed., and George G. Rising, Ph.D. The Board intends to add two to four members by 
the time The Rising School opens in August 2013. The three current Board members are not 
related nor do they have any financial involvement with each other; in fact, Mr. Berger and Ms. 
Garcia had never met before they each became a Director of RSI. Each is a longtime Tucson 
resident of 25 years or more with many years of experience in education. 


Gregory J. Berger, J.D., the Treasurer of the Board, contributes legal and educational 
experience to the organization. Mr. Berger is a defense attorney at the Pima County Public 
Defender, adjunct professor of law, and former secondary-school teacher. After growing up in 
Tucson, he attended Occidental College, graduating in 1990. He had two tours, totaling nine 
years (1991-95 and 2001-05), of teaching history at St. Gregory College Preparatory School, one 
of the best independent schools in Arizona. In between stints at St. Gregory, he served as a Peace 
Corps volunteer, teaching English in Kyrgyzstan for two years, and then attended the University 
of Arizona’s College of Law, earning his Juris Doctor degree and passing the Arizona State Bar 
in 2001. Since 2006, he has worked as a Defense Attorney in the Law Offices of the Pima 
County Public Defender. He also teaches at the James E. Rogers College of Law at the 
University of Arizona. 


Rosie Garcia, M.Ed., the Secretary of the Board, is a distinguished, long-time educator in 
Tucson. Ms. Garcia earned her M.Ed. in Secondary Education and a K-12 Principal’s Certificate 
from the University of Arizona. For the past 37 years, she has taught at Sunnyside High School 
in Tucson where she also has sponsored numerous clubs and organizations, including the 
National Honor Society. She has also served as head of the Spanish Department for two decades. 
She is committed to community involvement and has served on the board of directors of Luz 
Academy of Tucson Preparatory School, Every Voice in Action Foundation, and the Western 
Institute for Leadership Development charter school. She is a member of several professional 
organizations and has won many honors and awards, including the 2007 LULAC National 
Citation Outstanding Educators Award. 


George G. Rising, Ph.D., the President of the Board, is an accomplished school leader 
with 16 years of experience at some of the best schools in Tucson. After growing up in 
Michigan, Dr. Rising earned a B.A. in history from the University of California, Berkeley, and 
an M.A. and Ph.D. in U.S. history from the University of Arizona. He holds a Principal’s 
certification from the state of Arizona, and in May 2013, he will receive his Superintendent’s 
certification after he finishes his M.Ed. in Educational Leadership at the University of Arizona. 
He has published three books on political history and is an active member of several professional 
organizations. 
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Dr. Rising has extensive experience as an educator in Tucson. From 1995 through 2002, 
he was an adjunct history professor at the University of Arizona. In 2002, he began four years of 
teaching AP U.S. history and AP U.S. government at St. Gregory College Preparatory School, 
one of the best prep schools in Arizona. In 2006, he moved to BASIS Tucson, where he began as 
an AP U.S. history and AP U.S. government teacher. Soon, he was promoted into administration, 
serving as Academic Director, then Upper School Director, and finally, as Head of School. 
During his tenure at BASIS, it was ranked by Newsweek magazine as the #1 best public high 
school in the United States. In 2010, he left BASIS and joined the Western Institute for 
Leadership Development, a charter high school, as the founding principal. In late 2011, he left 
the Western Institute. In April 2012, the CEO of AmeriSchools Academy, a Tucson charter 
school, hired him as principal. Dr. Rising worked for AmeriSchools for two months. In late June, 
however, the school’s governing board decided that Dr. Rising’s desire to help start The Rising 
School constituted a “conflict of interest” with AmeriSchools. Dr. Rising then got a job teaching 
history for two months before being hired as the Interim Head of School at the International 
School of Tucson in November 2012.  


Process	for	Filling	Vacancies	on	the	School	Governing	Body	
Article VI, Section 2 of RSI’s corporate bylaws states: “If a vacancy occurs on the Board, 
including a vacancy resulting from an increase in the number of Directors, the Board may fill the 
vacancy.” Article III, Section 2 of RSI’s bylaws states: “The Board shall ensure competence 
when qualifying potential Directors. Each potential Director shall complete the Board application 
form and be subject to such application interview and review procedure as the Board may 
establish.”  


Article VII of RSI’s bylaws describes the process for nominations and elections of Board 
members:  


 
“Section 1. Election of Directors  
The Board shall ensure that proper elections are held in accordance with these Bylaws. Each 
potential candidate shall complete the Board of Directors application. The Board shall follow the 
below process for the election of Officers and Directors. 


 
1. The President of the Corporation shall make known the “call for Board  


candidates” at least 90 days prior to the end of the fiscal year. The notice shall ask 
interested individuals to request an application by a certain date. The notice may 
go to the Board, the community or other organizations, as determined by the 
Board. 


 
2.  All applications are due to the Secretary at least 45 days prior to the end of the 


fiscal year, the President, shall ensure that the application due date is 
approximately 1-2 weeks prior to a scheduled Board meeting.) 


 
3. After the application due date, the President shall inform the Board of the number 


of applications received. The Board shall meet through in executive session to 
review the applications. Motion and vote to accept or reject each application is 
subject to the Arizona open meeting law and shall occur either at the regular or at 
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a special meeting. The President shall send a notice to each applicant informing 
them of the decision of the Board. 


 
4. The Board shall consider each application and make a determination of potential 


candidates based on the need of the Board. 
 
5. The Board shall ensure that at least one Board member that has financial literacy 


and that each and every candidate fully understands the responsibilities of serving 
on the Board. 


 
6. Those applicants that have been approved by the Board shall receive from the 


Secretary a copy of the Articles, Bylaws and Board Policy of the Corporation, 
including information regarding the next Board meeting and location. The 
President shall ensure that the new Board member(s) are informed of processes 
and upcoming critical decisions of the organization.” 


 
By August 2013, the current board members will recruit directors to fill the vacancies on 


the Board with individuals who meet the following guidelines: 
 Have expertise in the following areas: education, real estate, facilities management, 


finance, business operations, fundraising, community leadership, politics, or human 
resources 


 Possess a deep commitment to RSI’s mission 
 Are  willing to execute the responsibilities and obligations of a Director on the Governing 


Board 
 


RSI’s board members have conducted serious conversations with several possible 
candidates for board membership as the board expands. One possible new member is Juan R. 
Garcia, Ph.D. A professor of history, Dr. Garcia has extensive experience in leadership, 
education, and scholarship. He joined the faculty of the University of Arizona’s History 
Department in 1981. His other administrative appointments at the university include Head of the 
History Department, Associate Dean for the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences, Vice 
Provost for Academic Affairs, and Vice President for Instruction. In the early 2000s, he served 
for three years as Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of the College of Saint 
Mary in Omaha, Nebraska. Dr. Garcia would bring leadership and education experience to the 
board, and his fluency in Spanish would be asset, too. 


Another possible board member is Deborah Munoz-Chacon. Ms. Munoz-Chacon has 
been the owner and president Sonoran Oasis Landscaping since 2005. She and her company have 
won several awards, including the 2006 Small Business Administration Minority Enterprise 
Development Service Firm Award and the 2007 National Enterprising Women of the Year 
Award. Previously, Ms. Munoz-Chacon was an accountant for over a decade. She has also 
served on several nonprofit boards and is an active member of many professional and 
philanthropic organizations. She would bring business, finance, and community-service skills to 
the RSI board. 


 Another possible board member is Margret Huebner. Ms. Huebner is the co-owner of 
Commercial Carpet Cleaning, Inc., a family-owned company based in Tucson since 1985. She 
oversees the finances of the company which has over a dozen employees. Under Ms. Huebner’s 
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leadership, Commercial Carpet Cleaning has become renowned for its customer service and 
products, which has led to winning several small-business honors, including a nomination for a 
prestigious Copper Cactus Award in 2012. Ms. Huebner would bring leadership, business, 
finance, and community-service experience to the RSI board. 


Another possible board member is Randy Brainard. Mr. Brainard would bring 
community leadership and educational experience to RSI. He grew up in metropolitan Tucson, 
graduating from Marana High School in 1989 and the University of Arizona in 1994. He then 
taught biology at his alma mater, Marana High School. He left teaching for his calling in the 
ministry, serving for fourteen years as the youth pastor at Northwest Bible church in Tucson. In 
2010, he founded and became head pastor at a new church, Hope Community Church in 
metropolitan Tucson. The successful start and quick growth of Hope Community’s congregation 
attest to Pastor Brainard’s leadership, organizational skills, and community-building ability. 
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Curriculum Sample: 9th Writing 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level 9 Content Area Language Arts – Writing: Text Types and 
Purposes 


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only) Honors World Literature 


Length of Unit Four 55-minute periods Time of Year Second Semester 


Expected Prior Knowledge  


The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have mastered writing a five-paragraph essay including thesis statement, supporting details, 
transitions. Students will have mastered researching credible sources for information, in-text citations, and works 
cited page. Students have been exposed to the principles of the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment; this unit will 
help students move toward mastery of it. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instruction techniques: Hunter’s 
Essential Elements of Instruction (EEI) and Bloom’s Taxonomy Revised. 


To align with EEI, the lesson will have the following: a lesson title, a list of materials needed, curriculum standards 
listed on the board, an anticipatory set, student learning objectives listed on the board, alignment of instructional 
input with learning objectives/assessment, checks for understanding throughout the lesson, guided practice, 
closure, and extended practice/homework. 


To align with Bloom’s Taxonomy Revised, the teacher will identify the highest level of cognition required by the 
students in the lesson: remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, or creating. 


For writing, all courses will employ the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


9.W.2 
Text Types and Purposes  
#2 - Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
a. Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information to make important connections and 
distinctions; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to 
aiding comprehension.  
b. Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant, and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic.  
c. Use appropriate and varied transitions to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the 
relationships among complex ideas and concepts.  
d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic.  
e. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms and conventions of the 
discipline in which they are writing.  
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f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the information or explanation 
presented (e.g., articulating implications or the significance of the topic). 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will answer the following questions by writing a five-paragraph essay that meets all the criteria of the Six-
Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric: Describe and explain the process of researching and writing a historical 
research paper. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


The Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. The rubric has 
six categories: Ideas, Organization, Voice, Word Choice, Sentence Fluency, and Conventions. Each category is 
scored, based on the rubric criteria, on a 1-6 score. Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 
36, and grades are as follow:  A=32-36; B=29-31; C= 25-28; D=21-24; F= Below 21. Mastery will be set at 80% 
(29/36) or higher. 


Materials/Resources Needed Student notebooks, history textbooks, trip to library for library resources, Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment 
Rubric  


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


Lesson Title (on board): Dividing Topics into Subtopics 
List of Materials: student notebooks 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 9.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the 
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate 
understanding of how to divide topics into component subtopics by 
writing about the parts of a car and by, in writing, taking the topics of 
immigration and dividing them into subtopics. 
Anticipatory Set: Students respond in writing to this prompt: List as 
many parts (subtopics) of a car (the topic) that you can in two minutes. 
Have students share answers. 
Have students explain the relationship between topics and subtopics. 
Teacher summarizes discussion and fills in any gaps. 
Instructional Input/Guided Practice:   
Teacher provides instruction on how to limit scope of a broad topic. 
Using “Immigration” as an example on the board, students identify 
subtopics within the broad topic of immigration. Emphasis will be placed 
on identifying subtopics that can be supported with researchable 
details. 
Independent Practice: Students are divided into groups of four. Each 
group will be assigned one of the specific topics. Groups will then 
brainstorm and identify what they already know and what information 
they need to know specific to their assigned topic. Each group will 
identify three subtopics. Each group will share their results. Key 
objective: subtopics must be able to be backed up by facts, not 
opinions. 
Closure:  Teacher summarizes the day’s lesson and previews the next 
lesson. 
 


Students respond in writing to this prompt: List as many parts 
(subtopics) of a car (the topic) that you can in two minutes. 


Students take notes during instructional input/guided practice. 


Students are divided into groups of four. Each group will be assigned 
one of the specific topics that arose during the instructional 
input/guided practice. Groups will then brainstorm and identify what 
they already know and what information they need to know specific to 
their assigned topic. Each group will identify three subtopics.  


Each group will share their results.  


2 
Lesson Title (on board): Choosing a Topic for Research 
List of Materials: student notebooks, history textbooks 


Students respond in writing to this prompt: List five subtopics (parts) of 
the World War I (topic). 
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Curriculum Standards (on board): 9.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the 
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate 
understanding of how to choose a historical research topic by choosing 
a general topic and narrowing it down. 
Anticipatory Set: Students respond in writing to this prompt: List five 
subtopics (parts) of the World War I (topic). 
Have students share answers. 
Have students explain the relationship between topics and subtopics. 
Teacher summarizes discussion and fills in any gaps. 
Instructional Input/Guided Practice:   
Teacher leads students in guided practice of dividing historical topics 
into its subtopics. Topics include: slavery, women’s history, and 
industrialization. 
Independent Practice:  
Each student individually chooses a historical topic and then divides it 
into subtopics. To help this process, students can refer to history 
textbooks provided by the teacher. The goal is for the student to find a 
subtopic on which the student can write a five-paragraph informative 
essay. 
Students then partner in pairs to discuss and, if necessary, refine the 
historical subtopic.  
Closure:  Teacher summarizes the day’s lesson and previews the next 
lesson. 


 
Students take notes during instructional input/guided practice. 
 
Each student individually chooses a historical topic and then divides it 
into subtopics. To help this process, students can refer to history 
textbooks provided by the teacher. The goal is for the student to find a 
subtopic on which the student can write a five-paragraph informative 
essay. 
 
Students then partner in pairs to discuss and, if necessary, refine the 
historical subtopic. 


3 


Class takes trip to nearby public library 
Lesson Title (on board): Researching primary sources 
List of Materials: library resources, student notebooks 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 9.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the 
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate  
Anticipatory Set: Students respond to this prompt in writing: Explain the 
difference between a primary source and a secondary sources. Provide 
three examples of primary sources.  


Students respond to this prompt in writing: Explain the difference 
between a primary source and a secondary sources. Provide three 
examples of primary sources. 
 
Students research their chosen historical event. Students will locate two 
primary sources that provide information they will use in their essay. 
Sources may be hard copy texts or via Internet and must be approved by 
teacher. Students organize information into outline format. 
Students take notes during instructional input/guided practice. 
 
Each student individually chooses a historical topic. Students research 
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Have students share answers. 
Have students explain the relationship between primary and secondary 
sources. 
Teacher summarizes discussion and fills in any gaps. 
Instructional Input/Guided Practice:   
Teacher leads students in guided practice of searching for primary 
sources on a given historical topic. 
Review steps for finding primary sources, choosing information or 
quotes from source for use in essay, in-text citation rules. Students will 
be instructed to find one source for each opposing side of their chosen 
historical event. 
Independent Practice:  
Each student individually chooses a historical topic. Students research 
their chosen historical event. Students will locate two primary sources 
that provide information they will use in their essay. Sources may be 
hard copy texts or via Internet and must be approved by teacher. 
Students organize information into outline format. 
Teacher checks each outline. 
Closure:  Teacher summarizes the day’s lesson and previews the next 
lesson.  


their chosen historical event. Students will locate two primary sources 
that provide information they will use in their essay. Sources may be 
hard copy texts or via Internet and must be approved by teacher. 
Students organize information into outline format. 


4 


Lesson Title (on board): Organizing Ideas for Writing Research Papers 
List of Materials: Student notebooks, Six-Trait Analytic Writing 
Assessment Rubric 
Curriculum Standards (on board): Write informative/explanatory texts 
to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate in writing 
recall of the elements of an essay and an outline, and the definition of a 
thesis statement. Students will demonstrate their understanding of 
organizing essay writing by using their brainstorming responses to prior 
lesson's writing prompt to further organize their ideas and formulate an 
outline for their essay, including determining their thesis statement. 
Teacher will check students’ work. 
Anticipatory Set: Have students answer this prompt in writing: List the 
elements of an essay. List the elements of an outline.  
Instructional Input/Guided Practice/Independent Practice:   
Have students refer to their copy of Six-Trait Analytic Writing 


Students will answer this prompt in writing: List the elements of an 
essay. List the elements of an outline. Define a thesis statement. 
 
Students will use their brainstorming responses to prior lesson's writing 
prompt to further organize their ideas and formulate an outline for their 
essay, including determining their thesis statement.  
 
Students take notes during instructional input/guided practice. 
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Assessment Rubric 
In the following review instruction, give students opportunity to access 
prior knowledge and provide information and/or teach on essay 
expectations, transition words, key phrases used with specific writing 
purposes. Teacher can fill in missing information or components as each 
area is covered. 
Review expectations for each of the five paragraphs students will write 
(introduction, thesis statement, body paragraphs and supporting details, 
conclusion). This is a good time to review any components students 
have difficulty with, like writing a thesis statement. Review use of 
transition words.  Review examples of phrases or concepts used with 
each writing purpose.  
Closure: Teacher will summarize the day’s lesson and remind students 
of the procedures for the next day’s summative assessment. 
Homework: Students will study the material from this week’s lessons in 
preparation for a summative assessment during the next lesson. 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
Answer the following questions by writing a five-paragraph essay that meets all the criteria of the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric: 
Describe and explain the process of researching and writing a historical research paper. 
 
Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric 
Score: 


6      Ideas: Clear, focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by rich details suitable to audience and purpose. 
Organization: Effective introductions, highly-developed body, strong conclusion, and a wide variety of transitions move the reader 
smoothly through the text. 
Voice: The writer seems deeply committed to the topic and shows personality with a strong sense of a specific audience. 
Word Choice: A rich, broad use of carefully chosen words conveys the message in an interesting, precise and appropriate manner with a 
sense of writing to be read. 


         Sentence Fluency: Sentences have a strong and varied structure with a high degree of craftsmanship and evident flow and rhythm.  
         Conventions: Writer has exceptionally strong control with few and minor errors. 
 
5 Ideas: Clear focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by details suitable to audience and purpose. 


Organization: Writer employs a purposeful introduction, well-developed body, unifying conclusion, and a variety of transitions. 
Voice: Writer seems committed to the topic and shows personality with a sense of audience. 
Word Choice: Carefully chosen words effectively convey the intended message in an interesting, clear, and precise way suitable to 
audience and purpose. 
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Sentence Fluency: Varied sentence structure enhances reading enjoyment.  Writing has flow and rhythm. 
Conventions: Strong control is demonstrated.  Few and minor errors do not impede the reader. 


 
4 Ideas: Clear and focused thesis and topic sentences with limited or general support are evident. 


Organization: Organization is clear and coherent but may seem formulaic. 
Voice: The writing is expressive, engaging, and sincere in places. 
Word Choice: A variety of functional words appropriate to the audience and purpose are present with a sense of writing to be read. 
Sentence Fluency: Writing flows, but transitions may be inefficiently used. Sentence variety is evident. 
Conventions: Control of conventions is demonstrated.  Minor errors do not impede readability. 


 
3 Ideas: Main ideas are broad or simplistic. Support is limited, insubstantial, general, or slightly off topic. 


Organization: Overall structure is inconsistent and sequencing is unclear.  The writer may use expressions such as, “My topic is….” or “In 
conclusion….” 
Voice: Commitment to topic seems inconsistent.  Voice is either inappropriately personal or impersonal. 
Word Choice: Ordinary language, lacking variety or interest, is used.  Word choice may also be inappropriate to the audience and 
purpose of the assignment. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is mechanical rather than fluid.  Occasional awkward sentences force the reader to slow down or re-read. 
Conventions: Errors begin to impede readability. 


 
2 Ideas: Main ideas are somewhat unclear and there is only minimal attempt to develop them. 


Organization: No clear structure exists in the piece. 
Voice: Little sense of the author’s commitment to the subject is evident. 
Word Choice: The language is monotonous and/or misused. 
Sentence Fluency: Sentences are choppy and/or rambling with no clear direction or thought. 
Conventions: Frequent and significant errors impede readability. 


 
1 Ideas: The writing lacks a central idea or focus. 


Organization: The writing is haphazard and disjointed. 
Voice: The writing is flat and lifeless with no sense of involvement from the writer. 
Word Choice: The writing shows an extremely limited vocabulary. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is difficult to read aloud because the sentences are incomplete, rambling, or very awkward. 
Conventions: Numerous errors in grammar, usage, and spelling are present. 
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Part A


A.1 Educational Philosophy F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.1a


Provide a detailed description of the school’s 


philosophical approach to improving pupil 


achievement in the target population.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.1b


Incorporate the principles or concepts 


fundamental to the school’s proposed program 


of instruction.
1


Meets the Criteria


A.1c


Present a rationale for the selected approach 


for the target population, including research 


and/or experience.
1


Meets the Criteria


A.1 Total 0 0 3


A.2 Target Population F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.2a


Identify the target population, demonstrating a 


clear understanding of the students and 


community the school intends to serve, 


including current levels of academic 


performance


1


Meets the Criteria


A.2b


Present an explanation of how the 


implementation of the program of instruction 


described in A.3 meets the needs of the target 


population including improving pupil 


achievement.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.2c


Describe the class size and teacher- student 


ratios and how these address the needs of the 


target population for improved pupil 


achievement.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.2 Total 0 0 3


A.3 Program of Instruction F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.3a


Describe the curriculum for the core academic 


content areas which aligns to the Educational 


Philosophy and Arizona State Standards. 
1


Meets the Criteria


A.3b


Demonstrate understanding of methods of 


instruction central to supporting the curriculum 


and Educational Philosophy, including 


formative assessment strategies.


1


Meets the Criteria


Education Plan
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A.3c


Describe a summative assessment plan that 


allows determination of student mastery of 


Arizona State Standards, aligned to the 


Educational Philosophy and methods of 


instruction described in the narrative.


C 1


Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


Describing a summative assessment plan that allows determination of student mastery of Arizona 


State Standards regarding incorporation of state assessment results.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.3d


Ensure the Program of Instruction is 


consistent w ith the Performance Management 


Plan.  


1


Meets the Criteria


A.3 Total 0 0 4


A.3.1 Mastery and Promotion F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.3.1a


Present clear criteria for promotion from one 


level to the next, to include the level of 


proficiency that students must obtain to 


demonstrate mastery of academic core 


content.


C 1


Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


Including the level of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core 


content.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.3.1b


Describe the process the school w ill use to 


determine grade level promotion/retention. C 1


Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


Describing the process the school w ill use to determine grade level promotion/retention.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.3.1c


Ensure consistency with Strategy III of the 


Performance Management Plan.
C 1


Addresses criteria, but: 


Is not consistent w ith Strategy III of the Performance Management Plan regarding using state 


assessment results to adjust student grades.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.3.1 Total 0 0 3


A.3.2
Course Offerings & Graduation Requirements


F A M
Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.3.2a
Identify graduation requirements for the 


school that w ill meet State requirements.
1


Meets the Criteria


A.3.2b


Describe the process and criteria for awarding 


course credit. C 1


Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


Describing the process for awarding course credit.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.3.2c


Ensure consistency with Strategy III of the 


Performance Management Plan.
C 1


Addresses criteria, but: 


Is not consistent w ith Strategy III of the Performance Management Plan regarding using state 


assessment results to adjust student grades.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.3.2.d


Provide a menu of course offerings which 


include course titles and brief descriptions of 


classes consistent w ith State requirements.


1


Meets the Criteria
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A.3.2.e


Ensure consistency with the Program of 


Instruction and alignment with the Business 


Plan as presented in the application package.
1


Meets the Criteria


A.3.2 Total 0 0 5


A.4 School Calendar and Weekly Schedule F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.4a


Demonstrate compliance with minimum 


requirements of number of school days per 


year as described in A.R.S. §15-341.01 


1


Meets the Criteria


A.4b


Demonstrate compliance with hours/minutes 


of instruction for each grade level served as 


described in A.R.S. §15-901.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.4c
List daily instructional minutes dedicated to 


each core content area for each grade level
1


Meets the Criteria


A.4d
Provide a rationale for the weekly schedule 


that supports the target population.
1


Meets the Criteria


A.4e


Identify professional development days 


consistent w ith the information provided in 


Strategy IV of the Performance Management 


Plans.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.4f


(If an Alternative Calendar was identified on 


the Target Population page) Demonstrate the 


various ways instructional minutes may be 


met.


N/A


A.4 Total 0 0 5


A.5 Performance Management Plan F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.5a
Provide a description of the basis for setting 


baseline figures that aligns with A.2.
1


Meets the Criteria


A.5b


Present a process, articulated for each 


strategy, for gathering and analyzing data on 


the effectiveness of the action steps.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.5c


Provide a process for updating and 


implementing improvements to the action 


steps based upon the data analysis.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.5d


Present a viable plan for managing student 


academic performance in Reading that 


includes a predicted baseline.
1


Meets the Criteria


A.5e


Present a viable plan for managing student 


academic performance in Mathematics that 


includes a predicted baseline.


1


Meets the Criteria
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A.5f


Identify action steps required to achieve each 


of the four prescribed strategies in each plan. 1


Meets the Criteria


A.5g


Identify the timeline, responsible party, 


evidence of meeting action steps, and budget 


for accomplishing each action step.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.5h


Provide a progression of action steps from 


start to finish for each strategy that are 


sequential, timely, and use data to contribute 


to the school’s ability to meet the identified 


annual target.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.5i


Create action steps within each strategy that 


complement and support the other strategies 


to the extent appropriate.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.5j


Include concrete artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action 


step.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.5k


Provide adequate resources (e.g. time, money, 


personnel, etc.) to implement the action steps 


that support the strategies.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.5l


Budget needs identified in the Performance 


Management Plan are accounted for in the 


Budgets and discussed in the Assumptions.


1


Meets the Criteria


A.5m
Ensure consistency with the applicant’s 


Education Plan.
1


Meets the Criteria


A.5 Total 0 0 13


A.6.6 Curriculum Samples-6th F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.6.6.a


Alignment to Program of Instruction


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.6.b


Standard Number and Description


•  List the correct number and full description 


of the required Standard.
1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.6.c


Instruction


•  Present a summary of Instruction, by lesson, 


that aligns with the required Standard.
1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math
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A.6.6.d


Student Activities


•  Present a summary of Student Activities, by 


lesson, that align with the required Standard, 


•  Ensure Student Activities are consistent w ith 


the Instruction presented, by lesson.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.6.e


Summative Assessment


•  Provide a Summative Assessment clearly 


separate from Instruction that allows an 


independent student the opportunity to 


demonstrate mastery of the required Standard.


•  Provide a Summative Assessment that 


accurately measures student mastery of the 


required Standard.  


•  Provide a Summative Assessment logically 


following from the sequence of Instruction and 


Student Activities presented. 


•  Include a copy of the summative 


assessment.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.6.f


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level


•  List the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery of the required Standard.


•  Describe the components to be scored and 


how points will be awarded. 


•  Include an answer key or scoring rubric 


(whichever applicable).


•  Include a grading/scoring scale.


C 1


Meets the Criteria for Writing and Math


Does not address the Criteria for Reading.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.
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A.6.6.g


Materials/Resources Needed


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


•  Include a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment (omitting 


common consumables).  


•  Account for materials/resources in C.5.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.6 Total 0 0 7


A.6.7 Curriculum Samples-7th F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.6.7.a


Alignment to Program of Instruction


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.7.b


Standard Number and Description


•  List the correct number and full description 


of the required Standard.
1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.7.c


Instruction


•  Present a summary of Instruction, by lesson, 


that aligns with the required Standard.
1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.7.d


Student Activities


•  Present a summary of Student Activities, by 


lesson, that align with the required Standard, 


•  Ensure Student Activities are consistent w ith 


the Instruction presented, by lesson.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math
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A.6.7.e


Summative Assessment


•  Provide a Summative Assessment clearly 


separate from Instruction that allows an 


independent student the opportunity to 


demonstrate mastery of the required Standard.


•  Provide a Summative Assessment that 


accurately measures student mastery of the 


required Standard.  


•  Provide a Summative Assessment logically 


following from the sequence of Instruction and 


Student Activities presented. 


•  Include a copy of the summative 


assessment.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.7.f


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level


•  List the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery of the required Standard.


•  Describe the components to be scored and 


how points will be awarded. 


•  Include an answer key or scoring rubric 


(whichever applicable).


•  Include a grading/scoring scale.


C 1


Meets the Criteria for Writing and Math


Does not address the Criteria for Reading.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.6.7.g


Materials/Resources Needed


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


•  Include a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment (omitting 


common consumables).  


•  Account for materials/resources in C.5.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.7 Total 0 0 7


A.6.8 Curriculum Samples-8th F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.6.8.a


Alignment to Program of Instruction


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, Math and Science
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A.6.8.b


Standard Number and Description


•  List the correct number and full description 


of the required Standard.
1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, Math and Science


A.6.8.c


Instruction


•  Present a summary of Instruction, by lesson, 


that aligns with the required Standard.
1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, Math and Science


A.6.8.d


Student Activities


•  Present a summary of Student Activities, by 


lesson, that align with the required Standard, 


•  Ensure Student Activities are consistent w ith 


the Instruction presented, by lesson.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, Math and Science


A.6.8.e


Summative Assessment


•  Provide a Summative Assessment clearly 


separate from Instruction that allows an 


independent student the opportunity to 


demonstrate mastery of the required Standard.


•  Provide a Summative Assessment that 


accurately measures student mastery of the 


required Standard.  


•  Provide a Summative Assessment logically 


following from the sequence of Instruction and 


Student Activities presented. 


•  Include a copy of the summative 


assessment.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, Math and Science


A.6.8.f


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level


•  List the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery of the required Standard.


•  Describe the components to be scored and 


how points will be awarded. 


•  Include an answer key or scoring rubric 


(whichever applicable).


•  Include a grading/scoring scale.


C 1


Meets the Criteria for Writing, Math and Science


Does not address the Criteria for Reading.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.
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A.6.8.g


Materials/Resources Needed


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


•  Include a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment (omitting 


common consumables).  


•  Account for materials/resources in C.5.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, Math and Science


A.6.8 Total 0 0 7


A.6.9 Curriculum Samples-9th F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.6.9.a


Alignment to Program of Instruction


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, Math and Science


A.6.9.b


Standard Number and Description


•  List the correct number and full description 


of the required Standard.
1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, Math and Science


A.6.9.c


Instruction


•  Present a summary of Instruction, by lesson, 


that aligns with the required Standard.
1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, Math and Science


A.6.9.d


Student Activities


•  Present a summary of Student Activities, by 


lesson, that align with the required Standard, 


•  Ensure Student Activities are consistent w ith 


the Instruction presented, by lesson.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, Math and Science
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A.6.9.e


Summative Assessment


•  Provide a Summative Assessment clearly 


separate from Instruction that allows an 


independent student the opportunity to 


demonstrate mastery of the required Standard.


•  Provide a Summative Assessment that 


accurately measures student mastery of the 


required Standard.  


•  Provide a Summative Assessment logically 


following from the sequence of Instruction and 


Student Activities presented. 


•  Include a copy of the summative 


assessment.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, Math and Science


A.6.9.f


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level


•  List the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery of the required Standard.


•  Describe the components to be scored and 


how points will be awarded. 


•  Include an answer key or scoring rubric 


(whichever applicable).


•  Include a grading/scoring scale.


C 1


Meets the Criteria for Writing, Math and Science


Does not address the Criteria for Reading.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.6.9.g


Materials/Resources Needed


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


•  Include a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment (omitting 


common consumables).  


•  Account for materials/resources in C.5.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, Math and Science


A.6.9 Total 0 0 7


A.6.10 Curriculum Samples-10th F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.6.10.a


Alignment to Program of Instruction


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math
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A.6.10.b


Standard Number and Description


•  List the correct number and full description 


of the required Standard.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.10.c


Instruction


•  Present a summary of Instruction, by lesson, 


that aligns with the required Standard.
1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.10.d


Student Activities


•  Present a summary of Student Activities, by 


lesson, that align with the required Standard, 


•  Ensure Student Activities are consistent w ith 


the Instruction presented, by lesson.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.10.e


Summative Assessment


•  Provide a Summative Assessment clearly 


separate from Instruction that allows an 


independent student the opportunity to 


demonstrate mastery of the required Standard.


•  Provide a Summative Assessment that 


accurately measures student mastery of the 


required Standard.  


•  Provide a Summative Assessment logically 


following from the sequence of Instruction and 


Student Activities presented. 


•  Include a copy of the summative 


assessment.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.10.f


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level


•  List the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery of the required Standard.


•  Describe the components to be scored and 


how points will be awarded. 


•  Include an answer key or scoring rubric 


(whichever applicable).


•  Include a grading/scoring scale.


C 1


Meets the Criteria for Writing and Math


Does not address the Criteria for Reading.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.
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A.6.10.g


Materials/Resources Needed


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


•  Include a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment (omitting 


common consumables).  


•  Account for materials/resources in C.5.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.10 Total 0 0 7


A.6.11 Curriculum Samples-11th F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


A.6.11.a


Alignment to Program of Instruction


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.11.b


Standard Number and Description


•  List the correct number and full description 


of the required Standard.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.11.c


Instruction


•  Present a summary of Instruction, by lesson, 


that aligns with the required Standard.
1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.11.d


Student Activities


•  Present a summary of Student Activities, by 


lesson, that align with the required Standard, 


•  Ensure Student Activities are consistent w ith 


the Instruction presented, by lesson.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math
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A.6.11.e


Summative Assessment


•  Provide a Summative Assessment clearly 


separate from Instruction that allows an 


independent student the opportunity to 


demonstrate mastery of the required Standard.


•  Provide a Summative Assessment that 


accurately measures student mastery of the 


required Standard.  


•  Provide a Summative Assessment logically 


following from the sequence of Instruction and 


Student Activities presented. 


•  Include a copy of the summative 


assessment.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.11.f


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level


•  List the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery of the required Standard.


•  Describe the components to be scored and 


how points will be awarded. 


•  Include an answer key or scoring rubric 


(whichever applicable).


•  Include a grading/scoring scale.


C 1


Meets the Criteria for Writing and Math


Does not address the Criteria for Reading.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.6.11.g


Materials/Resources Needed


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


•  Include a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment (omitting 


common consumables).  


•  Account for materials/resources in C.5.


1


Meets the Criteria for Reading, Writing, and Math


A.6.11 Total 0 0 7


A.6.12 Curriculum Samples-12th F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments
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A.6.12.a


Alignment to Program of Instruction


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


C 1


Meets the Criteria for Reading and Writing


Does not address the Criteria for Math, a curriculum sample from a fouth high school math course that 


would meet state graduation requirements was not found.


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.6.12.b


Standard Number and Description


•  List the correct number and full description 


of the required Standard.
C 1


Meets the Criteria for Reading and Writing


Does not address the Criteria for Math, a curriculum sample from a fouth high school math course that 


would meet state graduation requirements was not found. 


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.6.12.c


Instruction


•  Present a summary of Instruction, by lesson, 


that aligns with the required Standard.
C 1


Meets the Criteria for Reading and Writing


Does not address the Criteria for Math, a curriculum sample from a fouth high school math course that 


would meet state graduation requirements was not found. 


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.6.12.d


Student Activities


•  Present a summary of Student Activities, by 


lesson, that align with the required Standard, 


•  Ensure Student Activities are consistent w ith 


the Instruction presented, by lesson.


C 1


Meets the Criteria for Reading and Writing


Does not address the Criteria for Math, a curriculum sample from a fouth high school math course that 


would meet state graduation requirements was not found. 


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.6.12.e


Summative Assessment


•  Provide a Summative Assessment clearly 


separate from Instruction that allows an 


independent student the opportunity to 


demonstrate mastery of the required Standard.


•  Provide a Summative Assessment that 


accurately measures student mastery of the 


required Standard.  


•  Provide a Summative Assessment logically 


following from the sequence of Instruction and 


Student Activities presented. 


•  Include a copy of the summative 


assessment.


C 1


Meets the Criteria for Reading and Writing


Does not address the Criteria for Math, a curriculum sample from a fouth high school math course that 


would meet state graduation requirements was not found. 


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.
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A.6.12.f


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level


•  List the criteria required to demonstrate 


mastery of the required Standard.


•  Describe the components to be scored and 


how points will be awarded. 


•  Include an answer key or scoring rubric 


(whichever applicable).


•  Include a grading/scoring scale.


C 1


Meets the Criteria for Writing


Does not address the Criteria for Reading.


Does not address the Criteria for Math, a curriculum sample from a fouth high school math course that 


would meet state graduation requirements was not found. 


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.6.12.g


Materials/Resources Needed


•  Ensure consistency of the Instruction, 


Activities, and Summative Assessment 


presented in the sample with the Program of 


Instruction described in A.3.


•  Include a specific list of required 


materials/resources that the teacher will use 


to facilitate the instruction, student activities, 


and summative assessment (omitting 


common consumables).  


•  Account for materials/resources in C.5.


C 1


Meets the Criteria for Reading and Writing


Does not address the Criteria for Math, a curriculum sample from a fouth high school math course that 


would meet state graduation requirements was not found. 


The revised submission for this scoring area meets the criteria.


A.6.12 Total 0 0 7


Part A Sub Total 0 0 85


Part B


B.1 Applicant Organization F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


B.1a


Discuss the applicant’s history, including its 


establishment, evolution, and how operating a 


charter school became part of its mission.


1


Meets the Criteria


B.1b


Provide an organizational chart and describe 


the reporting structure within the organization 


consistent w ith the narrative.


1


Meets the Criteria


B.1c


Identify any subsidiary relationship of the 


applicant organization to another organization. 1


Meets the Criteria


B.1d


Identify any current or prior charter operation 


by the applicant, including the authorizer, 


timeframe, and nature of involvement.
1


Meets the Criteria


B.1e


Discuss the role of each Principal in the 


organization. If individuals will play a role in the 


operation of the school, include qualifications 


related to charter school operation.


1


Meets the Criteria


Organization Plan
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B.1f


Identify any current or prior charter operation 


by any Principal, including the authorizer, 


timeframe, and nature of involvement.


1


Meets the Criteria


B.1g
Be consistent w ith the background information 


provided for each individual.
1


Meets the Criteria


B.1h
Ensure consistency with information listed on 


Title Page.
1


Meets the Criteria


B.1i
Ensure consistency with the contents of the 


application package.
1


Meets the Criteria


B.1j
Ensure consistency with legal documentation 


establishing entity.
1


Meets the Criteria


B.1 Total 0 0 10


B.2 Governing Body F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


B.2a


Include a clear description of the 


responsibilities of the governing body as per 


ARS§15-183.E.8.


1


Meets the Criteria


B.2b
Provide a description of the composition of the 


governing body.
1


Meets the Criteria


B.2c
Describe the process for filling vacancies on 


the school governing body.
1


Meets the Criteria


B.2d Be consistent w ith B.1. 1 Meets the Criteria


B.2e
Be consistent w ith all sections of the 


application package. 1
Meets the Criteria


B.2 Total 0 0 5


B.3 Management and Operation F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


B.3a


Provide a clear delineation of the roles and 


responsibilities for administering the day-to-


day activities of the school.


1


Meets the Criteria
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B.3b


Present an operational plan that includes 


oversight responsibilities related to instruction 


and operational services.  Plan must identify 


the number of administrative personnel (each 


year for the first three years) and their 


oversight responsibilities related to the 


following areas:


i. Instruction,


ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated 


State testing), 


iii. Staff Development, 


iv. Financial Management, 


v. Contracted Services, 


vi. Personnel, 


vii. Grants Management, and 


viii. Student Accountability Information System 


(SAIS).


1


Meets the Criteria


B.3c


Identify critical skills or experience that w ill 


indicate sufficient qualification for fulfillment of 


those responsibilities.


1


Meets the Criteria


B.3d
Be consistent w ith all sections of the 


application package.
1


Meets the Criteria


B.3 Total 0 0 4


B.3.1 Education Service Providers F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


B.3.1a


Provide an explanation for the reasons for 


contracting with or having a governance 


relationship with an ESP, in general, and this 


provider in particular, and how the ESP will 


further the school’s mission and program.


N/A


B.3.1b
Provide a clear description of the services to 


be provided by the ESP.


N/A


B.3.1c


Describe the applicant’s performance 


expectations for the ESP and how the 


applicant w ill evaluate that performance.


N/A


B.3.1d
Describe the ESP’s roles and responsibilities in 


relation to the applicant.


N/A


B.3.1e


Ensure ESP-related costs are described in the 


Budget Narrative and included in the Start-Up 


and Three-Year Operational Budget as 


appropriate.


N/A


B.3.1 Total 0 0 0
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B.3.2 Contracted Services F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


B.3.2a
Delineate all areas, if any, which may require 


the applicant to seek outside expertise. 1
Meets the Criteria


B.3.2b


Discuss the professional qualifications 


expected of those to be retained to perform 


each listed contracted service.


1


Meets the Criteria


B.3.2c
Identify the costs associated with each listed 


contracted service.
1


Meets the Criteria


B.3.2d
Provide sources for costs of each listed 


contracted services.
1


Meets the Criteria


B.3.2e


Ensure costs are described in the Budget 


Narrative and included in the Start-Up and 


Three-Year Operational Budget as appropriate.
1


Meets the Criteria


B.3.2 Total 0 0 5


Part B Sub-Total 0 0 24


Part C


C.1 Facilities Acquisition F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


C.1a


Identify and describe the facility necessary to 


implement the program.  Include square 


footage, number of classrooms, layout of 


space, and location that w ill accommodate the 


number of anticipated students as identified 


throughout the application package.


1


Meets the Criteria


C.1b


Identify and provide documentation on 


available facilities within the target market that 


will allow implementation of the program of 


instruction and support the student population 


and class size described in the application 


package.


Or


Provide details of already acquired facility, 


purchased land or proposed build that w ill 


allow implementation of the program of 


instruction and support the student population 


and class size described in the application 


package.


1


Meets the Criteria


C.1c


Identify a timeframe for securing an 


appropriate facility consistent w ith the start-up 


of the school.


1


Meets the Criteria


Business Plan
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C.1d


Identify costs associated with securing the 


facility and ensuring compliance with all 


applicable laws and regulations including 


obtaining educational occupancy.


1


Meets the Criteria


C.1e
Describe any financial arrangements that have 


been made for securing the facility.
1


Meets the Criteria


C.1f
Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent w ith 


the narrative.
1


Meets the Criteria


C.1g


Ensure costs as described in the narrative 


accounted for in the Start-Up and Three-Year 


Operational Budgets.


1


Meets the Criteria


C.1h
Be consistent w ith all sections of the 


application package.
1


Meets the Criteria


C.1 Total 0 0 8


C.2 Advertising and Promotion F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


C.2a


Provide a clear description of an 


advertising/promotion plan that appears viable 


and adequate to support the number of 


students included in the Three-Year 


Operational Budget.


1


Meets the Criteria


C.2b
List costs associated with the plan described 


in the narrative.
1


Meets the Criteria


C.2c
Identify how advertising/promotion costs were 


determined.
1


Meets the Criteria


C.2d
Identify a timeframe for advertising/promotion 


consistent w ith the start-up of the school.
1


Meets the Criteria


C.2e


Describe the proposed fair and equitable 


enrollment procedures, including the 


timeframe, waitlist, lottery, and the like, and 


documents to be included in the enrollment 


packet.


1


Meets the Criteria


C.2f


Ensure costs as described in the narrative 


accounted for in the Start-Up and Three-Year 


Operational Budgets.


1


Meets the Criteria


C.2 Total 0 0 6


C.3 Personnel F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments
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C.3a


Provide a staffing plan that appears viable and 


adequate for the effective implementation of 


the program of instruction and operation of the 


charter school as described, to include the 


grades and number of students to be served in 


each of the first three years of operation, and 


the number of each type of instructional and 


non-instructional personnel each year.


1


Meets the Criteria


C.3b


Provide a detailed plan to recruit, hire, and 


train instructional staff consistent w ith the 


start-up of the school.


1


Meets the Criteria


C.3c


Ensure all salaries and Employee Related 


Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are 


accounted for in the Start-Up and Three-Year 


Operational Budgets.


1


Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


Ensuring salary costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Three Year Operational 


Budget.


No revised information was submitted for this scoring area.


C.3 Total 0 1 2


C.4 Start-Up Budget F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


C.4a


List only sources of start-up revenue fully 


supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured 


Funds documentation.


1


Meets the Criteria


C.4b
List expenditures to cover the start-up plans 


described in the application package.
1


Meets the Criteria


C.4c
Demonstrate through the assumptions that 


the amounts listed are viable and adequate.
1


Meets the Criteria


C.4d Ensure revenues cover expenditures. 1 Meets the Criteria


C.4e


Ensure that timeframes described in all 


sections of the application package are 


consistent w ith timeframes listed on the Start-


Up Budget.


1


Meets the Criteria


C.4f
Be consistent w ith all sections of the 


application package.
1


Meets the Criteria


C.4 Total 0 0 6


C.5 Three Year Operational Budget F A M Technical Assistance/ Comments


C.5a


List expenditures to cover the Education Plan, 


Organization Plan, and Business Plan 


described in the application package.


1


Meets the Criteria
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C.5b


Ensure state equalization detailed in Revenue 


Worksheets is consistent w ith the Target 


Population and the student count by grade 


level.


1


Meets the Criteria


C.5c
Demonstrate through the assumptions that 


the amounts listed are viable and adequate.
1


Meets the Criteria


C.5d Ensure revenues cover expenditures. 1 Meets the Criteria


C.5e


Be consistent w ith all sections of the 


application package.


1


Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


Ensuring consistency with section C.3 of the application package regarding Salaries.


The revised submission for this scoring area partially addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:


Ensuring consistency with section C.3 of the application package regarding Salaries.


C.5 Total 0 1 4


Part C Sub-Total 0 2 26


Grand Total Part A, B, and C 0 2 135


CONCLUSION Meets the Criteria


SUMMARY


No scoring area in Part A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below


No more than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches


Meets 95% Test
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A.6 Curriculum Sample 6
th


 Math The Rising School Page 1 of 6 


Curriculum Sample: 6th Math 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level 6 Content Area Math 


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only)  


Length of Unit Five 55-minute periods Time of Year Second Quarter 


Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students are expected to have been exposed to representing and analyzing mathematical situations and structures 
using algebraic representations; be able to multiply and divide fractions;  be able to fluently add, subtract, multiply 
and divide multi-digit decimals using the standard algorithm for each operation; able to use an algebraic expression 
to represent a quantity in a given context 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instructional techniques of 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


6.EE.7 
Standard: Solve real-world and mathematical problems by writing and solving equations of the form x + p = q and 
px = q for cases in which p, q and x are all non-negative rational numbers 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will complete 5 multiple choice questions to assess their ability to write equations of the form x + p = q 
and px = q, and 5 open response questions to assess their ability to solve one-step equations.   The assessment and 
answer key are below. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 


There will be ten questions. Each question will be worth ten points, for a total of 100 points.  Scoring will be done 
with the answer key provided.  The multiple choice questions will include only one correct possible answer, and 
will be scored all-or-nothing. The open-response questions will require students to show their work; no credit will 
be given without it.  Questions in which the students chooses the correct operation, but carries it out incorrectly 
(student correctly chooses division, but gets 4 instead of 5 when dividing 100/20) will receive 5 of 10 points. 
Students must attain a goal of 80 of 100 points to demonstrate mastery.   
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sample. 


Materials/Resources Needed Paper, pencil, dry-erase board, markers, eraser 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


SWBAT go back and forth between written descriptions of situation and 
equations, for both book and real-world problems 
 
Key Points: 
Equations are made up of expressions 
Variables are symbols for an quantity whose value we do not yet know 
Use cue words in the description to help determine operations: product, 
sum, of, difference, etc. 
 
Method of Instruction: 
Guided questioning in review of materials, Think-Pair-Shares, and 
guided practice 


1) Do-now:   
In pairs, students will take turns writing out in English a description of a 
real-world situation (my age is three years more than my sister's age), 
and then trade with one another and write a mathematical expression 
(x + 3) 
 
2) Guided Practice: 
Students will write descriptions of real-world situations, and write out 
equations for them. Students will turn in these examples. 
 
3) Independent Practice/Homework: 
Given 3 equations, students will make up real-life situations that fit.  
 


2 


SWBAT solve one-step equations using addition  
 
Key Points: 
Both sides of the equation must be treated in the same manner 
To remove a negative number from one side of the equation, add the 
number to both sides 
An isolated number does not have the same value as the number in 
front of a variable, which is multiplication 
 
Method of Instruction: 
Teacher-led modeling, guided questioning and practice, independent 
practice 


1) Do-now: 
Students will perform warm-up exercises using examples the teacher 
has selected from Day 1 Activity #2 
 
2) Guided Practice: 
Students at their desks solve one-step equations using addition 
 
3) Guided-Practice: 
Students go to the board to do one-step equations 
 
4) Independent Practice:  
Students do problems on worksheets 


3 


SWBAT identify when to use addition and subtraction in solving one-
step equations, and solve for the variable 
 
Key Points:  
To identify the whether to use addition or subtraction, look at the sign 
on the number to be removed, and perform the opposite operation on 
that number on both sides of the equation 
 


1) Do-now: 
At desks, students try to solve one-step problem with subtraction 
 
2) Guided-Practice 
Students works at desks on set of 10 problems with subtraction 
 
3) Guided-Practice 
Students work at desks and board on both addition and subtraction 
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Method of Instruction: 
Teacher-led modeling, guided-practice, independent practice 


one-step problems 
 
4) Independent Practice/Homework Students make up one-step 
addition and subtraction problems, and write problem on one side, and 
answer on the other, for use on Day 5 


4 


SWBAT to solve one-step equation problems using multiplication and 
division, including problems with decimals and fractions 
 
Key Points: 
Reemphasize to students that they must treat both sides of the 
equation in a similar manner 
Remind students of process for multiplying a whole number by a 
fraction 
 
Teacher collects problems from Activity 5 for use on Day 5 
 
Method of Instruction:  
Direct instruction,  guided practice and independent practice 


1) Guided-Practice: 
Students solve worksheets at desk with one-step multiplication 
problems 
 
2) Do-now: 
Students work multiplication problems at board 
 
3) Guided-Practice  
Students solve worksheets at desk with one-step division problems 
 
4) Do-now: 
Students solve one-step problems at board using all four operations 
 
5. Independent Practice/Homework: 
Students make up one-step addition and subtraction problems, and 
write problem on one side, and answer on the other, for use on Day 5 


5 


Teacher observes and corrects demonstrations 
 
Teacher supervises hat problems which include examples from all 
objectives covered during the week 
 
Teacher provides summative assessment 
 
Method of instruction: 
Group guided-practice 


1) Do now: 
First half of class--In groups of 3, students make up problems involving 
money, and use coins to physically demonstrate the problems, first to 
the teacher, then to the other groups 
 
2) Guided Practice: 
The problems the students wrote cover all the objectives for the week, 
and are placed in a hat, and students pull out problems to solve.   
 
3) Students complete summative assessment 


 
Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
For each problem, write an equation that expresses the situation, and could be used to figure out what you do not know. 
1.  In 5 years Anne will be 16 years old.  You do not know how old Anne is right now.  
A) 5 – X = 16 
B) 5 + X = 16 
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C) 5 + X = 16 
D) 5 -16 = X 
 
2.  You have purchased 3 apples for a cost of $1.20.  You do not know how much the apples cost. 
A) 3X = 1.20 
B) 3/1.20 = X 
C) 3(1.20) = X 
D) 3 + X = 1.20 
 
3.  You are skate boarding straight home.  You do not know how far from home you are right now, but you realize that if you skate-board for 3 
blocks, you will be at an intersection you know is 5 blocks away from home.   
A) X + 3 = 5 
B) 3X = 5 
C) 3/5 = X 
D) 3 – X = 5 
 
4.  You found a quarter this morning, and put it in your pocket.  At night, when you took out all your change, you found you had a total of  $1.75 
A) 1.75/.25 = X 
B) .25 + 1.75 = X 
C) .25 + X = 1.75 
D) .25X = 1.75 
 
5.  You have 2 cups of flour set aside for your bread recipe.  You decide it is too much, and remove flour until there are only 1.75cups. 
A) 2 =  1.75 X 
B) 1.75/X = 2 
C) 2 – X = 1.75 
D) 17.5 + 2 = X 
 
Solve each of the following equations for x.  You MUST show your work. 
6.  X + 3  = 5 
7.  4X = 20 
8.  X – 2.5 = 1.5 
9.  1/4X = 25 
10.  -3X = 15 
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Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
1. B  
 
2. A  
 
3. A  
 
4. C  
 
5. C  
 
6.  X  + 3 =  5   OR      X + 3 = 5 
       - 3   -3    X + 3 – 3 = 5 - 3 
            X        = 2    X = 2 
 
7. 4X = 20 X = 5 
  4        4 
 
8. X – 2.5 =    1.5   OR  X - 2.5 = 1.5 
        +2.5      +2.5               X – 2.5 + 2.5 = 1.5 + 2.5 
    X          =    4.0    X = 4.0 
 
9. 4(¼ )X = (25)4 
          X = 100 
 
10.  -3X = 15  X = -5 
         -3      -3 
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B.1 Required Exhibit: Annual Report 


Rising Schools, Inc. (RSI) was incorporated as a non-profit corporation by the Arizona 


Corporation Commission on January 17, 2012. Consequently, RSI has not had an annual report 


yet; its first annual report is due on January 17, 2013.   
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A.3.2	Course	Offerings	and	Graduation	
Requirements	
Graduation	Requirements	and	Course	Credits	
To graduate from The Rising School, students must earn at least 24 credits by passing the following 
courses with a grade of D- or better. The minimum requirements in each subject are as follows: 


 4 credits of English 
 4 credits of math (which must include Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, and Pre-Calculus or 


Statistics) 
 4 credits of science 
 4 credits of social science (which must include U.S. History, World History, ½ credit of 


Government, and ½ credit of Economics) 
 3 credits of foreign language 
 1 credit of fine arts 
 4 other credits (including electives) 
 Recommended by not required: 1 or more credits of physical education 


 
These graduation requirements are more rigorous than those mandated by the Arizona Department of 
Education (www.azed.gov/state-board-education/high-school-graduation-requirements). They also exceed 
the admissions entrance requirements for the University of Arizona 
(http://admissions.arizona.edu/freshmen/entrance-requirements-and-guidelines) and other competitive 
four-year colleges and universities. 


Criteria	for	Awarding	Credit	
The Rising School will have the following multi-step process for promotion/retention:  


 Teachers will assess of a student’s “mastery” of each relevant standard from the College and 
Career Readiness Standards (Common Core Standards + 2010 Arizona Additions) and AP-based 
standards for some high-school courses, with “mastery” defined as scoring 80% or higher on an 
assessment of that standard;  


 Teachers will use student mastery of standards plus student performance on other relevant 
academic factors (homework, projects, in-class participation, etc.) to compute for each student a 
percentage score for the course; this percentage score will result in the Interim Course Grade; 


 This Interim Course Grade is the Final Course Grade for courses that do not have an aligned state 
standardized assessment (AIMS currently; PARCC or other assessment in the future); 


 For courses (math, Humanities, English Composition, and science) with an aligned state 
standardized assessment (Math, Reading, Writing, and Science), the student’s Interim Course 
Grade is combined with the student’s performance on the state standardized assessment to result 
in the Final Course Grade; 


 The Final Course Grade must be D- or higher to earn promotion (for grades 6-8) or credit (for 
high school). 


Mastery	of	Standards	
The Rising School criteria for promotion/retention begin with standards: the College and Career 
Readiness Standards (Common Core Standards + 2010 Arizona Additions) and AP-based standards for 
some courses. Students will be assessed on each relevant standard. To demonstrate “mastery” of a single 
standard, a student must score 80% or higher on an assessment of that single standard. 
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Interim	Course	Grade	
Teachers will use student mastery of standards (see above) plus student performance on other relevant 
academic factors (homework, projects, in-class participation, etc.) to compute for each student a 
percentage score for the course; this percentage score will result in the Interim Course Grade, which will 
be available at the end of the school year. The following shows the conversion of percentage of total 
standards mastered into Interim Course Grade: 97-100 (A+), 93-96 (A), 90-92 (A-), 87-89 (B+), 83-86 
(B), 80-82 (B-), 77-79 (C+), 73-76 (C), 70-72 (C-), 67-69 (D+), 63-66 (D), 60-62 (D-), below 60 (F).	 
	
Final	Course	Grade	
In courses that do not have an aligned state-standardized assessment, the Interim Course Grade is the 
Final Course Grade. In these courses, consequently, students will know their Final Course Grade at the 
end of the school year. 


For courses (math, Humanities, English Composition, and science) with an aligned state 
standardized assessment (Math, Reading, Writing, and Science), the student’s Interim Course Grade is 
combined with the student’s performance on the state standardized assessment to result in the Final 
Course Grade (see table below for a description of how this is done). For 10th grade, the student’s 
performance on the state Math assessment will be incorporated into the student’s Final Course Grade for 
his/her math class, the student’s performance on the state Reading assessment will be incorporated into 
the student’s Final Course Grade for his/her English class, and the student’s performance on the state 
Science assessment will incorporated into the student’s Final Course Grade for his/her Science class. 


In these courses, a student’s individual state standardized assessment scores will be incorporated 
into the student’s final grade through the following grade-conversion matrix: 


 
Interim 
Course 
Grade 


Exceeds Meets Approaches Falling 
Far 
Below 


A+ A+ A+ B+ C+ 


A A+ A B C 


A- A+ A- B- C- 


B+ A A- C+ D+ 


B A B+ C D 


B- A- B+ C- D- 


C+ A- B D+ F 


C B+ B D F 


C- B+ B- D- F 


D+ B C+ F F 


D B C F F 


D- B- C- F F 


F C D F F 


 
Incorporating state standardized assessment scores into students’ Final Course Grade will 


incentivize teachers and students to focus throughout the entire school year on student mastery of the 
standards from the College and Career Readiness Standards (Common Core Standards + 2010 Arizona 
Additions) and AP-based standards for some high-school courses. Moreover, comparing a student’s 
teacher-given grades with that students’ performance on the state assessment will give the school valuable 
insight and data on possible gaps (and strengths) in the curriculum and/or in the teacher’s instructional 
performance. Additionally, incorporating state standardized assessment scores into a student’s Final 
Course Grade will also encourage all students to take seriously the state standardized assessment; 
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currently, only a few students—those in high school--have any concrete incentive to perform well on state 
assessments.  


Criteria	for	Awarding	Credit	
Promotion/retention will depend on the student’s Final Course Grade (see above). Students must score D- 
or higher to pass a course. In grades 9-12, a student who fails a course that is required for graduation must 
retake and pass that course (or its equivalent) to graduate. Equivalent courses include, but are not limited 
to, summer-school, community-college, or university courses. Consequently, some students in courses 
aligned to a standardized state assessment will not know their grade in these courses—and, therefore, 
whether they passed—until the state has released the scores. As a result, these students may not know 
whether they passed until July.  While this late notification is unusual, it is not unprecedented. As 
mentioned above, the BASIS group of charter schools incorporates AP scores, which are not released 
until July, into its final course grades. 


Menu	of	Course	Offerings	


6th	Grade	Courses	
 Math: Aligned to College and Career Readiness Standards (CCRS) for math: 


o Connecting ratio and rate to whole number multiplication and division and using 
concepts of ratio and rate to solve problems 


o Completing understanding of division of fractions and extending the notion of number to 
the system of rational numbers, which includes negative numbers;  


o Writing, interpreting, and using expressions and equations 
o Developing understanding of statistical thinking 


 English Composition: Aligned to CCRS for writing 
 Humanities (Literature and World History & Geography) 


o Aligned to CCRS for reading and to state standards for social science 
 Science (Life, Physical, Earth, and Space) 


o Aligned to state standards for science 
 Fine Arts (Studio Art or Music) or Physical Education 


o Aligned to state standards for fine arts and physical education 
 Intervention (Math Foundations or English Foundations) or Enrichment 


o Bottom quartile in math, reading, or writing must take Intervention course 
 Study Skills: 2 times per week, 130 minutes total 
 Advisory: 1 time per week, 40 minutes 


 


7th	Grade	Courses	
 Math: Aligned to College and Career Readiness Standards  (CCRS) for math: 


o Developing understanding of and applying proportional relationships 
o Developing understanding of operations with rational numbers and working with 


expressions and linear equations 
o Solving problems involving scale drawings and informal geometric constructions, and 


working with two- and three-dimensional shapes to solve problems involving area, 
surface area, and volume 


o Drawing inferences about populations based on samples 
 English Composition: Aligned to CCRS for writing 
 Humanities (Literature and U.S. History) 


o Aligned to CCRS for reading and state standards for social science 
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 Science (Life, Physical, Earth, and Space) 
o Aligned to state standards for science 


 Fine Arts (Studio Art or Music) or Physical Education 
o Aligned to state standards for fine arts and physical education 


 Intervention (Math Foundations or English Foundations) or Enrichment 
o Bottom quartile in math, reading, or writing must take Intervention course 


 Study Skills: 2 times per week, 130 minutes total 
 Advisory: 1 time per week, 40 minutes 


8th	Grade	Courses	
 Math: Aligned to College and Career Readiness Standards  (CCRS) for math 


o Formulating and reasoning about expressions and equations, including modeling an 
association in bivariate data with a linear equation, and solving linear equations and 
systems of linear equations 


o Grasping the concept of a function and using functions to describe quantitative 
relationships 


o Analyzing two- and three-dimensional space and figures using distance, angle, similarity, 
and congruence, and understanding and applying the Pythagorean Theorem 


 English Composition: Aligned to CCRS for writing 
 Humanities (Literature and Civics, Government, & Economics) 


o Aligned to CCRS for reading and state standards for social science 
 Science (Life, Physical, Earth, and Space) 


o Aligned to state standards for science 
 Fine Arts (Studio Art or Music) or Physical Education 


o Aligned to state standards for fine arts and physical education 
 Intervention (Math Foundations or English Foundations) or Enrichment 


o Bottom quartile in math, reading, or writing must take Intervention course 
 Study Skills: 2 times per week, 130 minutes total 
 Advisory: 1 time per week, 40 minutes 


9th	Grade	Courses	
All 9th grade students take six courses: five core courses and one intervention or elective course. 
9th Grade Core Courses:  


 Math: Honors Algebra 1/Geometry 1 or Honors Algebra 2/Geometry 2 
 English: Honors World Literature 


o This course, in conjunction with Honors/AP World History, teaches students about major 
social, religious, philosophical, and cultural issues and themes.  


 English: Honors English Composition 
o This course focuses on further developing students’ writing and is aligned with Common 


Core writing standards for 9-10 grades.  
 Social Studies: Honors World History or AP World History: 


o Honors World History and AP World History are based on the same core concepts and 
methodologies. AP World History includes more content than Honors World History.  


 Science: Honors Biology or AP Biology  
o Honors Biology and AP Biology are based on the same core concepts and methodologies. 


AP Biology includes more content than Honors Biology. 
9th Grade Intervention or Elective Courses: 


 Students in lowest quartile in math, reading, or writing must take one of the following: 
o Math Essentials 1 or English Essentials 1 
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 Students not in the lowest quartile in math, reading, or writing must take one elective: 
o Physical Education, Fine Arts, Computer Science, Media Arts, Conversational Spanish, 


Creative Writing/Journalism, AP electives, or others 
9th Grade Courses: Other: 


 Study Skills: 2 times per week, 130 minutes total 
 Advisory: 1 time per week, 40 minutes 


10th	Grade	Courses	
All 10th-graders take six courses: five core courses and one intervention or elective course. 
10th Grade Core Courses:  


 Math: Algebra 2/Geometry 2 or Pre-Calculus 
o Pre-Calculus: This course extends and refines advanced algebraic and trigonometric 


concepts and will introduce concepts in probability, statistics, vectors, and parametrics.  
 English: Honors or AP English Language 


o Honors English Language and AP English Language are based on the same core concepts 
and methodologies. AP English Language includes more content and writing than Honors 
English Language..   


 Social Studies: Honors U.S. History or AP U.S. History 
o Honors U.S. History and AP U.S. History are based on the same core concepts and 


methodologies. AP U.S. History includes more content than Honors U.S. History. 
 Science: Honors Chemistry or AP Chemistry 


o Honors Chemistry and AP Chemistry are based on the same core concepts and 
methodologies. AP Chemistry includes more content than Honors Chemistry. 


 Foreign Language: Spanish 1 or 2 (determined by assessment), French 1, or Mandarin 1 
10th Grade Intervention or Elective Courses: 


 Students in lowest quartile in math, reading, or writing must take one of the following: 
o Math Essentials 2 or Reading Essentials 2 


 Students not in the lowest quartile in math, reading, or writing must take one elective: 
o Physical Education, Fine Arts, Computer Science, Media Arts, Creative 


Writing/Journalism, AP electives, or others 
10th Grade Courses: Other: 


 Study Skills: 2 times per week, 130 minutes total 
 Advisory: 1 time per week, 40 minutes 


11th	Grade	Courses	
All 11th graders take six courses: five core courses and one intervention or elective course.  
11th Grade Core Courses   


 Math: Pre-Calculus or AP Calculus AB 
o Pre-Calculus: See above.  
o AP Calculus AB: Aligned with AP Calculus AB, it is designed to prepare students for the 


AP Calculus AB exam and for higher-level college courses in mathematics. The major 
topics covered in this course are:  Functions, Graphs, and Limits; Derivatives; and 
Integrals. 


 English: Honors or AP English Literature (both aligned to AP English Literature) 
o Honors English Literature and AP English Literature are based on the same core concepts 


and methodologies. AP English Literature includes more content and writing than Honors 
English Literature..  


 Social Science: One-semester course: Honors U.S. Government or AP U.S. Government 
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o Honors U.S. Government and AP U.S. Government are based on the same core concepts 
and methodologies. AP U.S. Government includes more content than Honors U.S. 
Government.  


 Social Science: One-semester course: Honors Economics 
o Honors Economics examines microeconomics and macroeconomics.  


 Science: Physics or AP Physics B 
o Honors Physics and AP Physics B are based on the same core concepts and 


methodologies. AP Physics B includes more content than Honors Physics.  
 Foreign Language: Spanish 2 or 3, French 2, or Mandarin 2 


11th Grade Intervention or Elective Courses: 
 Students in lowest quartile in math, reading, or writing must take one of the following: 


o Math Essentials 2 or Reading Essentials 2 
 Students not in the lowest quartile in math, reading, or writing must take one elective: 


o Physical Education, Fine Arts, Computer Science, Media Arts, Creative 
Writing/Journalism, AP electives, or others 


11th Grade Courses: Other: 
 Study Skills: 2 times per week, 130 minutes total 
 Advisory: 1 time per week, 40 minutes 


12th	Grade	Courses	
All 12th grade students must take six courses: five core courses and one elective course. 
12th Grade Core Courses (during first three quarters):  


 Math: AP Calculus AB, AP Calculus BC, or AP Statistics  
o AP Calculus AB: See above  
o AP Calculus BC: This college-level course examines the topics found in a second 


semester college calculus course. Aligned with AP Calculus BC, it is designed to prepare 
students for the AP Calculus BC exam and for higher-level college courses in math.  


o AP Statistics: This college-level course will introduce students to the major concepts and 
tools for collecting, analyzing, and drawing conclusions from data..  


 English: Honors Senior English 
o This course is modeled after college English courses, requiring reading, analysis, writing, 


and discussion. Each year, the instructor, with input from students, will determine the 
topic or theme of the course; examples include Shakespeare’s dramas, contemporary 
American literature, gender in literature, and African-American literature. 


 Social Science: An AP course in social science 
o Art History, European History, Comparative Government, Human Geography, or 


Psychology 
 Science: An AP course in science 


o Computer Science A, Environmental Science, Human Geography, or Physics C 
 Foreign Language: Spanish 3 or 4 or AP Spanish, French 3, or Mandarin 3 


12th grade Elective Courses (during first three quarters): 
 Students not requiring remediation must take one of the following elective courses: 


o Physical Education, Fine Arts, Computer Science, Media Arts, Conversational Spanish, 
Creative Writing/Journalism, AP electives, or others. 


o Senior Internship (fourth quarter): Replaces Elective Course in fourth quarter. Senior 
Internships will provide authentic contexts where students learn problem-solving and 
other higher-order thinking skills. Students will also explore their career interests. 


12th Grade Courses: Other: 
 Study Skills: 2 times per week, 130 minutes total 
 Advisory: 1 time per week, 40 minutes 
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C.5	Three	Year	Operational	Budget	with	
Assumptions	
This is the narrative with assumptions for three-year operational budget, which runs from August 
1, 2013, through July 31, 2015. This document describes the assumptions for each line item, 
includes disaggregated costs, and provides a basis for determining those costs. The expenditures 
contained herein cover the Education Plan, Organization Plan, and Business Plan described in 
the application package. 


Students	
The student count will be 112, 196, and 313. The numbers of students that the budget is based on 
are 100, 175, and 280. Thus, the budget is based on 89% of full enrollment each year. Based on 
populations of similar charter schools, The Rising School is anticipating 10 special-education 
students for year one, 18 for year two, and 28 for year three, with all of these special-education 
students being in the categories DD, ED, MIID, SLD, SLI, or OHI, each of which receives 0.003 
support-level weight. 


Carryover	Revenue	
The carryover revenue (the balance from the previous year) will be $75,189.17 for year 1 (from 
startup), $119,043.31 for year 2, and $309,546.86 for year 3. 


The carryover after year 3 (into year 4) will be $612,639.46. 


Revenue	(State	Funding	Equalization	Assistance)	
Using the Revenue Worksheets provided by the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools, the 
school figures to have the following state funding (equalization assistance): $639,230 for year 1, 
$1,143,058 for year 2, and $1,803,357 for year 3.  


Additionally, the school will solicit donations and grants, but it has not secured them yet. 
Therefore, these funds are not included in the school’s three-year budgets. 


Total	Revenue	
Adding carryover revenue to state funding (equalization assistance) revenue, the school will have 
total revenue of $714,419.17 for year 1, $1,262,101.31 for year 2, and $2,112,903.86 for year 3.  


Administration,	Instruction,	&	Support	(AIS)	Expenditures	


Salaries	
In year 1, the school will pay a total of $326,250 in salaries. The CEO/Principal will earn 
$75,000 in salary. The school’s 4.0 FTE fulltime regular-education teachers will earn an average 
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of $35,000 per 1.0 FTE in salary, for a total of $140,000 in salaries. The school’s 1.0 FTE part-
time, regular-education teachers will earn $30,000 per 1.0 FTE in salary. The school’s 1.0 FTE 
part-time tutors (1.0 FTE) will earn $12.50 per hour and will work a total of 1600 hours in 10 
months, for a total of $20,000 in salaries. The school secretary will earn $30,000 in salary. Other 
part-time support staff will work in the office and before school, during lunchtime, and 
afterschool as monitors and performing tasks. The school’s 1.5 FTE part-time staff will earn 
$12.50 per hour and work a total of 2,500 hours in 10 months, for a total of $31,250 in salaries. 


In year 2, the school will pay a total of $524,921 in salaries. The CEO/Principal will earn 
$80,000 in salary. The school’s 6.0 FTE fulltime regular-education teachers will earn an average 
of $36,000 in salary, a 2.9% raise over year 1, for a total of $216,000 in salaries. Part-time 
regular-education teachers (3.0 FTE) will earn an average of $30,000 per 1.0 FTE in salary, for a 
total of $90,000 in salaries. Part-time tutors (1.75 FTE) will earn $12.50 per hour and will work a 
total of 2,800 hours in 10 months for a total of $35,000 in salaries. The school secretary will earn 
$31,000 in salary, a 3.3% raise over year 1. The school will add a fulltime office assistant in year 
2, and he/she will earn $20,833 for 10 months of work. Other part-time support staff (2.5 FTE) 
will work in the office and before school, during lunchtime, and afterschool as monitors and 
performing tasks. The school’s 2.5 FTE part-time staff will earn $12.50 per hour and work a total 
of 4,167 hours in 10 months, for a total of $52,088 in salaries.  


In year 3, the school will pay a total of $854,755 in salaries. The CEO/Principal will earn 
$85,000 in salary. The school’s 12.0 FTE fulltime regular-education teachers will earn an 
average of $37,000 in salary, a 2.8% raise over year 2, for a total of $444,000 in salaries. In year 
3, the school will add a fulltime special-education teacher, who will earn $35,000. Part-time 
regular-education teachers (3.0 FTE) will earn an average of $30,000 per 1.0 FTE in salary, for a 
total of $90,000 in salaries. Part-time tutors (2.75 FTE) will earn $12.50 per hour and will work a 
total of 4,400 hours in 10 months, for a total of $55,000 in salaries. In year 3, the school will add 
a Business/HR manager, who will earn a salary of $40,000. The school secretary will earn 
$32,000 in salary, a 3.2% raise over year 2. The office assistant will earn $21,667, a 4.0% raise 
over year 2, for 10 months of fulltime work. Other part-time support staff (2.5 FTE) will work in 
the office and before school, during lunchtime, and afterschool as monitors and performing tasks. 
The school’s 2.5 FTE part-time staff will earn $12.50 per hour and work a total of 4,167 hours in 
10 months, for a total of $52,088 in salaries.  


Required	Contributions	
The Rising School will pay required employee contributions (Social Security, Medicare, State 
Unemployment, and Workman’s Compensation). The school will budget required employee 
contributions to equal 10% of salaries. This figure is an assumption based on advice by Michele 
Diamond, CEO of Diamond Financial Solutions. Using the 10% figure, required employee 
contributions will total $32,625 (year 1), $52,492 (year 2), and $85,476 (year 3). 


Employee	Benefits	
The Rising School will provide an optional 403(B) retirement plan for employees. The school 
will not contribute to the plan during the first three years. The school will pay $1,800 in plan-
management fees annually in years 1, 2, and 3. These costs are an assumption based on a quote 
by Matthew Sullivan, Branch Manager of Oro Valley Merrill Lynch Wealth Management.  
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Employee	Insurance	
Fulltime employees (those working more than 30 hours each week) will receive fringe benefits 
of employee medical insurance. The cost to the school for each employee receiving benefits will 
be $395 per month, which includes $350 for medical and $45 for dental. This is a total of $4,740 
per year per eligible employee. These costs are an assumption based on a written quote by Mike 
Gietl of Gietl & Strutz Insurance, Inc. Mr. Gietl stated that this quote of $395 per month is 
conservative and could run $50 to $100 less per month. The school assumes that it will keep 
employee insurance at about $4,740 per year per employee through year 3 because it will work 
with Gietl & Strutz or another insurance broker each year to keep costs to that level or lower. 


The school will not require any employee contributions for insurance coverage of an 
eligible employee. Non-eligible personnel can pay the school’s monthly costs for coverage: $395 
for medical and/or $45 for dental. In addition, any employee wishing to have coverage of a 
spouse will pay the school’s costs for this coverage: $400 for medical and/or $35 for dental per 
month. Employees wishing to have coverage of their children will pay the school’s costs of $400 
for medical and/or $35 for dental. Employees wishing to have coverage for their family will pay 
the school’s costs of $800 for medical and/or $80 for dental. These prices are assumptions based 
on a written quote by Mike Gietl of Gietl & Strutz Insurance. 


In year 1, the personnel eligible for employee medical insurance benefits will be the 
CEO/Principal, four fulltime regular-education teachers, and the school secretary. These six 
employees will cost the school $28,440 in insurance benefits. In year 2, the personnel eligible for 
employee insurance will be the CEO/Principal, six fulltime regular-education teachers, and the 
school secretary. The office assistant will be a fulltime, 10-month employee who will receive 
benefits for 12 months. These nine employees will cost the school $42,660 in insurance benefits. 
In year 3, the personnel eligible for medical benefits will be the CEO/Principal, 12 fulltime 
regular-education teachers, the special-education teacher, the Business/HR manager, the school 
secretary, and the office assistant (again receiving 12 months of benefits). These 17 employees 
will cost the school $80,580 in insurance benefits. 


Office	Supplies	
The school will budget $8,000 (year 1), $12,000 (year 2), and $16,000 (year 3) for office 
supplies. This expense will be used to purchase office supplies, postage, and miscellaneous items 
necessary to create a sufficiently stocked office. These costs are assumptions based on expenses 
of a similar sized charter school. 


Instructional	Consumables	
For instructional consumables (instructional supplies and pedagogical aides), the school will 
budget $4,000 for year 1 (plus $1,000 in startup), $8,750 for year 2, and $14,000 for year 3. 
These costs are assumptions based on the recommendation in Odden & Picus (2008, p. 127) of 
$50 per student per year for instructional consumables and pedagogical aides. 


Membership	Dues,	Registrations,	&	Travel	
The school will budget $2,500 (year 1), $4,500 (year 2), and $6,000 (year 3) for memberships, 
registrations, and travel. These figures include annual memberships in educational and 
community organizations, including the Arizona Charter Schools Association, Phi Delta Kappa 
International, the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, the National 
Association of Secondary School Principals, and the Tucson Metro Chamber of Commerce. 
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These figures also include payments for off-site staff training and professional development, 
such as AP, ASCD, or Solution Tree trainings/professional development. The school’s general 
policy will be to pay for an employee’s registration for an approved training while leaving travel 
and lodging expenses to the employee. These costs are assumptions based on information 
gleaned from the respective organizations’ websites. 


Contracted	Services	(AIS)	
For AIS contracted services of accounting, payroll, and human resources, the school will budget 
$2,794.80 in year 1 and $4,294.60 in year 2. In year 3, the school will have no contracted 
services for accounting, payroll, and human resources because it will hire and employ a 
Business/HR manager who will handle these matters.  


For accounting and payroll for years 1 and 2, the school will contract with Pinnacle 
Accounting Inc./Financial Guidance Services or another service provider. In year 1, the school 
will budget $2,575 for accounting and payroll services, which includes five hours of service per 
month at $35 per hour ($2,100 yearly) plus $475 for annual tax returns. In year, 2, the school will 
budget $3,935 for accounting and payroll, which includes eight hours of service per month at 
$35 per hour ($3,360 yearly) plus $575 for annual tax returns. In year 3, accounting and payroll 
will be handled in-house by the Business/HR manager. These costs are an assumption based on a 
written quote by Michael Morris, owner of Pinnacle Accounting Inc./Financial Guidance 
Services. 


For human resources for years 1 and 2, the school will contract with Effortless HR or 
another service provider. In year 1, the school will budget $219.80 for “Basic level” HR services. 
In year 2, the school will budget $359.60 for “Plus level” HR services. In year 3, HR will be 
handled in-house by the Business/HR manager. These costs are assumptions based on a written 
quote by Lola Kakes, owner of Effortless HR. 


Contracted	Services	(Special	Education)	
For special-education services, the school will contract with Cenpatico Behavioral Health or 
another service provider. In year 1, the school will budget $15,000 for 200 hours of special-
education (SPED) services at $75 per hour. In year 2, the school will budget $26,250 for 350 
hours of SPED services at $75 per hour. In year 3, the school will budget $42,000 for 560 hours 
of SPED services at $75 per hour. (In year 3, the school also will employee a fulltime SPED 
teacher.) These costs are assumptions based on a price quote from Eric Ryan, Division Vice 
President of Cenpatico Behavioral Health. 


Curriculum	&	Resource	Materials	
For curriculum and instructional materials (including textbooks), the school will budget $5,000 
for year 1 (plus $4,000 in startup), $16,000 in year 2, and $25,000 in year 3. These figures 
include these amounts for textbooks: $4,000 for year 1 (plus $3,000 in startup), $12,250 for year 
2, and $19,600 for year 3. These textbook costs are assumptions based on the recommendation in 
Odden & Picus (2008, p. 127) of $70 per student per year for textbooks. 


Library	Resources/Software	
The school will not buy library resources or software. For library services, students and teachers 
will use the nearby public library, Woods Memorial Public Library. 
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SAIS	Software	
To interface with the Arizona Department of Education’s SAIS system, the school will contract 
with Tyler Technology for the Schoolmaster student management system (SMS) or will contract 
with another vendor for a comparable SMS. In year 1, the school will budget $6,500 for SAIS 
software, which includes startup, training, and leasing fees. In year 2 and year 3, the school will 
budget $1,500. These costs are assumptions based on a written quote for Schoolmaster by Steven 
Mildenberger of Tyler Technology. 


Auditor	Fees	
The school will not be audited in year 1, according to information supplied by Michele Diamond, 
CEO of Diamond Financial Solutions. For auditor fees, the school will budget $10,000 for year 2 
and $14,000 for year 3. These costs are assumptions based on a similar sized charter school. 


Total	Administration,	Instruction,	&	Support	(AIS)	
Total AIS is budgeted as $432,909.79 for year 1, $705,162.92 for year 2, and $1,141,104.99 for 
year 3. 


Operations	&	Maintenance	(O&M)	Expenditures	


Supplies	
For operational and maintenance supplies, the school will budget $3,000 (year 1), $4,000 (year 
2), and $5,000 (year 3). These funds will be used for purchasing miscellaneous supplies for 
building operations (e.g. light bulbs, bathroom supplies, minor repairs, etc.). These costs are 
assumptions based on a similar sized charter school. Large expenditures for building 
improvements are included in the line item “Building & Improvements” (below). 


Marketing/Advertising	
For marketing/advertising (including website), the school will budget $4,726 for startup, $4,244 
for year 1, $6,485 for year 2, and $6,735 for year 3. These costs are assumptions based on a 
written quote from Stephanie Rising, owner of Canyon Concepts. In addition, Stephanie Rising 
has pledged to donate her firm’s services to the school, a savings of several thousand dollars to 
the school. (Canyon Concepts normally charges $125 for marketing.)  


Contracted	Services	(O&M)	
For contracted O&M services, the school will pay $11,439.82 (year 1), $18,863.23 (year 2), and 
$30,134.64 (year 3).  


For legal representation, the school has contracted with Marian C. Abram of Karp & 
Weiss. In years 1-3, the school each year will budget $1,000 for five hours of legal services at 
$200 per hour. These costs are assumptions based on a written quote by Ms. Abram.  


For banking, the school has joined Tucson Federal Credit Union. In year 1, the school 
will pay $176.82 for banking. These costs include 12 months of monthly fees at $7.00 per month 
($84) and 6 boxes of 150 checks at $15.47 per box ($92.82). In year 2, the school will pay 
$223.23. These costs include 12 months of monthly fees at $7.00 per month ($84) and 9 boxes of 
150 checks at $15.47 per box ($139.23). In year 3, the school will pay $269.64. These costs 
include 12 months of monthly fees at $7.00 per month ($84) and 12 boxes of 150 checks at 
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$15.47 per box ($185.64). These costs are an assumption based on fees paid to Tucson Federal 
Credit Union. 


For Informational Technology (IT) services, the school will contract with Williams 
Technical Services or another IT service provider. In year 1, the school will budget $5,000 for 
100 hours of IT service at $50 per hour. In year 2, the school will budget $7,500 for 150 hours of 
IT service at $50 per hour. In year 3, the school will budget $10,000 for 200 hours IT services at 
$50 per hour. These costs are an assumption based on a quote by Tony Williams of Williams 
Technical Services. 


For custodial services, the school will contract with PROactive Janitorial or another 
service provider. In year 1, the school will budget $10,263 for custodial services. This price 
includes 196 cleanings, which includes service every school night (180 cleanings) plus one 
service per week during vacations (16 cleanings). The price covers cleaning 6,400 feet of space 
at $18 per worker hour (1 worker hour cleans 2200 square feet). In year 2, the school will budget 
$17,640 for 196 services of 11,000 square feet of space. In year 3, the school will budget 
$28,865 for 196 services of 18,000 square feet of space. These costs are an assumption based on 
a written quote by Terry Barr, owner of PROactive Janitorial. 


Building	Rent/Lease/Loan	
In year 1, the school will budget $84,240 for rent and triple-net charges for a facility of 6,400 
square feet ($13.16 per square foot). This cost is a conservative estimate because it’s an 
assumption based on the median figure of the school’s three possible facilities (see C.1 Facilities 
Acquisition). In year 2, the school will need an 11,000 square-foot facility. Using $12 per-
square-foot figure, the school will budget $132,000 for rent and charges. In year 3, the school 
will require an 18,000-square-foot facility. Using a $12 per-square-foot figure, the school will 
budget $216,000 for rent and charges. 


Building	&	Improvements	
The school and its real-estate agent, Tari Auletta of Grubb & Ellis, will negotiate with its 
landlord to incorporate into its rent its tenant improvements. Nevertheless, the school will be 
conservative by budgeting $24,000 annually for building improvements in years 1, 2, and 3. This 
figure is an assumption based on advice from Ms. Auletta and Rob Caylor of Caylor 
Construction. 


Land	&	Improvements	
The school will have no separate land-and-improvement costs, which will be paid by the 
landlord or rolled into the facility’s rental price. 


Fees/Permits	
The school will budget $1,000 annually for fees/permits for years 1-3. 


Property/Casualty	Insurance	
For property/casualty insurance, the school will budget $6,587 (year 1), $6,687 (year 2), and 
$6,777 (year 3). These costs are assumptions based on a written quote by Alan G. Martin of 
Martin Insurance Consultants. 
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Liability	Insurance	
In year 1, the school will budget $2,230 for liability insurance, which includes $1,000 for general 
liability and $1,230 for worker’s comp. In year 2, the school will budget $5,076 for liability 
insurance, which includes $2,000 for general liability and $3,076 for worker’s comp. In year 3, 
the school will budget $9,374 for liability insurance, which includes $3,500 for general liability 
and $5,874 for worker’s comp. These are assumptions based on a written quote by Michelle 
Martin, Owner/General Manager of Marana Insurance Agency. 


Utilities	(Electric,	Gas,	Water,	Waste)	
In year 1, the school will budget $10,989 for utilities for 6,400 square feet of space. In year 2, the 
school will budget $18,888 for 11,000 square feet of space. In year 3, the school will budget 
$30,907 for 18,000 square feet of space. These costs are based on an annual utility-expense rate 
of $1.72 per square foot of facility. This figure is an assumption based on the utility expenses for 
a building located at 1615 E. Fort Lowell, which is near each of the school’s three possible 
facilities. In 2011, the building’s owner paid $14,176 in utilities for an 8,256 square foot 
building, according to Mark Irvin Commercial Real Estate Services. 


Phone/Communications/Internet	Connectivity	
In years 1-3, the school will budget $6,000 each year for service for 3 phones, 1 cell phone, and 
internet service. These costs are based on fees paid to Verizon and from online prices on Cox 
Business, Verizon, and Quest websites. 


Transportation	
The school will not provide transportation for students. The school will located on a public-bus 
line, and school personnel will help parents coordinate carpooling. Any extracurricular activities 
requiring transportation will be paid from extracurricular fees. 


Food	Service	
The school will not provide food service for students. Students will bring their snacks and 
lunches to school. Students in the high school will be allowed to go off campus for lunch at 
nearby restaurants if they have their parents’ written permission and follow all lunchtime 
punctuality and safety rules. 


Classroom	Furniture	&	Other	Equipment	
Using conservative assumptions, the school will budget for classroom furniture and equipment 
based on new items. The costs listed below are assumptions based on a written quote by Greg 
Janssen of Arizona Furnishings and by online prices by Office Depot and School Outfitters. 
However, the true costs to furnish and equip the classrooms should be lower since the school 
plans to shop for, and ask for donations of, used furniture and equipment.  


In year 1, there will be no costs because the school’s four classrooms will be furnished 
during the startup period (for 8,895.40). 


In year 2, there will be nine total classrooms, requiring furnishing five new classrooms. 
The school will budget $12,968.05 to furnish the five classrooms with new items. Each 
classroom will cost $2,593.61 to furnish with new items and will include: 9 student tables, which 
each seat three students ($97.42 each; $876.78 total); 27 student chairs ($29.78 each; $804.06); 1 
teacher’s desk ($199.99); 1 teacher’s chair ($86.85); 1 four-drawer filing cabinet ($152.59); 2 
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bookcases ($51.79 each; $103.58 total); and 2 Franklin Magnetic Markerboards (8' W x 4' H) 
($184.88 each; $369.76 total).  


In year 3, there will be 15 total classrooms, requiring furnishing six new classrooms. The 
school will budget $15,561.66 to furnish the six classrooms with new items. Each classroom will 
cost $2,593.61 to furnish with new items and will include: 9 student tables, which each seat three 
students ($97.42 each; $876.78 total); 27 student chairs ($29.78 each; $804.06); 1 teacher’s desk 
($199.99); 1 teacher’s chair ($86.85); 1 four-drawer filing cabinet ($152.59); 2 bookcases 
($51.79 each; $103.58 total); and 2 Franklin Magnetic Markerboards (8' W x 4' H) ($184.88 
each; $369.76 total).  


Multi‐Purpose	Room	Furniture	
Using conservative assumptions, the school will budget for furnishing the Multi-Purpose Room 
(MPR), which is also the cafeteria, using prices for new furniture. The costs listed below are 
assumptions based on an online price by C & H Distributers. However, the true costs to furnish 
the MPR should be lower since the school plans to shop for, and ask for donations of, used 
furniture and equipment.  


In year 1, there will be no costs because the school will furnish the MPR during the 
startup period (for $3,876). In year 2, the school will budget $1,938 for adding furniture in the 
MPR. This cost includes 6 table/chairs sets ($323 per set) that include 1 square table (42” x 42”) 
and 4 black-vinyl stack chairs, for a total of 6 tables and 24 chairs. In year 3, the school will 
budget $1,938 for adding furniture in the MPR. This cost includes 6 table/chairs sets ($323 per 
set) that include 1 square table (42” x 42”) and 4 black-vinyl stack chairs, for a total of 6 tables 
and 24 chairs. 


Office	Furniture	&	Other	Equipment	
In year 1, there will be no costs because the offices will be furnished during the startup period 
(for $1,473.66). In year 2, the school does not anticipate needing any more furniture for the 
offices, but it will budget $250 to cover any contingencies. In Year 3, the school will budget 
$741.22. This includes $250 for contingencies and $491.22 to purchase furniture for the 
HR/Business manager. This latter cost includes $199.99 for a desk, $86.85 for a chair, $152.59 
for a four-drawer filing cabinets, and $51.79 for a bookcase. Using conservative assumptions, the 
school is budgeting using prices for new furniture based on a written quote by Greg Janssen of 
Arizona Furnishings and on Office Depot’s online prices. However, the true costs should be 
lower since the school plans to shop for, and ask for donations of, used furniture.  


Student	Technology	Equipment	
No costs. The school will be applying for grants for technology. The school will also be 
soliciting donations for technology. For example, AmeriSchools, a group of five charter schools 
in Arizona, is supplied completely by donated technology. Additionally, The Rising School’s 
program of instruction is not dependent on technology; and students will be able to bring their 
own laptops to school. 


Office	Technology	Equipment	
In year 1, the school will have no costs for office technology equipment because the school 
provided for this line item during the startup period (for $2,396). In year 2, the school does not 
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anticipate needing any more furniture for the offices, but it will budget $500 to cover any 
contingencies.  


In year 3, the school will spend $2,396 on office technology for the HR/Business 
manager and the Special education Teacher. This cost includes 2 laptop computers (Lenovo 
ThinkPad T520 Notebooks with Intel Core i5 Processor, 4GB Memory, Windows 7 Professional, 
and Microsoft Office Suite) for $999 each ($1,998 total). It also includes 2 Brother Black & 
White Office Printers with Duplexing for $199 each ($398 total). These costs are assumptions 
based on a written quote by Jeff Weinman of Computer Dimensions. 


Security	
For a security system, the school will contract with Guard Pro Protection Systems or another 
service provider. The school will buy the security system during the startup period (for $2,809 in 
parts and labor installation). In years 1-3, the school will pay $395.88 per year for security 
service. These costs are assumptions based on a written quote by Stephen Abril, owner of Guard 
Pro Protection Systems. 


Copiers	
In years 1 and 2, the school will have no costs for a copier, which will be bought by the school 
during the startup period (for $2,199). In year 3, the school will spend $2,199 to purchase a 
second Xerox 45 PPM Multi-Function Copier/Printer/Scanner/Fax. This cost is an assumption 
based on a written quote by Jeff Weinman of Computer Dimensions. 


Loan	Repayment	
The school will receive a $150,000 line of credit from Wells Fargo by February 2012. It will 
begin drawing on the line in July 2013. The loan will have a 5.25% interest rate. In year 1 and 2, 
the school will pay interest-only of $8,340.37 per year. Beginning in year 3, the school will pay 
off the loan over 36 months, costing $4,514.18 per month. Therefore, in year 3, the school will 
pay $54,170.19 in loan repayment (principal plus interest). These costs are assumptions based on 
a written quote by Sean P. Murray, Senior Business Relationship Manager and Vice President, 
Wells Fargo Bank. 


Total	Operations	&	Maintenance	
For total Operations & Maintenance, the school is budgeting $162,466.07 for year 1, 
$247,391.53 for year 2, and $359,159.40 for year 3. 


Total	Expenditures	
For total expenditures (AIS plus O&M), the school is budgeting $595,375.86 for year 1, 
$952,554.45 for year 2, and $1,500,264.39 for year 3. 


Total	Revenues	
The school will have total revenue of $714,419.17 for year 1, $1,262,101.31 for year 2, and 
$2,112,903.86 for year 3. 
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Budget	Balance	(Revenues‐Expenditures) 
The budget balance (revenues minus expenditures) will be $119,043.31 for year 1, $309,546.86 
for year 2, and $612,639.46 for year 3. 


Contingency	Plan	
As with all good budgets, the preceding calculations are based on research, experience, and 
logical analysis. As all financial analysts understand, budgets are evolving documents that must 
be continually updated to adapt to changes in the marketplace and to unforeseen occurrences. 
Adapting the budget involves analyzing variables. Obviously, the key variables are revenue and 
expenses. The primary source of revenue is state funding, which is based mainly on the number 
of students. The primary source for expenses is labor, and the primary source of labor is teachers. 
Conveniently, these two sources are highly and positively correlated: as the number of students 
rises, so does the number of teachers, with The Rising School seeking to keep a student-teacher 
ratio of 20-1 or less (i.e., less than 20 students per teacher). Consequently, the school’s 
contingency plan involves matching teachers to students. For example, if the school has 60 
students, rather than the anticipated 100, in year 1, the school will decrease the number of 
teachers from 5.0 FTE to 3.0 FTE. Moreover, if student numbers are higher than anticipated, the 
school will hire more teachers to match that new need.  


Reference	
Odden, A. R., & Picus, L. O. (2008). School finance: A policy perspective (4th ed.).  New York: 


NY: McGraw-Hill. 
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Layout Of Space
Total start-up facility size will be 
approximately 6,400 sq. ft., consisting of:


• 4 classrooms, each 676 sq. ft.


• 2 connected administrative offices,   
 totaling 468 sq. ft.


• 2 bathrooms, at least four stalls and two  
 sinks, ADA compliant


• 1 workroom, 468 sq. ft.


• 1 multipurpose room / open area /   
 Lobby — area can be expanded for   
 school-wide assemblies, open houses,   
 etc., by folding back partition walls that   
 ordinarily section off a more formal   
 lobby area.


• Shelving for student items


• Windows


We are currently working with a commercial 
real estate agent, Tari Auletta, V.P. with 
Grubb & Ellis Company, to find space 
that can reasonably accommodate these 
needs. To minimize our scope of tenant 
improvements, we are searching for 
spaces that already have large offices and 
conference rooms that can be converted to 
classrooms.approximate scale:  1 square = 2 square feet
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A.3	Program	of	Instruction	
The Rising School’s Program of Instruction is designed to meet the needs of students in its target 
population by preparing them to succeed in college and 21st century careers. Students in the targeted 
community of central Tucson come disproportionately from low-income, Hispanic families, and are likely 
to be below grade level. Consequently, The Rising School will assess all students and then employ 
targeted intervention that focuses on reading, writing, and math. The Program of Instruction is designed to 
increase students’ academic achievement, college acceptance and graduation rates, life opportunities, and 
civic and economic contributions through a rigorous education in grades 6-9 (with extension to 6-12 by 
year four).  
 
The program of instruction includes: 


 Assessment and intervention to remediate students below grade level or identified as ELL 
 A rigorous curriculum based on the College and Career Readiness Standards (Common Core 


Standards + 2010 Arizona Additions), other Arizona state standards, Advanced Placement, 
leading prep schools, and colleges and universities 


 A rigorous high school curriculum, where all core courses are taught at the Honors or AP level 
 An emphasis on college readiness throughout the curriculum 
 Real-world application that prepares students to apply their education by using 21st century skills, 


such as thinking critically and solving real-world problems 
 Research-based, content-specific, best practices implemented by teachers who are experts in 


content and instruction 
 Frequent assessments to inform data-driven decisions that provide differentiated support to 


maximize academic achievement 


Curriculum	Framework	for	Academic	Core	Content	Areas	


Mathematics	
The Rising School’s program of instruction includes a required math course each year. Additionally, 
students in grades 6-11 assessed in the bottom quartile in math achievement will take an additional math 
course: Math Foundations (grades 6-8) or Math Essentials 1-3 (grades 9-11). These are intervention 
courses designed to remediate math deficiencies. All of the school’s math courses are aligned to the 
Arizona’s College and Career Readiness Standards (CCRS) or to the AP standards.  


In 6th grade, the math curriculum focuses on four areas: 1) connecting ratio and rate to whole 
number multiplication and division and using concepts of ratio and rate to solve problems; 2) completing 
understanding of division of fractions and extending the notion of number to the system of rational 
numbers, which includes negative numbers; 3) writing, interpreting, and using expressions and equations; 
and 4) developing understanding of statistical thinking.  


In 7th grade, the math curriculum focuses on four critical areas: 1) developing understanding of 
and applying proportional relationships; 2) developing understanding of operations with rational numbers 
and working with expressions and linear equations; 3) solving problems involving scale drawings and 
informal geometric constructions, and working with two- and three-dimensional shapes to solve problems 
involving area, surface area, and volume; and 4) drawing inferences about populations based on samples. 


In 8th grade, math curriculum focuses on three areas: 1) formulating and reasoning about 
expressions and equations, including modeling an association in bivariate data with a linear equation, and 
solving linear equations and systems of linear equations; 2) grasping the concept of a function and using 
functions to describe quantitative relationships; 3) analyzing two- and three-dimensional space and 
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figures using distance, angle, similarity, and congruence, and understanding and applying the Pythagorean 
Theorem. 
 In high school, The Rising School’s math curriculum covers six major conceptual categories: 
number and quantity, algebra, functions, modeling, geometry, statistics, and probability. Students must 
pass four credits of math. Students will be grouped by skill based on assessment. In 9th grade, students 
will take either Honors Algebra 1/Geometry 1 or Honors Algebra 2/Geometry 2. In 10th grade, students 
will take either Honors Algebra 2/Geometry 2 or Honors Pre-Calculus. In 11th grade, students will take 
one of the following math courses: Honors Pre-Calculus, Honors Calculus, or AP Calculus AB. In 12th 
grade, students will take one of the following math courses: Honors Calculus or AP Calculus BC or AP 
Statistics 


English	Language	Arts	
The English Language Arts (ELA) program focuses on reading and writing. In grades 6-9, all students 
take two ELA courses each year. In grades 10-12, all students take one ELA course each year. In grades 
6-11, students in the bottom quartile in reading will take an additional ELA course: English Foundations 
(for grades 6-8) or English Essentials 1-3 (for grades 9-11). These are intervention courses designed to 
remediate ELA deficiencies, including ELL students. 


English	Language	Arts:	Reading	
Reading is emphasized throughout the ELA curriculum, starting in middle school. Each year in grades 6-
8, students take a Humanities course, which is focused on reading texts, both literary (stories, drama, and 
poetry) and informational (nonfiction). In this manner, the Humanities curriculum integrates the study of 
English and social studies. Each Humanities course is aligned to the appropriate grade level in Arizona’s 
College and Career Readiness Standards (CCRS) in reading, with the course’s informational texts aligned 
with state standards for social studies in grades 6-8. In alignment with CCRS, 50% to 70% of assigned 
texts will be informational nonfiction. Students will critically analyze literature and expository text, 
determining the author’s meaning and purpose while judging the effectiveness of literary and rhetorical 
devices. Students will tackle works of exceptional thought and craft from many genres, cultures, and eras. 
Through broad and deep reading of steadily increasing sophistication, students will acquire many skills, 
including: literary and cultural knowledge, references, and images; the ability to evaluate intricate 
arguments; and the capacity to comprehend complex texts.  


In high school (grades 9-12), the focus on reading continues in ELA courses. In 9th grade, all 
students take Honors World Literature. In conjunction with Honors/AP World History, this course teaches 
students about major social, religious, philosophical, and cultural issues and themes. In 10th grade, 
students take Honors or AP English Language, both of which are aligned to AP English Language 
standards. In conjunction with Honors/AP U.S. History, this course requires students to read American 
prose, both fiction and nonfiction, written in a variety of rhetorical contexts.  In 11th grade, students take 
Honors or AP English Literature, both of which are aligned to AP English Literature. This course engages 
students in careful reading and critical analysis of imaginative literature from the British canon, surveying 
major literary periods and exploring connections between literature, culture, and historical events. In 12th 
grade, all students take Honors Senior English. This course is modeled after college English courses, 
requiring reading, analysis, writing, and discussion. Each year, the instructor, with input from students, 
will determine the topic or theme of the course; examples include: Shakespeare’s dramas, themes in 
Victorian literature, the 19th-century American novel, contemporary American literature, gender in 
literature, women writers, African-American literature, Mexican-American literature in English, colonial 
and postcolonial literature, and film theory. 


Reading	across	the	Curriculum	
The Rising School emphasizes reading across the curriculum because the skill is necessary to building 
knowledge in all subjects. The vast majority of reading in college and the workforce is sophisticated 
nonfiction requiring specific skills. For example, in social studies, students must analyze, evaluate, and 
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differentiate primary and secondary sources. In science, students must understand challenging texts with 
complex diagrams and data. Thus, students must learn to read complex informational texts with 
independence and confidence. Reading for college and career readiness requires many skills, including:  


 understanding the conventions of each discipline, e.g., the kinds of evidence used in history and 
science 


 understanding discipline-specific words, phrases, concepts, and theories  
 attention to precise details 
 capacity to evaluate intricate arguments, synthesize complex information, and follow detailed 


descriptions of events and concepts   


English	Language	Arts:	Writing	
Writing is emphasized throughout the English Language Arts curriculum, starting in middle school. Each 
year in grades 6-8, students will take English Composition, which focuses on expression through writing 
(primarily) and other media, such as oral and video. English Composition courses are aligned to the 
appropriate grade level in the CCRS in writing, and students will learn and apply various strategies to 
become increasingly proficient writers and communicators. Along with writing, other modes of 
expression will be learned and developed in English Composition courses (and in other ELA courses, 
too). Aural and verbal skills will be developed during structured discussions about subject matter. In 
discussions, students will learn how to contribute appropriately, compare and contrast, and analyze and 
synthesize ideas using strong evidence. They will also learn to listen attentively to build on others’ ideas 
while expressing their own ideas clearly and persuasively. In alignment with 21st century skills, students 
will incorporate the use of technologies to express their ideas.  
 In high school, the emphasis on writing and other forms of expression continues. In 9th grade, 
students take Honors World Literature. In conjunction with World History, this course uses world 
literature to teach students about major social, religious, philosophical, and cultural issues and themes. 
Writing assignments will focus on the critical analysis of literature and will include expository, analytical, 
argumentative, and creative essays. In 10th grade, all students take Honors or AP English Language, both 
of which are aligned to the AP English Language and Composition standards. In conjunction with 
Honors/AP U.S. History, this course examines American prose and provides students with plentiful 
opportunities to write about a variety of subjects and demonstrate an awareness of audience and purpose. 
In 11th grade, all students take Honors or AP English Literature, both of which are aligned to the AP 
English Literature standards. In this class, students will read texts primarily from the British canon, and 
writing assignments will focus on the critical analysis of literature and will include expository, analytical, 
argumentative, and creative essays. In 12th grade, all students take Honors Senior English. This course is 
modeled after college English courses, requiring reading, analysis, writing, and discussion. Each year, the 
instructor, with input from students, will determine the topic or theme of the course. A key requirement of 
this course is completion by every student of a substantial, high-quality paper or project. 


Writing	across	the	Curriculum	
The Rising School emphasizes writing across the curriculum because students must be able to express 
themselves in every subject area. Courses help students to progressively master the writing skills required 
for college and career readiness, including the abilities to: 


 assert and defend claims 
 show what they know about a subject 
 convey what they have experienced, imagined, thought, or felt  
 take task, purpose, and audience into consideration 
 choose words, information, structures, and formats deliberately 
 combine elements of different kinds of writing to produce complex and nuanced writing  
 use technology strategically when creating, refining, and collaborating 
 become adept at gathering information, evaluating sources, and citing material accurately 
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 report findings from their research and analysis of sources in a clear and cogent manner 
 produce high-quality first-draft text under a tight deadline 
 revisit and revise a piece of writing over multiple drafts 


Social	Studies	
The Rising Schools social-studies program is aligned with Arizona or AP standards. Throughout the 
social studies curriculum, students will build academic vocabulary and critical thinking skills. They will 
develop proficiency in constructing and interpreting charts, graphs, and timelines, as well as 
comprehending and summarizing passages and longer texts from primary and secondary sources. 
Students will progress in writing skill, learning to construct strong arguments.  


In the middle school, social studies content is incorporated into the Humanities courses. Social-
studies content in these courses focuses on World History and Geography in 6th grade, U.S. History in 7th 
grade, and Civics, Government, and Economics in 8th grade. 
 In high school, students must take a minimum of four credits of social studies. In 9th grade, 
students take Honors or AP World History, which are both aligned to AP World History standards. This 
course is integrated with the 9th grade Honors World Literature course. In 10th grade, students take Honors 
or AP U.S. History, which are both aligned to AP U.S. History standards. This course is integrated with 
the 10th grade Honors/AP English Language courses, which focuses on American prose. In 11th grade, 
students take one semester of Honors U.S. or AP U.S. Government and one semester of Honors or AP 
Economics. In 12th grade, students take an AP course in social science; possible offerings include: Art 
History, European History, Comparative Government, Human Geography, and Psychology. 


Science	
The Rising School’s science program is aligned with state or AP standards. The science program is 
designed to help students learn scientific content and skills through inquiry-based learning, developing 
background knowledge and skills, and a deep understanding of physical science. Students will use inquiry 
based learning to discover the rules and principles that guide physical science and then gain a deeper 
understanding by internalizing how these principles are manifested in Life, Earth, and Health Science. 
Each grade level in grades 6-8 covers 3-5 physical science principles and contains at least one unit for 
Earth, Life, and Health Science. All grade level objectives are developed in a manner that spirals the 
content. Students will be exposed to concepts multiple times and each grade level will build off the 
foundation of the previous grade.  


In high school, students will take four years of science. In 9th grade, students take Honors or AP 
Biology, which are both aligned to AP Biology standards. In 10th grade, students take Honors or AP 
Chemistry, which are both aligned to AP Biology standards. In 11th grade, students take Honors or AP 
Physics, which are both aligned to AP Physics B standards. In 12th grade, students take an AP course in 
science; possible options include: Computer Science A, Environmental Science, Human Geography, or 
Physics C. 


Methods	of	Instruction	
Great teaching is the heart of The Rising School. At our school, teaching will be a demanding job, 
requiring expert content knowledge, effective instructional implementation, personal approachability, 
organization ability, and collaboration skills. To achieve success, teachers will receive support from 
colleagues, instructional leaders, and support staff. The school will promote a culture that promotes 
teamwork, which is one of four foundational elements necessary for students to grow academically 
(ACSA, 2008). Teachers will not remain in their classrooms all day, isolated from their peers. Rather, 
they will gather in a climate that promotes getting the job done together in weekly Professional Learning 
Communities (DuFour et al., 2010) and other settings.  
 The Rising School’s Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) will be small groups (5-10) of 
teachers who work together at least once per week. PLCs will not be typical faculty meetings, where 
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teachers listen to a monologue from the principal about procedural and policy issues. Instead, the foci of 
PLCs are for teachers to learn from and with each other about professional issues generally and student-
based issues specifically. Each PLC will be facilitated by an Instructional Leader who has been trained in 
coaching and protocols for effective PLCs. The teachers will receive professional development on 
working in these groups. In PLCs, teachers will research, bring in, and discuss effective curriculum, 
instructional, assessment methods. Teachers will also closely analyze student work together, allowing 
them to help each other and to gain a common professional eye. Together, PLC members will develop 
common assessments, grade student work, and evaluate the effectiveness of assessments. Teachers will 
receive 1.5 hours of learning in Professional Learning Committees and will get two weeks of professional 
development before the school year starts and four days after the year ends. Dr. Rising and other master 
teachers will serve as faculty coaches.  
 
Faculty members will embrace the notion that teaching at The Rising School requires: 


 Closely collaborating with students and colleagues in a small, friendly community 
 Working in teaching teams, supporting colleagues, and being supported 
 Serving primarily as a “coach” or “mentor” to facilitate students’ learning-by-doing 
 Teaching students as they work in groups 
 Discovering and using outside resources—including online materials, local experts, and local 


places of learning (museums, universities, etc.)—to support students’ learning 
 Focusing on teaching 21st century skills 
 Connecting academic content to students’ social and emotional issues 
 Developing as a teacher by improving professional knowledge and instructional skills 


 
 With help from colleagues, instructional leaders, and other sources, teachers will be required to 
create a series of detailed instructional structures for their courses. These structures comprise three levels. 
First, all teachers will create a syllabus for each course. The syllabus presents an overview of the course, 
giving a timeline of instruction and major assessments. It also explicitly aligns state or AP standards to 
each instructional element. The syllabus is due by the start of the school year and will be evaluated by the 
principal and an Instructional leader. Second, teachers will create unit plans, which show the standards, 
topics, and major activities of each daily lesson plan. Unit plans are due a month before the unit 
commences, at the start of each month. The principal will collect and evaluate unit plans. Third, teachers 
will create daily lesson plans, detailed plans that identify all of the daily lesson’s standards, topics, 
activities, and assessments. For constructing daily lesson plans, the school will use Hunter’s Essential 
Elements of Instruction (EEI) (Hunter, 2004). The elements of an EEI lesson plan include a lesson title, 
materials, course curriculum standards, an anticipatory set, performance objectives, instructional input, 
checks for understanding, guided practice, closure, and extended practice (homework). These structures 
tightly align curriculum with instruction. 


With these structures in place, teachers in their classrooms will be trained in and use instructional 
methods that have been proven effective by research. All teachers will use the nine instructional strategies 
shown to be have the highest correlation with student success: identifying similarities and differences; 
summarizing and note-taking; reinforcing effort and providing recognition; homework and practice; 
nonlinguistic representations; cooperative learning; setting objectives and providing feedback; generating 
and testing hypotheses; and cues, questions, and advance organizers (Marzano, 2001). Teachers also will 
use proven instructional techniques associated with Uncommon Schools (Lemov, 2010), such as: no opt 
out, right is right, stretch it, format matters, circulate, cold call, wait time, everybody writes, 100 percent, 
strong voice, do it again, positive framing, and joy factor. Through professional development and 
practice, our teachers will deeply understand and consistently employ these proven pedagogical methods. 


The faculty will also share common instructional philosophies for presenting and assessing 
content and skills. Bloom’s Taxonomy Revised (Anderson et al., 2001) will be a foundational element of 
instruction. Bloom’s Revised is a classification of six orders of cognition organized by level of 
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complexity: remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating. Bloom’s will be 
a common reference point for teachers when they devise instruction and, equally important, for students 
when they reflect on learning. For teachers, Bloom’s will provide an effective strategy to analyze a 
performance objective and then to scaffold and adjust instruction to lead students to mastery of rigorous 
material. Teachers will use Bloom’s to develop rigorous assessments, objectives, key points, checks for 
understanding, strategic questions, and differentiate.  
 Additionally, teachers will use differentiated instruction tailored to the needs of individual 
learners. Each teacher will use creative strategies appropriate to their own diverse learners. Teachers will 
be trained to use Garner’s Multiple Intelligences (2011), which alerts teachers and students to the fact that 
intelligence is multifaceted, consisting of linguistic, logical, musical, kinesthetic, spatial, naturalist, 
interpersonal, and intrapersonal intelligence. Using differentiated instruction, teachers will provide 
students with multiple ways to acquire knowledge and skills by considering their prior knowledge, 
readiness level, interests, and preferred learning modes to develop lessons and supplemental materials. 
Teachers will differentiate the lesson content, the process in which it is presented, the product or 
assessment, and/or the general learning environment. Through differentiation, each student’s individual 
needs will be met, maximizing his/her potential for growth and success. 


An important part of The Rising School’s instruction is adult-world immersion for its students, 
one of the six design principles for high school design recommended by the New Urban High School 
project (Riordan et al., 1999). Through art centers, local newspapers, museums, and other community-
based organizations, students can develop or become involved in projects that benefit the community 
while enhancing their academic learning. Especially important are internships. In the fourth quarter of 12th 
grade, all students will complete a two-month Senior Internship. Internships will provide authentic 
settings where students learn problem-solving and other higher-order thinking skills. Internship also will 
allow students to explore their career interests and observe how adults put together careers.  
 The principal, along with instructional leaders and others, will ensure that teachers are effectively 
implementing the school’s curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The principal will make sure that 
teachers receive training and professional development in the methods outlines above. The principal and 
other instructional leaders will also ensure that teachers are adhering to the school’s principals and 
policies through conversations with teachers, observations of teaching, examination of curriculum 
materials and assessments, and analysis of data on student learning, especially assessment data.  


A teacher’s instructional quality will be determined through rigorous, fair evaluation. The goals 
of the school’s teacher evaluation are to:  


 enhance and improve student learning 
 use the evaluation process and achievement data to drive professional development to enhance 


teaching, leadership, and student performance  
 increase data-informed decision making for students and teacher and principal evaluations 


fostering school cultures where student learning and progress is a continual part of redefining 
goals for all 


 use the evaluation process and data to improve teacher and principal performance; incorporate 
multiple measurements of achievement  


 communicate clearly defined expectations; reflect fairness, flexibility and a research-based 
approach 


 create a culture where data drives instructional decisions 


Formative	and	Summative	Assessment	Plan		
The Rising School will be focused on all of its students’ academic growth, which requires effective 
assessment of that growth. Feedback from standards-aligned assessments will help both teacher and 
student make adjustments in the focus of instruction (teacher) or learning (student). Research shows 
positive correlations between student progress and the quality and amount of feedback, assessments, and 
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student tracking of their own progress (Marzano, 2009). The school will focus on using the following 
methods frequently: constructive feedback, clear learning goals aligned to standards, assessments aligned 
to standards, and student tracking of their progress. The wide range of targets and skills that can be 
addressed in classroom assessment requires the use of a variety of assessment formats, including pen-and-
paper tests, oral reports, interviews, performance tasks, checklists, investigative reports, and portfolios. In 
the development and use of assessment tools, teachers will consider these criteria: purpose and impact, 
validity and fairness, reliability; significance, and efficiency (Marzano, 2009). 
 The Rising School assessment will begin with the Common Core Standards + Arizona 2010 
additions and, also, AP standards. Students will be assessed on each relevant standard. To demonstrate 
mastery of a standard, students must score 80% or higher on the assessment of that standard. To pass a 
course, students must demonstrate mastery of 60% of standards or higher.    


At The Rising School, assessment will be divided into three stages: diagnostic baseline 
assessment, formative assessment, and summative assessment. All of these assessments will be aligned to 
the Common Core Standards + Arizona 2010 additions and aligned state standardized assessments (AIMS 
currently but PARCC or other assessment in the future). The diagnostic baseline assessment establishes 
the “starting point” of the student’s knowledge and skill level. All students will take a baseline assessment 
at the start of the year in both math and reading to diagnose their current level of knowledge and skill. 
Students scoring in the bottom quartile in their grade in math or reading will be placed in an intervention 
course, Math Foundations/Essentials or English Foundations/Essentials. During the year, teachers will use 
baseline assessments frequently in class instruction. In addition to academic assessment, The Rising 
School will comply with all laws and regulations to assess students to determine which ones need special-
education or English Language Learners services. 


The purpose of a formative assessment is producing data that is then fed back into the system (of 
teaching and learning) to improve that system. Thus, formative assessment is assessment for learning 
during the learning process. Teachers will use many formative assessments. Teacher will create unit plans 
with daily objectives to indicate what students need to master each day to be on track to demonstrate 
mastery on the summative unit assessment at the end of the month and cumulative summative assessment 
at the end of the year. Through daily exit tickets and checks for understanding throughout the lesson, the 
teacher will be able to identify students who are not on track. Teachers will adjust instructional plans to 
ensure students do demonstrate mastery on the unit assessment. This will minimize the number of 
students who need to attend tutoring and allow that time to provide more targeted remediation for those 
students who do need it. (Marzano, 2009). 


Summative assessment informs both the student and the teacher about the level of conceptual 
understanding and performance capabilities that the student has achieved. At the end of each monthly 
unit, teachers will gauge student progress by giving students a summative assessment on the material in 
that unit that is aligned to the cumulative summative assessment at the end of the year. Students failing to 
meet the goals will receive targeted remediation. 


The Rising School’s instructional leadership, led by the principal, will oversee analysis of 
assessment data. The school will follow the model suggested by Bambrick-Santoyo (2009). The school 
will create a culture focused on using multiple, formative interim assessments to facilitate all students 
reaching year-end mastery on state and national standards-aligned assessments. Formative interim 
assessments will be aligned to these state, national, and college-readiness standards through software and 
teacher-generated questions. The process will begin will professional development in assessment for all 
teachers. Standards-aligned interim assessments will be created prior to teaching, and will serve as a road 
map for curriculum and instruction. Thus, a teacher’s instructional sequence will be aligned with the 
clearly defined goals. Standards-aligned interim assessments will occur for every student every six weeks. 
Interim and other assessments will be cumulative, continuously reassessing previously taught material. 


After each interim assessment, the principal will have a data dialogue with each teacher. The 
principal and the teacher will analyze and discuss student-assessment date, which will contain 
disaggregate data into the following levels: question, standard (all questions measuring the same 
standard), individual student, and whole class. After the data dialogue between teacher and principal, the 
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teacher will develop and commit to an action plan, using an Action Plan template provided in Bambrick-
Santoyo (2010, p. 73), which will begin with the re-teaching standards that were not mastered by 
students, as demonstrated by the interim assessment. 


Throughout the formative and assessment process, Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) 
will provide help and advice to teachers about assessment, grading, and re-teaching. In PLCs, teachers 
will research, bring in, and discuss effective curriculum, instructional, assessment methods. Teachers will 
also closely analyze student work together, allowing them to help each other and to gain a common 
professional eye. Together, PLC members will develop common assessments, grade student work, and 
evaluate the effectiveness of assessments. 
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Curriculum Sample: 8th Math 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level 8 Content Area Math 


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only)  


Length of Unit Five 55-minute periods Time of Year Second Quarter 


Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have a basic working knowledge of order of operations and proportions. They will understand the 
concept of fractions and decimals. Students will also know the definition of similar triangles and how to plot points 
on a coordinate plane. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instructional techniques of 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. Instruction during this unit will include direct instruction of key points 
and examples, guided practice including worksheets and partner activities, independent practice, and daily 
formative assessments conducted at the end of each class period. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


8.EE.6 
Grade: 8 
Domain: Expressions and Equations (EE) 
Cluster: Understand the connections between proportional relationship, lines, and linear equations. 
Standard: #6 – Use similar triangles to explain why the slope m is the same between any two distinct points on a 
non-vertical line in the coordinate plane; derive the equation y = mx for a line through the origin and the equation 
y = mx + b for a line intercepting the vertical axis at b. 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will complete a 10 question open-response summative to assess their ability at determining slope from a 
graph and writing an equation of a line using y = mx + b format. The summative is attached. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 


The 10 open-response questions will be scored on an absolute scale with an answer key provided for both correct 
answers and appropriate justification. Credit will only be awarded for answers that completely match the answer 
key, and no partial credit will be awarded. Students must get at least 8 of the 10 questions completely correct to 
master the standard. 
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demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


Materials/Resources Needed Worksheets, note cards, construction paper 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


SWBAT define slope and understand the differences between positive, 
negative, zero, and undefined slopes 
 
Key Points: 


 Slope, m, is defined as rise over run, or the change in y over the 
change in x and is written as a fraction 


 Slope is a constant value at any point along the line 


 A positive slope means that the line goes up from left to right 


 A negative slope means that the line goes down from left to 
right 


 For a vertical line, slope is undefined 
For a horizontal line, slope is 0 


Do Now: Students will review basic concepts of a coordinate plane and 
reducing fractions 
 
Guided Practice: Students will be given an envelope with various graphs 
and values for slope. They will then work with a partner to categorize 
the slopes as positive, negative, zero, or undefined. 
 
Independent Practice: Students will create a brochure that explains the 
different types of slope and provides examples of each. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students must answer the following question and explain 
their thinking: 
What is slope and why is it important when you are looking at a line? 
Extension: Can you think of a real world application of slope? 


2 


SWBAT determine slope, m, from two points on a coordinate plane 
using similar triangles 
 
Key Points: 


 Slope, m, is defined as rise over run, or the change in y over the 
change in x and is written as a fraction 


 Between two coordinate points, 





(x1,y1) and 





(x2,y2), the 


equation to find the slope is 





m 
y2  y1


x2  x1  


 If the slope is an integer, it can be written as a fraction by 
putting the integer over 1 


 Similar triangles can be used to prove that the slope is the same 
at any two points on the line 


Because the triangles on a line are similar, the size doesn’t affect the 
slope – it is always the same value (when the fraction is reduced) 


Do Now: Students will begin with a warm up activity that reviews similar 
triangles, reducing fractions, and plotting points on a coordinate plane. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will participate in a Think-Pair-Share where 
they work through an example problem, pair up with another student, 
and share their answers.  
 
Independent Practice: Students will create 10 unique problems by 
placing two points on a coordinate plane and drawing a line. They will 
then stand up and trade their problems with 10 other students in the 
class and check each other’s answers. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students must answer the following questions and explain 
their thinking: 
Why is slope always the same even if the similar triangles are different 
sizes? 
Why do we have to reduce our fractions when finding slope? 


3 
SWBAT derive the equation of a line when given the slope, m, and y-
intercept, b, in the format y = mx + b 


Do Now: Students will review key concepts about how to find slope 
from yesterday’s lesson and answer 5 review questions. 
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Key Points: 


 The slope-intercept form of a line is expressed as y = mx + b 
where m is the slope and b is the y-intercept 


 The y-intercept is the point where the line crosses the y-axis 


 The x and y values refer to points on the line and are written as 
a coordinate point (x, y) 


To write an equation for a line given the values of m and b, plug the 
values into the slope-intercept form 


 
Guided Practice: Students will be given note cards with different values 
for the slope and y-intercept. Students will work in partners to create 10 
unique equations (given the information on the note cards) and classify 
whether the slopes are positive, negative, or zero.  
 
Independent Practice: Students will complete a worksheet that includes 
problems and open-ended response questions to gauge the students’ 
understanding of slope concepts 
 
Exit Ticket: Students must answer the following questions and explain 
their thinking: 
What is slope? What is the y-intercept? What do these look like on a 
graph? 
Extension: How do you think you would write an equation for a line if 
you weren’t given the value of the slope? 


4 


SWBAT derive the equation of a line in the form y = mx + b from a given 
graph, both with and without a value for b 
 
Key Points: 


 To write an equation from a graph, first identify the y-intercept, 
b 


 Second, find the slope of the line through two points and reduce 
the fraction 


 Third, plug in the values for m and b into the equation y = mx + 
b 


 To verify that you have the correct equation, pick a coordinate 
point and plug in the values of x and y. If the equation is correct, 
the values will be equal 


If a line passes through the origin, the b value is 0 and the equation will 
be in the form y = mx 


Do Now: Students will review key concepts from the previous lessons by 
answering 5 review questions. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will be given a worksheet with multiple 
graphs along with blank note cards. The teacher will instruct the 
students to find the values for m and b and write them on the note 
cards. Students will then arrange the cards into an equation and write it 
on their worksheet. 
 
Independent Practice: Students will create a quiz where they draw 10 
individual graphs. They will then find the equations for 5 of the graphs 
and leave the remaining 5 questions unfinished for tomorrow’s lesson.  
 
Exit Ticket: Students must answer the following question and explain 
their thinking: 
Explain the process of finding the equation for a line from a graph. 
Include each individual step. 


5 


SWBAT to derive the equation of a line in the form y = mx + b from any 
given information including from a graph or from two points 
 
Key Points:  


Do Now: Students will complete a brief review worksheet that 
summarizes everything learned thus far. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will share their quizzes from yesterday with 
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 This is a continuation of yesterday’s lesson and combines 
everything the students have learned from the previous four 
lessons 


The focus is on challenging students to derive equations for lines using 
multiple methods and being able to justify their answers 


another student and complete the remaining 5 questions, helping each 
other if needed. 
 
Independent Practice: Student assessment. 
 
Exit Ticket: Summative assessment. 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
1. What is the equation for the slope-intercept form of a line?  ______________________ 


2. What is m? a) x-intercept  b) y-intercept  c) slope  d) y-axis 


3. What is b? a) x-intercept  b) y-intercept  c) slope  d) y-axis 


Identify the slope, m, and y-intercept, b, of each equation. 


4. 





y 2x 1    5.   





y 
1


3
x  4     6. 





y  
4


3
x  


Slope (m): ______   Slope (m): ______   Slope (m): ______ 


y-intercept (b): _____   y-intercept (b): _____   y-intercept (b): _____ 


Find the slope of the following lines. Tell if the slope is POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, ZERO, or UNDEFINED 


7.        8. 


 


 


 


 


      Slope = __________                  Slope =__________ 


Circle:  POSITIVE    NEGATIVE    ZERO    UNDEFINED Circle:  POSITIVE    NEGATIVE    ZERO    UNDEFINED 


 x 


y 
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Find the equation of the following lines in slope-intercept form. 


9.      10. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Equation:  __________________________  Equation:  ____________________________ 


 
 
 
Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
Student must answer all parts of the question correct in order to receive full credit. Each question is worth 1 point. Student must answer 8 out of 


10 correctly in order to master the standard. 


1. y = mx + b 


2. c) slope 


3. b) y-intercept 


4. m = -2  b = 1 


5. m = 





1


3
  b = -4 


6. m = 






4


3
  b = 0 


x 


y 


x 


y 
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7. m = 






1


3
; negative 


8. m = 2; positive 


9. 





y  
4


3
x  4  


10. 





y 
5


4
x  5  
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The Technical Review Panel (TRP) conducted an interview of the applicant, Rising Schools, Inc. (RSI) on November 9, 2012 for the following purposes: 


 To evaluate the capacity of the applicant to successfully implement the plan to operate a high-quality charter school, 


 To provide the applicant team the opportunity to demonstrate how well they understand and have thought through the plan presented in the written 


application.  


The applicant team present for the interview included the following members of the corporate board: George Rising and Gregory Berger. 


The interview questions posed by the interview panel addressed the Education Plan, Organization Plan, and Business Plan. The results of the in-person interview 


are divided into sections aligned to scoring areas of the application.  Each row begins with an overall rating for that portion of the interview. The rating options 


for each section are: 


 The applicant provided additional information that improved the TRP’s overall evaluation of the applicant. 


 The information provided by the applicant did not change the TRP’s overall evaluation of the applicant.  


 The information provided by the applicant raised additional questions and/or concerns in the TRP’s overall evaluation of the applicant.   


The last column provides a summary of the responses given by the applicant in italics, and includes the primary questions asked by TRP members. 


Rating Section Interview Summary 


The applicant provided 
additional information 
that improved the TRP’s 
overall evaluation of the 
applicant. 


Education Plan  1. Describe a typical day in the life of a 7th grade student at your school. 
 


RSI provided a detailed description of a typical day for a 7th grade student. They also provided a description of how 
students will be identified for intervention. 
 
The applicant provided information in the interview which should be incorporated in the narrative. 


The applicant provided 
additional information 
that improved the TRP’s 
overall evaluation of the 
applicant. 


Education Plan  2. What does your program provide throughout the day for a 9th grade ELL student who enters below 
grade level in reading and math? 
 


RSI provided a detailed description of the daily schedule of classes as well as intervention and tutoring that will be 
provided for ELL students below grade level. 
 
The applicant provided information in the interview which should be incorporated in the narrative. 
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Rating Section Interview Summary 


The applicant provided 
additional information 
that improved the TRP’s 
overall evaluation of the 
applicant. 


A.2 Target 
Population 


3. What is the core subject class size of A-rated schools serving your target population? 


 How will a class size of 25-28 address the needs of the target population for improved pupil 
achievement? 


 
RSI provided a detailed description of how class sizes meet the needs of the target population and will result in 
improved pupil achievement. 


The applicant provided 
additional information 
that improved the TRP’s 
overall evaluation of the 
applicant. 


A.3 
Program of 
Instruction 
 


4. Describe how the monthly unit summative assessments and cumulative summative assessments are 
aligned to the Arizona Academic Standards. 


 How will teachers use the results of these assessments to identify students who have not 
mastered Arizona Academic Standards. 


 Consider the scenario that an interim assessment in 8th grade Humanities identifies a third of the 
students not mastering a particular Reading standard. What action steps would the teacher take? 


 Describe the process that will be used to evaluate teachers based on student growth as measured 
by assessments. 


 
RSI provided a detailed description of the assessment plan, including how teachers will work in professional 
learning communities to review and analyze data, and re-teaching strategies. RSI described the professional 
development schedule to ensure teachers receive training and then monitoring their professional growth through 
observations, walk-throughs, and student learning.  
 
The applicant provided information in the interview which should be incorporated in the narrative. 


The applicant provided 
additional information 
that improved the TRP’s 
overall evaluation of the 
applicant. 


A.3 
Program of 
Instruction 
 


5. Your Program of Instruction narrative states “First, Rising School teachers will set big, measurable 
goals for student achievement, thereby providing students with the motivation and focus to overcome 
obstacles.” Please give us an example of a big, measureable goal from a 9th grade Humanities class. 


 How does that goal align to Arizona Common Core Standards? 
 


RSI provided an example big, measurable goal, and provided a description of the reasons for establishing long term 
goals for students. They also described how the goal will be assessed in a manner aligned to the Arizona Common 
Core Standards. 
 
The applicant provided information in the interview which should be incorporated in the narrative. 
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Rating Section Interview Summary 


The information 
provided by the 
applicant did not change 
the TRP’s overall 
evaluation of the 
applicant. 


A.3.1  
Mastery & 
Promotion 
A.3.2  
Course 
Offerings and 
Graduation 
Requirements 


6. What are the criteria for earning passing letter grades in core content classes? 


 How will course grades be related to standard mastery? 
 


RSI provided a description of the mastery level to pass core content classes. They described the distinction between 
the mastery level for individual standards and criteria for passing a course. RSI stated that students will be able to 
pass a class without mastering all of the standards, but that the quantity of standards to be mastered to pass the 
class has not yet been determined. 


The applicant provided 
additional information 
that improved the TRP’s 
overall evaluation of the 
applicant. 


A.3.1  
Mastery & 
Promotion 
 


7. Describe the process for making promotion/retention determinations for middle school students that 
have an F in only one content area. 


 Since scores on the AIMS can affect a student’s final grade in a class through your grade-
conversion matrix, at what point will you be able to determine whether a student will be 
promoted or retained? 
 


RSI stated that student grades will not be known until AIMS scores are released. They stated anticipating that AIMS 
scores will be available in time to determine student grades, and described the reason for connecting AIMS scores 
to students’ grades as an incentive for student achievement. 
 
The applicant provided information in the interview which should be incorporated in the narrative. 


The applicant provided 
additional information 
that improved the TRP’s 
overall evaluation of the 
applicant. 


A.3.1  
Mastery & 
Promotion; 
A.3.2; 
A.5 PMP 


8. How does the grade-conversion matrix fit into the action steps described in Strategy III of your PMP? 


 How would Strategy IV address a situation where a teacher had consistently divergent results 
between class grades and AIMS results? 


 
RSI stated that the assessments for Math and Reading in the PMP are based on internally created assessments and 
not AIMS. They stated that discrepancies between classroom grades and AIMS results will be reviewed to 
understand why there is no correlation. 
 
The applicant provided information in the interview which should be incorporated in the narrative. 
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Rating Section Interview Summary 


The information 
provided by the 
applicant did not change 
the TRP’s overall 
evaluation of the 
applicant. 


A.6  
Curriculum 
Samples 


9. All of the curriculum samples submitted for Reading use the same 6-traits writing rubric for scoring. 
What does the quality of students’ writing, as measured by this rubric, tell you about their mastery of 
the reading standards?  


 How is the increasing rigor of the reading standards addressed by using the same rubric for grades 
6 through 12? 


 For 10th grade Reading,  walk us through how the assessment and scoring are aligned to the 
standard 


 
RSI stated that student writing demonstrates student comprehension.  They stated that increases in rigor will be 
addressed through the scope and sequence of instruction. RSI indicated that pages were missing from the 
curriculum sample, including the scoring rubric.  


The information 
provided by the 
applicant did not change 
the TRP’s overall 
evaluation of the 
applicant. 


B.2 
Governing 
Body 


10. In your Governing Body section, you describe plans to add two to four persons to your board. What 
progress have you made? 


 
RSI stated that currently the board consists of three members, and that people with business and finance 
experience were being sought. 


The information 
provided by the 
applicant did not change 
the TRP’s overall 
evaluation of the 
applicant. 


C.5 Three year 
budget 


11. The budget is based on 90% of the projected enrollment. What is the minimum opening enrollment 
that will make the plan viable? 


 What are your contingency plans if that enrollment level is not realized? 


 Is there a marketing plan? 


 Do you have any pre-enrollments? 


 The narrative included three locations. Are all three still available. 
 
RSI stated that a minimum enrollment had not yet been calculated, but that budget contains surpluses in each year 
of the operation budget and includes conservative estimates. They stated that they have a marketing plan, but did 
not want to take action until the charter has been granted. RSI stated that the three locations are available, and 
other locations are also being considered. 
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Rating Section Interview Summary 


The applicant provided 
additional information 
that improved the TRP’s 
overall evaluation of the 
applicant. 


Overall Plan 12. What were the most important lessons in operating a school learned from experiences at BASIS-
Tucson and AmeriSchools Academy?  


 In 2010 you left BASIS and joined the Western Institute for Leadership Development. Discuss the 
reasons for the change and the current status of Western Institute. 


 
RSI stated that execution is important as well as sticking to core values, being flexible but not compromising 
principles, and that education is a service based industry.  Dr. Rising described the development of Western 
Institute for Leadership Development, the nature of his involvement, and his reasons for leaving. 


The applicant provided 
additional information 
that improved the TRP’s 
overall evaluation of the 
applicant. 


Organization 
Plan 


13. Describe the succession plan for the organization to continue its mission past the involvement of the 
initial corporate principals. 


 Describe the qualities of future board members that would be sought out to ensure the 
continuation of the mission of the school. 


 
RSI stated that the bylaws describe the qualifications and process for adding board members. They stated that the 
key principals will stay the same.  They stated that expanding the board to include new perspectives will be 
necessary, but the size of the board will remain small.  


The applicant provided 
additional information 
that improved the TRP’s 
overall evaluation of the 
applicant. 


Education Plan 14. What will be the primary characteristics of the school if it is successful? 
 
RSI described the characteristics of the school if it is successful. RSI stated that students will be learning things they 
will need in college, and that good customer service and training of staff will set them apart. RSI stated that they 
will have community members coming in to the school to provide students with connections to the real world.  
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Curriculum Sample: HS Math: Algebra 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level High School (9th) Content Area Math 


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only) Honors Algebra 1/Geometry 1 


Length of Unit Five 55-minute periods Time of Year Third Quarter 


Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will already know how to solve equations for a variable and they will have working knowledge of 
graphing, coordinate planes, and lines. Students will also know order of operations and how to substitute a value 
for a variable. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. Instruction 
during this unit will include direct instruction of key points and examples, guided practice including worksheets and 
partner activities, independent practice, and daily formative assessments conducted at the end of each class 
period. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


A-REI.6 
Conceptual Category: Algebra 
Domain: Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities (A-REI) 
Standard: #6 – Solve systems of linear equations exactly and approximately (e.g., with graphs), focusing on pairs of 
linear equations with two variables. 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will complete a 10 question open-response summative to assess their ability at determining the solution 
to a system of equations from graphs and by solving. The summative is attached. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 


The 10 open-response questions will be scored on an absolute scale with an answer key provided for both correct 
answers and appropriate justification. Credit will only be awarded for answers that completely match the answer 
key, and no partial credit will be awarded. Students must get at least 8 of the 10 questions completely correct to 
master the standard. 
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scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


Materials/Resources Needed Worksheets, construction paper, white boards, markers, poster paper, rulers 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


SWBAT identify the approximate solution to a system of two linear 
equations by looking at a graph 
 
Key Points: 


 The solution to a system of two linear equations is the point 
where the two lines intersect 


 If the lines are parallel (and do not intersect) then there is no 
solution to the system 


 If the lines are coinciding (the same line) then there are infinite 
solutions 


 To determine the approximate solution to a system, graph the 
lines on a coordinate plane and find the point where they 
intersect 


Your solution is written as a coordinate point in the format (x, y) 


Do Now: Students will review basic concepts of a coordinate plane and 
graphing linear equations. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will be given a worksheet with multiple 
example problems. They will work independently on a problem and 
then participate in a Think-Pair-Share where they share their answers 
with a partner.  
 
Independent Practice: Students will create a poster that explains what a 
system is and how to find the solution point. They will also create 
multiple example problems for other students to work on by drawing 
graphs. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will participate in a gallery walk and answer the 
questions posted around the room by other students on their poster. 


2 


SWBAT solve a system of equations exactly using the elimination 
method 
 
Key Points: 


 To find the exact solution point to a system of equations, there 
are multiple Algebraic methods that can be used such as the 
elimination method 


 When using the elimination method, follow these key steps: 
1. Ensure that the variables are lined up vertically  
2. Find the variable that has opposites (ie: 4x and -4x) 
3. Cancel out the variable that has opposite values 
4. Add/subtract the remaining values (combine the two 


equations) 
5. Solve for the remaining variable 
6. Once you have the value for one of the variables, plug that 


value back into one of the original equations and solve for 
the other variable 


7. Write your answer as a solution point (x, y) 


Do Now: Students will review yesterday’s lesson by writing a brief 
summary of what a system is and how to find the solution point. They 
will then answer 3 example problems. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will be given a worksheet with multiple 
example problems. The teacher will instruct the students to do the first 
step and then he/she will review that step in class immediately. It is 
imperative that students understand each key step before moving on to 
the next one.  
 
Independent Practice: Students will work independently on a 
worksheet. For each question they will be required to write the key step 
involved so that they understand the process of solving using the 
elimination method. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will complete 2 problems. Teacher will check their 
answers and give them a stamp when both questions are correct. 
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To check your answer, plug the x and y values back into both equations 
separately and solve. The equations should be equal 


3 


SWBAT solve a system of equations exactly using the elimination 
method 
 
Key Points: 


 This lesson will expand on yesterday’s lesson by providing more 
difficult problems and additional steps 


 First, if the variables are not lined up vertically, the equations 
must be manipulated using solving skills so that they are 
arranged correctly 


 Second, check to see if one of the variables has opposites (like 
yesterday). If there aren’t any opposites, follow these steps: 
1. Pick a variable to eliminate (either x or y) 
2. Look at the coefficients: How can you make the coefficients 


opposite? (ie: you are given -2x and 4x) 
3. Multiply one of the equations by an integer so that the 


chosen variable becomes opposite values (ie: multiply the -
2x by 2 so that it becomes -4x, which is the opposite of 4x) 


4. Eliminate the variable 
Follow the remaining steps from yesterday’s lesson 


Do Now: Students will review yesterday’s lesson by completing 3 
problems and checking their answers with other students. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will be given a worksheet with multiple 
example problems. The teacher will instruct the students to do the first 
step and then he/she will review that step in class immediately. Teacher 
will focus on challenging problems that include multiplication in order to 
eliminate a variable.  
 
Independent Practice: Students will work in teams of 3-4 and participate 
in a competition. Each student will receive a white board and marker. 
They must work together to solve a problem and every student must 
have the work on their white board to receive credit. The first team to 
answer correctly receives a point. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will complete 2 problems to turn in immediately. 
Teacher will check their answers and give them a stamp when both 
questions are correct. 


4 


WBAT solve a system of linear equations using the elimination method 
and check their answers by graphing the lines on a coordinate plane 
 
Key Points: 


 This lesson combines the previous two lessons and allows 
students more time to practice manipulating equations, solving, 
and graphing 


 First, solve the system using the elimination method. Find a 
solution point 


 Second, solve the equations so that they are in slope-intercept 
form 


 Third, graph the lines on a coordinate plane 
Lastly, check your solution point on the graph to ensure it is the same as 
your solution from the elimination method 


Do Now: Students will warm up by reviewing key concepts from earlier 
lessons. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will be given a worksheet with multiple 
example problems that include systems and graphs. Students will work 
with a partner to complete problems and graph the lines to check their 
solution points. 
  
Independent Practice: Students will be given poster paper and 1 
problem from the worksheet. They will work with their partners to write 
the steps on the paper and solve the problem. The student pairs will 
then present their problem to the class and explain their answers. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will answer the following questions: 
What is a system? What does the solution look like? 


5 SWBAT solve systems of equations approximately and exactly by using Do Now: Students will complete a brief review worksheet that 
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graphs and the elimination method 
 
Key Points: 


 This is a continuation of yesterday’s lesson and combines 
everything the students have learned from the previous four 
lessons 


The focus is on having students understand the concept of systems and 
what the solution represents 


summarizes everything learned thus far. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will share their answers from the homework 
and ask any remaining questions. 
 
Independent Practice: Student assessment. 
 
Exit Ticket: Summative assessment. 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
Draw an example of each type of lines on the graphs. 


1. Intersecting Lines:       2. Coincident Lines:   3. Parallel Lines: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


4. What is the solution to the system of linear   5. What is the solution to the coincident lines  


equations shown in the graph?    shown in the graph? 
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Solution: __________________________  Solution: __________________________ 


Solve the system. Give the point of intersection or tell if there are “no solutions” or “infinitely many” solutions. 


6.    
3 4


5 3 2


x y


x y


 


 
   7.    


3 5 6


3 2 6


x y


x y


  


  
   8.   


3 6 15


12 4 24


  


   


x y


x y
 


 


13.   
23


43








xy


xy
     14.  





y  2x 1


y  2x 1
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


How many solutions?  ______________   How many solutions?  ______________ 


 


What is the solution point    What is the solution point  


(if there is one)?   _______   (if there is one)?    _______ 
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Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
1. Student will draw a picture that shows two lines intersecting in exactly one point.  


2. Student will draw a picture that shows one line on top of another line. 


3. Student will draw a picture that shows two lines that never intersect and are parallel. 


4. (-5, 3) 


5. Infinite solutions 


6. (1, 1) 


7. (-2, 0) 


8. (1, 3) 


9. Graph: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 Solution: None; the lines are parallel 


 Solution Point: None 


10. Graph:  
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Solutions: One solution 


Solution Point: (0, -1) 
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Curriculum Sample: HS Math: Functions 
Max. 8 Pages  
Grade Level  High School (12th)  Content Area  Math 
Course Title (grades 9‐12 Only)  AP Calculus AB 
Length of Unit  Five 55‐minute periods  Time of Year  Third Quarter 
Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have an understanding of what inverse functions are and how they are used. They will also have 
knowledge of algebraic properties of exponents and exponential graphs. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research‐supported instructional techniques of 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. Instruction during this unit will include direct instruction of key points 
and examples, guided practice including worksheets and partner activities, independent practice, and daily 
formative assessments conducted at the end of each class period. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


F‐BF.5 
Conceptual Category: Functions 
Domain: Building Functions (F‐BF) 
Standard: #5 – Understand the inverse relationship between exponents and logarithms and use this relationship to 
solve problems involving logarithms and exponents. 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will complete a 10 question multiple‐choice summative to assess their ability at understanding the 
relationship between logarithms and exponents. They will also use this understanding to solve problems involving 
logarithms and exponents. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 


The 10 multiple‐choice questions will be scored on an absolute scale with an answer key provided for the correct 
answers. Credit will only be awarded for answers that completely match the answer key, and no partial credit will 
be awarded. Students must get at least 8 of the 10 questions completely correct to master the standard. 
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scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 
Materials/Resources Needed  Poster board, construction paper, white boards, markers. 
* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K‐8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category‐Domain, Standard (e.g., A‐REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction  Student Activities 


1 


SWBAT find the inverse of an exponential function 
 
Key Points: 


 The general form for an exponential equation is  y  abx
 


 A function is written using  f (x)  and the inverse of a function 
uses  f 1(x)  


 Given the exponential function  f (x)  xm
 the inverse function 


is  f 1(x)  x1/ m
  


 To find the inverse of an exponential function, flip the exponent 
and rewrite the new function (ie: the inverse of the 


function f (x)  x 2
 is  f 1(x)  x1/ 2


) 


Do Now: Students will review basic concepts of functions and inverse 
functions. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will participate in a matching game. They will 
be given note cards with different functions and inverse functions. 
Students will then have to stand up and find other students with the 
corresponding function or inverse functions. Students will then write 
their answers on a worksheet. 
 
Independent Practice: Students will create a poster that explains how to 
find the inverse of an exponential function. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will participate in a gallery walk and comment on 
other students’ posters. 


2 


SWBAT understand the inverse relationship between logarithms and 
exponents 
 
Key Points: 


 A logarithm is the inverse of an exponential function 
 A logarithm is said to have a base, b, and is denoted as 


logb y  x  
 Since a logarithm is the inverse of an exponential function, 


logb y  x  is the same as b
x  y  


 The logarithm with base 10 is referred to as the common 


logarithm and is often written without the base (ie:  logy ) 


Do Now: Students will review basic concepts of exponential functions 
and their inverses.  
 
Guided Practice: Students will receive a worksheet with multiple 
example problems. Each student will complete a problem and then 
check their answers with a partner.  
 
Independent Practice: Students will be given white boards and markers. 
The teacher will put a problem on the board and the students will solve 
it independently. Each student will receive one point for getting the 
problem correct. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will answer the following questions: 
What is the relationship between logarithms and exponents? 
What’s an example of a logarithm? 
What’s an example of an exponential function? 


3 
SWBAT evaluate logarithmic expressions 
 
Key Points: 


Do Now: Students will review perfect squares and complete a table that 
will be used during today’s lesson. 
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 When evaluating a logarithmic expression, first put it in 


exponential form (ie: 
log2


1
4  becomes 


2x 
1
4 ) 


 Then, use problem‐solving skills and multiplication to discover 
the answer (think about what value x needs to be so that 2x  


equals 


1
4 . In this case,  x  2 ) 


 Rewrite in both logarithmic and exponential form (ie: 


log2
1
4
 2


 and 
22 


1
4 ) 


Guided Practice: Students will receive a worksheet with multiple 
example problems. Each student will complete a problem and then 
check their answers with a partner.  
 
Independent Practice: Students will create a brochure outlining the 
steps needed to evaluate logarithmic expressions. Students will create 
and solve example problems for the brochure. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will be asked to complete 3 problems correctly 
before leaving the classroom. Teacher will stamp their exit tickets. 


4 


SWBAT evaluate logarithmic expressions and simplify using properties 
of logarithms 
 
Key Points: 


 This is a continuation of yesterday’s lesson along with some 
additional new material 


 New properties: 


1. Logarithm of 1:  logb 1 0  
2. Logarithm of the base:  logb b 1 
3. Inverse Property:  logb bx  x  


Do Now: Students will review their homework and check their answers 
with a partner. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will receive a worksheet with multiple 
example problems. Each student will complete a problem and then 
check their answers with a partner.  
 
Independent Practice: Students will create a 10 question multiple‐choice 
quiz that reviews the material covered up to this point. Once 
completed, they will trade quizzes with another student and check each 
other’s answers. 
 
Exit Ticket: No exit ticket today. 


5 


SWBAT understand the inverse relationship between exponents and 
logarithms and use this relationship to solve problems involving 
logarithms and exponents. 
 
Key Points: 


 This is a continuation of yesterday’s lesson and reviews the key 
concepts learned so far in the unit 


Do Now: Students will complete a brief review worksheet that 
summarizes everything learned thus far. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will share their answers from their quizzes 
and ask any remaining questions. 
 
Independent Practice: Student assessment. 
 
Exit Ticket: Summative assessment. 
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Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
 


1. Find a formula for the inverse function f 1(x)  of the given function f (x)  x 9 


a. f 1(x)  x 3  c. f 1(x)  x 9 /1 


b. f 1(x)  x1/ 9  d. f 1(x)  x1/ 3  


 


 2.  Which of the below is the general form of an exponential function? 


a. y = abx c. y = abx 


b. a = bxy d. b = yax 


 


 3. Write the logarithmic equation log4 16  2 in exponential from. 


a.  c.  


b.  d.  


 


 4. Write the equation log32 8  3
5


 in exponential form. 


a. 
 


b. 
 


c. 
 


d. 
 


 


5. Write the equation in logarithmic form.   


a.  c.  
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b.  d.  
 


 6. Write the equation in logarithmic form.   


a.  c.  


b.  d.  


 7. Write the exponential equation  in logarithmic form. 


a.  c.  


b.  d.  


 


Evaluate the logarithm. 


 8.  


a. –3 b. 5 c. –4 d. 4 
 


 


 9.  


a. 5 b. –5 c. 4 d. 3 
 


 


 10. Describe the relationship between logarithms and exponents. 
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Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 


1. b 
2. c 
3. b 
4. a 
5. a 
6. c 
7. b 
8. c 
9. a 
10. Logarithms and exponents are inverses. 
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Performance Management Plan (PMP)  
Applicant Name: The Rising School 


Indicator (check one):  _____Math     X    Reading        Duration of the Plan:  Begins July 1 and continues for two years 


Measure  Metric  Expected/Predicted Baseline Based 
on Enrollment of Target Population  Annual Target For The Plan 


State 
standardized 
assessment 
data (school 
average) 


Percent (%) of students who score 
proficient on the State standardized 
assessment  


79% baseline 
85% in year 1 
90% in year 2  Meet or demonstrate sufficient progress 


toward the Level of Adequate Academic 
Performance (LAAP) as set and modified 
periodically by the Board 


Average student growth percentile 
(SGP) on the State standardized 
assessment. 


53 SGP baseline 
58 SGP in year 1 
60 SGP in year 2 


Applicant does not edit sections in grey 
STRATEGY I: Provide and implement a curriculum that improves student achievement.  
Action Steps  Timeline  Responsible Party  Evidence of Meeting Action Steps  Budget 
1. Dr. George Rising begins as Chief 
Executive Officer/Principal.  Dr. Rising has a 
proven background in teaching, supervision, 
and leadership of effective instruction and 
student achievement. 


By January 1, 
2013 


Governing Board  Dr. Rising is working on school issues, 
and his resume and transcripts 
demonstrate previous experience in 
teaching, supervision, and leadership 
with a direct connection to high student 
achievement for the target population. 


Costs 
included in 
start‐up 
and three‐
year 
operating 
budgets. 


2. Hire Highly Qualified teachers who are 
aligned with the school’s educational 
philosophy; demonstrate an understanding 
of appropriate state standards; have 
demonstrated content knowledge; have a 
history of high achievement; are organized 
and able to communicate effectively with 
students, families, and others; and are 
lifelong learners with critical‐thinking and 
self‐reflection skills. Choose Instructional 
Leader from among teachers. 


By May 1, 
2013 
(teachers 
start in July 
2013) 


CEO/principal  Teachers have been hired for all 
positions. Resumes, transcripts, and 
references show evidence of content 
knowledge, achievement, organization, 
communication, critical thinking and 
self‐reflection in teachers’ resume and 
in interview evaluation notes. The Highly 
Qualified attestation forms are 
completed with all requirements. 
Formal evaluation of teachers each year 
leads to retaining effective teachers and 
dismissing ineffective teachers. (For 
monitoring of teacher effectiveness and 
evaluation, see Strategy IV.) 


Costs 
included in 
start‐up 
and three‐
year 
operating 
budgets. 
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Instructional Leader is chosen 
3. Implement all operations—securing 
financing, acquiring facilities, contracting 
services, hiring non‐instructional support 
staff, etc.‐‐required to support instructional 
program. 


By July 1, 
2013 


CEO/principal  All operations—securing financing, 
securing facilities, contracting services, 
hiring non‐instructional support staff, 
etc.‐‐required to support instructional 
program are in place 


Costs 
included in 
start‐up 
and three‐
year 
operating 
budgets. 


4. Principal and teachers meet to develop 
curriculum and to review curriculum 
resources. Curriculum is based on the 
College and Career Readiness Standards 
(Common Core Standards + 2010 Arizona 
Additions), other Arizona state standards, 
and Advanced Placement. 


July 2013. 
 


Principal Committee meeting agenda and minutes 
indicate all members were present, 
discussion occurred, and curriculum was 
created, approved, or refined to improve 
student achievement based on the 
College and Career Readiness 
Standards (Common Core Standards + 
2010 Arizona Additions), other Arizona 
state standards, and/or Advanced 
Placement content (as appropriate). 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


5. Identify priority standards and key 
vocabulary for each reading strand of 
College and Career Readiness Standards 
(Common Core Standards + 2010 Arizona 
Additions). 


July 2013. 
 


Teachers, supervised 
by principal 


Completed document for each grade 
listing priority standards and key 
vocabulary for reading from the College 
and Career Readiness Standards 
(Common Core Standards + 2010 
Arizona Additions). 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


6. Sequence and Map reading standards for 
each grade, highlighting priority standards 
and key vocabulary. 


July 2013. 
Revised 
each year. 


Teachers, supervised 
by principal 


Completed Curriculum Map that includes 
a sequence of objectives to be taught 
grouped in units, a general timeline 
broken down by quarter and month, and 
key vocabulary for each objective is 
distributed to all teachers. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


7. Create summative unit assessments that 
are aligned to curriculum. 


July 2013 for 
2013-14 1st 
quarter 
Units. For 
future units, 
one month 
prior to 
beginning 
teaching the 
units. 


Teachers, supervised 
by principal 


Completed assessment for each reading 
unit in each grade that has multiple valid 
questions for each standard that will be 
taught for mastery. This will help to guide 
instruction because teachers will know 
the end goal. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 
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8. Determine evaluation criteria and review 
possible curriculum resources. 


July 2013. In 
May for 
future years. 


Teachers, supervised 
by principal 


Review and recommendation report 
completed by teachers and submitted to 
the Principal indicating requested 
resources that are aligned to curriculum. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


9. Purchase curriculum resources to assist in 
implementing the curriculum (textbooks, 
student books, online supplemental 
resources, etc.) based on recommendations 
in #8 above. 


July 2013. Principal Purchased resources are on campus 
and accessible to teachers to use for 
implementing curriculum. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


11. Align purchased reading materials to 
Curriculum Map for each grade 


July 2013 Teachers, supervised 
by principal 


A portion of each grade’s curriculum map 
matches the available resources for each 
objective. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


12. Create a schedule for students that 
includes, for every grade, 1 hour daily of 
reading instruction, 3 hours a week of study 
skills and tutoring, and an additional 5 hours 
weekly of instruction for students scoring in 
the bottom quartile. 


By July 2013. 
Reviewed 
every year. 


Principal Completed schedule for students that 
includes, for every grade, 1 hour daily of 
reading instruction, 3 hours a week of 
study skills and tutoring, and an 
additional 5 hours weekly of instruction 
for students scoring in the bottom 
quartile. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


12. Write and deliver daily lesson plans 
aligned to standards-based objectives. 


Beginning the 
first day of 
school in 
August 2013 
and 
continuing 
daily. 


Teachers; reviewed by 
Principal or 
Instructional Leaders 


Completed lesson plans aligned to 
lesson-plan template submitted to 
Principal at least one week prior to 
teaching lesson, based on needs 
prioritized in yearly evaluation, co-
investigations, and observations. 
Teachers receive feedback from 
Principal or others on lesson plan’s 
strengths and weaknesses. In-class 
curriculum instruction, and learning 
reflect written lesson plan, as 
documented in classroom visits by 
Principal and others. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


13. Evaluate the effectiveness of curriculum 
based on quarterly benchmark results and 


Quarterly, 
after unit 


Teachers, supervised 
by principal 


Completed document listing areas 
needing extra emphasis for each grade. 


Costs 
included in 
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end of year exams in comparison to 
proposed end-of-year benchmark goals. 


summative 
test. 


Completed revision of curriculum map to 
fill in gaps or create a stronger emphasis 
on needed area. 


start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 
 


14. Purchase curriculum/instructional 
resource materials needed to fill in gaps in 
curriculum. 


Quarterly Principal Purchased resources are at the school 
and accessible to teachers. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


 
STRATEGY II: Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into instruction. 
Action Steps   Timeline  Responsible Party  Evidence of Meeting Action Steps  Budget 
1. Develop a Curriculum and Instruction 
handbook that clearly explains expectations 
for lesson plans and instructional methods to 
be used to deliver curriculum. 


May 2013. 
Revised 
yearly. 


Principal Curriculum and Instruction Handbook 
Has been completed and reviewed with 
all teachers. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


2. Develop criteria for a teacher observation 
form that includes an evaluation of the 
integration of state standards into instruction. 


May 2013. 
Revised as 
needed. 


Principal The Principal uses the teacher 
observation form that indicates whether 
or not teachers are integrating standards 
into instruction. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


3. Teachers create lesson plans with stated 
performance objectives to be reviewed by the 
Principal. 


Beginning the 
first week of 
school in 
August 2013, 
and weekly 
throughout 
the school 
year. 


Teachers; reviewed by 
Principal 


Lesson plans submitted in a timely 
manner to the Principal with proposed 
instruction and activities aligned with 
Common Core standards for reading. 
The Principal provides feedback to 
teachers prior to teaching lessons. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


4. Classroom observations (announced and 
unannounced) checking for standards 
alignment with student activities and 
adherence to expectations in Curriculum and 


Beginning in 
August 2013. 
At least 10 
observations, 


Principal and peer 
observation by 
teachers. 


10 completed observation forms that 
identify the Common Core standard 
being observed and how activities relate 
or do not relate for each teacher. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
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Instruction handbook. formal and 
informal, of 
each teacher 
throughout 
the school 
year. 


Observation notes demonstrate that 
teachers have adjusted instruction based 
on previous observation notes. 


year 
operating 
budgets. 


5. Administer unit summative assessments 
that are aligned to Common Core standards 


End of each 
unit 
throughout 
school year. 


Teachers. Report of unit assessment results that 
indicate mastery level for each 
performance objective that was taught 
for mastery. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


6. Evaluate monitoring plan and revise as 
necessary. 


Ongoing with 
a formal 
revision each 
summer. 


Principal. Completed revision of this strategy 
(Strategy II in PMP) that more effectively 
enables school to monitor the integration 
of reading standards into instruction. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


 
STRATEGY III:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. 
Action Steps   Timeline  Responsible Party  Evidence of Meeting Action Steps  Budget 
1. Create and administer a diagnostic, 
baseline reading assessment for students at 
the beginning of the year, including the 
AZELLA test for students who require it. 


July 2013, 
and each 
July 
thereafter. 


Teachers, supervised 
by principal. 


Assessment results report broken down 
by mastery level of standards for each 
student and each class as a whole. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


2. Assess progress in mastery of reading 
standards through administering unit 
summative assessments. 


End of each 
unit (about 
every 3-5 
weeks) 


Teachers Assessment results report broken down 
by mastery level of standards for each 
student and each class as a whole. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


3. Each student will create and update a 
graph for displaying results of their reading 
mastery from individual assessment results 
for unit assessments. 


After each 
unit 
assessment 


Students; reviewed by 
teacher. 


Student portfolios with graphs made by 
students that are updated after each unit 
assessment. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
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operating 
budgets.


4. Identify level of support needed for 
students based on beginning diagnostic and 
unit assessment results. 


Identified and 
revised 
monthly 
during data 
meetings. 


Teachers within 
Professional Learning 
Communities 


Each grade has completed a list of 
students categorized into three levels of 
support needed. Tier 1: only intervention 
needed is the quality instruction already 
being provided—about 80% of students. 
Tier 2: need additional interventions—
about 15% of students. Tier 3: Tier 2 
interventions are not working and need 
greater interventions, including additional 
time, smaller student: teacher ratio, 
etc.—about 5% of students). The 
categories and placement of students 
reflect their performance on the most 
recent assessments. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


5. Identify high need concepts to be taught 
during tutoring for each grade level and each 
tier of students based on beginning 
diagnostic and unit summative assessment 
results. 


After 
beginning of 
year 
diagnostic, 
baseline 
assessment. 
After unit 
summative 
assessments.


Teachers within 
Professional Learning 
Communities 


List of priority performance objectives 
that need to be covered for each grade 
level during tutoring with an action plan 
for re-teaching them. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


6. Each student in bottom quartile (Tier 2 and 
Tier 3) in reading is placed in Reading 
Essentials, an extra intervention class, in 
place of an elective course. 


After 
beginning of 
year 
diagnostic, 
baseline 
assessment. 


Teachers Weekly assessment results from all 
Reading Essentials students show 
growth in mastery of standards. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


7. Conduct after-school tutoring for bottom 
quartile: Tier 2: at least 2 days a week in 
groups of 5 or less students; Tier 3: every 
day in groups of 3 or less. The tutoring 
includes regular formative assessments and 
weekly summative assessment of re-taught 
standards. 


Daily Teachers Attendance records for tutoring sessions. 
Weekly assessment results from all 
tutoring students show growth in mastery 
of standards. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


8. Conduct monthly data meeting between 
grade level teachers and principal that 
analyzes student progress toward standards 
mastery based on most recent assessment 


Monthly 
during a 
Professional 
Learning 


Teachers and principal Agenda and attendance record for 
monthly meeting. If not on track for 
meeting benchmark goals, then there will 
be a written action plan for revising 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
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results. Monitor progress towards 
percentage-proficient goals. 


Community 
meeting. 


curriculum, instruction, or student 
interventions. 


year 
operating 
budgets.


9. Student assessment results are 
documented in the Student Information 
System and stored for several years. 


After each 
unit 
summative 
assessment. 


Principal SIS has recorded assessment results for 
all students who took the assessment. 
Teachers are able to login and see 
results 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


10. Following the release of state 
standardized reading test results, adjust 
student grades in Humanities/English 
courses. 


After state 
standardized 
results 
released. 


Teachers, overseen 
by principal 


SIS has recorded adjusted student 
grades. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


11. Evaluate effectiveness of monitoring 
strategies and make necessary changes. 
This process includes comparing data from 
students’ standardized tests with students’ 
interim grades in aligned courses. 


Before the 
start of next 
school year. 


Principal Revised Strategy II of PMP. Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


 
STRATEGY IV:  Develop and implement a professional development plan that supports effective implementation of the curriculum. 
Action Steps   Timeline  Responsible Party  Evidence of Meeting Action Steps  Budget 
1. Develop a formal evaluation instrument for 
all teachers that is aligned to Arizona’s 
Framework for Measuring Educator 
Effectiveness (AFMEE). For Group A 
teachers, 50% of evaluation will be based on 
classroom-level data, and 50% will be based 
on an evaluation instrument that include a 
rubric aligned to national teaching standards, 
as approved by the State Board of 
Education.   


May 2013 Principal Completed formal evaluation instrument 
aligned to Arizona’s Framework for 
Measuring Educator Effectiveness. For 
Group A teachers, 50% of evaluation will 
be based on classroom-level data, and 
50% will be based on an evaluation 
instrument that include a rubric aligned to 
national teaching standards, as approved 
by the State Board of Education.   


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


2. Develop a formal evaluation instrument for 
the principal that is aligned to Arizona’s 
Framework for Measuring Educator 
Effectiveness (AFMEE). 50% of evaluation 
will be based on school-level data, and 50% 


February 
2013 


Principal and 
Governing Board 


Completed formal evaluation instrument 
for the principal that is aligned to 
Arizona’s Framework for Measuring 
Educator Effectiveness. 50% of 
evaluation will be based on school-level 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
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will be based on an evaluation instrument 
that include a rubric aligned to aligned to 
national administrator standards, as 
approved by the State Board of Education. 


data, and 50% will be based on an 
evaluation instrument that include a 
rubric aligned to aligned to national 
administrator standards, as approved by 
the State Board of Education. 


operating 
budgets. 


3.  Conduct two weeks of training with 
teachers, including norming expectations on 
the reading curriculum and instruction and 
training on the AFMEE. 


July 2013. 
Each July 
thereafter. 


Principal Agenda and attendance record for 
training sessions. Teachers will meet or 
exceed expectations as seen in 
observations. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


4. Conduct topic specific professional-
development sessions on best reading 
practices specific to high need skills and 
concepts identified through low performance 
on diagnostic and unit summative tests. 


At least 
monthly 
throughout 
the school 
year. 


Principal List of areas for development needed 
Disaggregated by grade level after each 
unit summative assessment. Agenda and 
presentation materials from each 
professional-development session. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


5. Evaluate the implementation of best 
practices for teaching reading that were 
taught 
in professional-development sessions. 


Throughout 
school year. 


Principal Principal notes which strategies 
are being implemented, how well they 
are implemented, and suggestions for 
improvement on classroom observation 
forms. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


6. Informal observation of teachers in 
walkthroughs and longer observation, which 
later provides constructive feedback. 


Throughout 
school year-- 
10 
observations 
of each 
teacher. 


Principal and peer 
teachers 


Observation form completed and given to
teacher that includes an analysis of 
alignment of activities to standards, what 
went well in the classroom, and what can 
be improved. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


7. Two formal observations of each teacher. 
Includes a pre-observation conference with 
principal, a classroom-lesson observation of 
at least 30 minutes, a post-observation 
conference with the principal, and formal 
evaluation and feedback. 
 


Throughout 
school year—
2 times for 
each teacher. 


Principal Two formal observations of each teacher 
have been conducted by the principal. 
The following has occurred for each 
formal observation: a pre-observation 
conference with principal, a classroom-
lesson observation of at least 30 
minutes, a post-observation conference 
with the principal, and formal written 
evaluation and feedback. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


8. Develop and give to students an In December Principal and students Principal compiles students’ survey Costs 
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anonymous online survey aligned to best 
teaching practices. Students evaluate their 
teachers on the survey. Part of all 
evaluations will be suggestions for specific 
areas for professional development. 
 


and May 
each year. 


results, shares information with the 
teacher, and uses it as part of principal’s 
evaluation of teacher. Part of all 
evaluations will be suggestions for 
specific areas for professional 
development. 


included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


9. Conduct a formal evaluation of the 
principal based on established rubric.Part of 
the evaluation will be suggestions for specific 
areas for professional development. 


By end of 
January 


Governing Board Evaluation report to principal indicating 
strengths and weaknesses with a plan 
for improvement that includes specific 
action steps for improvement. Part of the 
evaluation will be suggestions for specific 
areas for professional development. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


 
Notes: 
* Provided by ASBCS staff (Applicant does not edit these sections.) 
1 Academic area to be addressed for improvement 
2 Duration of the plan must align with the timeline presented in the Action Steps 
3 Refer to Board’s Level of Adequate Academic Performance on the ASBCS website:  http://asbcs.az.gov 
4 Repeat these action steps as necessary to include the appropriate number of steps to accomplish the strategy 
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APPLICANT NAME


WORK SHEET A
FY 2012 BASE SUPPORT LEVEL WEIGHTS [A.R.S. §§15-184(A) and 15-943(1)]


K-12 STUDENT COUNT (budget based on) (1) K-8 9-12


Student Count Grades 1-12 75 25


Student Count Kinder (1)


Adjusted Student Count = 75 = 25


SUPPORT LEVEL WEIGHTS 


TO BE USED FOR: K-8 9-12


Adjusted Student Count 0.001-99.999  (1)


Support Level Weight  (2) 1.399 1.559


Adjusted Student Count 100.000-499.999  (1)


Student Count Constant 500.000 500.000


Adjusted Student Count - 0 - 0


Difference = 0.000 = 0.000


Weight Adjustment Factor x 0.0003 x 0.0004


Support Level Weight Increase = 0 = 0


Support Level Weight Constant + 1.278 + 1.398


    Support Level Weight  (2) = 0 = 0


Adjusted Student Count 500.000-599.999  (1)


Student Count Constant 600.000 600.000


Adjusted Student Count - 0 - 0


Difference = 0.000 = 0.000


Weight Adjustment Factor x 0.0012 x 0.0013


Support Level Weight Increase = 0 = 0


Support Level Weight Constant + 1.158 + 1.268


    Support Level Weight  (2) = 0 = 0


Adjusted Student Count 600.000 or More  (1)


    Support Level Weight  (2) 1.158 1.268


NOTES:


(1)


(2) Column 1 to Work Sheet B, line I.A.1


Column 2 to Work Sheet B, line I.A.2


Expected number of kindergarten students will be divided by 2 to get student counts for kindergarten.


The Rising School







APPLICANT NAME The Rising School


WORK SHEET B
FY 2012 WEIGHTED STUDENT COUNT [A.R.S. § 15-943(2)]


Student Weighted 


I. A. Adjusted Student Count  (1) Count x (from W.S. A) = Student Count


1. K-8 75.000 x 1.399 = 104.925


2. 9-12 25.000 x 1.559 = 38.975


3. Total Student Count 100.000 143.900


B. Student Count Add-Ons  (2)


1. Hearing Impairment x 4.771 = 0.000


2. K-3 x 0.060 = 0.000


3. ELL (English Learners) x 0.115 = 0.000


4. MD-R, A-R, and SID-R   (3) x 6.024 = 0.000


5. MD-SC, A-SC, and SID-SC   (4) x 5.833 = 0.000


6. Multiple Disabilities Severe Sensory Impairment x 7.947 = 0.000


7. Orthopedic Impairment (Resource) x 3.158 = 0.000


8. Orthopedic Impairment (Self-Contained) x 6.773 = 0.000


9. DD, ED, MIID, SLD, SLI, and OHI   (5) 10.000 x 0.003 = 0.030


10. Emotionally Disabled (Private) x 4.822 = 0.000


11. Moderate Intellectual Disability x 4.421 = 0.000


12. Visual Impairment x 4.806 = 0.000


13. Total Add-On Count 10.000 0.030


II. Total Weighted Student Count 143.930


NOTES:


(1)


(2)


Add-On Category ADE Report Name


K-3 Recalculated State Aid ADM Counts (ADMS 46-1)


ELL


Children with Disabilities Student Counts for Use in Budget Preparation (SPED 28)


(3) MD-R (Multiple Disabilities-Resource), A-R (Autism-Resource), and SID-R (Severe Intellectual Disability-Resource)


(4)


(5)


Support


Level Weight


See Note (1), on Work Sheet A.


Based on the Target Population described in A.2, and the Program of Instruction described in A.3, applicants may use estimated


student counts based on comparison schools to determine the Add-On weighted counts or counts may be left blank. Intellectual


Disability was previously referred to as Mental Retardation. ADE will continue using the term Mental Retardation in data collection


and reports in FY 2012 and will convert to using Intellectual Disability in FY 2013.


MD-SC (Multiple Disabilities-Self-Contained), A-SC (Autism-Self-Contained), and SID-SC (Severe Intellectual Disability-Self-


Contained)


DD (Developmental Delay for children in kindergarten through age 10), ED (Emotional Disabilities), MIID (Mild Intellectual 


Disability), SLD (Specific Learning Disability), SLI (Speech/Language Impairment), and OHI (Other Health Impairments)


English Learners (ELL) Students Served in Programs Under A.R.S. §15-754 


(ELLs 10-1)







APPLICANT NAME The Rising School


I. Base Level Amount $ 3,267.72


II. Increase for 200 Days of Instruction (1) + $


III. Adjusted Base Level Amount = $ 3,267.72


IV. Total Weighted Student Count (from Work Sheet B, line II) x 143.930


V. BSL = $ 470,323


NOTES:


(1)


WORK SHEET C


FY 2012 BASE SUPPORT LEVEL (BSL)


[A.R.S. § §15-943(3) and 15-901(B)(2)]


A.R.S. §15-902.04 allows schools that provide 200 days of instruction to increase the base level amount by 5%.


Enter $163.39 ($3,267.72 x 5%) on line II. To be eligible for this increase in funding, the school must be approved


for 200 days of instructions by its sponsor and have submitted a 200 days of instruction calendar.







APPLICANT NAME The Rising School


WORK SHEET D
FY 2012 ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE [A.R.S. §15-185(B)(4)]


K-8 9-12


I. Total Student Count (1) 75.000 25.000


II. Additional Assistance per Student Count x $ 1,621.97 x $ 1,890.38


III. Additional Assistance = $ 121,648 = $ 47,260


IV. Total  Additional Assistance


[IV (K-8) + IV (9-12)] (to Work Sheet E, line II) $ 168,907


NOTE:


(1) Total student count from Work Sheet A for K-8 and 9-12.


WORK SHEET E
FY 2012 EQUALIZATION BASE AND ASSISTANCE [A.R.S. §15-185(B)(4)]


I. BSL (from Work Sheet C, line V) $ 470,323


II. Additional Assistance (from Work Sheet D, line IV) $ 168,907


III. Total Equalization Base/Assistance $ 639,230
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Curriculum Sample: 7th Reading 
Max. 8 Pages  
Grade Level  7  Content Area  English Language Arts 
Course Title (grades 9‐12 Only)   
Length of Unit  Five 55‐minute periods  Time of Year  Second Quarter 
Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


The specific skills and knowledge they will have mastered related to this standard are:  
Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; cite specific textual 
evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text.  
Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key supporting details 
and ideas.  
Analyze how and why individuals, events, and ideas develop and interact over the course of a text. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research‐supported instructional techniques, including 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. 
 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


7.RI.8 
Grade: 7 
Strand: Reading Standards for Informational Text RI 
Cluster:  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
Standard: #8 Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing whether the reasoning is 
sounds and the evidence is relevant and sufficient to support the claims 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will identify the author’s purpose and the evidence provided to support his/her claim.  
Students will evaluate the evidence the author provides to support his/her claim. 
 
 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 


A rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. The rubric has four categories: author’s purpose, claim, 
evidence, and evaluation. Each category is scored, based on the rubric criteria, on a 1‐4 scale. Each category is 
equally weighted. The highest possible score is 16, and grades are as follows: A=15‐16; B=13‐14; C=12; D=10‐11; 
F=0‐9. Mastery will be set at 13/16. 
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demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 
Materials/Resources Needed  “Ain’t I a Woman” 


Dove Campaign for Beauty 
Everything’s an Argument Bedford St. Martin 
Fashion magazines 
Reflection journal 
Various advertisements 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K‐8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category‐Domain, Standard (e.g., A‐REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction  Student Activities 


1 


Logos 
SWBAT explain the role logos plays in supporting an argument. 
SWBAT explain the importance of “giving the opposition a nod” 
SWBAT identify author, audience and purpose. 
SWBAT identify the types of evidence an author provides in a piece 
 
Key Points: 
Aristotle’s use of evidence for persuasive writing was just as useful to 
the ancients of his day as it is to writers today. 
Ethos/Ethical Appeal 
Ethical appeal is your credibility and trustworthiness as a writer. 
Pathos/Emotional Appeal 
Focus on the audience. You want your reader to be effected 
emotionally. 
Logos/Logical Appeal 
The text of your essay focuses on the reader’s ability to think. 
Examples of Logos include: facts, statistics, surveys, polls, testimonies, 
narratives and interviews 
 
WEB: 
SW create a web. “Logos” will be at the center of the web, “facts”, 
“stats”, “surveys/polls”, “testimonies/narratives” and “interviews” are 
paths off of the web. SW record examples of type of evidence on the 
path where they think it belongs. 
 
Anticipatory Set: 
Have you ever bought something expensive? Has anyone you’ve ever 
known had to replace something expensive before? 


 A washing machine 
 A car 
 An mp3 player 
 A cell phone 
 A computer 


SW participate in Logos discussion. 
 
SW read Chapter 4 selections from Everything’s an Argument 
 
SW create web and complete in small groups. Each group will then 
report out on assigned topic.  
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
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Has anyone ever tried to sell you something? 
 Make up 
 A cell phone 
 A membership card 
 Magazines/comics 
 A hair iron 
 An extra purchase to get something for “free” 


Did it work? How did they convince you to buy it? Did you regret it 
later? What advice would you give to someone who deciding whether or 
not to purchase something? 
Whether you realized it or not at that moment you were practicing in an 
age old tradition called argument. 
 
Lecture/Shared Reading: 
Everything’s an Argument  Chapter 4 “Arguments Based on Facts and 
Reason—Logos” 


2 


“Ain’t I a Woman” by S. Truth 
SWBAT evaluate the types of evidence supporting the argument in 
“Ain’t I a Woman” 
SWBAT explain what types of evidence S. Truth uses the most in the 
piece “Ain’t I a Woman 
 
Key Points: 
Logos 
Most arguments are based on the logical appeal. The focus of the logical 
appeal is usually the text of our essays when we’re writing. Strategies 
often used in the logical appeal include: statistics, examples, quotes, 
expert opinions, graphs, cause and effect, division into parts and 
comparison contrast.  
Ethos is Logos’ partner. Information provided must be reliable and come 
from a trust worthy source.  
Additionally, original work must be credited to its source.  
 
EXPLORE: 
SW use EXPLORE reading strategy with the article “Ain’t I a Woman” 
 
 


SW participate in evidence/detail discussion. 
 
SW read “Ain’t I a Woman” in 6 small groups and analyze it using 
EXLPORE. 
 
EX—this is an example of genre/author/style 
P—what was the author’s purpose for writing this text? 
L—what are the key lines (words/names/phrases) worth remembering? 
O—what organizational features or supports helped me read this article 
or got in the way of my understanding? 
R—how can I relate to what I just read? 
E—evaluate by thinking about my ah‐ha’s, questions and connections. 
 
 One representative from each group will report out their findings on an 
assigned element.  
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
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Anticipatory Set: 
Yesterday we discussed logos and how you have it to make decisions in 
your own life.  
As consumers we say “no” a lot. What techniques are  most effective on 
you as a consumer 


 Facts 
 Statistics 
 Examples? 
 Stories? 
 Comparison/contrast? 


Are there some techniques ignore and other techniques that you 
prefer? 
Why do you think that is? 
We’re going to read an article today that makes us question the role of 
evidence when proving a  point 
 
Lecture/Shared Reading: 
Teacher will present “Ain’t I a Woman”. Students will do shared reading 
in small groups. 


3 


“Social Lubricant:  How a Marketing Campaign Became the Catalyst for 
a Societal Debate” by R. Walker  
SW be able to identify the evidence provided in the argument. 
SW be able to improve an argument by adding evidence. 
 
Key Points: 
Sometimes an opinion piece can be improved with the addition of facts 
and statistics 
Logos 
Most arguments are based on the logical appeal. The focus of the logical 
appeal is usually the text of our essays when we’re writing. Strategies 
often used in the logical appeal include: statistics, examples, quotes, 
expert opinions, graphs, cause and effect, division into parts and 
comparison contrast.  
Ethos is Logos’ partner. Information provided must be reliable and come 
from a trust worthy source.  
Additionally, original work must be credited to its source.  
 


SW read “Social Lubricant  How a Marketing Campaign Became the 
Catalyst for a Societal Debate”  
 
In a small group students will discuss and list the types of facts and 
statistics which  could improve the argument presented 
 
One representative from each group will explain the addition or changes 
they  would add to the article 
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
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EXPLORE: 
SW use EXPLORE reading strategy in small groups. 
 
Anticipatory Set: 
Yesterday we discussed the strength of testimonies and narratives. 
Sometimes those techniques can be improved with the addition of facts 
or statistics. 
 
Case Study: 
In a small group students will consider the type of facts and statistics 
which could be added to make the article’s argument stronger. 


4 


“Evolution of Beauty” Dove Campaign for Real Beauty 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHqzlxGGJFo 
And 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=‐_I17cK1ltY&feature=related 
 
SWBAT evaluate the argument and what evidence the author uses to 
support its claim 
SWBAT determine the following: What types of evidence are used in 
this argument? Is this evidence effective why/why not? 
 
Key Points: 
Many arguments that we encounter on a daily basis only use visual 
arguments. What do we have to consider when evaluating visual 
evidence? 
Visual arguments (particularly in advertising) are often made based on 
misleading evidence. An individual must be careful not to be misled by 
visual arguments? 
 
Anticipatory Set:  
This week we have been examining the types of evidence used to make 
strong arguments.  
Visual evidence is often more difficult to determine the truthfulness of.  
Advertising is a great example of a place where arguments are often 
made based on misleading evidence. 
 
 


SW participate in discussion of “Evolution of Beauty”  
 
Guided practice/shared reasoning 
 
Students will pick an advertisement from a fashion magazine 
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
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Case study: Students will evaluate the contents of a fashion magazine 
and pick one advertisement to evaluate the evidence of 


5 


SWBAT evaluate the argument and evidence given by the advertisement 
and determine if they believe it to be valid or invalid 
SWBAT determine if the evidence is relevant and sufficient to support 
the claims. 
 
Anticipatory Set:  
This week we have been examining the role evidence plays in making a 
sound argument.  
Today you’ll summarize the arguments and evidence presented in the 
ad in writing.  


Student will complete the summative assessment:   
 


1. What claim does this advertisement make? 
2. What evidence supports this claim? 
3. Which of Aristotle’s methods were used in this advertisement? 
4. Is the claim in this advertisement valid? Why or why not? 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
Student will complete the summative assessment:   
 


1. What claim does this advertisement make? 
2. What evidence supports this claim? 
3. Which of Aristotle’s methods were used in this advertisement? 
4. Is the claim in this advertisement valid? Why or why not? 


 
Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
 


 1 2 3 4 
Claim No claim stated. Claim stated, but 


incorrect 
 Correctly stated 


claim. 
Evidence No evidence 


mentioned. 
1 piece of 
evidence 
mentioned. 


2 pieces of 
evidence 
mentioned. 


3 or more pieces 
of evidence 
mentioned. 


Aristotle’s 
methods 


None mentioned. Mentioned, but 
incorrect. 


 Correct 


Validity No evaluation Answered 
validity, but no 
reason 


Answered 
validity with 
weak reasoning 


Answered 
validity with 
strong reasoning 


 
Each category is scored, based on the rubric criteria, on a 1‐4 scale. Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 16, and 
grades are as follows: A=15‐16; B=13‐14; C=12; D=10‐11; F=0‐9. Mastery will be set at 13/16. 
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APPLICANT NAME


WORK SHEET A
FY 2012 BASE SUPPORT LEVEL WEIGHTS [A.R.S. §§15-184(A) and 15-943(1)]


K-12 STUDENT COUNT (budget based on) (1) K-8 9-12


Student Count Grades 1-12 100 75


Student Count Kinder (1)


Adjusted Student Count = 100 = 75


SUPPORT LEVEL WEIGHTS 


TO BE USED FOR: K-8 9-12


Adjusted Student Count 0.001-99.999  (1)


Support Level Weight  (2) 1.399 1.559


Adjusted Student Count 100.000-499.999  (1)


Student Count Constant 500.000 500.000


Adjusted Student Count - 100 - 0


Difference = 400.000 = 0.000


Weight Adjustment Factor x 0.0003 x 0.0004


Support Level Weight Increase = 0.12 = 0


Support Level Weight Constant + 1.278 + 1.398


    Support Level Weight  (2) = 1.398 = 0


Adjusted Student Count 500.000-599.999  (1)


Student Count Constant 600.000 600.000


Adjusted Student Count - 0 - 0


Difference = 0.000 = 0.000


Weight Adjustment Factor x 0.0012 x 0.0013


Support Level Weight Increase = 0 = 0


Support Level Weight Constant + 1.158 + 1.268


    Support Level Weight  (2) = 0 = 0


Adjusted Student Count 600.000 or More  (1)


    Support Level Weight  (2) 1.158 1.268


NOTES:


(1)


(2) Column 1 to Work Sheet B, line I.A.1


Column 2 to Work Sheet B, line I.A.2


Expected number of kindergarten students will be divided by 2 to get student counts for kindergarten.


The Rising School







APPLICANT NAME The Rising School


WORK SHEET B
FY 2012 WEIGHTED STUDENT COUNT [A.R.S. § 15-943(2)]


Student Weighted 


I. A. Adjusted Student Count  (1) Count x (from W.S. A) = Student Count


1. K-8 100.000 x 1.398 = 139.800


2. 9-12 75.000 x 1.559 = 116.925


3. Total Student Count 175.000 256.725


B. Student Count Add-Ons  (2)


1. Hearing Impairment x 4.771 = 0.000


2. K-3 x 0.060 = 0.000


3. ELL (English Learners) x 0.115 = 0.000


4. MD-R, A-R, and SID-R   (3) x 6.024 = 0.000


5. MD-SC, A-SC, and SID-SC   (4) x 5.833 = 0.000


6. Multiple Disabilities Severe Sensory Impairment x 7.947 = 0.000


7. Orthopedic Impairment (Resource) x 3.158 = 0.000


8. Orthopedic Impairment (Self-Contained) x 6.773 = 0.000


9. DD, ED, MIID, SLD, SLI, and OHI   (5) 18.000 x 0.003 = 0.054


10. Emotionally Disabled (Private) x 4.822 = 0.000


11. Moderate Intellectual Disability x 4.421 = 0.000


12. Visual Impairment x 4.806 = 0.000


13. Total Add-On Count 18.000 0.054


II. Total Weighted Student Count 256.779


NOTES:


(1)


(2)


Add-On Category ADE Report Name


K-3 Recalculated State Aid ADM Counts (ADMS 46-1)


ELL


Children with Disabilities Student Counts for Use in Budget Preparation (SPED 28)


(3) MD-R (Multiple Disabilities-Resource), A-R (Autism-Resource), and SID-R (Severe Intellectual Disability-Resource)


(4)


(5)


Support


Level Weight


See Note (1), on Work Sheet A.


Based on the Target Population described in A.2, and the Program of Instruction described in A.3, applicants may use estimated


student counts based on comparison schools to determine the Add-On weighted counts or counts may be left blank. Intellectual


Disability was previously referred to as Mental Retardation. ADE will continue using the term Mental Retardation in data collection


and reports in FY 2012 and will convert to using Intellectual Disability in FY 2013.


MD-SC (Multiple Disabilities-Self-Contained), A-SC (Autism-Self-Contained), and SID-SC (Severe Intellectual Disability-Self-


Contained)


DD (Developmental Delay for children in kindergarten through age 10), ED (Emotional Disabilities), MIID (Mild Intellectual 


Disability), SLD (Specific Learning Disability), SLI (Speech/Language Impairment), and OHI (Other Health Impairments)


English Learners (ELL) Students Served in Programs Under A.R.S. §15-754 


(ELLs 10-1)







APPLICANT NAME The Rising School


I. Base Level Amount $ 3,267.72


II. Increase for 200 Days of Instruction (1) + $


III. Adjusted Base Level Amount = $ 3,267.72


IV. Total Weighted Student Count (from Work Sheet B, line II) x 256.779


V. BSL = $ 839,082


NOTES:


(1)


WORK SHEET C


FY 2012 BASE SUPPORT LEVEL (BSL)


[A.R.S. § §15-943(3) and 15-901(B)(2)]


A.R.S. §15-902.04 allows schools that provide 200 days of instruction to increase the base level amount by 5%.


Enter $163.39 ($3,267.72 x 5%) on line II. To be eligible for this increase in funding, the school must be approved


for 200 days of instructions by its sponsor and have submitted a 200 days of instruction calendar.







APPLICANT NAME The Rising School


WORK SHEET D
FY 2012 ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE [A.R.S. §15-185(B)(4)]


K-8 9-12


I. Total Student Count (1) 100.000 75.000


II. Additional Assistance per Student Count x $ 1,621.97 x $ 1,890.38


III. Additional Assistance = $ 162,197 = $ 141,779


IV. Total  Additional Assistance


[IV (K-8) + IV (9-12)] (to Work Sheet E, line II) $ 303,976


NOTE:


(1) Total student count from Work Sheet A for K-8 and 9-12.


WORK SHEET E
FY 2012 EQUALIZATION BASE AND ASSISTANCE [A.R.S. §15-185(B)(4)]


I. BSL (from Work Sheet C, line V) $ 839,082


II. Additional Assistance (from Work Sheet D, line IV) $ 303,976


III. Total Equalization Base/Assistance $ 1,143,058
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Curriculum Sample: 9th Reading 
Max. 8 Pages  
Grade Level  9  Content Area  English Language Arts 
Course Title (grades 9‐12 Only)  Honors English Literature 
Length of Unit    Time of Year   
Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


The specific skills and knowledge they will have mastered related to this standard are:  
Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; cite specific textual 
evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text.  
Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key supporting details 
and ideas.  
Analyze how and why individuals, events, and ideas develop and interact over the course of a text.  
 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research‐supported instructional techniques, including 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. 
 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


9.RI.8 
Grade: 9 
Strand: Reading Standards for Informational Text RI 
Cluster:  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
Standard: #8 Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text assessing whether the reasoning is 
sound and the evidence is relevant and sufficient; identify false statements and fallacious reasoning 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


SW evaluate the evidence the author provides to support his/her claim. 
 
SW determine when evidence is sufficient and when it is irrelevant…particularly if it is a fallacy. 
 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 


A rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. The rubric has five categories. Each category is scored, 
based on the rubric criteria, on a 1‐3 scale. Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 12, and 
the grades are as follows: A=11‐12; B=10; C=9; D=8; F=0‐7. Mastery will be set at 10/12 or higher. 
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possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 
Materials/Resources Needed  Everything’s an Argument Bedford St. Martin 


Reflection journal 
* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K‐8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category‐Domain, Standard (e.g., A‐REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction  Student Activities 


1 


Fallacies of Argument  
SWBAT define fallacy 
SWBAT define the different fallacies of argument ethos, pathos and 
logos 
SWBAT explain the different fallacies of argument  ethos, pathos, logos  
SWBAT identify the types of evidence an author provides in a piece 
 
Key Points Pathos: 
When making arguments writers and speakers must give evidence in 
order to support their argument. However not all evidence is true. It is 
important to evaluate the type of evidence an individual provides in 
order to determine if their claim is valid. 
‐scare tactics 
‐either‐or choices 
‐slippery slope 
‐sentimental appeals 
‐bandwagon appeals 
 
WEB: 
SW create a web. “pathetic fallacies” will be at the center of the web, 
“scare tactics”, “either‐or choices”, “slippery slope”, “sentimental 
appeals” and “bandwagon appeals” are paths off of the web. SW record 
examples of type of evidence on the path where they think it belongs. 
 
Anticipatory Set: 
If you think Mitt Romney is a millionaire elitist then you’re a lazy, liberal, 
socialist, slob. 
If you think Barak Obama is a socialist and a Nazi then you a white bread 
eating, white collar wearing, elitist. 
Have you ever heard someone make a statement like that? Where do 
we hear statements like that most often? 
Just because someone says something it doesn’t make it true.  Opinions 
must be backed up with evidence and sometimes what individuals 


SW participate in Pathetic fallacies discussion. 
 
SW read Chapter 17 selections from Everything’s an Argument 
 
SW create web and complete in small groups. Each group will then 
report out on assigned topic.  
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
 
Homework‐ SW read J. Swift’s “A Modest Proposal” and identify 
fallacies 
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provide as “evidence” actually isn’t. Information that is provided as 
“evidence” but actually isn’t is called a “fallacy”  
 
Lecture/Shared Reading: 
Everything’s an Argument  Chapter 17 “Fallacies of Argument” 


2 


Logos 
 
Key Points Logos: 
When making arguments writers and speakers must give evidence in 
order to support their argument. However not all evidence is true. It is 
important to evaluate the type of evidence an individual provides in 
order to determine if their claim is valid. 
‐hasty generalizations 
‐faulty causality 
‐begging the question 
‐equivocation 
‐non sequitur 
‐the straw man 
‐faulty analogy 
 
WEB: 
SW create a web. “logos fallacies” will be at the center of the web, 
“hasty generalizations”, “faulty causality”, “begging the question”, 
“equivocation”,  “non sequitur, “the straw man”,  and “faulty analogy 
arguments” are paths off of the web. SW record examples of type of 
evidence on the path where they think it belongs. 
 
Anticipatory Set: 
If you think Mitt Romney is a millionaire elitist then you’re a lazy, liberal, 
socialist, slob. 
If you think Barak Obama is a socialist and a Nazi then you a white bread 
eating, white collar wearing, elitist. 
Have you ever heard someone make a statement like that? Where do 
we hear statements like that most often? 
Just because someone says something it doesn’t make it true.  Opinions 
must be backed up with evidence and sometimes what individuals 
provide as “evidence” actually isn’t. Information that is provided as 


SW participate in logical fallacies discussion. 
 
SW read Chapter 17 selections from Everything’s an Argument 
 
SW create web and complete in small groups. Each group will then 
report out on assigned topic.  
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
 
Homework‐ SW read “Chicago Women’s Club Pledge for Children” and 
identify fallacies 
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“evidence” but actually isn’t is called a “fallacy”  
 
Lecture/Shared Reading: 
Everything’s an Argument  Chapter 17 “Fallacies of Argument” 


3 


Ethos 
 
Key Points Ethos: 
When making arguments writers and speakers must give evidence in 
order to support their argument. However not all evidence is true. It is 
important to evaluate the type of evidence an individual provides in 
order to determine if their claim is valid. 
‐appeals to false authority 
‐dogmatism 
‐moral equivalence  
‐ad hominem arguments 
 
WEB: 
SW create a web. “ethical fallacies” will be at the center of the web, 
“appeals to false authority”, “either‐or choices”, “dogmatism”, “moral 
equivalence” and “ad hominem arguments” are paths off of the web. 
SW record examples of type of evidence on the path where they think it 
belongs. 
 
Anticipatory Set: 
If you think Mitt Romney is a millionaire elitist then you’re a lazy, liberal, 
socialist, slob. 
If you think Barak Obama is a socialist and a Nazi then you a white bread 
eating, white collar wearing, elitist. 
Have you ever heard someone make a statement like that? Where do 
we hear statements like that most often? 
Just because someone says something it doesn’t make it true.  Opinions 
must be backed up with evidence and sometimes what individuals 
provide as “evidence” actually isn’t. Information that is provided as 
“evidence” but actually isn’t is called a “fallacy”  
 
Lecture/Shared Reading: 
Everything’s an Argument  Chapter 17 “Fallacies of Argument” 


SW participate in ethical fallacies discussion. 
 
SW read Chapter 17 selections from Everything’s an Argument 
 
SW create web and complete in small groups. Each group will then 
report out on assigned topic.  
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
 
Homework‐ SW read “Common Themes and Questions about the Use of 
‘Indian’ Logos” by Barbara Munson and identify fallacies 
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4 


Weekly Reading Discussion Day 
 
SWBAT evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text assessing 
whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant and 
sufficient; recognize when irrelevant evidence is introduced. 
SWBAT explain if a fallacy is present and identify what type of fallacy it 
is 
 
Key Points: 
Fallacies are often present in arguments. It is important to identify, 
evaluate and question why the author uses them. It is also important to 
question if the author is aware of the fact that they are using them. 
What does it mean if an author does not know he/she is using fallacies? 
 
Anticipatory Set:  
The readings this week all contained fallacies. Let’s discuss what they 
are, why the authors used them and if it made their arguments weaker 
or stronger. 
 
Fishbowl discussion: Students will discuss homework readings from the 
week. 


SW participate in a fishbowl  discussion of  the three readings for the 
week 
 
Guided practice/shared reasoning 
 
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 


5 


Fallacy Summary 
SWBAT summarize the elements of a fallacy of their choosing 
 
Anticipatory Set:  
This week we have been examining the fallacies play in making a sound 
argument.  
 
Today you’ll evaluate a political blog of your choice. 
 
You will respond to questions regarding the arguments and evidence 
presented in the blog.  


SW respond to the following questions regarding the arguments and 
evidence presented in the blog.  
 


1. What is the author’s argument? 
2. Which claims does the author make? 
3. What evidence does the author use? Is there enough evidence? 


Why or why not? 
4. Are there any fallacies? If so, what are they and what effect do 


they have on the author’s argument? 


 
 
Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
Students will respond to questions regarding the arguments and evidence presented in the blog. 
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Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
 
  1  2  3 
Argument  Student demonstrates no 


understanding of the argument. 
Student demonstrates a partial 
understanding of the argument, 
but critical elements are missing. 


Student demonstrates complete 
understanding of what the 
argument is. 


Claims  Student demonstrates no 
understanding of the claims made 
in the argument. 


Student identifies one claim 
made. 


Student identifies two or more 
claims made. 


Evidence  Student identifies one piece of 
evidence. Student lacks 
understanding of sufficient 
evidence. 


Student identifies two pieces of 
evidence. Student demonstrates 
minimal understanding of 
sufficient evidence. 


Student identifies three or more 
pieces of evidence. Student 
thoroughly explains rationale 
behind answer of sufficient 
evidence question. 


Fallacies  Student identifies fallacies 
without demonstrating an 
understanding of their impact on 
the author’s argument. 


Student identifies fallacies with 
minimal understanding of their 
impact on the author’s argument. 


Student identifies and explains 
fallacies with a well‐thought out 
explanation of their impact on the 
author’s argument. 


 
Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 12, and the grades are as follows: A=11‐12; B=10; C=9; D=8; F=0‐7. Mastery will 
be set at 10/12 or higher. 
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Curriculum Sample: HS Math: Number and Quantity 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level High School (11th) Content Area Math 


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only) Honors Pre-Calculus 


Length of Unit Five 55-minute periods Time of Year Second Quarter 


Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have an understanding of imaginary numbers and how to work with them. They will also have 
knowledge of complex numbers in the form a + bi and how to graph the point on a complex coordinate plane. 
Students will understand how to manipulate fractions and how to multiply two binomials. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instructional techniques of 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. Instruction during this unit will include direct instruction of key points 
and examples, guided practice including worksheets and partner activities, independent practice, and daily 
formative assessments conducted at the end of each class period. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


N-CN.3 
Conceptual Category: Number and Quantity 
Domain: The Complex Number System (N-CN) 
Standard: #3 – Find the conjugate of a complex number; use conjugates to find moduli and quotients of complex 
numbers 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will complete a 10 question open-response summative to assess their ability at determining the conjugate 
of a complex number. Students will also be tested on their knowledge of how to find moduli and quotients of 
complex numbers using complex conjugates. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 


The 10 open-response questions will be scored on an absolute scale with an answer key provided for both correct 
answers and appropriate justification. Credit will only be awarded for answers that completely match the answer 
key, and no partial credit will be awarded. Students must get at least 8 of the 10 questions completely correct to 
master the standard. 
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scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


Materials/Resources Needed Poster board, construction paper, white boards, markers 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


SWBAT find the conjugate of a complex number 
 
Key Points: 


 When referring to a + bi, the a is the real part and the bi is the 
imaginary part 


 To find the conjugate of a complex number, change the sign of 
the imaginary part bi (ie: 3 + 4i becomes 3 – 4i) 


 The real part a stays the same 


 When you multiply a + bi by it’s conjugate a – bi the result is a 
real number (e.g.: (3 + 4i)(3 – 4i) = 25) 


 


Do Now: Students will review basic concepts of imaginary numbers and 
complex numbers. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will be given note cards. Each note card with 
have a value for a or a value for bi. Students will sort the values and 
label them as “real” or “imaginary.” Then students will create their own 
expressions in the form a + bi, find the complex conjugate and multiply 
them by the original complex number. Each answer should result in a 
real number. 
 
Independent Practice: Students will create a poster that explains how to 
find the complex conjugate and provide multiple examples. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will participate in a gallery walk and comment on 
other students’ posters. 


2 


SWBAT find the modulus of a complex number 
 
Key Points: 


 On a complex coordinate plane, the modulus is the distance 
from the origin to the complex number 


 The modulus of a complex number Z is often denoted mod Z 


 The modulus may be referred to as the absolute value 


 The modulus of a complex number Z where Z = x +iy is given by 





x2  y2  
When multiplying a complex number by it’s conjugate, take the square 
root of the resulting real number to find the modulus 


Do Now: Students will review basic concepts of complex numbers and 
conjugates of complex numbers. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will participate in a discovery activity. 
Students will review graphing complex numbers on a coordinate plane. 
Teacher with then introduce the concept of a modulus and ask students 
to problem solve and try to discover the process for finding the 
modulus. Teacher will explain the relationship between multiplying 
complex numbers and their conjugates and how students can use this to 
find the modulus.  
 
Independent Practice: Students will be given a worksheet and asked to 
work independently on the review problems. When finished, students 
will partner with another student and check their answers. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will answer the following questions: 
How do you find the conjugate to a complex number? 
How do you find the modulus of a complex number? 
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What is the relationship between the conjugate and the modulus? 


3 


SWBAT find the quotient of two complex numbers 
 
Key Points: 


 When multiplying a complex number by it’s conjugate, the 
result is a real number 


 When dividing two complex numbers follow these steps: 
1. Find the complex conjugate of the denominator 
2. Multiply the numerator and denominator by the complex 


conjugate of the denominator (this will result in the 
denominator becoming a real number) 


3. Simplify 


Do Now: Students will review basic concepts of complex numbers, 
conjugates, and moduli.  
 
Guided Practice: Students will be given a worksheet with multiple 
review problems. They will work with a partner to solve the problems 
and check answers with guidance from the teacher. 
 
Independent Practice: Students will receive white boards and markers. 
Students will participate in a game and work in groups to solve 
problems. The group that gets the problem right first will receive a 
point. All students in the group must have the correct answer in order to 
receive a point. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will be given a review sheet with 3 problems. They 
will be required to answer these problems correctly before leaving the 
class. 


4 


SWBAT find the conjugate and modulus of a complex number and the 
quotient of two complex numbers 
 
Key Points: 


 This lesson is a continuation of the previous three lessons and 
reviews important key concepts: 


o To find the conjugate, change the sign of the imaginary 
part of the complex number 


o To find the modulus, multiply the complex number by 
it’s conjugate and take the square root of the resulting 
real number 


o To find the quotient of two complex numbers, multiply 
the numerator and denominator by the conjugate of 
the denominator and then simplify 


Do Now: Students will review basic concepts of complex numbers, 
conjugates, and moduli.  
 
Guided Practice: Students will review all of the information learned up 
to this point. They will create a book to teach other students about 
complex numbers, conjugates, moduli, and quotients. Students will be 
required to write definitions, provide example problems, and create 
unique problems.  
 
Independent Practice: When finished, students will give their books to 
another student. Together, they will solve the problems and check each 
other’s answers. 
 
Exit Ticket: No exit ticket today. 


5 


SWBAT find the conjugate and modulus of a complex number and the 
quotient of two complex numbers 
 
Key Points: 


 This is a continuation of yesterday’s lesson and reviews the key 
concepts learned so far in the unit 


Do Now: Students will complete a brief review worksheet that 
summarizes everything learned thus far. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will share their answers from their books and 
ask any remaining questions. 
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 Independent Practice: Student assessment. 
 
Exit Ticket: Summative assessment. 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
1. What is the term for the distance between the origin and a complex number on a complex coordinate plane? 


a. Conjugate      b.     Modulus   c.    Quotient  d.    Midpoint 


 


2. What is the complex conjugate of the following complex numbers? 


a. 4 + 5i 


b. 6 – 3i 


c. -2 – 4i  


 


3. When you multiply a complex number by it’s conjugate, is your answer a real number or an imaginary number? 


 


4. Multiply the following complex number by it’s conjugate:  2 + 3i 


 


5. Using a complex conjugate, find the modulus: 3 – 4i 


 


6. Using 





x2  y2  find the modulus: 3 – 4i  


 


7. Find the modulus: -2 + 6i 


 


8. Simplify: 





10 5i


6 6i
 


 


9. Simplify: 





5 9i


9 8i
 


 


10. Simplify: 





4 10i


3 4i
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Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
 


1. b. Modulus 


2. a.   4 – 5i     b.   6 + 3i     c.   -2 + 4i 


3. Real number 


4. 13 


5. 5 


6. 5 


7. 





40  2 10  


8. 





515i


12
 


9. 





117 41i


145
 


10. 





28 46i


25
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Curriculum Sample: 6th Reading 
Max. 8 Pages  
Grade Level  6  Content Area  English Language Arts 
Course Title (grades 9‐12 Only)   
Length of Unit  Five 55‐minute periods  Time of Year  Third Quarter 
Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


The specific skills and knowledge they will have mastered related to this standard are:  
Draw on information from multiple print or digital sources, demonstrating the ability to locate an answer to a 
question quickly or to solve a problem efficiently.  
Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a text, identifying which reasons 
and evidence support which point(s).  
Integrate information from several texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject 
knowledgeably 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research‐supported instructional techniques, including 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. 
 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


6.RI.8 
Grade: 6 
Strand: Reading Standards for Informational Text RI 
Cluster:  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
Standard: #8 Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, distinguishing claims that are 
supported by reason and evidence from claims that are not 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will identify the argument presented in the article “Oh, 180‐day‐old Happy Meal, why won’t you rot?”  
Students will identify claims that are supported by reason and evidence. 
Students will evaluate the argument. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 


A rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. The rubric has three categories: argument, evidence, and 
evaluation. Each category is scored, based on the rubric criteria, on a 1‐4 point scale. Each category is equally 
weighted. The highest possible score is 12, and grades are as follows: A=11‐12; B=10; C=8‐9; D=7; F=0‐6. Mastery 
will be set at 10/12 or higher. 
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possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 
Materials/Resources Needed  •Sample bumper stickers  


• “The Need for Specificity (Why Bumper Sticker Arguments Are Bad)” or access to the blog 
http://www.maderalabs.com/blog/the‐need‐for‐specificity‐why‐bumper‐sticker‐arguments‐are‐bad/ 
•“I Want a Wife” Judy Brady 
•“Oh, 180‐day‐old Happy Meal, why won’t you rot?” By Laura T. Coffey 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K‐8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category‐Domain, Standard (e.g., A‐REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction  Student Activities 


1 


Ethos/Pathos/Logos 
Student will be able to (SWBAT) define ethos/pathos/logos. 
SWBAT explain the importance of “giving the opposition a nod” 
SWBAT identify author, audience and purpose. 
 
Key Points: 
Aristotle’s use of evidence for persuasive writing was just as useful to 
the ancients of his day as it is to writers today. 
Ethos/Ethical Appeal 
Ethical appeal is your credibility and trustworthiness as a writer. 
Pathos/Emotional Appeal 
Focus on the audience. You want your reader to be effected 
emotionally. 
Logos/Logical Appeal 
The text of your essay focuses on the reader’s ability to think. 
Giving the Opposition a Nod 
Who is Going to Read Your Argument? 
 
WEB: 
SW create a web. “The 3 Appeals” will be at the center of the web, 
“ethos”, “pathos”, “logos” are paths off of the web. SW record examples 
of each appeal on the path where they think it belongs. 
 
Anticipatory Set: 
Have you ever tried to convince your mom or dad that you really, really, 
really, needed something?  


 $5 bucks 
 Permission to stay the night at a friend’s house 
 Dessert for breakfast 


Have you ever tried to convince a teacher that you really, really, really 
needed something? 


 Less homework 
 A movie day 


Student will (SW) participate in Argument discussion. 
 
SW watch Three Appeals Presentation and youtube.com video clips. 
 
SW create web and complete in small groups. Each group will then 
report out on assigned topic.  
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
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 Extra credit 
Did it work? How did you do it? What advice would you give to someone 
who was trying to convince their parents or a teacher? 
Whether you realized it or not at that moment you were trying to get 
what you want you were practicing in an age old tradition called 
argument. 
 
Lecture/Shared Reading: 
Teacher will present Three Appeals Prezi with youtube.com video clips. 


2 


Bumper Sticker Arguments 
SWBAT communicate the importance of supporting an argument with 
detail. 
SWBAT give examples of valid evidence and invalid evidence. 
 
Key Points: 
Logos 
Most arguments are based on the logical appeal. The focus of the logical 
appeal is usually the text of our essays when we’re writing. Strategies 
often used in the logical appeal include: statistics, examples, quotes, 
expert opinions, graphs, cause and effect, division into parts and 
comparison contrast.  
Ethos is Logos’ partner. Information provided must be reliable and come 
from a trust worthy source.  
Additionally, original work must be credited to its source.  
 
EXPLORE: 
SW use EXPLORE reading strategy with the article “The Need for 
Specificity (Why Bumper Sticker Arguments Are Bad)” 
 
Anticipatory Set: 
Yesterday we discussed the three appeals and how you have used them 
to convince a teacher or parent to agree to a request.  
I know that parents and teachers usually don’t say “Yes” the first time a 
request is made. What techniques did you use to convince your 
audience?  


 Begging? 
 Whining? 


SW participate in evidence/detail discussion. 
 
SW read “The Need for Specificity (Why Bumper Sticker Arguments Are 
Bad)” in 6 small groups and analyze it using EXLPORE. 
 
EX—this is an example of genre/author/style 
P—what was the author’s purpose for writing this text? 
L—what are the key lines (words/names/phrases) worth remembering? 
O—what organizational features or supports helped me read this article 
or got in the way of my understanding? 
R—how can I relate to what I just read? 
E—evaluate by thinking about my ah‐ha’s, questions and connections. 
 
 One representative from each group will report out their findings on an 
assigned element.  
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
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 Nagging? 
 Examples? 
 Stories? 
 Chain of reasoning? 
 Comparison/contrast? 


Are there some techniques your parents or teachers just flat out ignore 
and other techniques they seem to respond better to? 
Why do you think that is? 
We’re going to read an article today on the importance of evidence.  
 
Lecture/Shared Reading: 
Teacher will present “The Need for Specificity (Why Bumper Sticker 
Arguments Are Bad)”. Students will do shared reading in small groups. 


3 


Creating Thesis from a Bumper Sticker 
SW be able to explain how evidence improves the quality of an 
argument. 
SW be able to improve an argument by adding evidence. 
SW create a thesis statement out of a bumper sticker slogan.  
 
Key Points: 
Evidence makes weak arguments stronger.  
Logos 
Most arguments are based on the logical appeal. The focus of the logical 
appeal is usually the text of our essays when we’re writing. Strategies 
often used in the logical appeal include: statistics, examples, quotes, 
expert opinions, graphs, cause and effect, division into parts and 
comparison contrast.  
Ethos is Logos’ partner. Information provided must be reliable and come 
from a trust worthy source.  
Additionally, original work must be credited to its source.  
 
EXPLORE: 
SW use their EXPLORE notes from the day before. 
 
Anticipatory Set: 
What are some of your favorite bumper stickers? What are some 
bumper stickers you just can’t stand? 


SW help create a list of well‐known bumper stickers.  
 
SW choose a bumper sticker slogan from the provided bumper stickers.  
 
In a small group students will add support to their bumper sticker 
slogans to make them stronger arguments.  
 
One representative from each group will explain the addition or changes 
they made to make their bumper sticker slogan stronger. 
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
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TW generate a list of bumper sticker slogans from students’ suggestions.
 
Case Study: 
In a small group students will add support to their bumper sticker 
slogans to make them stronger arguments. 


4 


“I Want a Wife” Judy Brady 
SWBAT evaluate the argument and specific claims made by the author. 
SWBAT determine which claims are supported evidence from claims 
that are not. 
 
Key Points: 
Firsthand experience can sometimes be considered “expert opinion” 
which falls under the category of logos.  
The speaker in this piece uses her expert opinion to make a claim.  
 
Anticipatory Set:  
This week we have been examining the elements that contribute to a 
solid argument.  
Today we’ll read an essay together and you will identify the evidence 
the speaker gives to support her argument.  
Keep in mind the terms we have been studying this week. 
 
Shared Reading/Independent Study: TW Read “I Want a Wife”. 
Students will underline evidence the author uses to support her 
argument. 


Guided practice/shared reasoning 
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
 


5 


“Oh, 180‐day‐old Happy Meal, why won’t you rot?” By Laura T. Coffey 
SWBAT evaluate the argument and specific claims made by the author. 
SWBAT determine which claims are supported by evidence from claims 
that are not. 
 
Anticipatory Set:  
This week we have been examining the elements that contribute to a 
solid argument.  
Today you’ll read an article and you will identify the evidence the 
speaker gives to support her argument.  
You will also evaluate the effectiveness of the argument.  


SW complete summative assessment using the article “Oh, 180‐day‐old 
Happy Meal, why won’t you rot?” 
 Questions on the summative assessment: 


1. What argument does Ms. Coffey make? 
2. What evidence does she use to support her argument? 
3. Is her argument effective? Why or why not? 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
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SW complete summative assessment using the article “Oh, 180‐day‐old Happy Meal, why won’t you rot?” 
 Questions on the summative assessment: 


1. What argument does Ms. Coffey make? 
2. What evidence does she use to support her argument? 
3. Is her argument effective? Why or why not? 


 
Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
 
 1 2 3 4 
Argument Student does not 


seem to 
understand the 
argument. 


Student identifies 
an insignificant 
part of the 
argument. 


Student identifies 
a major portion 
of the argument. 


Student identifies 
the argument. 


Evidence Student does not 
seem to find any 
evidence. 


Student identifies 
1-2 pieces of 
evidence. 


Student identifies 
3-4 pieces of 
evidence. 


Student identifies 
5 or more pieces 
of evidence. 


Evaluation Student states 
opinion but does 
not provide 
support. 


Student states 
opinion but 
provides minimal 
support. 


Student states 
opinion and 
provides ample 
support. 


Student states 
opinion and 
provides ample 
support which 
includes text 
evidence. 


 
Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 12, and grades are as follows: A=11‐12; B=10; C=8‐9; D=7; F=0‐6. Mastery will be 
set at 10/12 or higher. 
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B.1 Applicant Organization 


Rising Schools, Inc.’s Mission, History, and Evolution 
Rising Schools, Inc. is a nonprofit corporation organized and operated for educational purposes. 


RSI was formed to found The Rising School, a Tucson charter school, and any future replication 


schools. As stated in RSI’s corporate bylaws (Article I, Section 3): “The Corporation’s mission is 


to provide education to children within Pima County as a charter school and supporting 


educational activities commensurate with same and such other lawful business as permitted 


under the laws of the State of Arizona which is not inconsistent with the tax-exempt status of the 


Corporation.” The Rising School’s mission statement is:  


 


The Rising School is a high-quality college-prep school that prepares Tucson-area 6
th


-9
th


 grade 


students for success in school, college, and 21
st
 century careers. At the Rising School: 


 Students, parents, and teachers are treated with respect and enjoy being a part of a safe, 


caring community.  


 Classes are engaging and relevant; teachers are experts in curriculum and instruction; and 


standards and assessments are rigorous.  


 Students create quality projects; surpass state and national standards on assessments; and 


mature alumni who are successful scholars and professionals engaged with their 


community and the world.  


 


In 2011, RSI began as a concept by George Rising. Dr. Rising had 16 years of experience 


as an educator in Tucson, including serving as Head of School and Principal at two local charter 


schools (in April 2012, he was hired as Principal at a third charter school, beginning in July 


2012). Encouraged by his colleagues and other educators, Dr. Rising decided to take what he had 


learned working at some of the best schools in Tucson and combine it with his own research and 


convictions about how to create a great academic institution. He chose the name “The Rising 


School” in homage to his alma mater, The Roeper School, one of the top college-prep schools in 


Michigan, and he named the management organization “Rising Schools, Inc.” 


In August 2011, Dr. Rising entered the University of Arizona’s Educational Leadership 


graduate program to further his professional knowledge of school leadership. Completing the 30-


unit program will enable him to earn his Arizona principal’s certification in August 2012. It also 


furthered his knowledge of leading school operations by allowing him to take courses in the 


superintendency and by completing in spring 2012 a 270-hour internship with Dr. Vicki 


Balentine of Amphitheater Unified School District, one of the top superintendents in Arizona. 


Dr. Rising’s wife, Stephanie, helped with the business and marketing side of founding 


The Rising School. Ms. Rising had many years of relevant experience. For 10 years, she worked 


at a multimillion dollar corporation in Tucson, Northcott, Bellow, and Associates, where she 


served as director of marketing and general manager. Northcott and its subsidiary, Stratford 


Management, served a clientele of nonprofit corporations, giving her valuable experience for 


working with RSI. Since 2006, she has been CEO/owner of Canyon Concepts, a Tucson firm 


specializing in business coaching and marketing for small businesses, again supplying her with 


relevant experience for helping with RSI. Ms. Rising, a fulltime business owner, has no official 


role with RSI or The Rising School. Instead, she and Canyon Concepts will donate business-and-


marketing service to RSI. She also brings extensive business, marketing, finance, and vendor 
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connections to RSI from her long career as a Tucson businesswoman and through her service as 


president of her local chapter of Business Networking International. 
In August 2011, the Risings participated in the Arizona Charter Schools Association’s 


“How to Start a Charter School” introductory webinar. In September, RSI applied to the ACSA’s 


New School Development (aka, “Charter Starter”) training program. On November 7, 2011, after 


two rounds of interviews, RSI was accepted in to the ACSA’s training program. George and 


Stephanie donated $1,000 to pay for RSI’s participation in the program. 


Throughout late 2011, RSI developed its business plan. The plan specified RSI’s proposal 


for its organization, served as the basis for the charter application, and solicited financing. In late 


2011 and early 2012, several advisors separately reviewed and commented on iterations of the 


business plan:  


 Ann Hopman, Charter School Financial Partner, Denver Public Schools 


 Marian C. Abram, attorney, Karp & Weiss 


 Dante DeWitt, Chief Information Officer, Bank of Montreal  


 Steve Kirkpatrick, commercial lender, People’s Mortgage 


 Donna M. Cotlow, Vice President, Sr. Business Development Officer, Wells Fargo  


 Sean P. Murray, Senior Business Relationship Manager and Vice President, Wells Fargo 


Bank. 


 Jeremy Sharpe, owner of Jeremy Sharpe Consulting, and Director of Strategic 


Communications at Rancho Sahuarita Company 


 Irene Carroll, Principal, Funding The Gap, LLC 


 


The reviewers were impressed with RSI’s business plan (e.g., Ms. Cotlow of Wells Fargo 


described it as an “A+ business plan”), and their feedback was helpful in revising the plan.  


On June 11, RSI secured a $150,000 revolving line of credit from Wells Fargo Bank 


through Sean P. Murray, Senior Business Relationship Manager and Vice President. In addition, 


George Rising donated $6,000 to RSI and pledged to donate up to $4,000 more. 


RSI was formalized as a corporate entity in early 2012. In December 2011, RSI retained 


as its attorney Marian C. Abram, J.D., of the law firm Karp & Weiss. On January 17, 2012, Ms. 


Abram helped RSI secure a business license as a corporation by the Arizona Corporation 


Commission. Also on January 17, RSI was granted the trade-name rights to The Rising School. 


On February 8, RSI was assigned its Employer Identification Number (EIN): 45-4488256. That 


same day, RSI published its articles of incorporation in a local newspaper, the Ajo Copper News. 


On February 29, RSI used funds donated by George and Stephanie Rising to open checking and 


savings accounts at Tucson Federal Credit Union. On March 29, RSI’s bylaws and board policies 


were finalized based on drafts by Ms. Abram. On April 20, George Rising approved Board 


Resolution No. 1, which added Gregory J. Berger, J.D., and Rosie Garcia, M.Ed., to the 


Governing Board. 


During the first half of 2012, the RSI team wrote its charter application for The Rising 


School. This process was facilitated by RSI’s participation in the Arizona Charter Schools 


Association’s New School Developer (“Charter Starter”) program. From January through April 


2012, the RSI team traveled every two or three weeks to Phoenix to attend all seven of the 


ACSA’s training sessions. The focus of the training was helping organizations, such as RSI, 


write an effective charter application for the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools.  


Also throughout early 2012, RSI marketed The Rising School to the Tucson community, 


garnering advisors and supporters. In January, the school started a Facebook page, and Dr. 
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Rising started a blog focusing on educational issues. Dr. Rising also met individually with many 


advisors in education, finance, and marketing. On February 11, the school sent out its first 


newsletter by email to more than 100 Tucsonans. On April 7, the school had its first community 


meeting, attended by twenty advisors and supporters. Dr. Rising gave a presentation in which he 


thanked supporters, described the process for opening a charter school, discussed possible school 


locations in central Tucson, explained the school’s mission statement, and answered questions. 


Supporters then signed up for marketing, fundraising, facilities, and curriculum committees. 


Those who signed up included: Rosie Garcia (fundraising), Margret Huebner (fundraising, 


facilities), Richard Huebner (facilities), Debby Kennedy (marketing), Michelle Martin 


(marketing), Mark Mussari (curriculum), Stephanie Rising (marketing), Bob Rose (facilities), 


Sandy Rose (marketing, fundraising), and Tim Warren (marketing, curriculum). The large group 


then broke into smaller groups to discuss educational needs of Tucson’s children. The small 


groups then presented their ideas for schooling to the entire group. Finally, the participants 


brainstormed a list of 20 possible schools mascots, which the group narrowed down to three 


finalists. Afterwards, the school had an online vote on Facebook. Over 50 people voted, and the 


overwhelming choice was The Storm. On April 26, the school’s second newsletter went out to 


over 100 supporters. 


On May 14, RSI held its first Governing Board meeting. The Corporate Board of RSI is 


comprised of the same members as the Governing Board of The Rising School: George Rising 


(who also serves as Board President), Gregory Berger, J.D. (Treasurer), and Rosie Garcia, M.Ed. 


(Secretary). At the May 14 meeting, Board members approved several agenda items. First, they 


reviewed, discussed, and approved (by 3-0 vote), the Bylaws of Rising Schools, Inc. Second, 


they reviewed, discussed, and approved (by a 3-0 vote), the Board Policies of Rising Schools, 


Inc. Third, they reviewed, discussed, and approved (by a 3-0 vote) the First Amendment to 


Articles of Incorporation of Rising Schools, Inc., which added Mr. Berger and Ms. Garcia to the 


Governing Board. Fourth, they reviewed, discussed, and approved (by a 3-0 vote) Board 


Resolution No. 2, which selected the Board’s officers: George Rising as President, Greg Berger 


as Treasurer, and Rosie Garcia as Secretary. Fifth, the Board reviewed, discussed, and approved 


(by a 3-0 vote) Rising Schools, Inc.’s application for a charter for The Rising School from the 


Arizona State Board for Charter Schools. The board also agreed to approach qualified candidates 


to apply for positions on the Governing Board. 


Organizational Chart and Reporting Structure 
The Governing Board of The Rising School (which is also the corporate board of RSI) is the 


governing body of The Rising School. The Governing Board is responsible for making policies 


congruent with the organization’s values and mission and then, at regular intervals, evaluating 


whether these ends have been met. George Rising, CEO of RSI and Principal of The Rising 


School, is responsible developing and implementing procedures to execute the Governing 


Board’s policies and for day-to-day management of the school’s operations. 


The Governing Board will supervise one employee, the CEO/Principal. All other 


employees of RSI and The Rising School will be supervised by and report to the CEO/Principal. 
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Startup (2013) 
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Year 3 (2015-16): 280 Students 
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Subsidiary Relationship of the Applicant Organization to Another 


Organization 
The applicant organization, Rising Schools, Inc., has no subsidiary relationship to any other 


organization. 


Current or Prior Charter Operation by the Applicant 
The applicant organization, Rising Schools, Inc., has no current or prior charter operation. 


Roles of Each Principal 
The principals are Gregory Berger, Rosie Garcia, and George Rising. Gregory Berger’s sole role 


is Governing Board director and officer (Treasurer). Rosie Garcia’s sole role is Governing Board 


director and officer (Secretary).  


George Rising is the only principal who is playing a role in the daily operation of The 


Rising School. Dr. Rising’s roles are Governing Board director and officer (President), Chief 


Executive Officer of RSI, and Principal of The Rising School. His qualifications for operation of 


a charter school include a Ph.D., 15 years of teaching experience, and leadership of three charter 


schools in Tucson: BASIS Tucson (where he served as Head of School), Western Institute for 


Leadership Development (Principal), and AmeriSchools Academy (Principal). 


Stephanie Rising is not a principal because she has no official role in RSI or The Rising 


School. Her unofficial role is as a member of the Panel of Advisors, which is an unofficial 


advisory group. Also, Ms. Rising and her firm Canyon Concepts will donate marketing and 


business expertise to RSI. 


Current or Prior Charter Operation by any Principal 
Gregory Berger and George Rising (as well as Stephanie Rising) have no current or prior charter 


operation. From January to December 2011, Rosie Garcia was a member of the governing board 


of the Institute for Transformative Education, which governs the Western Institute for 


Leadership Development charter school. The Institute for Transformative education’s charter for 


the Western Institute was authorized by the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools in January 


2011.  


B. 1 Required Exhibits 
 Articles of Incorporation as a nonprofit on file with Arizona Corporation Commission 


 Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation 


 Annual report: Not applicable because the first Annual Report is due January 17, 2013. 


 Documentation of director and officer changes 


 Corporate Bylaws 


 Organizational Chart 
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Curriculum Sample: HS Science 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level High School (9th) Content Area Science 


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only) Honors Biology 


Length of Unit Five 55-minute periods Time of Year Second Quarter 


Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will understand what genotype and phenotype are. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instructional techniques, including 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


HS.4.4.2 
Grade: HS  
Strand: 4 – Life Science  
Concept: 4 – Biological Evolution (Understand the scientific principles and processes involved in biological 
evolution)  
PO: #2 - Explain how genotypic and phenotypic variation can result in adaptations that influence an organism’s 
success in an environment. 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will complete a 1-3 page summary of the critical points of the simulation. The summary must include the 
answer to 5 specific questions provided.  The assessment and answer key are below. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 


The 5 open-response questions will be scored on an absolute scale with an answer key provided for both the work 
that should be shown and the final answer.  Partial credit will be awarded for the more complicated questions in 
the manner indicated on the answer key.  Students must get at least 4 of the 5 questions completely correct (80%) 
to master the standard. 
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demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


Materials/Resources Needed ab adapted from www.biologycorner.com  
--Copy of worksheets from http://www.biologycorner.com/worksheets/peppermoth_paper.html 
--Sheet of white paper 
--Newspaper 
--Forceps 
--Colored Pencils 
--Clock with Second Hand 
--30 newspaper circles  and 30 white circles (made with hole punch)  
--stop watch or clock with minute hand 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


SWBAT describe the environment in industrialized England of the late 
1800's 
 
Key Points:  
Pollution had increased the amount of soot in the air and on outdoor 
surfaces in industrialized England of the 1880's 
 
Peppered moths has become darker 
 
Camouflage is a way to escape predation by blending in with the 
surrounding environment 
 
Tut hypothesized that the changes in the color of the peppered moths 
were due to selective pressure from avian predators 
 
Methods: 
Lecture, Teacher-led discussion, Brainstorming 


Do-now: 
Students divide into small discussion groups and discuss ways to test 
Tut's hypothesis in the wild, and the difficulties in doing so. 


2 


SWBAT discuss the pros and cons of using a simulation to conduct a test 
 
Key Points: 
Simulation can be a way of testing a hypothesis when it is impractical to 
conduct test in the wild 
 
Simulations allow many scenarios to be run quickly and at lost cost 
 
Because they simplify environments to an extreme, simulations are not 
always accurate tests 
 
Methods: 
Guided-Practice 


Do-now: 
Students split into groups of 6, and review worksheet on how the 
simulation will work. Groups explicitly state hypotheses they will be 
testing. 


3 
SWBAT describe first hand he pros and cons of using a simulation to test 
a hypothesis 
 


Peppered Moth Simulation  
Students run simulation 3 times with a dark background, writing down 
results each time 
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Key Points: 
Results should become more extreme with each generation if selection 
pressure continues 
 
Methods: 
Simulation, Guided-practice 


4 


SWBAT discuss how old and current data support the hypothesis 
 
Key Points: 
Kettlewell's results support Tut's hypothesis 
 
Modern day observations in England, where the environment is now 
much cleaner, also support the hypothesis 
 
Methods: 
Guided-practice, Independent Practice 


Do-now: 
Students analyze their own results, and then pool the information as a 
class and compare 
Students compare the results of their simulation with Kettlewell's real 
world studies  
Students discuss the reliability of using a simulation to predict real world 
events 


5 
Teacher provides framework for Summative Assessment Each student writes and turns in a 1-page lab report using a provided 


format, on the simulation 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
You are to write a 1-3 page summary paper on your simulation of the Tut/Kettlewell scenario.  You must include the answers to the following 
questions: 


1) What observations caused Tut to form his hypothesis? 
2) How did Kettlewell test Tut's hypothesis? 
3) What was your group's hypotheses? (You will not be penalized for whatever side you were on, you just need to state clearly what your 


hypothesis was). 
4) Why did we choose to use a simulation to test your hypothesis? 
5) Name two advantages and two disadvantages of using a simulation as a way to test a hypothesis 


 
Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 


1) Peppered moths in areas with heavy pollution were becoming darker.(1/3)  The outside was becoming darker due to a high level of 
particulate matter in the air.(1/3)  The main predator of peppered moths is birds, which are visual hunters.(1/3) 


2) He released equal numbers of light and dark moths in a forest in a polluted area and an unpolluted area.(1/2)  He then counted how 
many of each type survived.(1/2) 


3) A clearly stated hypothesis of any form is acceptable. 
4) We used a simulation due to time and cost. 
5) Simulations can be used to quickly and easily make tests as additional information is obtained.(1/4) They permit us to isolate and 


study one variable at a time.(1/4) They are less costly, and can give us an idea in a short time of what might actually occur over  
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many generations.  (1/4)They are not as accurate because many factors which may have unknowingly influenced the outcome have 
been removed.(1/4) 
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A.3.1	Mastery	and	Promotion	


Criteria	for	Promotion	and	Process	for	Retention	
The Rising School will have the following multi-step process for promotion/retention:  


 Teachers will assess of a student’s “mastery” of each relevant standard from the College 
and Career Readiness Standards (Common Core Standards + 2010 Arizona Additions) 
and AP-based standards for some high-school courses, with “mastery” defined as scoring 
80% or higher on an assessment of that standard;  


 Teachers will use student mastery of standards plus student performance on other 
relevant academic factors (homework, projects, in-class participation, etc.) to compute for 
each student a percentage score for the course; this percentage score will result in the 
Interim Course Grade; 


 This Interim Course Grade is the Final Course Grade for courses that do not have an 
aligned state standardized assessment (AIMS currently; PARCC or other assessment in 
the future); 


 For courses (math, Humanities, English Composition, and science) with an aligned state 
standardized assessment (Math, Reading, Writing, and Science), the student’s Interim 
Course Grade is combined with the student’s performance on the state standardized 
assessment to result in the Final Course Grade; 


 The Final Course Grade must be D- or higher to earn promotion (for grades 6-8) or credit 
(for high school). 


Mastery	of	Standards	
The Rising School criteria for promotion/retention begin with standards: the College and Career 
Readiness Standards (Common Core Standards + 2010 Arizona Additions) and AP-based 
standards for some high-school courses. Students will be assessed on each relevant standard. To 
demonstrate “mastery” of a single standard, a student must score 80% or higher on an assessment 
of that single standard. 


Interim	Course	Grade	
Teachers will use student mastery of standards (see above) plus student performance on other 
relevant academic factors (homework, projects, in-class participation, etc.) to compute for each 
student a percentage score for the course; this percentage score will result in the Interim Course 
Grade, which will be available at the end of the school year. The following shows the conversion 
of percentage of total standards mastered into Interim Course Grade: 97-100 (A+), 93-96 (A), 
90-92 (A-), 87-89 (B+), 83-86 (B), 80-82 (B-), 77-79 (C+), 73-76 (C), 70-72 (C-), 67-69 (D+), 
63-66 (D), 60-62 (D-), below 60 (F). 


Final	Course	Grade	
In courses that do not have an aligned state-standardized assessment, the Interim Course Grade is 
the Final Course Grade. In these courses, consequently, students will know their Final Course 
Grade at the end of the school year. 
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For courses (math, Humanities, English Composition, and science) with an aligned state 
standardized assessment (Math, Reading, Writing, and Science), the student’s Interim Course 
Grade is combined with the student’s performance on the state standardized assessment to result 
in the Final Course Grade (see table below for a description of how this is done). For 6th and 7th 
grades, the student’s performance on the state Math assessment will be incorporated into the 
student’s Final Course Grade for his/her math class, the student’s performance on the state 
Reading assessment will be incorporated into the student’s Final Course Grade for his/her 
Humanities class, and the student’s performance on the state Writing assessment will 
incorporated into the student’s Final Course Grade for his/her English Composition class. For 8th 
grade, the student’s performance on the state Math assessment will be incorporated into the 
student’s Final Course Grade for his/her math class, the student’s performance on the state 
Reading assessment will be incorporated into the student’s Final Course Grade for his/her 
Humanities class, and the student’s performance on the state Science assessment will 
incorporated into the student’s Final Course Grade for his/her Science class. For 10th grade, the 
student’s performance on the state Math assessment will be incorporated into the student’s Final 
Course Grade for his/her math class, the student’s performance on the state Reading assessment 
will be incorporated into the student’s Final Course Grade for his/her English class, and the 
student’s performance on the state Science assessment will incorporated into the student’s Final 
Course Grade for his/her Science class. 


In these courses, a student’s individual state standardized assessment scores will be 
incorporated into the student’s final grade through the following grade-conversion matrix: 


 
Interim 
Course 
Grade 


Exceeds Meets Approaches Falling 
Far 
Below 


A+ A+ A+ B+ C+ 
A A+ A B C 
A- A+ A- B- C- 
B+ A A- C+ D+ 
B A B+ C D 
B- A- B+ C- D- 
C+ A- B D+ F 
C B+ B D F 
C- B+ B- D- F 
D+ B C+ F F 
D B C F F 
D- B- C- F F 
F C D F F 


 
This grade-conversion matrix will typically raise a student’s grades. Students who 


“exceed” on the state standardized assessment will almost always raise their grade, up to two 
letter grades. Students who “meet” will have their grade stay the same or raise it by up to one 
letter grade. Students who “approach” will lose one letter grade. And students who “fall far 
below the standard” will lose two letter grades. For example, a student who earns an Interim 
Course Grade of B will have one of the following Final Course Grades: A (if he/she scores an 
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“exceeds” on the state assessment), B+ (“meets”), C (“approaches”), or D (“falls far below 
standard”).  


Incorporating state standardized assessment scores into students’ Final Course Grade will 
incentivize teachers and students to focus throughout the entire school year on student mastery of 
the standards from the College and Career Readiness Standards (Common Core Standards + 
2010 Arizona Additions) and AP-based standards for some high-school courses. Moreover, 
comparing a student’s teacher-given grades with that students’ performance on the state 
assessment will give the school valuable insight and data on possible gaps (and strengths) in the 
curriculum and/or in the teacher’s instructional performance. Additionally, incorporating state 
standardized assessment scores into a student’s Final Course Grade will also encourage all 
students to take seriously the state standardized assessment; currently, only a few students—
those in high school--have any concrete incentive to perform well on state assessments.  


Incorporating into the Final Course Grade a state standardized score (whose results are 
not released until the summer) is unusual, but it is not unprecedented among Arizona charter 
schools. The BASIS group of schools incorporates AP scores, which are not released until July, 
into its final course grades. In addition, The Rising School believes that state assessments will 
soon be conducted online, allowing earlier release of results—hopefully, this will happen prior to 
the end of the school year. Incorporating state standardized assessment scores into every 
student’s Final Course Grade might seem unusual now, but we predict that as the benefits of the 
system become obvious, it will become a commonplace practice for many schools within the 
next decade or two. 


Criteria	for	Promotion	or	Retention	
Promotion/retention will depend on the student’s Final Course Grade (see above). Students must 
score D- or higher to pass a course. In grades 6-8, a student will earn promotion to the next grade 
level only if he/she passes all core subjects—Math, English Composition, Humanities (which 
includes social studies), and Science. Any student who fails any of these core courses will be 
retained in his/her current grade. In grades 9-12, a student who fails a course that is required for 
graduation must retake and pass that course (or its equivalent) to graduate. Equivalent courses 
include, but are not limited to, summer-school, community-college, or university courses. 


Consequently, some students in courses aligned to a standardized state assessment will 
not know their grade in these courses—and, therefore, whether they passed—until the state has 
released the scores. As a result, these students may not know whether they passed until July.  
While this late notification is unusual, it is not unprecedented. As mentioned above, the BASIS 
group of charter schools incorporates AP scores, which are not released until July, into its final 
course grades. 
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C.4 Start-Up Budget Narrative with 
Assumptions 


 


This is the narrative with assumptions for the startup budget, which runs through July 31, 2013. 


This document describes the assumptions for each line item, includes disaggregated costs, and 


provides a basis for determining those costs. 


Start-Up Revenue 
The Rising School’s verified startup revenue totals $155,000. Revenue comes from two main 


sources of secured funds. First, George Rising has donated $5,000 in personal funds to Rising 


Schools, Inc., (RSI) through May 29, 2012. 


Second, Wells Fargo Bank has extended to RSI a Revolving Line of Credit of $150,000. 


RSI has worked through Sean P. Murray, Senior Business Relationship Manager and Vice 


President of Wells Fargo. Mr. Murray supplied the following information in writing. The loan 


rate is Floating, Prime +1.0%, with a floor of 5.00%. Currently, prime is 4.25%, so the school is 


using 5.25% for budgeting. The line can be repaid interest-only for 24 months ($347.52 per 


month on $150,000), and then can be renewed. However, the school is budgeting to pay off the 


$150,000 loan over 36 months beginning in year 3, which will be $4,514.18 per month in years 


3, 4 and 5. The Underwriting Fee is $500, and there are no other fees (the non-use fee has been 


waived). There is no prepayment penalty: the line can be paid or closed at any time. There are no 


covenants. Collateral is blanket filing with UCC on assets of Rising School, Inc. and saving or 


CD with Wells Fargo. The loan guarantees are George and Stephanie Rising, who are 


establishing and pledging savings account for $150,000.  


Start-Up Administration, Instruction, & Support (AIS) Expenditures 


Salaries  
The total for all salaries will be $14,582 during the startup period. The CEO/Principal, George 


Rising, will begin receiving a salary on July 1, 2013. Prior to that date, Dr. Rising will donate his 


time to the school. During the startup period, the CEO/Principal will receive $6,250 in salary, 


which is one month of an annual salary of $75,000. The school secretary will begin working on 


July 1, 2013. He/she will receive $2,500 in salary, which is one month of an annual salary of 


$30,000. From July through August 2 (a two-week period), four teachers will be paid a $1,458 


stipend, which equals a half month of annual average salary of $35,000, for training, professional 


development, and curriculum development in July 2013. The total salaries for the four teachers 


will be $5,832.  


Employee Benefits: Required Contributions 
The Rising School will pay required employee benefits (Social Security, Medicare, State 


Unemployment, and Workman’s Compensation). The school will budget required employee 
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benefits to equal 10% of salaries. This figure is an assumption based on advice by Michele 


Diamond, CEO of Diamond Financial Solutions. Using the 10% figure, required employee 


benefits will total $1,458.20 during the startup period.  


Employee Insurance 
One employee, the CEO/Principal, will receive one month of employee insurance (medical and 


dental). This will cost the school $395, which includes $350 for medical and $45 for dental. 


These costs are an assumption based on a written quote by Mike Gietl of Gietl & Strutz 


Insurance, Inc. (The school secretary and fulltime teachers will begin receiving employee 


insurance after the startup period, in year 1.) 


Office Supplies  
The school will spend $1,000 for miscellaneous classroom supplies for administrative staff 


during the startup period. This figure is an assumption based on costs for other startup charter 


schools of similar size. 


Instructional Consumables 
The school will spend $1,000 for miscellaneous classroom supplies for teachers and their 


classrooms during the startup period. This figure is an assumption based on costs for other 


startup charter schools of similar size. 


Membership Dues, Registrations, & Travel 
The school will pay $1,456 in membership dues and registrations during the startup period. This 


includes $1,000 for the Arizona Charter Schools Association (ACSA) Charter Starter program, 


$195 for a yearly ACSA membership, $90 for a yearly membership to Phi Delta Kappa 


International, $89 for a yearly membership for Association for Supervision and Curriculum 


Development, and $82 for a yearly membership to the National Association of Secondary School 


Principals. These costs are based on dues paid and on an assumption based on information 


gleaned from the respective organizations’ websites. 


Contracted Services: Administration, Instruction, & Support (AIM) 
The school will budget $2,513.32 for contracted services during the startup period. For 


accounting and payroll, the school will contract with Pinnacle Accounting Inc./Financial 


Guidance Services or another service provider. During the startup period, the school will spend 


$195, which includes a set-up fee of $125 and two hours of services at $35 per hour ($70). These 


costs are an assumption based on a written quote by Michael Morris, owner of Pinnacle 


Accounting Inc./ Financial Guidance Services. 


For human resources, the school will contract with Effortless HR or another service 


provider. During the startup period, the school will spend $18.32 for one month of prorated 


service. This cost is an assumption based on a written quote by Lola Kakes, owner of Effortless 


HR.  


For curriculum, the school paid $2,300 for 23 curriculum samples for the charter 


application to the following teachers: Katy Heck, Monika Mendoza, Whitney Munroe, and Elena 


Tutwiler. Further curriculum development will be performed in-house by the CEO/Principal and 


teachers; costs are included in their salaries or stipends. 
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Contracted Services: Special Education 
The school will contract for special-education services with Cenpatico Behavioral Health or 


another service provider. During the startup period, the services will include special-education 


training for staff and consulting about the school’s special-education program. The school will 


spend $600 for 8 hours of services. This cost is an assumption based on a quote by Eric Ryan, 


Division Vice President of Cenpatico Behavioral Health. 


Curriculum & Resource Materials 
The school will spend $4,000 in curriculum and resource materials during the startup period. 
This figure is an assumption based on costs for other startup charter schools of similar size. 


Library Resources/Software 
The school will not buy library resources or software. (After the school has opened, students and 


teachers will use the nearby public library, Woods Memorial.) 


SAIS Software 
The Rising School will contract with Tyler Technology for Schoolmaster SAIS student 


management system or another service provider. During the startup period, there will be no fees 


for SAIS software; the fees will be rolled into year 1. This cost is an assumption based on a 


written quote for Schoolmaster from Steven Mildenberger of Tyler Technology. 


Total Expenses: Administration, Instruction, & Support (AIM) 
During the startup period, expenses for Administration, Instruction, & Support will total 


$27,004.52. 


Operations & Maintenance (O&M) Expenditures 


Supplies 
During the startup period, the school is budgeting $1,000 for miscellaneous physical plant 


supplies (most expanses will be covered in the lease of the facility). This figure is an assumption 


based on costs for other startup charter schools of similar size. 


Marketing/Advertising 
The school will pay $8,312 for marketing/advertising. This includes $3,406 for all marketing, 


promotion, and advertising—excluding the school’s website—during startup. This cost is an 


assumption based on a written quote by Stephanie Rising, owner of Canyon Concepts, LLC. 


(Additionally, Ms. Rising is donating to the school her firm’s marketing services, which 


normally cost $125 per hour.) 


For webhosting and website design, the school will contract with Found Co. or another 


service provider. During the startup period, the school will pay $1,320, which includes four 


months of webhosting at $35 per month ($140) and $1,200 for website development. These costs 


are assumptions based on a written quote from Chris Hogan, CEO of Found Co. 
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Contracted Services: Operations & Maintenance (O&M) 
During the startup period, the school will pay $3,232.47 in contracted O&M services. For legal 


representation, the school has contracted with Marian C. Abram, Esq., of Karp & Weiss, P.C. 


During the startup period, the school will pay $1,000 for 5 hours of services at $200 per hour. 


This cost is based on fees already paid ($700) to Ms. Abram and for 1.5 additional hours of legal 


services ($300), an assumption based on a written quote by Ms. Abram.  


For banking, the school has joined Tucson Federal Credit Union. During the startup 


period, the school will pay $127.47, which includes $15.47 for a box of 150 checks and 16 


months of fees at $7.00 per month ($112.00). These costs are an assumption based on fees paid 


to Tucson Federal Credit Union. 


For Informational Technology (IT) services, the school will contract with Williams 


Technical Services or another IT service provider. During the startup period, the school will 


budget $2,000 for 40 hours of IT service at $50 per hour. These costs are an assumption based on 


a quote by Tony Williams of Williams Technical Services. 


For custodial services, the school will contract with PROactive Janitorial or another 


service provider. The school will pay $105, which includes two cleanings of 6,400 feet of space 


at $18 per worker hour (1 worker hour cleans 2200 square feet). These costs are an assumption 


based on a written quote by Terry Barr, owner of PROactive Janitorial. 


Building Rent/Lease/Loan 
During the startup period, the school will pay $7,020 in rent. From January 2012 through the end 


of June 2013, the school will operate out of Canyon Concepts’ office, which includes a large 


conference room. There is no cost to the school for using this space. In July 2013, the school will 


move into its facility. For renting this facility, the school is budgeting $7,020 per month, an 


assumption based on the median figure of the school’s three possible facilities (see C.1 Facilities 


Acquisition). This cost includes rent and triple-net charges. The school will spend one month of 


rent during the startup period. The school, working with its real-estate agent, Tari Auletta of 


Grubb & Ellis, will negotiate to have the deposit (estimated at $7,020) paid during year 1.  


Building & Improvements  
The Rising School, working with its real-estate agent, Tari Auletta of Grubb & Ellis, will 


negotiate to have the landlord pay all or most of the required building improvements. However, 


if the school must pay for its own building improvements, the school and Ms. Auletta will 


negotiate amortizing the expense over the first 13 months of the lease (1 month in the startup 


period and 12 months in year 1). Based on advice from Ms. Auletta and Rob Caylor of Caylor 


Construction, the school is assuming budgeting $26,000 for building improvements over 13 


months. Thus, the school is budgeting $2,000 for building improvements during the startup 


period. 


Land & Improvements  
The school will have no separate land-and-improvement costs, which will be paid by the 


landlord or rolled into the rental price.  


Fees/Permits  
For the startup period, the school will budget $1,794 for fees and permits. This figure includes 


the following costs: $75 paid to the Arizona Corporation Commission for incorporating Rising 
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Schools, Inc., as a nonprofit corporation in Arizona; $10 paid to the Arizona Secretary of State’s 


office for securing two trade names (“Rising Schools, Inc.” and “The Rising School”); $265 paid 


for publication of Rising Schools, Inc.’s Articles of Incorporation; $8 paid for fingerprinting 


Governing Board member George Rising; $67 paid to Arizona Department of Public Safety for 


processing the fingerprinting of Board member George Rising; and $69 paid to Arizona 


Department of Public Safety for processing fingerprinting of Governing Board member Greg 


Berger. It also includes $300 for Certificate of Occupancy; this cost is an assumption based on 


advice from the school’s real-estate agent, Tari Auletta of Grubb & Ellis. Finally, it also includes 


$1000 for other fees and permits; this cost is an assumption based on advice from the school’s 


real-estate agent, Tari Auletta of Grubb & Ellis. 


Property/Casualty Insurance 
The school will pay $425 for property/casualty insurance during the startup period. This cost is 


an assumption based on a written quote by Alan G. Martin, CIC, CRM, of Martin Insurance 


Consultants. 


Liability Insurance 
During the startup period, the school will pay $800 for liability insurance. This includes $425 for 


general liability and $375 for worker’s comp. This cost is based on fees paid to Marana 


Insurance and from assumptions based on a written quote by Alan G. Martin of Martin Insurance 


Consultants. 


Utilities (Electric, Gas, Water, Waste) 
During the startup period, the school will budget $4,431.75 for utilities, including deposits. The 


school will budget $3,516 for utilities deposits. For electricity, Tucson Electric Power requires a 


deposit of $0.44 per square foot or $2,816 for 6,400 square feet.  For gas, Southwest Gas requires 


a $500 security deposit. For water, Tucson Water requires a $250 deposit. These costs are 


assumptions based on price quotes from Tucson Electric Power, Southwest Gas, and Tucson 


Water, respectively. According to Waste Management, here are no upfront costs for waste 


removal (waste pickup is $140 per month, and recycling pickup is $76 per month). 


The school will budget $915.75 for one month’s utilities during startup. The monthly 


utilities’ costs are based on an annual budget of $10,989 for utilities for a 6,400 square-foot 


building. This figure is an assumption based on the utility expenses of 1.72 per square foot per 


year for a building located at 1615 E. Ft. Lowell, which is near each of the school’s three 


possible facilities. In 2011, the building’s owner paid $14,176 in utilities for an 8,256 square foot 


building, according to Mark Irvin Commercial Real Estate Services. 


Phone/Communications/Internet Connectivity  
During the startup period, the cost for phones, phone service, and internet service will be $3,070. 


This includes the following: the purchase of 3 TS-600 Business Class Phones ($190 each; $570 


total); cell phone and internet service for 16 months at $137.50 per month ($2,200 total); and 


phone/wifi service for one month at $300 per month. These costs are based on fees paid to 


Verizon and from online prices on Cox Business, Verizon, and Quest websites, and from a 


written quote by Jeff Weinman of Computer Dimensions. 
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Classroom Furniture and Equipment  
During the startup period, the school will budget $10,374.44 for classroom furniture and 


equipment if the school buys new items. However, the cost should be lower since the school 


plans to shop for, and ask for donations of, used furniture and equipment.  


There will be four classrooms. Each classroom will cost $2,593.61 to furnish with new 


items and will include: 9 student tables, which each seat three students ($97.42 each; $876.78 


total); 27 student chairs ($29.78 each; $804.06); 1 teacher’s desk ($199.99); 1 teacher’s chair 


($86.85); 1 four-drawer filing cabinet ($152.59); 2 bookcases ($51.79 each; $103.58 total); and 2 


Franklin Magnetic Markerboards (8' W x 4' H) ($184.88 each; $369.76 total). These costs are 


assumptions based on a written quote by Greg Janssen of Arizona Furnishings and by online 


prices by Office Depot and School Outfitters. 


Multi-Purpose Room Furniture 
The school will pay $3,876 for student furniture for the Multi-Purpose Room (which serves as 


the cafeteria) if the school buys new items. However, the cost should be lower since the school 


plans to shop for, and ask for donations of, used furniture and equipment. This cost includes 12 


table/chairs sets ($323 per set) that include 1 square table (42” x 42”) and 4 black-vinyl stack 


chairs, for a total of 12 tables and 48 chairs. This cost is an assumption based on an online price 


by C & H Distributers. 


Office Furniture and Equipment  
During the startup period, the school will spend $1,473.66 on office furniture and equipment if 


the school buys new items. However, the cost should be lower since the school plans to shop for, 


and ask for donations of, used furniture and equipment.  


The CEO/Principal’s office and front office will include: 3 desks ($199.99 each; $599.97 


total); 3 chairs ($86.85 each; $260.55 total); 3 four-drawer filing cabinets ($152.59 each; $457.77 


total); and 3 bookcases ($51.79 each; $155.37 total). These costs are assumptions based on a 


written quote by Greg Janssen of Arizona Furnishings and on Office Depot’s online prices. 


Workroom Furniture 
During the startup period, the school will spend $646 furniture for the staff workroom/break 


room if the school buys new items. However, the cost should be lower since the school plans to 


shop for, and ask for donations of, used furniture and equipment. This cost includes 2 sets ($323 


per set) that include 1 square table (42” x 42”) and 4 black-vinyl stack chairs, for a total of 2 


tables and 8 chairs. This cost is an assumption based on C & H Distributers’ online prices. 


(Supplies for the workroom will be taken from office supplies.) 


Student Technology Equipment  
No costs in startup period. The Rising School will be applying for grants for technology, and its 


program of instruction is not dependent on technology. 


Office Technology Equipment  
During the startup period, the school will spend $2,396 on office technology. This includes 2 


laptop computers (Lenovo ThinkPad T520 Notebooks with Intel Core i5 Processor, 4GB 


Memory, Windows 7 Professional, and Microsoft Office Suite) for $999 each ($1,998 total). It 


also includes 2 Brother Black & White Office Printers with Duplexing for $199 each ($398 
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total). These costs are assumptions based on a written quote by Jeff Weinman of Computer 


Dimensions. (The CEO/Principal will use his own personal computer, as will teachers.) 


Security 
For a security system, the school will contract with Guard Pro Protection Systems or another 


service provider. The security system will cost $2,841.99 during the startup period. This cost 


includes $2,129.00 in parts, $680.00 in labor installation, and 1 month of service at 32.99 per 


month. These costs are assumptions based on a written quote by Stephen Abril, owner of Guard 


Pro Protection Systems. 


Copier 
For copying, the school will spend $2,199 to purchase one Xerox 45 PPM Multi-Function 


Copier/Printer/Scanner/Fax. This cost is an assumption based on a written quote by Jeff 


Weinman of Computer Dimensions. 


Loan Repayment  
Underwriter fee of $500 will be paid during the startup period. Loan will be repaid after startup 


period ends. This cost is an assumption based on a written quote by Sean P. Murray, Senior 


Business Relationship Manager and Vice President, Wells Fargo Bank. 


Total Operations & Maintenance (O&M) 
During the startup period, expenses for Operations & Maintenance will total $52,806.31. 


Total Expenditures 
During the startup period, expenditures (AIS plus O&M) will total $79,810.83. 


Total Start-up Revenues 
Total startup revenues will equal $155,000. 


Budget Balance (= Revenues - Expenditures) 
The budget balance (revenues minus expenses) at the close of the startup period will be 


$75,189.17. 
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Curriculum Sample: HS Math: Geometry 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level High School (10th) Content Area Math 


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only) Algebra 2/Geometry 2 


Length of Unit Five 55-minute periods Time of Year First Quarter 


Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have a basic understanding of the parts of a circle such as diameter and radius. Students will also 
know the meaning of words such as perpendicular, right angle, and intersects. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instructional techniques of 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. Instruction during this unit will include direct instruction of key points 
and examples, guided practice including worksheets and partner activities, independent practice, and daily 
formative assessments conducted at the end of each class period. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


G-C.2 
Conceptual Category: Geometry 
Domain: Circles (G – C) 
Standard: #2 – Identify and describe relationships among inscribed angles, radii, and chords. Include the 
relationship between the central, inscribed, and circumscribed angles; inscribed angles on a diameter are right 
angles; the radius of a circle is perpendicular to the tangent where the radius intersects the circle. 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will complete a 10 question open-response summative to assess their ability at determining the 
relationship between different parts of a circle. Students will also be tested on their knowledge of terms and 
definitions. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 


The 10 open-response questions will be scored on an absolute scale with an answer key provided for both correct 
answers and appropriate justification. Credit will only be awarded for answers that completely match the answer 
key, and no partial credit will be awarded. Students must get at least 8 of the 10 questions completely correct to 
master the standard. 
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scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


Materials/Resources Needed Markers, posters, construction paper 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


SWBAT to identify and define parts of a circle 
 
Key Points: 


 Central Angle: an angle whose vertex is on the center of the 
circle and whose sides pass through two points on the circle 
(inside the circle) 


 Inscribed Angle: an angle whose vertex is a point on the circle 
and whose sides each pass through one point on the circle 
(inside the circle) 


 Circumscribed Angle: an angle that is outside of the circle but 
has sides touching the circle 


 Tangent: a line that intersects the circle in exactly one point 


 Secant: a line that passes through two points on a circle 
Chord: a line segment whose endpoints are on the circle 


Do Now: Students will review basic concepts of circles such as radii and 
diameters. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will be given note cards. On one side they will 
write the name of the term and on the other side they will draw an 
example. Students will then work in pairs to quiz each other on the 
terms. 
 
Independent Practice: Students will create a poster that explains the 
different parts of a circle. They will write the term, definition, and 
provide an example. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will participate in a gallery walk and comment on 
other students’ posters. 


2 


SWBAT understand the relationship between central, inscribed, and 
circumscribed angles. 
 
Key Points: 


 Central, inscribed, and circumscribed angles are used specifically 
with circles 


 A diameter is a central angle with a measure of 180o 


 Two radii at the center of a circle form a central angle 


 When the endpoints of an inscribed angle are on a diameter, 
then that angle is a right angle 


 


Do Now: Students will review yesterday’s lesson by looking over their 
note cards and example problems. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will participate in a discover exercise to 
determine the relationship between the different types of angles and 
write conclusions based on their observations. Teacher will focus 
specifically on having students determine that inscribed angles on a 
diameter are right angles. 
 
Independent Practice: Students will create their own practice problems 
by drawing circles. They will then find a partner and complete their 
problems, checking their answers for correctness. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will write a journal entry about circles and the 
different types of angles, lines, and segments. 


3 


SWBAT determine the degrees of an arc for central and inscribed angles 
 
Key Points: 


 An arc of a circle is the curved segment on the circle from two 


Do Now: Students will review concepts learned from the previous 
lessons by having a discussion with a partner. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will be given a worksheet with multiple 
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endpoints 


 The arc formed from a central angle has a measure that is equal 
to the measure of the angle 


The arc formed from an inscribed angle has a measure that is twice the 
measure of the angle 


problems. They will find the measures of the central and inscribed 
angles and then determine the measure of the arc. 
 
Independent Practice: Students will create a 10-question quiz by 
drawing circles and angles. They will then move around the classroom 
and find a partner to work with in order to complete one problem. Once 
that problem is finished, students will find another partner. This will 
continue until all questions are complete. 
 
Exit Ticket: Students will answer the following questions: 
How do you find the measure of an arc from a central angle? 
How do you find the measure of an arc from an inscribed angle? 


4 


SWBAT understand the relationship between radii and tangents 
 
Key Points: 


 Tangent: a line that intersects a circle in exactly one point 


 The radius is perpendicular to a tangent at the point where they 
intersect 


Do Now: Students will review basic concepts of circles by answering 
questions. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will participate in a discovery activity. They 
will receive cutouts of circles and lines and be asked to place the line so 
that it intersects the circle in exactly one place (tangent). Then students 
will be given a radius cutout and be asked to place it so that it intersects 
the tangent. Students will then measure the angle to discover that it is a 
right angle. 
 
Independent Practice: Students will combine everything they have 
learned so far about circles and create a flipbook. This will help them 
review for the summative assessment tomorrow. 
 
Exit Ticket: None today. 


5 


SWBAT identify and describe relationships among inscribed angles, radii, 
and chords. 
 
Key Points: 


 This is a continuation of yesterday’s lesson and combines 
everything the students have learned from the previous four 
lessons 


 The focus is on having students understand the relationship 
between all the parts of a circle 


Do Now: Students will complete a brief review worksheet that 
summarizes everything learned thus far. 
 
Guided Practice: Students will share their answers from the homework 
and ask any remaining questions. 
 
Independent Practice: Student assessment. 
 
Exit Ticket: Summative assessment. 
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Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
1. Name the parts of a circle: 
Name a secant: 
Name a chord:  
 
2.       Name the parts of a circle: 
Name a radius: 
Name a diameter: 
 
3. Name the parts of a circle: 


Name a tangent: 


Name the point of tangency: 


4. Name the parts of a circle: 


Name a central angle: 


Name an inscribed angle: 


5. What is the measure of x?      7. What is the measure of arc AB? 


 


 


 


 


 


6. What type of angle is shown above?   8. What type of angle is shown above? 


 


 


x° 


 


 


A 


B 


D 


C 


F 


60° 
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9. Find the measure of the arc AC.   10. Find the measure of arc AB. 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 
Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 


1. Example: Line GH 


Example: Segment AF 


2. Example: Segment AO 


Example: Segment AB 


3. Example: Line CE 


Point D 


4. Angle AOB 


Angle BAF 


5. 90o 


6. Inscribed angle 


7. 60 o 


8. Central angle 


9. 94o 


10. 120o 


C 


A 


B 


47° 
B 


A 


4 in. 


120° 
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Year 3 (2015-16): 280 Students 
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A.5	PMP	Math	Narrative	
This narrative accompanies the school’s PMP Math Plan. Although the content for math and 
reading are different, the best practices for curriculum, instruction, and assessment are identical. 
Consequently, the school will employ nearly identical research-supported strategies for 
developing, monitoring, and evaluating curriculum, instruction, and assessment in math and 
reading. 


Basis	for	Setting	Predicted	Baseline	Figures	
The baseline figures for the school’s Performance Management Plans for math were predicted by 
taking the average 2011 AIMS passing rates and Student Growth Percentile (SGP) figures of the 
18 middle schools and high schools in the target community. For math, the average rate for 
passing AIMS was 59% and the average SGP was 53.  


The 18 schools in the target community of central Tucson are: Academy of Math and 
Science, AmeriSchools Academy, Amphitheater High School, Amphitheater Middle School, 
BASIS Tucson, Catalina High Magnet School, City High School, Desert Springs Academy, 
Doolen Middle School, Flowing Wells High School, Flowing Wells Junior High School, La 
Cima Middle School, Mansfeld Middle School, Paulo Freire Freedom School, Presidio School, 
Satori Charter School, Tucson High Magnet School, and the Wildcat School 


Plans	for	Monitoring	the	Implementation	of	the	Action	


STRATEGY	I:	Provide	and	implement	a	curriculum	that	improves	student	
achievement.	
The Rising School’s curriculum for math will be aligned to the Arizona Academic Standards, 
i.e., the College and Career Readiness Standards (Common Core Standards + 2010 Arizona 
Additions), other Arizona state standards, and Advanced Placement. The plan for implementing 
the school’s math curriculum begins with Chief Executive Officer/Principal, Dr. George Rising, 
who has a proven background in teaching, supervision, and leadership of effective instruction 
and student achievement. As CEO/principal, Dr. Rising will be responsible for supervising 
implementation of the action steps required to develop a math curriculum that improves student 
achievement. Dr. Rising will begin by hiring Highly Qualified teachers who are: aligned with the 
school’s educational philosophy; demonstrate an understanding of appropriate state standards; 
have demonstrated content knowledge; have a history of high achievement; are organized and 
able to communicate effectively with students, families, and others; and are lifelong learners 
with critical-thinking and self-reflection skills. From among these teachers, Dr. Rising will 
choose one to be Instructional Leader. Dr. Rising will also supervise and monitor 
implementation of all operations—securing financing, acquiring facilities, contracting services, 
hiring non-instructional support staff, etc. —required to support instructional program. 
 In July 2013, the principal will work with the Instructional Leader and other teachers to 
develop and implement curriculum in math. The Rising School is committed to an integrated 
program across the curriculum, so all teachers will be “math teachers.” Nevertheless, it is 
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expected that math teachers will take the lead in developing the math curriculum. In July, 
teachers, supervised by the principal and Instructional Leader, will meet to develop math  
curriculum and to review curriculum resources based on the CCRS. They will identify priority 
standards and key vocabulary for each math strand of CCRS, create a curriculum map for each 
math standard for each grade, create summative unit assessments that are aligned to the math  
curriculum, determine evaluation criteria and review possible curriculum resources. The 
principal will supervise purchasing curriculum resources to assist in implementing the 
curriculum (textbooks, student books, online supplemental resources, etc.) based on teachers’ 
recommendations. Teachers will align purchased materials to the math Curriculum Maps for 
each grade. 
 Implementation of math curriculum aligned with CCRS will continue once the school 
begins operation. The principal will create a schedule for students that includes, for every grade, 
1 hour daily of math  instruction, 3 hours a week of study skills and tutoring, and an additional 5 
hours weekly of instruction for students scoring in the bottom quartile in math. Every day, 
teachers will be responsible for writing and deliver daily lesson plans aligned to standards-based 
objectives, and the principal will supervise implementation through review of lesson plans, 
observation of teaching, and analysis of quarterly benchmark results and end of year exams in 
comparison to proposed end-of-year benchmark goals. In May, after the end of the school year, 
the principal and teachers will examine the data to evaluate the effectiveness of the curricula, 
including math, and the school will purchase curriculum/instructional resource materials needed 
to fill in gaps in curriculum. 
 


STRATEGY	II:	Develop	and	implement	a	plan	for	monitoring	the	integration	of	
the	Arizona	Academic	Standards	into	instruction.	
Much of the previous section applies here, too. In addition, the school will monitor Arizona 
Academic Standards into math instruction in many ways. Led by the principal and Instructional 
Leader, the teachers will develop a Curriculum and Instruction handbook that clearly explains 
expectations for lesson plans and instructional methods to be used to deliver curriculum. The 
principal will also develop criteria for a teacher observation form that includes an evaluation of 
the integration of math standards into instruction. The principal or Instructional Leader will also 
review teachers’ lesson plans with stated math performance objectives. The principal will also 
monitor implementation of standards into instruction through classroom observations 
(announced and unannounced), wherein he will check for standards alignment with student 
activities and adherence to expectations in Curriculum and Instruction handbook. The principal 
will also ensure that unit summative assessments that are aligned to Arizona Academic 
Standards. 


STRATEGY	III:		Develop	and	implement	a	plan	for	monitoring	and	
documenting	student	proficiency.	
The Rising School will monitor and document student proficiency with a multifaceted plan. The 
plan begins by collecting baseline and unit-assessment data. The principal will oversee the 
creating and administer by teachers of a diagnostic, baseline math assessment for students at the 
beginning of the year. The teachers will assess progress in mastery of math standards through 
administering unit summative assessments. Afterwards, each student will create and update a 
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graph for displaying results of their math mastery from individual assessment results for unit 
assessments.  


Using this data, the principal and teachers will identify level of support needed for 
students. They will identify high-need math concepts to be taught during tutoring for each grade 
level and each tier of students based on beginning diagnostic and unit summative assessment 
results. Each student in bottom quartile (Tier 2 and Tier 3) in math will placed in Math 
Essentials, an extra intervention class, in place of an elective course. Tutors and teachers will 
conduct after-school tutoring for bottom quartile: Tier 2: at least 2 days a week in groups of 5 or 
less students; Tier 3: every day in groups of 3 or less. The tutoring includes regular formative 
assessments and weekly summative assessment of re-taught standards. Teachers and the 
principal will conduct monthly data meeting between that analyzes student progress toward 
standards mastery based on most recent assessment results. Monitor progress towards 
percentage-proficient goals. The principal will ensure that student assessment results are 
documented in the Student Information System (SIS) and stored for several years. Following the 
release of state standardized math test results, teachers adjust student grades in math courses, 
which are recorded in the SIS. Finally, the principal, with input from teachers and the 
Instructional Leader, will evaluate effectiveness of monitoring strategies, including comparing 
students’ interim grades with state-standardized test scores, and make necessary changes. 


STRATEGY	IV:		Develop	and	implement	a	professional	development	plan	that	
supports	effective	implementation	of	the	curriculum.	
The school will support effective implementation of the curriculum through unending cycle of 
observation, feedback, evaluation, and professional development. The principal will develop a 
formal evaluation instrument for all teachers that is aligned to Arizona’s Framework for 
Measuring Educator Effectiveness (AFMEE). For Group A teachers, 50% of evaluation will be 
based on classroom-level data, and 50% will be based on an evaluation instrument that include a 
rubric aligned to national teaching standards, as approved by the State Board of Education.  The 
Governing Board will develop a formal evaluation instrument for the principal that is aligned to 
Arizona’s Framework for Measuring Educator Effectiveness (AFMEE). 50% of evaluation will 
be based on school-level data, and 50% will be based on an evaluation instrument that include a 
rubric aligned to aligned to national administrator standards, as approved by the State Board of 
Education.  


In July 2013, the principal, working with the Instructional Leader and consultants, will 
conduct two weeks of training with teachers, including norming expectations on the math 
curriculum and instruction and training on the AFMEE. They will also conduct topic specific 
professional-development sessions on best math practices specific to high need skills and 
concepts identified through low performance on diagnostic and unit summative tests. The 
principal, with input from the Instructional Leader and teachers, will evaluate the implementation 
of best practices for teaching math that were taught in professional-development sessions.  


The principal, Instructional Leader, and peer teachers will perform informal observation 
of teachers in walkthroughs and longer observation, with the goal of providing constructive 
feedback. Throughout the year, the principal will conduct two formal observations of each 
teacher. Each observation includes a pre-observation conference with principal, a classroom-
lesson observation of at least 30 minutes, a post-observation conference with the principal, and 
formal evaluation and feedback. The principal will also oversee the development of an 
anonymous online survey aligned to best teaching practices, which students will take. Finally, 
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the Governing Board will conduct a formal evaluation of the principal based on established 
rubric. Part of all evaluations will be suggestions for specific areas for professional development. 
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Curriculum Sample: 11th Writing 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level 11 Content Area Language Arts  


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only) Honors English Literature 


Length of Unit Three 55-minute classes, plus a 
week to research and write the 
summative assessment. 


Time of Year Second Quarter  


Expected Prior Knowledge  


The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have mastered researching material relevant to a topic, analyzing material for key ideas and concepts, 
and formulating an essay that is cohesive and defended with relevant facts.  Students have been exposed to the 
principles of the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment; this unit will help students move toward mastery of it. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


Honors English Literature is taught currently (in 11th grade) with Honors/AP U.S. Government.  


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instruction techniques: Hunter’s 
Essential Elements of Instruction (EEI) and Bloom’s Taxonomy Revised. 


To align with EEI, the lesson will have the following: a lesson title, a list of materials needed, curriculum standards 
listed on the board, an anticipatory set, student learning objectives listed on the board, alignment of instructional 
input with learning objectives/assessment, checks for understanding throughout the lesson, guided practice, 
closure, and extended practice/homework. 


To align with Bloom’s Taxonomy Revised, the teacher will identify the highest level of cognition required by the 
students during the lesson: remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, or creating. 


For writing, all courses will employ the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


11.W.2  
Writing Standards (W)  
Text Types and Purposes  
#2 - Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
a. Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on that 
which precedes it to create a unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and 
multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.  
b. Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended definitions, concrete 
details, quotations, or other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic.  
c. Use appropriate and varied transitions and syntax to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and 
clarify the relationships among complex ideas and concepts.  
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d. Use precise language, domain-specific vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, simile, and analogy to 
manage the complexity of the topic.  
e. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms and conventions of the 
discipline in which they are writing.  
f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the information or explanation 
presented (e.g., articulating implications or the significance of the topic).  


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will write an essay arguing either FOR or AGAINST the following proposition: The Constitution’s Founders 
would have approved of the ways in which the 14th Amendment’s changed judicial interpretation of the Bill of 
Rights and the Constitution. Make sure you essay’s ideas are informed by evidence from primary and secondary 
sources. The essay will be graded using the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


The Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. The rubric has six 
categories: Ideas, Organization, Voice, Word Choice, Sentence Fluency, and Conventions. Each category is scored, 
based on the rubric criteria, on a 1-6 score. Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 36, and 
grades are as follow:  A=32-36; B=29-31; C= 25-28; D=21-24; F= Below 21. Mastery will be set at 80% (29/36) or 
higher. 


Materials/Resources Needed student notebooks, U.S. Constitution, Founders’ Library Books handout,  Influences on the Constitution graphic 
organizer, and summaries of Barron v. Baltimore, Palko v. Connecticut , Adamson v. California, and Duncan v. 
Louisiana 


 Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use 
Grade, Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, 
Strand, Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1). 
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


Lesson Title (on board): Intellectual Influences on the Framers of the 
Constitution. 
List of Materials: student notebooks, U.S. Constitution, Founders’ 
Library Books handout,  Influences on the Constitution graphic organizer 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 11.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the 
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate 
understanding of the intellectual influences on the Founders of the 
Constitution by identifying on graphic organizers the similarities 
between works read by the Founders and the Constitution. 
Anticipatory Set: Students respond to this prompt in writing: List the 
books, movies, television shows, and music groups that have most 
influenced you.  
Have students share their choices and their reasons for those choices. 
Teacher leads discussion, guiding students toward understanding that 
no develops his/her ideas in isolation: we all have influences that shape 
our ideas and values.  
Instructional Input: Teacher reminds students of pertinent facts about 
the Constitutional Convention and the delegates to the Convention, 
who became the Framers of the Constitution.  
Teacher reminds students that the Framers and other Founders had 
read widely in social, political, and legal history. 
Independent Practice: Teacher divides students into groups of four.  
Each group receives a colored highlighter pen. 
Each group receives four selections from the Founders’ Library Books 
handout, which contains short quotations from documents like the 
Magna Carta and from works by John Locke, Adam Smith, Baron 
Montesquieu, Thomas Paine, et al. 
Each student receives a copy of the United States Constitution that 
includes Articles I-VII and Amendments 1-10 (the  
Bill of Rights).  
Each group receives a copy of the Influences on the Constitution graphic 


Students respond to this prompt in writing: List the books, movies, 
television shows, and music groups that have most influenced you. 


Students take notes during discussion following the anticipatory set. 


Students take notes during instructional input. 


In groups of four, students use Founders’ Library handout and the 
Constitution to identify key sections in the Articles or Amendments that 
hold similar ideas as those presented in the assigned passages by filling 
out the Influences on the Constitution graphic organizer. The group 
notes on the document using a highlighter or pen the sections that 
correlate with the assigned section.  


Teacher instructs students to use examine their personal influences 
from the anticipatory set. Teacher instructs each group to write a 
paragraph that connects the influences that they listed to the current 
condition of teenagers in America.  


Groups hand in their paragraph. 
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organizer. 
Teacher instructs each group to read the assigned sections of the 
Founders’ Library Books handout as a group. 
Then, the group identifies key sections in the Articles or Amendments 
that hold similar ideas as those presented in the assigned passages.  
The group notes on the document using a highlighter or pen the 
sections that correlate with the assigned section.  
When finished, project the Influences on the Constitution blank 
handout. Ask a member of each group to fill in their portion of the 
handout, creating a master compilation that all the students can see.   
Guided Practice: Teacher leads a discussion on the following questions:   
Did one thinker or book have more influence on the Constitution?  
Some have called the Constitution one of most revolutionary documents 
ever produced. If all of these works had been written before the 
Constitution was ever conceived, how can it be revolutionary?  
What other documents, ideas, or events do you think should have been 
included?  
Teacher checks for understanding, corrects mistakes, and summarizes 
the main concepts of the discussion. 
Independent Practice: Teacher instructs students to use examine their 
personal influences from the anticipatory set. 
Teacher instructs each group to write a paragraph that connects the 
influences that they listed to the current condition of teenagers in 
America.  
Have groups hand in their paragraph. 
Closure: Teacher reviews the main concepts of the lesson and previews 
the next lesson. 


2 


Lesson Title (on board): The 14th Amendments Effect on the Bill of 
Rights and Constitutional interpretation 
List of Materials: student notebooks, U.S. Constitution, summaries of 
Barron v. Baltimore, Palko v. Connecticut , Adamson v. California, 
Duncan v. Louisiana 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 11.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the 
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate 


Students respond to this prompt in writing: How did the 14th 
Amendment affect judicial interpretation of the Bill of Rights? 


Students take notes on their reading assignment in preparation for the 
lesson. 


Students take notes during discussion following the anticipatory set. 


Teacher divides the class into three groups. Each group will receive one 
case to review. Each group is to use the remaining class time to read and 
discuss the key points of their respective case. The students in their 
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understanding of the 14th Amendment’s effect on the Bill of Rights and 
constitutional interpretation. 
Anticipatory Set: Students respond to this prompt in writing: How did 
the 14th Amendment affect judicial interpretation of the Bill of Rights? 
Have students share and discuss their answers. 
Teacher checks for understanding, corrects mistakes, and summarizes 
the main concepts. 
Instructional Input:  
Before the lesson, the teacher assigns students to read the Fifth and the 
Fourteenth Amendments, and summary of Barron v. Baltimore (1833).  
Next, use the Anticipatory Set from above. Also, answer any questions 
over the readings, and clarify how Barron is an example of an era in 
which the Bill of Rights was only guaranteed in federal proceedings. 
Independent Practice:  
Teacher divides the class into three groups. Each group will receive one 
case to review. Each one of the cases will include the “fundamental 
rights interpretation,” the “total incorporation,” or the “selective 
incorporation” of the Bill of Rights into the 14th Amendment.   
Handout summaries  of the following cases to each respective group: 
Palko v. Connecticut (fundamental rights interpretation) 
Adamson v. California (total incorporation) 
Duncan v. Louisiana (selective incorporation) 
Each group is to use the remaining class time to read and discuss the key 
points of their respective case. The students in their groups are to 
outline their respective case and use specific examples from their case 
to show how the Supreme Court has interpreted the 14th Amendment 
in regards to applying the Bill of Rights to the states.  
Closure: Teacher summarizes the day’s lesson and reminds students 
that groups will give presentations during the next lesson. 


groups are to outline their respective case and use specific examples 
from their case to show how the Supreme Court has interpreted the 
14th Amendment in regards to applying the Bill of Rights to the states. 


3 


Lesson Title (on board): The 14th Amendments Effect on the Bill of 
Rights and Constitutional interpretation 
List of Materials: student notebooks, U.S. Constitution, summary of 
Barron v. Baltimore, Palko v. Connecticut , Adamson v. California, 
Duncan v. Louisiana 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 11.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the 


Each group gives a presentation to the class as a whole. The board or a 
PowerPoint may be utilized if the equipment is available.  
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effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate 
understanding of the 14th Amendment’s effect on the Bill of Rights and 
constitutional interpretation by writing and giving group presentations. 
Independent Practice:  
Each group gives a presentation to the class as a whole, i.e., the board 
or a PowerPoint may be utilized if the equipment is available.  
The presentation is to encompass the following: 
What type of interpretation was used by the Supreme Court 
The facts of the case 
How the court ruled 
Examples from the case supporting the court’s interpretation of the 
14th Amendment and the rights it applies to the states 
Groups give their presentations. 
Closure: Teacher summarizes the major concepts of the lesson, and 
previews the next lesson. 
Teacher hands out the unit’s summative assessment, which is due in 
two weeks: Write an essay arguing either FOR or AGAINST the following 
proposition: The Constitution’s Founders would have approved of the 
ways in which the 14th Amendment’s changed judicial interpretation of 
the Bill of Rights and the Constitution. Make sure you essay’s ideas are 
informed by evidence from primary and secondary sources. The essay 
will be graded using the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 


 
Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
Write an essay arguing either FOR or AGAINST the following proposition: The Constitution’s Founders would have approved of the ways in which 
the 14th Amendment’s changed judicial interpretation of the Bill of Rights and the Constitution. Make sure you essay’s ideas are informed by 
evidence from primary and secondary sources. The essay will be graded using the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 
 
 
 
 
 
Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 36, and grades are as follow:  A=32-36; B=29-31; C= 25-28; D=21-24; F= Below 
21. Mastery will be set at 80% (29/36) or higher. 
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Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric (36 points for each essay) 
Score: 


6      Ideas: Clear, focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by rich details suitable to audience and purpose. 
Organization: Effective introductions, highly-developed body, strong conclusion, and a wide variety of transitions move the reader 
smoothly through the text. 
Voice: The writer seems deeply committed to the topic and shows personality with a strong sense of a specific audience. 
Word Choice: A rich, broad use of carefully chosen words conveys the message in an interesting, precise and appropriate manner with a 
sense of writing to be read. 


         Sentence Fluency: Sentences have a strong and varied structure with a high degree of craftsmanship and evident flow and rhythm.  
         Conventions: Writer has exceptionally strong control with few and minor errors. 
 
5 Ideas: Clear focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by details suitable to audience and purpose. 


Organization: Writer employs a purposeful introduction, well-developed body, unifying conclusion, and a variety of transitions. 
Voice: Writer seems committed to the topic and shows personality with a sense of audience. 
Word Choice: Carefully chosen words effectively convey the intended message in an interesting, clear, and precise way suitable to 
audience and purpose. 
Sentence Fluency: Varied sentence structure enhances reading enjoyment.  Writing has flow and rhythm. 
Conventions: Strong control is demonstrated.  Few and minor errors do not impede the reader. 


 
4 Ideas: Clear and focused thesis and topic sentences with limited or general support are evident. 


Organization: Organization is clear and coherent but may seem formulaic. 
Voice: The writing is expressive, engaging, and sincere in places. 
Word Choice: A variety of functional words appropriate to the audience and purpose are present with a sense of writing to be read. 
Sentence Fluency: Writing flows, but transitions may be inefficiently used. Sentence variety is evident. 
Conventions: Control of conventions is demonstrated.  Minor errors do not impede readability. 


 
3 Ideas: Main ideas are broad or simplistic. Support is limited, insubstantial, general, or slightly off topic. 


Organization: Overall structure is inconsistent and sequencing is unclear.  The writer may use expressions such as, “My topic is….” or “In 
conclusion….” 
Voice: Commitment to topic seems inconsistent.  Voice is either inappropriately personal or impersonal. 
Word Choice: Ordinary language, lacking variety or interest, is used.  Word choice may also be inappropriate to the audience and 
purpose of the assignment. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is mechanical rather than fluid.  Occasional awkward sentences force the reader to slow down or re-read. 
Conventions: Errors begin to impede readability. 


 
2 Ideas: Main ideas are somewhat unclear and there is only minimal attempt to develop them. 


Organization: No clear structure exists in the piece. 
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Voice: Little sense of the author’s commitment to the subject is evident. 
Word Choice: The language is monotonous and/or misused. 
Sentence Fluency: Sentences are choppy and/or rambling with no clear direction or thought. 
Conventions: Frequent and significant errors impede readability. 


 
1 Ideas: The writing lacks a central idea or focus. 


Organization: The writing is haphazard and disjointed. 
Voice: The writing is flat and lifeless with no sense of involvement from the writer. 
Word Choice: The writing shows an extremely limited vocabulary. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is difficult to read aloud because the sentences are incomplete, rambling, or very awkward. 
Conventions: Numerous errors in grammar, usage, and spelling are present. 
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C.2 Advertising and Promotion  


Strategy Overview 
The Rising School will serve 100 students in year one, 175 students in year two, and 280 


students in year three. To reach our targeted student population and their parents, The 


Rising School will utilize a comprehensive strategy that incorporates a mix of marketing, 


advertising, and promoting methods. While CEO/Principal George Rising will be 


ultimately responsible for the oversight of these activities—as well as personally 


undertaking many of them himself—The Rising School has established relationships with 


numerous business professionals and educators who have pledged to contribute their time 


and talents to promote the school. On April 7, 2012, The Rising School held a community 


“kick-off” meeting, at which seven supporters volunteered to serve on Marketing and/or 


Fundraising Committees. Additionally, Canyon Concepts, LLC, a local business and 


marketing coaching firm owned by Stephanie Rising, will provide branding, collateral 


design, website spec, and planning services at no charge, saving the school several 


thousand dollars (Canyon Concepts normally charges $125 per hour). In addition, The 


Rising School has budgeted the following amounts for marketing, advertising, and 


promotion: $8,970 for startup/year one, $6,485 for year two, and $6,735 for year three. If 


The Rising School secures grants, it will be able to increase these amounts significantly. 


Primary Tactics 
The Rising School’s strategy encompasses five primary tactics: community outreach, 


public relations and media, technology, outreach to feeder schools, and strategic 


alliances. 


 


Community Outreach 


The school will hold community meetings; conduct student and parent focus groups; 


attend networking events and chambers of commerce; distribute information at locations 


and events frequented by our parent-student population; distribute our school newsletter; 


and utilize the additional contacts and talents of our volunteer Marketing and Fundraising 


Committees. 


 


Public Relations and Media 


The school will develop a press kit; distribute press releases to media contacts as well as 


to our school supporters; solicit media interviews; and solicit the opportunity to speak on 


the subject of education at functions, such as Rotary and chambers of commerce. 


 


Technology 


The school has established a blog, Facebook page, and LinkedIn profile, which we will 


actively manage and use to recruit and engage our supporters. Canyon Concepts will 


assist in developing specifications for a website and landing pages, which will be 


designed and actively managed using Search Engine Optimization (SEO). Additionally, 
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we will utilize Twitter, YouTube, and any other appropriate social media that will help 


maintain a high search engine ranking. 


 


Outreach to Feeder Schools 


Through our existing contact sphere, we have the ability to introduce The Rising School 


to numerous charter, traditional-public, and private K-8 schools. We will focus on 


schools with a similar educational philosophy and/or schools near our proposed school 


location. These schools include, but are not limited to:  


 


 Academy Adventures Midtown 


 Academy Adventures Primary 


School 


 Academy Del Sol 


 Adventure School 


 Allsport Academy 


 Arizona Academy of Leadership 


(Central) 


 Blenman Elementary School 


 Bloom Elementary School 


 Carden of Tucson 


 Carrillo K-5 Magnet School 


 Children Reaching for the Sky 


Preparatory 


 Cragin Elementary School 


 Davidson Elementary School 


 Davis Bilingual Elementary Magnet 


School 


 Desert Sky Community School 


 Desert Springs Academy 


 Highland Free School 


 La Paloma Academy (Central) 


 Montessori Schoolhouse 


 Presidio School 


 Satori Charter School 


 Wildcat School 


 


Strategic Alliance 
The Fundraising Committee will be responsible for forging relationships with businesses 


and organizations that are in a position to financially assist the school. For example, our 


CPA and financial planning alliances have requested flyers for the school once it's 


chartered, so they can educate their clients about tax credits and other deductible 


contributions. The Marketing Committee will help to establish relationships with 


organizations that support youth, such as the YMCA, Governor's Youth Commission, 


Greater Tucson Youth Leadership Program, La Frontera Arizona, Big Brothers Big 


Sisters, Boys and Girls Clubs, Pima County Teen Court, PRONeighborhood Youth 


Program, and Tucson Teen Congress.  


Target Population 
The Rising School is focused on serving Tucson's mid-town community. Based on its 


demographics, we expect roughly 50% of our target population will be low- to middle-


income Hispanics, and the other 50% will be primarily Caucasians of varying economic 


status. Our marketing efforts will appeal to three segments of this population: parents, 


students, and business and community leaders. 


 


 


 



http://tusdstats.tusd.k12.az.us/paweb/aggd/schoolinfo/SchoolDetail.aspx?loc_code=125

http://tusdstats.tusd.k12.az.us/paweb/aggd/schoolinfo/SchoolDetail.aspx?loc_code=128

http://tusdstats.tusd.k12.az.us/paweb/aggd/schoolinfo/SchoolDetail.aspx?loc_code=161

http://tusdstats.tusd.k12.az.us/paweb/aggd/schoolinfo/SchoolDetail.aspx?loc_code=179

http://tusdstats.tusd.k12.az.us/paweb/aggd/schoolinfo/SchoolDetail.aspx?loc_code=185

http://tusdstats.tusd.k12.az.us/paweb/aggd/schoolinfo/SchoolDetail.aspx?loc_code=191

http://tusdstats.tusd.k12.az.us/paweb/aggd/schoolinfo/SchoolDetail.aspx?loc_code=191
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Parents 


We anticipate that many of our parents support neighborhood businesses that promote 


Tucson culture; are trades people, caregivers, managers, teachers, and small business 


owners; and will be Catholic. To connect with them, we will: 


 


 Introduce ourselves to local restaurant and retail owners (particularly along the 


Campbell Avenue, Speedway Boulevard, Grant Road, and Oracle Road corridors), 


ask to hold community meetings in their facilities, and place posters on their 


community bulletin boards and/or near cash registers. 


 Host tables outside of grocery stores and other retail stores, to hand out information 


and introduce the school brand to the public. 


 Reach parents' employers and parents who own businesses through four chambers of 


commerce that meet in mid-town Tucson: Metro Tucson, Hispanic, Black, and 


GLBT. 


 Reach parents by posting door hangers at apartments and high-density housing within 


a one mile radius of the school's location. We will hire a pair of bilingual college 


students to perform this task and train them on FAQs, so they can answer parents' 


questions. 


 Have a bilingual website feature that they can click, translating the site's content into 


Spanish. 


 Establish a relationship with the Roman Catholic Diocese of Tucson, which supports 


eleven K-8 schools.  


 


Additionally, Rosie Garcia, one of our Governing Board Members, is bilingual and a 


Spanish teacher with 37 years of experience. Rosie has served on previous school boards 


and will be an excellent liaison with our Spanish-speaking parents during community 


presentations. 


 


Students 


We anticipate that many of our students will participate in neighborhood youth programs; 


frequent shops in the Tucson and Park Malls; get most of their information from the 


internet; and be Catholic. To connect with them, we will: 


 


 Establish relationships, participate in events, and advertise with organizations that 


serve Tucson's youth (see "Strategic Alliances" above).  


 Host Game Nights at youth facilities, invite student bands to play music, and organize 


similar events that will engage young people. 


 Introduce ourselves to the managers of retail stores in Tucson and Park Malls (e.g., 


Aeropostale, Abercrombie & Fitch, H&M, and Hollister), and place posters on their 


community bulletin boards, in windows, and/or near cash registers. 


 Actively manage our website with content that appeals to student concerns, and create 


landing pages that will capitalize on likely student keyword searches. 


 Offer a free "Rising Storm" T-shirt to every student who enrolls and attends. 


 Make presentations to students in church youth groups and to youth leaders in the 


local chapter of the National Association of Catholic Youth Ministry Leaders, 


emphasizing the need for strong youth leadership within the Tucson community. 
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Business and Community Leaders 
We anticipate that key business and community leaders will be on the boards and 


committees of chambers of commerce; be on the board and committees of NAWBO; be 


on the boards and committees of youth programs; work in the Tucson Mayor and 


Council's office; and work with or as a legislative district representative. To connect with 


them, we will:  


 


 Emphasize in all discussions with business and community leaders that Tucson's 


economic success is absolutely tied to a properly educated workforce. 


 Participate in the Metro Tucson, Hispanic, Black, and GLBT Chambers of 


Commerce, meet with their leadership, and speak at their events about the role of 


education in Tucson's work force. 


 Participate in professional organizations such as NAWBO (the National Association 


of Women Business Owners), meet with their leadership, and speak at their events 


about the role of education in Tucson's work force. 


 Introduce ourselves to board and committee members of the youth programs noted in 


"Strategic Alliances" above, and offer to speak at their events and/or hold 


presentations for their student-parent population. 


 Introduce ourselves to Mayor Jonathan Rothschild and the council members of 


Tucson's Wards in our targeted zip codes (Ward 2, Paul Cunningham; Ward 3, Karin 


Uhlich; and Ward 6, Steve Kozachik). We also will contact Federal District 7 and 8 


representatives, currently Raul Grijalva and formerly Gabby Giffords. We will 


discuss possibilities for speaking engagements, having a table at their events, etc. 


 Introduce ourselves to state and federal representatives; discuss possibilities for 


speaking engagements, having a table at their events, etc. 


 Ensure that all of the above groups/individuals are added to our e-Newsletter and 


press release distribution list. 


 Invite leadership from the above groups to serve on our Governing Board or on our 


Advisory Board, to create a vested interest in the success of The Rising School. 


Timeline  
The Rising School will open in August 2013. The following timeline reflects initial 


efforts prior to receiving charter approval; then, an escalation in efforts and resources 


upon receiving charter approval. Our objective is to make multiple impressions upon 


parents, students, and business leaders through consistent grassroots networking, 


marketing collateral, and consistent branding. We will have specific follow-up 


procedures for each new contact (e.g., add them to our e-blast database, send enrollment 


info within 24 hours, make personal calls each month to those with outstanding 


enrollment forms, etc.). Between February and June 2013, our goal is to recruit 20 


students per month. 


Non-start up activities will be duplicated in years 2 and 3, as reflected in the 


budget following this section. Additionally, in years 2 and 3 we will conduct tours of the 


school for our strategic alliances and political contacts, as well as prospective parents and 


students.  



http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/wardtwo

http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/wardthree

http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/wardthree

http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/wardsix
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Lastly, we will utilize a calendaring tool, such as Outlook, to track event dates, 


preparation deadlines, recurring tasks, and other marketing-related activities. Everything 


in the following section will be scheduled and shared with the appropriate parties. 


 


Timeframe Strategy Outcomes Oversight Costs 


Facebook and 


Blog 


  


Effective  


Jan 2012 


 


Updated at 


least weekly 


Established a 


Facebook page 


and blog, which 


are routinely 


updated and all 


inquiries/posts 


responded to. 


Use online 


presence to 


increase 


awareness of the 


school and its 


progress. 


We engage 


school 


supporters 


online, held a 


mascot vote 


(The Rising 


Storm!), and 


reinforce our 


credibility with 


our blog 


devoted to 


education 


topics. 


George Rising Free 


e-Newsletter 


 


2012: Feb, Apr, 


Jun, Aug, Oct, 


and Dec 


 


2013: Monthly 


 


Distribute e-


Newsletter to 


school 


supporters to 


report on charter 


progress and to 


keep them 


engaged for the 


long term 


(charter phase, 


start-up phase, 


and beyond).  


School 


supporters 


show great 


enthusiasm for 


our progress; 


we received 


many RSVPs 


for the 


community 


kick-off 


meeting; and 


people continue 


to offer their 


help and 


support. 


Content and 


distribution: 


George Rising 


 


Design: 


Canyon 


Concepts 


Free 


 


 


 


Free 


Kick-Off 


Meeting 


 


April 7, 2012 


 


 


 


Conducted Kick 


Off Meeting to 


engage suppor-


ters in person; 


solicit feedback 


about educa-tion 


in general and 


our mission 


specifically; 


vote on a school 


mascot; and 


solicit 


Group discus-


sions yielded 


mascot ideas; 


suggestions to 


consider re: 


school develop-


ment and 


parent-student-


staff relation-


ships; and 


Marketing, 


Fundraising, 


George Rising 


 


Board 


members Rosie 


Garcia and 


Greg Berger, 


and Canyon 


Concepts, in 


attendance for 


introductions 


and group 


participation 


$20 for room 


$174.80 for 


refreshments 


and supplies 


 


Total: $194.80 
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committee vol-


unteers. 


and Facilities 


volunteers. 


Twitter 


 


May 2012 


Set up a Twitter 


account as 


additional 


communication 


tool. 


Tie in Twitter, 


Facebook, and 


Blog with 


future school 


website. 


George Rising Free 


School 


Supporter / 


Focus Group 


Meetings 


 


Bimonthly: Jul, 


Sept, and Nov 


2012; Jan, Mar, 


May, and Jul 


2013 


Build on the 


kick-off meeting 


by personally 


staying in front 


of supporters 


and soliciting 


feedback as we 


progress 


through the 


stages of 


opening the 


school. 


Expand our 


support sphere; 


survey new 


attendees for 


any new ideas 


re: marketing, 


fundraising, 


and PR; 


develop 


additional 


committees as 


needed; solicit 


additional 


volunteers. 


George Rising 


 


Board 


members Rosie 


Garcia and 


Greg Berger, 


and Canyon 


Concepts, in 


attendance to 


help lead 


discussions 


$20 for room 


$30 for 


refreshments 


 


Total: $300 


 


 


Committee 


Meetings with 


Volunteers 


 


Bimonthly: 


Aug, Oct, and 


Dec2012; Feb, 


Apr, and Jun 


2013 


Meet with 


Committees on 


months in 


between Focus 


Group meetings 


--will give us all 


time to take 


action and then 


report back to 


whole group. 


Committees 


will be respon-


sible for help-


ing to fulfill the 


activities out-


lined in the 


Target Popula-


tion section. 


Priorities will 


be established, 


and members 


will be pro-


vided market-


ing collateral 


and info. 


George Rising 


will lead 


Facilities 


Committee. 


 


Canyon 


Concepts will 


lead Marketing 


and 


Fundraising 


Committees. 


Free 


 


All committee 


meetings will 


be held in 


Canyon 


Concepts' 


conference 


room. 


Note: We will reconvene committee meetings in Fall 2013 to redefine priorities post-


startup, as well as to identify new committees that may be needed. 


Marketing 


Collateral 


Development 


 


Aug-Dec 2012, 


latter materials 


created closer 


Based on 


committee 


needs, develop 


interim 


materials that 


can be used to 


market the 


Equip 


committee 


volunteers with 


information & 


professional 


tools needed to 


help them 


Canyon 


Concepts 


 


Business Cards 


Flyers 


Stationary 


Brochures 


Free design fee 


 


$232.50 for 


printing 1000 


business cards 


and 250 flyers 


(pre-charter 
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to charter 


approval 


school prior to 


the charter 


approval. 


represent the 


school. 


Door Hangers 


Posters 


approval effort) 


$950 for 


printing 


Website 


Specifications 


 


Dec 2012 


Develop content 


with SEO 


keywords and 


phrases for web-


master, so site 


design and 


construction can 


commence 


immediately 


upon charter ap-


proval. 


Website will 


have a bilingual 


feature that 


translates site 


content into 


Spanish; 


landing pages 


will help drive 


traffic to the 


site; and social 


media will be 


tied to the site. 


Canyon 


Concepts 


Free 


Fundraising 


Party 


 


4th week of  


Jan 2013 


Celebrate 


charter approval 


with school 


supporters; have 


each supporter 


invite 4 people 


from their 


contact sphere. 


Expand 


school's 


support sphere; 


distribute flyers 


with tax deduc-


tion info; ask 


for donations 


(time/money); 


publicly thank 


everyone who  


donated time or 


money thus far; 


and have fun! 


This is a chance 


to reinforce that 


all of their 


work is worth 


it. 


Fundraising 


Committee 


George Rising 


 


 


 


Canyon 


Concepts will 


design e-Invite 


and Thank You 


cards; co-brand 


with sponsors 


Hold party at 


friend's bistro; 


seek sponsors 


to fund food 


and drinks 


 


Free design,  


distribution, 


and tracking 


(Mail Chimp) 


Community 


Meetings 


 


2x/month  


Jan-Mar 2013 


 


4x/month  


Apr-Jul 2013 


Marketing 


Committee and 


other volunteers 


to distribute flyers 


promoting our 


meetings at 


different locations 


near school 


location. 


Partner with 


retailers and 


restaurant 


owners; hold 


meetings in 


their facilities; 


have a forum 


for parents and 


students to 


learn about our 


school, ask 


questions, and 


(with charter 


Marketing 


Committee to 


report 


recruitment 


efforts and 


meeting 


locations to 


George Rising 


 


George Rising 


to lead 


volunteers in 


following up 


$440 for basic 


refreshments 


and room fee 


for community 


start up 


meetings, 22x 


 


$325 for 


printing 1000 


flyers (after 


charter 


approval) 
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approval) 


enroll. 


re: enrollment 


or prospects. 


Website 


Design and 


Launch 


 


Jan-Feb 2013 


 


 


Immediately upon 


receiving charter 


approval, submit 


website specs and 


coordinate with 


our webmaster. 


We will add 


landing pages 


linked to the site 


with content 


specific to each 


target population: 


parents, students, 


and community 


leaders. 


We will have 


actively 


managed SEO 


upon launch. 


Paired with the 


landing pages 


and regularly 


updated social 


media, we will 


achieve a high 


page ranking 


that will make 


it easy for our 


target market 


to connect with 


us and enroll 


online. We 


also will 


advertise our 


events on the 


site and link to 


our alliances. 


Canyon 


Concepts and 


George Rising 


$1200 for 


website design 


and SEO 


implementation 


 


$4350 for 10 


hours of SEO 


management 


per month, 


Mar-Dec 2013 


 


SEO manage-


ment for 2014 


and 2015 is 


noted in the 


budget below. 


Note: Upon launch of website, create YouTube videos of our events, leadership, etc., and 


add them to the site. 


Press Kits and 


Press Releases 


 


Jan 2013  


(kits and first 


release) 


 


Monthly press 


releases 


Develop press kits 


in anticipation of 


soliciting media 


interviews, effec-


tive Feb 2013. 


Press kits will 


include the 


following: 


 


1. Fact Sheet 


2. Backgrounder 


3. FAQs 


4. Additionals: 


Collateral, 


current press 


releases, and 


copies (3) of 


blog articles. 


Send a press 


release to all 


media contacts 


and contact 


sphere an-


nouncing char-


ter approval. 


Use releases 


and kits to get 


interviews and 


reinforce ex-


citement 


amongst sup-


porters. Also 


gives support-


ers info to use 


in developing 


strategic  


alliances.  


Canyon 


Concepts and 


George Rising 


Free 
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Solicit Media 


Interviews 


 


Feb-Dec 2013 


Discuss best 


approach and 


contact for each 


outlet with media 


specialist (print, 


television, and 


radio). Establish 


goal of one 


interview each 


month with 


publications and 


stations most 


frequented by our 


target population. 


MJ knows 


everyone -- she 


can help warm 


up intros to 


media contacts 


to improve the 


odds of getting 


an interview. 


We've worked 


with her be-


fore. Regular 


interviews will 


expand reach 


of our brand. 


Canyon 


Concepts and 


George Rising 


Free 


 


Ask media spe-


cialist MJ Jen-


sen of Idea 


Magic to do-


nate a meeting 


and info. (We 


have a relation-


ship with MJ.) 


Strategic 


Alliances 


 


Feb-Jul 2013 


Each committee 


member will be 


asked to approach 


2 people in their 


professional 


contact sphere 


each month about 


the school. 


Our committee 


members are 


business own-


ers and educa-


tors. Their con-


tact spheres 


will help forge 


alliances with 


other profes-


sionals who 


can make their 


clients aware 


of our school; 


donate time or 


money; and 


make introduc-


tions to people 


in their sphere 


of influence. 


All committee 


members 


Free 


Outreach to 


Feeder Schools 


 


Feb-Jul 2013 


5 calls/week 


Prioritize intros to 


potential feeder 


schools, call each 


principal, and ask 


to meet. 


Partnering w/ 


elementary 


schools could 


create passive 


enrollment. 


George Rising 


 


Canyon 


Concepts 


Free 


 


Free design 


$100 for bro-


chure printing 


Political 


Events 


 


Beginning Feb 


2013, 2x per 


month as 


scheduled by 


the repres-


Introduce our-


selves to Mayor 


Rothschild and 


representatives the 


wards in our 


targeted zip codes: 


Ward 2, 


Paul Cunningham; 


We will ask if 


we can set up 


tables and/or 


network at 


their commu-


nity events, to 


position our-


selves in front 


George Rising Free venue 


 


Flyer costs 


already 


included above 


 


 



http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/wardtwo

http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/wardtwo
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entatives at 


that time 


Ward 3, Karin 


Uhlich; and Ward 


6, Steve Kozachik. 


We also will 


contact Federal 


District 7 and 8 


representatives, 


currently Raul 


Grijalva and for-


merly Gabby 


Giffords. 


of parents and 


establish our-


selves as lead-


ers in educa-


tion. To rein-


force our po-


litical relation-


ships, we will 


reciprocate by 


inviting them 


to speak to 


parents at our 


school. 


Networking: 


Chambers, 


NAWBO, and 


Rotary 


 


4x/month Feb-


Dec 2013 


Prioritize, 


schedule, and 


begin activities 


outlined in "Target 


Population: 


Business and 


Community 


Leaders" above, 


upon receiving 


charter approval. 


Actively 


introduce 


school 


leadership to 


community 


leadership; 


share school's 


mission; and 


tie education 


messaging 


with benefits 


to business 


community. 


George Rising 


Rosie Garcia 


Greg Berger 


$880 for 


luncheon and 


event fees 


Enrollment T-


shirt Give-


Away 


 


Feb-Aug 2013 


 


Every student who 


enrolls -- and 


attends -- will 


receive a free 


"Rising Storm" T-


shirt on the first 


day of school. 


Offers an 


incentive for 


completing 


enrollment 


form, plus 


helps to brand 


the school. 


Canyon 


Concepts 


Free mascot 


design 


 


$1000 for 100 


T-shirts (our 


goal number of 


students in Y1) 


Neighborhood 


Canvassing 


 


Feb-May 2013 


Distribute 2500 


door hangers, 


targeting high-


density housing. 


Concentrate effort 


in 3 months to 


help raise brand 


awareness. 


Canvassing 


will coincide 


with kicking 


off self-created 


events, so that 


prospective 


parents and 


students begin 


to see the 


school brand. 


Canyon 


Concepts and 


George Rising 


 


$10/hour 


bilingual 


college 


students + 2 


branded T-


shirts 


Train 


canvassers on 


FAQs. 


 


$520 for pair of 


students (100 


hangers/hour). 


Cost of door 


hangers already 


included above. 


Tables at retail 


and grocery 


stores 


Set up info tables 


in front of retail 


and grocery stores; 


Increase 


awareness of 


school 


Marketing 


Committee 


and George 


Flyer and 


poster costs 


already 



http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/wardthree

http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/wardthree

http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/wardsix

http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/wardsix
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4x/month  


Feb-Jul 2013 


hand out flyers; 


and schedule 


follow up calls 


and/or emails 


amongst 


committee 


members. 


branding and 


mission; 


capture parent 


information; 


add to e-


Newsletter 


blast; and send 


enrollment 


packages. 


Rising 


 


Set schedule 


for volunteers 


and rotate 


participants 


over 6 months. 


included above 


 


Youth 


program 


outreach / 


"Student Game 


Nights" 


 


1x/month  


Feb-Jul 2013 


 


Sample 


schedule 


Weeks 1- 2: 


Promote event 


Week 3:  


Hold event 


Week 4: 


Follow up with 


parents 


Introduce our-


selves to leaders 


of youth programs 


outlined in "Target 


Population: 


Business and 


Community 


Leaders," and ask 


to use their 


facilities to host 


Student Game 


Nights. 


Advertise our 


event on their 


website to gain 


extra 


exposure; use 


venue to reach 


out to student 


population; 


invite student 


bands to play; 


choose 


activities that 


kids find en-


gaging; and set 


up an enroll-


ment table 


with 


paperwork for 


the parents. 


Tim Warren 


(Marketing 


Committee) 


and George 


Rising 


 


Marketing 


Committee 


members to 


assist with 


enrollment 


follow up. 


$1200 for 


refreshments 


and supplies 


needed for 6 


events 


 


 


Catholic 


Diocese 


 


1x/month  


Feb-Jul 2013 


Board member 


Rosie Garcia is a 


member of the 


Father Kino 


Society. She can 


assist with making 


intros to church 


leaders. 


Relationships 


with church 


leaders will 


lead to intros 


to parents who 


cannot afford 


to send their 


children to 


private high 


school.  


Rosie Garcia 


George Rising 


Free 


Youth Group 


Presentations 


 


1x/month  


Feb-Jul 2013 


Talk to church 


youth group 


leaders after intros 


with church 


leadership. Ask 


for time to present 


to and interact 


with students. 


Present info 


that is impor-


tant to stu-


dents; as time 


allows, use ac-


tivities similar 


to those of 


Student Game 


George Rising 


 


Marketing 


Committee 


members to 


assist with 


enrollment 


follow up. 


$240 for pizzas 


and sodas 
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Night that kids 


find engaging; 


and set up an 


enrollment 


table with pa-


perwork for 


the parents. 


Apartment 


"Block 


Parties" 


 


Weeks 1- 2: 


Promote event 


Week 3:  


Hold event 


Week 4: 


Follow up with 


parents 


 


1x/month  


Feb-Jul 2013 


Focus on 


apartment 


complexes within 


1 to 2 miles of the 


school's location. 


Introduce 


ourselves to the 


site manager and 


coordinate a BBQ 


Block Party 


sponsored by the 


school. 


Great oppor-


tunity to get in 


front of large 


numbers of 


families; use 


activities simi-


lar to those of 


Student Game 


Night that kids 


find engaging; 


and set up an 


enrollment 


table with pa-


perwork for 


the parents. 


George Rising 


 


Marketing 


Committee 


members to 


assist with 


enrollment 


follow up. 


$1500 for six 


events (BBQ 


supplies and 


drinks) 


Enrollment 


Follow Up 


 


Jun-Jul 2013 


Contact all parents 


and students who 


have submitted 


information and 


expressed an 


interest, but have 


not submitted 


enrollment forms. 


Get enrollment 


applications, 


info, 


handbooks, 


etc., distrib-


uted to those 


who still need 


them, and get 


parents to sign 


up.  


George Rising 


and committee 


members 


Cost of 


enrollment 


materials is 


reflected in the 


operations 


budget. 


Budgeted Items 
The following budget is based upon estimates obtained from professional vendors with 


whom we've had previous positive experiences -- their reliability, combined with 


competitive pricing, makes them our preferred choices. As stated previously, Canyon 


Concepts will be donating all marketing consulting, planning, and design services for the 


next three years. Our vendors are: 


 


 FoundCo. (web design and SEO maintenance) 


 PostNet (marketing collateral and banner printing) 


 Big Frog Custom T-Shirts (T-shirt printing) 
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We determined that concentrating our resources on these materials and activities would 


be most effective based on the feedback that we received while visiting with other school 


leaders; information that we received from the Arizona Charter Starter Association's new 


school development presenters; and on our personal experience with marketing and 


promoting other schools. 


 


 
Start Up / Year 1 


(2013) 


Year 2 


(2014) 


Year 3 


(2015) 


Marketing 


consulting and 


planning services 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Website spec 


development 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


n/a n/a 


Website design 


 


$1200 n/a n/a 


Website hosting & 


10 hours SEO 


maintenance 


$960 


 


$820 


Annual 


$820 


Annual 


Social media 


accounts  


Free Free Free 


Business card 


design, future edits 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Business card 


printing (1000) 


$70 $70 $70 


Stationary design, 


future edits 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Stationary printing 


(250 letterhead and 


envelopes) 


$515 $515 $515 


Brochure design, 


future edits 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Brochure printing 


(50) 


$100 $100 $100 


Flyer design, future 


edits 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Flyer printing (250 


pre-charter flyers) 


$85 n/a n/a 


Flyer printing (1000 


post-charter flyers) 


$325 


 


$325 $325 


Door hanger design, Free Free  Free  
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future edits Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Door hanger 


printing (2500) 


$300 $300 $300 


Bilingual college 


students for 


neighborhood 


canvassing ($10/hr) 


$520 


2500 hangers 


100 hangers/hr 


Work in pairs 


2 branded T-shirts 


$520 


2500 hangers 


100 hangers/hr 


Work in pairs 


2 branded T-shirts 


$520 


2500 hangers 


100 hangers/hr 


Work in pairs 


2 branded T-shirts 


Poster design, future 


edits  


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Poster printing (50) 


 


$35 $35 $35 


Collapsible banner 


display for events 


$200 n/a n/a 


e-Newsletter design, 


future edits  


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


e-Newsletter 


distribution 


Free 


Mail Chimp 


Free 


Mail Chimp 


Free 


Mail Chimp 


Press kit 


development and 


distribution 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Basic refreshments 


and room fee for 


community start up 


meetings, 22x 


 


 


$440 


Depending upon the success of the start-up 


meeting format, we will continue them in 


Y2 & Y3, adding $440/year to our budget. 


Monthly chamber 


and NAWBO events 


(4 events/month, 


$20/event) 


$880 


Effective Feb 2013 


$960 


Annual 


$960 


Annual 


Charter Approval 


Party 


Free  


Find sponsors to 


cover costs; co-


brand event invite 


n/a n/a 


Enrollment Give-


Away ($10 per 


branded T-shirt) 


$1000  


25 students each in 


6th-9th grade 


$500 


25 new 6th graders 


25 new misc. grades 


$750 


25 new 6th graders 


50 new misc. grades 


Youth program 


outreach (6 events, 


$100/event) 


$600  


Refreshments and 


supplies 


$600  


Refreshments and 


supplies 


$600  


Refreshments and 


supplies 


Youth group 


presentations 


$240 


Pizzas and sodas 


$240 


Pizzas and sodas 


$240 


Pizzas and sodas 
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(6 events, 


$40/event) 


Apartment "Block 


Parties" (6 events, 


$250/event) 


$1500 $1500 $1500 


Annual Totals $8,970 $6,485 $6,735 


 


Therefore, the school will budget $4,726 for startup, $4,244 for year 1, $6,485 for year 2, 


and $6,735 for year 3. In addition, Stephanie Rising, owner of Canyon Concepts, has 


pledged to donate her firm’s services to the school, a savings of several thousands of 


dollars to the school. (Canyon Concepts normally charges $125 for marketing.) These 


costs are assumptions based on a written quote from Stephanie Rising. 


Enrollment Policies 
 


Compliance with ARS §15-184 


The Rising School will begin recruiting students in earnest upon receiving charter 


approval in January 2013. All enrollment policies will be consistent with ARS §15-184: 


 A charter school shall enroll all eligible pupils who submit a timely application, 


unless the number of applications exceeds the capacity of a program, class, grade 


level or building. A charter school shall give enrollment preference to pupils 


returning to the charter school in the second or any subsequent year of its operation 


and to siblings of pupils already enrolled in the charter school. A charter school that is 


sponsored by a school district governing board shall give enrollment preference to 


eligible pupils who reside within the boundaries of the school district where the 


charter school is physically located. If capacity is insufficient to enroll all pupils who 


submit a timely application, the charter school shall select pupils through an equitable 


selection process such as a lottery except that preference shall be given to siblings of 


a pupil selected through an equitable selection process such as a lottery. 


 Except as provided in subsection C, a charter school shall not limit admission based 


on ethnicity, national origin, gender, income level, disabling condition, proficiency in 


the English language or athletic ability. 


 A charter school may limit admission to pupils within a given age group or grade 


level. 


 A charter school shall admit pupils who reside in the attendance area of a school or 


who reside in a school district that is under a court order of desegregation or that is a 


party to an agreement with the United States department of education office for civil 


rights directed toward remediating alleged or proven racial discrimination unless 


notice is received from the resident school that the admission would violate the court 


order or agreement. If a charter school admits a pupil after notice is received that the 


admission would constitute such a violation, the charter school is not allowed to 


include in its student count the pupils wrongfully admitted. 


 A charter school may refuse to admit any pupil who has been expelled from another 


educational institution or who is in the process of being expelled from another 


educational institution. 
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Enrollment Capacity, Lottery, and Waitlist Procedures 


The Rising School will budget for 100 students in year 1 (2013-14), and it will cap 


enrollment at 112 students. Students’ deadline for inclusion in an enrollment lottery (if 


necessary) is May 31, 2013. Thus, included in the lottery will be any student who by May 


31, 2013, has completed all of the application procedures, including the application 


packet (see below). If there are more than 112 student applications by May 31, 2013, the 


school will perform a lottery on June 3, 2013, using software that randomly numbers each 


student from 1-112 (and beyond). Students numbered 1-112 will be enrolled, and students 


numbered above 112 will be put on a waitlist in the same order as the lottery: student 


#113 will become #1 on the waitlist, #114 will become #2, and so on. As notice of 


withdrawal of enrolled students occurs, students on the top of the waitlist will be alerted 


and enrolled. 


If the school has less than 112 student applications by May 31, 2013, no lottery 


will occur. Instead, the school will enroll all students who have completed the application 


procedures, including the application packet. After May 31, 2013, students who have 


completed the application procedures will be enrolled on a first-come, first served basis 


until the school has reached its capacity of 112 students. Thereafter, additional students 


will be placed on the waitlist on a first come, first served basis, i.e., student #113 will 


become #1 on the waitlist, #114 will become #2, and so on. As notice of withdrawal of 


enrolled students occurs, students on the top of the waitlist will be alerted and registered. 


Beginning in late July, all enrolled students will take a placement test in math and 


English. The test will diagnose each student’s academic strengths and help the school 


assign students to respective groups. The placement test is not an entrance exam: 


performance on this test will not affect enrollment status. 


The enrollment procedures will be the same in year 2 and after, with the exception 


that the school, in compliance with ARS §15-184, will give enrollment preference to 


pupils returning to the school, to siblings of pupils already enrolled in the school, and to 
students who are children of employees of the school or members of the school’s 


governing body. Capacity will be 200 students in year 2 and 315 in year 3. 


 


Application Packet 


All elements of the Application Packet must be must be filled out completely, signed, and 


submitted to the school before a student is eligible for enrollment/inclusion on the 


waitlist. The Application Packet includes the following items:  


 Registration form 


 Emergency Contact and Medical Information form 


 Student Transcript Request form 


 Primary Home Language Other Than English (PHLOTE) Home Language Survey 


 Proof of Arizona residency 


 Copy of Certified Birth Certificate 


 Copy of Verified Immunization Record 


 Student Handbook 


 Withdrawal form (required from previous school for students enrolling after the 


first day of school) 
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Curriculum Sample: 7th Math 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level 7 Content Area Math 


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only)  


Length of Unit Five 55-minute periods Time of Year Fourth Quarter 


Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students are expected to understand order of operations, scientific notation, and be able to perform all four 
operations using whole numbers, decimals, percentages and fractions.  Students are expected to understand how 
to make an estimate. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instructional techniques of 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


7.EE.3 
Solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with positive and negative rational numbers in any 
form (whole numbers, fractions, and decimals), using tools strategically. Apply properties of operations to calculate 
with numbers in any form; convert between forms as appropriate; and assess the reasonableness of answers using 
mental computation and estimation strategies. For example: If a woman making $25 an hour gets a 10% raise, she 
will make an additional 1/10 of her salary an hour, or $2.50, for a new salary of $27.50. If you want to place a towel 
bar 9 3/4 inches long in the center of a door that is 27 1/2 inches wide, you will need to place the bar about 9 inches 
from each edge; this estimate can be used as a check on the exact computation.  


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will complete 5 open-response questions to assess their ability to solve multi-step real-life problems.   
Whole number, fraction, percentage and decimal values will be included within contextual situations. The 
assessment and answer key are below. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 


The 5 open-response questions will be scored on an absolute scale with an answer key provided for both the work 
that should be shown and the final answer. Credit will only be awarded for answers that completely match the 
answer key, and no partial credit will be awarded.  Students must get at least 4 of the 5 questions completely 
correct to master the standard. 
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possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


Materials/Resources Needed Paper, pencil, dry-erase board, markers, eraser 
Teacher generated Edhelper mixed review word problem sheets 
Note cards with multi-step word problems written out, tape 
Rulers with metric on one side, English units on the other 
Fake business receipts for: restaurant meals including tax and tip; store purchases involving multiple items and 
sales tax 
Students handouts on how to solve tough problems: 
http://letsplaymath.files.wordpress.com/2007/10/how-to-solve-a-tough-problem.pdf 
Student handouts on tools for solving tough problems: 
http://letsplaymath.files.wordpress.com/2007/10/problem-solving-tool-box.pdf 
Easel with restaurant menu and prices 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).



http://letsplaymath.files.wordpress.com/2007/10/how-to-solve-a-tough-problem.pdf

http://letsplaymath.files.wordpress.com/2007/10/problem-solving-tool-box.pdf
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


SWBAT read word problem and break it into multiple steps 
 
Key Points: 
Review word clues to what operations are involved (total, difference, 
out of, etc.) 
Estimation of an answer will provide a quick double-check at the end 
Real world problems provide clues as to accuracy of answer (for 
example, if the student get a negative number as an answer for a 
distance problem, there is an error somewhere) 
Drawing a picture can help make a problem concrete and get solution 
started 
Tools for solving problems include: 
work backward; think about “before” and “after” situations; act the 
problem out; guess and check; make a chart or graph; look for a pattern; 
restate the problem 
 
Method of Instruction: 
Teacher-led class discussion, guided questioning 


Do-Now: 
Students get worksheets with real-life word problems, highlight the  key 
words and write in the associated operations 
 
Do-Now: 
Class review and discussion of tools for solving tough problems  


2 


SWBAT solve multi-step word problems  
 
Key Points: 
Questions to help organize your thinking about a problem are: 
What do I know 
What do I want 
What can I do? 
Does it make sense? 
 
Method of Instruction: 
Teacher-led discussion, Think-Pair-Share 


Guided Discussion: 
Class discussion of ways to organize thinking about a problem 
 
Do-Now: 
In pairs, students work through sheets of a variety of multi-step word 
problems, identifying any technique or tool they used to help 


3 


SWBAT solve multi-step word problems involving conversions between 
and within measurement systems (English/metric) 
 
Key Points: 


Do-Now: 
Students do 10 one-step conversion review on worksheets 
 
Metric mania scavenger hunt 
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Metric system based on multiples of 10 
Writing units as part of problem and canceling them as appropriate can 
help student to recognize correct procedures 
 
Method of Instruction: 
Teacher-led discussion, guided practice 


Cards with multi-step metric/English  conversion problems are hidden 
throughout the classroom 
Student teams work to find and solve as many problems as possible 
A team cannot progress to the next problem until it gets the current one 
correct 


4 


SWBAT solve multi-step real-world involving purchasing multiple items 
which are taxed, and  problems with eating in restaurants 
 
Key Points: 
Sales tax is calculated as a percentage of a total, which is then added to 
the total  
A tip is a calculated as a percentage of a total, and then is often paid 
separately 
 
Method of Instruction: 
Teacher-led discussion, guided practice 


Do-now: 
Students look at receipts to determine the amount of sales tax.  They 
then calculate the amount of sales tax if an additional item had been 
purchased, or the tax rate were different. 
 
Do-now:  
Students use items off the restaurant menu to create a  their own bill 
for a full meal for two people, including tax and tip 
 


5 
Teacher supervises guided practice 
 
Teacher provides summative assessment 


Guided-Practice: 
Individual students solve a variety of multi-step word problems on 
worksheets 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
1)  A store originally priced a canoe at $200. In order to make room for winter inventory, however, it placed the canoe on sale for 25% off. If the 
sales tax is 9%, what will be the final amount paid for the canoe? 
 
2)  Elise found an old truck mud flap in a pile of junk near her grandfather's house. It was a piece of rubber that measured 24 inches by 33 inches. 
She decided to make a piece of art out of it to decorate her room. However, she thought it was a bit too big, so she drew a line on it parallel to 
one of the long sides that marked off 1/5 of the area of the mud flap. She planned to cut along the line to make a smaller piece. What would the 
area of the largest piece be after she made the cut? Hint: Make a sketch of the problem.  
 
3) Juan estimated the length of a garden slug to be two and eight tenths inches. Micala estimated the length of the same garden slug to be two 
and forty-four hundredths inches. By how much did Juan's estimate differ from Micala's?  
 
4)  Ana Maria has applied for United States citizenship. She has studied American history and government for a long time and thinks she is ready 
to take the citizenship test. When she took the practice test online she answered thirty-nine questions correctly and only missed three. What 
percent of the questions did she get right? 
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5)  Gerri has measured some yeast cells she isolated from the surface of grapes. The cells she measured were 15, 23, 15, 25, 24, and 23 
micrometers in length. What was their average length in meters? Express your answer using scientific notation. 
 
Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
1.  [$200 X (1-.25)]  + {.09[$200 X (1-.25)]} = 
      $150 + .09($150) = $150 + $13.50 = $163.50 
 
2. 24in  X 4/5 = 19 1/5 
19 1/5 in X 33 in = 633 3/5 square inches 
 
3. 2.8 = 2.80        


2.80 – 2.44 = 0.36 of an inch 
2.81  


4. 39  - 3 = 36 
    36/39 = .93 = 93% 
 
5. (15 mm+ 23mm + 15mm + 25mm + 24mm + 23mm)/6 = 20.8 mm 
20.8 mm/1,000,000 mm/m = 0.0000208m =  2.08 x 10-5 m  
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Curriculum Sample: 8th Reading 
Max. 8 Pages  
Grade Level  8  Content Area  English Language Arts 
Course Title (grades 9‐12 Only)   
Length of Unit  Five 55‐minute periods  Time of Year  Third Quarter 
Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


The specific skills and knowledge they will have mastered related to this standard are:  
Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; cite specific textual 
evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text.  
Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key supporting details 
and ideas.  
Analyze how and why individuals, events, and ideas develop and interact over the course of a text.  


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research‐supported instructional techniques, including 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. 
 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


8.RI.8 
Grade: 8 
Strand: Reading Standards for Informational Text RI 
Cluster:  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
Standard: #8 Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text assessing whether the reasoning is 
sound and the evidence is relevant and sufficient; recognize when irrelevant evidence  is introduced. 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


SW identify the author’s purpose and the evidence provided to support his/her claim.  
 
SW evaluate the evidence the author provides to support his/her claim. 
 
SWBAT identify facts, statistics, surveys, polls, testimonies, narratives and interviews 
 
SWBAT determine when evidence is sufficient and when it is irrelevant…particularly if it is a fallacy 
 
 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 


A rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. The rubric has five categories. Each category is scored, 
based on the rubric criteria, on a 1‐3 scale. Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 15, and 
the grades are as follows: A=14‐15; B=12‐13; C=11; D=9‐10; F=0‐8. Mastery will be set at 80% (12/15) or higher. 
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demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 
Materials/Resources Needed  Everything’s an Argument Bedford St. Martin 


Selection of political slogans 
Reflection journal 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K‐8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category‐Domain, Standard (e.g., A‐REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction  Student Activities 


1 


Fallacies of Argument  
SWBAT define fallacy 
SWBAT define the different fallacies of argument ethos, pathos and 
logos 
SWBAT explain the different fallacies of argument  ethos, pathos, logos  
SWBAT identify the types of evidence an author provides in a piece 
 
Key Points Pathos: 
When making arguments writers and speakers must give evidence in 
order to support their argument. However not all evidence is true. It is 
important to evaluate the type of evidence an individual provides in 
order to determine if their claim is valid. 
‐scare tactics 
‐either‐or choices 
‐slippery slope 
‐sentimental appeals 
‐bandwagon appeals 
 
WEB: 
SW create a web. “pathetic fallacies” will be at the center of the web, 
“scare tactics”, “either‐or choices”, “slippery slope”, “sentimental 
appeals” and “bandwagon appeals” are paths off of the web. SW record 
examples of type of evidence on the path where they think it belongs. 
 
Anticipatory Set: 
If you think Mitt Romney is a millionaire elitist then you’re a lazy, liberal, 
socialist, slob. 
If you think Barak Obama is a socialist and a Nazi then you a white bread 
eating, white collar wearing, elitist. 
Have you ever heard someone make a statement like that? Where do 
we hear statements like that most often? 
Just because someone says something it doesn’t make it true.  Opinions 
must be backed up with evidence and sometimes what individuals 


SW participate in pathetic fallacies discussion. 
 
SW read Chapter 17 selections from Everything’s an Argument 
 
SW create web and complete in small groups. Each group will then 
report out on assigned topic.  
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
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provide as “evidence” actually isn’t. Information that is provided as 
“evidence” but actually isn’t is called a “fallacy”  
 
Lecture/Shared Reading: 
Everything’s an Argument  Chapter 17 “Fallacies of Argument” 


2 


Logos 
 
Key Points Logos: 
When making arguments writers and speakers must give evidence in 
order to support their argument. However not all evidence is true. It is 
important to evaluate the type of evidence an individual provides in 
order to determine if their claim is valid. 
‐hasty generalizations 
‐faulty causality 
‐begging the question 
‐equivocation 
‐non sequitur 
‐the straw man 
‐faulty analogy 
 
WEB: 
SW create a web. “logos fallacies” will be at the center of the web, 
“hasty generalizations”, “faulty causality”, “begging the question”, 
“equivocation”,  “non sequitur, “the straw man”,  and “faulty analogy 
arguments” are paths off of the web. SW record examples of type of 
evidence on the path where they think it belongs. 
 
Anticipatory Set: 
If you think Mitt Romney is a millionaire elitist then you’re a lazy, liberal, 
socialist, slob. 
If you think Barak Obama is a socialist and a Nazi then you a white bread 
eating, white collar wearing, elitist. 
Have you ever heard someone make a statement like that? Where do 
we hear statements like that most often? 
Just because someone says something it doesn’t make it true.  Opinions 
must be backed up with evidence and sometimes what individuals 
provide as “evidence” actually isn’t. Information that is provided as 


SW participate in logical fallacies discussion. 
 
SW read Chapter 17 selections from Everything’s an Argument 
 
SW create web and complete in small groups. Each group will then 
report out on assigned topic.  
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
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“evidence” but actually isn’t is called a “fallacy”  
 
Lecture/Shared Reading: 
Everything’s an Argument  Chapter 17 “Fallacies of Argument” 


3 


Ethos 
 
Key Points Ethos: 
When making arguments writers and speakers must give evidence in 
order to support their argument. However not all evidence is true. It is 
important to evaluate the type of evidence an individual provides in 
order to determine if their claim is valid. 
‐appeals to false authority 
‐dogmatism 
‐moral equivalence  
‐ad hominem arguments 
 
WEB: 
SW create a web. “ethical fallacies” will be at the center of the web, 
“appeals to false authority”, “either‐or choices”, “dogmatism”, “moral 
equivalence” and “ad hominem arguments” are paths off of the web. 
SW record examples of type of evidence on the path where they think it 
belongs. 
 
Anticipatory Set: 
If you think Mitt Romney is a millionaire elitist then you’re a lazy, liberal, 
socialist, slob. 
If you think Barak Obama is a socialist and a Nazi then you a white bread 
eating, white collar wearing, elitist. 
Have you ever heard someone make a statement like that? Where do 
we hear statements like that most often? 
Just because someone says something it doesn’t make it true.  Opinions 
must be backed up with evidence and sometimes what individuals 
provide as “evidence” actually isn’t. Information that is provided as 
“evidence” but actually isn’t is called a “fallacy”  
 
Lecture/Shared Reading: 
Everything’s an Argument  Chapter 17 “Fallacies of Argument” 


SW participate in ethical fallacies discussion. 
 
SW read Chapter 17 selections from Everything’s an Argument 
 
SW create web and complete in small groups. Each group will then 
report out on assigned topic.  
 
SW make an entry in their reflection journals. 
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4 


Political Slogans or logical fallacy? 
 
SWBAT evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text assessing 
whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant and 
sufficient; recognize when irrelevant evidence is introduced. 
 
SWBAT explain if a fallacy is present and identify what type of fallacy it 
is 
 
Key Points: 
Political slogans can contain fallacies. Just because a statement is made 
doesn’t mean it’s true. 
 
Anticipatory Set:  
We’ve studied different types of fallacies this week. Politicians often use 
slogans that contain fallacies.  
 
Case study: Students will evaluate multiple campaign slogans and pick 
one slogan to evaluate the evidence of 


 


5 


Bloggers and fallacies 
SWBAT evaluate the argument and evidence given by a political blogger 
SWBAT determine whether and how the blogger critiques the material 
blog links to. Is the individual prone to use fallacies? 
 
Anticipatory Set:  
This week we have been examining the fallacies play in making a sound 
argument.  
Today you’ll evaluate a political blog of your choice 
You will respond to questions regarding the arguments and evidence 
presented in the blog.  


SW pick a political blog 
 
SW respond to the following questions regarding the arguments and 
evidence presented in the blog.  
 


1. What is the author’s argument? 
2. Which claims does the author make? 
3. What evidence does the author use? 
4. Is there enough evidence? Why or why not? 
5. Are there any fallacies? If so, what are they and why are they 


fallacies? 
Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
Students will pick a political blog and then respond to questions regarding the arguments and evidence presented in the blog. 
 
 
 
 
Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
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  1  2  3 
Argument  Student demonstrates no 


understanding of the argument. 
Student demonstrates a partial 
understanding of the argument, 
but critical elements are missing. 


Student demonstrates 
understanding of what the 
argument is. 


Claims  Student demonstrates no 
understanding of the claims made 
in the argument. 


Student identifies one claim 
made. 


Student identifies two or more 
claims made. 


Evidence  Student identifies one piece of 
evidence. 


Student identifies two pieces of 
evidence. 


Student identifies three or more 
pieces of evidence. 


Quantity of Evidence  Student answers question without 
providing explanation. 


Student answers question with 
minimal explanation. 


Student answers question with 
thoughtful explanation. 


Fallacies  Student identifies one fallacy 
without providing explanation. 


Student identifies and explains 
one fallacy. 


OR 
Student identifies two or more 
fallacies without providing 
explanation. 


Student identifies and explains 
two or more fallacies. 


 
Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 15, and the grades are as follows: A=14‐15; B=12‐13; C=11; D=9‐10; F=0‐8. 
Mastery will be set at 80% (12/15) or higher. 
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Curriculum Sample: 12th Writing 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level 12 Content Area Language Arts  


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only) Senior English 


Length of Unit Three 55-minute classes, plus 
one 55-minute class for 
summative assessment 


Time of Year First Quarter  


Expected Prior Knowledge  


The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have mastered researching material relevant to a topic, analyzing material for key ideas and concepts, 
and formulating an essay that is cohesive and defended with relevant facts. Students have been exposed to the 
principles of the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment; this unit will help students move toward mastery of it. 
Rubric Students have been exposed to the principles of the VEO SAFE CAT mnemonic device; this unit will help 
students move toward mastery of it. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instruction techniques: Hunter’s 
Essential Elements of Instruction (EEI) and Bloom’s Taxonomy Revised. 


To align with EEI, the lesson will have the following: a lesson title, a list of materials needed, curriculum standards 
listed on the board, an anticipatory set, student learning objectives listed on the board, alignment of instructional 
input with learning objectives/assessment, checks for understanding throughout the lesson, guided practice, 
closure, and extended practice/homework. 


To align with Bloom’s Taxonomy Revised, the teacher will identify the highest level of cognition required by the 
students during the lesson: remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, or creating. 


For writing, all courses will employ the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


12.W.2  
Writing Standards (W)  
Text Types and Purposes  
#2 - Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
a. Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on that 
which precedes it to create a unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and 
multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.  
b. Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended definitions, concrete 
details, quotations, or other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic.  
c. Use appropriate and varied transitions and syntax to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and 
clarify the relationships among complex ideas and concepts.  
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d. Use precise language, domain-specific vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, simile, and analogy to 
manage the complexity of the topic.  
e. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms and conventions of the 
discipline in which they are writing.  
f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the information or explanation 
presented (e.g., articulating implications or the significance of the topic).  


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will do the following summative assessment:  


Choose a traffic law that should be changed. Write two essays that each argue that the law should be changed. The 
first essay supports its argument using VEO SAFE CAT evidence. This essay should contain no fallacies. The second 
essay supports its argument with the techniques of connotation and propaganda; this essay may contain fallacies 
as long as they are persuasive. Both essays will be graded with the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


The Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. The rubric has six 
categories: Ideas, Organization, Voice, Word Choice, Sentence Fluency, and Conventions. Each category is scored, 
based on the rubric criteria, on a 1-6 score. Each category is equally weighted.  


The summative assessment has two equally weighted essays, each of which will be scored on the Six-Trait Analytic 
Writing Assessment Rubric. Consequently, the highest possible score is 72, and grades are as follow:  A=65-72; 
B=58-64; C= 50-57; D=43-49; F= Below 43. Mastery will be set at 80% (58/72) or higher. 


Materials/Resources Needed Fallacies handout, Fallacies worksheet, VEO SAFE CAT handout, VEO SAFE CAT worksheet, Six-Trait Analytic Writing 
Assessment Rubric 


 Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use 
Grade, Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, 
Strand, Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1). 
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


Lesson Title (on board): Fallacies in Argumentation 
List of Materials: student notebooks, Fallacies handout, Fallacies 
worksheet 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 12.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the 
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate 
understanding of the main types of fallacies by identifying examples of 
them on a Fallacy worksheet. 
Anticipatory Set: Students will respond in writing to this prompt:  What 
is a fallacy? Explain why using a fallacy can weaken an argument. 
When finished, have students share answers. 
Teacher checks for understanding, corrects any mistakes, and 
summarizes main concepts. 
Instructional Input:  Teacher explains how the use of fallacies in an 
argument might weaken the writer’s credibility and stance on an issue.  
Teacher defines and explains these fallacies: Generalization, 
Stereotyping, Either/Or Fallacy, Begging the Question, Arguing off the 
Point, Ad Hominem, Guilt/Glory by Association, Faulty Analogy. 
Teacher gives students a Fallacies handout that defines and explains 
these common fallacies. 
Guided Practice: Teacher gives each student a Fallacies worksheet, 
which contains many examples of fallacies. 
The teacher models the assignment (completing the worksheet) by 
using the Fallacies handout to analyze the first example and compare it 
to the definitions of fallacies. The teacher then identifies the correct 
fallacy, explaining why. 
The teacher, with input from students, guides the class through 2-3 
more examples. 
Independent Practice: Students complete the rest of the examples on 
the Fallacies handout by themselves. 
When finished, students pair up and discuss their answers. 
When finished, have students share answers. 


Students will respond in writing to this prompt:  What is a fallacy? 
Explain why using a fallacy can weaken an argument. 


Students take notes during discussion following anticipatory set. 


Students take notes during instructional input. 


Students take notes during guided practice. 


Students individually identify examples of fallacies by completing the 
Fallacies worksheet. 


When finished, students pair up and discuss their answers. 


When finished, students share answers in a class discussion. 
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Teacher checks for understanding, corrects any mistakes, and 
summarizes main concepts. 
Closure: Teacher summarizes the day’s lesson and previews the rest of 
the unit’s lessons. 


2 


Lesson Title (on board): The Use of Connotation for Persuasion and 
Propaganda 
List of Materials: student notebooks, copies of various political 
speeches (primary sources), colored highlighter pens 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 12.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the 
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will assess persuasive 
techniques, identify and critique rhetorical devices from primary 
sources, identify a speaker’s choice of language, and deliver informal 
presentations to demonstrate their understanding. 
Anticipatory Set: Students respond in writing to this prompt:  Write 
down 3 words or short phrases that create good feelings inside of 
people. Write down 3 words or short phrases that create bad feelings 
inside of people. 
When finished, have students share answers. 
Making two columns (labeled good and bad), teacher lists the good and 
bad words on the board. 
Teacher and students discuss (and perhaps debate) words as they are 
written. 
Teacher checks for understanding, corrects any mistakes, and 
summarizes the main concepts. 
Instructional Input: 
Teacher reminds students that words can do much more than provide a 
dictionary definition (denotation). Some words can create a feeling 
within a person. 
Teacher reminds students that what they have listed—words that evoke 
emotion—is called connotation. Words that evoke good feelings are 
called positive connotation, and words that evoke bad feelings are 
called negative connotation. Use these terms to label the words on the 
board. 
The teacher writes the word propaganda on the board. Teacher reminds 


Students respond in writing to this prompt:  Write down 3 words or 
short phrases that create good feelings inside of people. Write down 3 
words or short phrases that create bad feelings inside of people.  


Students take notes during the discussion following the anticipatory set. 


Students take notes during direct instruction. 


The teacher puts students in groups of four. Each group receives copies 
of a primary source document that is chosen based on their reading 
level.  Each group reads its speech together. Using the first color of 
highlighter, students highlight any words in the speech that contain 
positive connotation. Using the second color of highlighter, students 
highlight any words in the speech that contain negative connotation. 


When finished, each group creates a T-chart and lists the words in the 
speech that contain positive connotation (left side of the t) and negative 
connotation (right side of the t). 


Each group presents its findings to the class and explains how these 
words are types of propaganda for this speaker— evoking feelings to 
help or hurt the cause being discussed. 
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students that propaganda is a technique a speaker or author uses to 
spread information to help or hurt a cause. One technique used in 
propaganda is the use of connotation to evoke feelings in the 
listener/reader. 
Independent Practice: 
The teacher puts students in groups of four.  
Each group receives copies of a primary source document that is chosen 
based on their reading level.   
The teacher then provides each group with two different colors of 
highlighters. 
Each group reads its speech together. Using the first color of highlighter, 
students highlight any words in the speech that contain positive 
connotation. 
Using the second color of highlighter, students highlight any words in 
the speech that contain negative connotation. 
When finished, each group creates a T-chart and lists the words in the 
speech that contain positive connotation (left side of the t) and negative 
connotation (right side of the t). 
Each group presents its findings to the class and explains how these 
words are types of propaganda for this speaker— evoking feelings to 
help or hurt the cause being discussed.  
Closure: The teacher summarizes the lesson, explains to students that 
one way to persuade is to play to the listener’s emotional feelings, and 
previews the next lesson. 


3 


Lesson Title (on board): Using VEO SAFE CAT Evidence 
List of Materials: student notebooks, VEO SAFE CAT graphic organizer, 
Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 12.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the 
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate their 
understanding of what constitutes strong evidence by completing a VEO 
SAFE CAT organizer and by discussion. 
Anticipatory Set: Students will answer this prompt in writing: What rule 
would you like to see changed at school?  
When finished, have students share answers and write them on the 


Students will answer this prompt in writing: What rule would you like to 
see changed at school? 


Students take notes during discussion following anticipatory set. 


Students take notes during instructional input. 


Students take notes during guided practice. 


Each student receives two different newspaper editorial downloaded 
from news websites. Each student receives the VEO SAFE CATS graphic 
organizer and a highlighter. Students highlight and note the types of 
evidence provided in their article. Next, students transfer the evidence 
they found to the correct section of the graphic organizer. 
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board. 
Have students vote on one rule to discuss. Write that rule on the board 
the position statement. For example: The school dress code should be 
changed. 
Have students turn to a peer and brainstorm reasons as to why this 
change should happen. As a class, ask students to share their ideas and 
write them on the board. 
Instructional Input:   
Teacher explains to students that they are creating evidence to support 
a position.  Tell them that their position is "The school dress code should 
be changed" and that their reasons why are called evidence.  Explain 
that having solid evidence creates credibility in the speaker/writer. 
Guided Practice: Teacher distributes the VEO SAFE CATS graphic 
organizer. VEO SAFE CAT is a mnemonic device to help students 
remember the types of evidence that can be used to support a position: 
Values, Expert Opinion, Statistics, Analogies, Facts, Examples, Causes, 
Anecdotes, Traditions, and Special rules. 
Using the worksheet as a reference, the teacher labels on the board the 
types of evidence that students have brainstormed. If any types of 
evidence have not been brainstormed, ask students to think of new 
evidence to add to the board. Make sure students understand each of 
the types of evidence. 
Independent Practice: 
Each student receives two different newspaper editorial downloaded 
from news websites. 
Each student receives the VEO SAFE CATS graphic organizer and a 
highlighter. Students highlight and note the types of evidence provided 
in their article. Next, students transfer the evidence they found to the 
correct section of the graphic organizer. 
When finished, students pair and share their results. 
As a class, discuss the types of evidence they discovered. Teacher 
monitors the discussion and asks guiding questions to help students 
correct their misconceptions. 
Closure: Teacher summarizes the week’s lessons and asks for questions. 
Teacher refers students to their copy of the Six-Trait Analytical Writing 
Rubric, and reviews it. 
Teacher hands out summative assessment, which students will 


When finished, students pair and share their results. 


As a class, discuss the types of evidence they discovered. Teacher 
monitors the discussion and asks guiding questions to help students 
correct their misconceptions. 
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complete during class the next day:  
Choose a traffic law that should be changed. Write two essays that each 
argue that the law should be changed. The first essay supports its 
argument using VEO SAFE CAT evidence. This essay should contain no 
fallacies. The second essay supports its argument with the techniques of 
connotation and propaganda; this essay may contain fallacies as long as 
they are persuasive. Both essays will be graded with the Six-Trait 
Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
Choose a traffic law that should be changed. Write two essays that each argue that the law should be changed. The first essay supports its 
argument using VEO SAFE CAT evidence. This essay should contain no fallacies. The second essay supports its argument with the techniques of 
connotation and propaganda; this essay may contain fallacies as long as they are persuasive. Both essays will be graded with the Six-Trait 
Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 
 
Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
Each of the two equally weighted essays will be graded on the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. The highest possible score is 72, and 
grades are as follow:  A=65-72; B=58-64; C= 50-57; D=43-49; F= Below 43. Mastery will be set at 80% (58/72) or higher. 
 
Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric (36 points for each essay) 
Score: 


6      Ideas: Clear, focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by rich details suitable to audience and purpose. 
Organization: Effective introductions, highly-developed body, strong conclusion, and a wide variety of transitions move the reader 
smoothly through the text. 
Voice: The writer seems deeply committed to the topic and shows personality with a strong sense of a specific audience. 
Word Choice: A rich, broad use of carefully chosen words conveys the message in an interesting, precise and appropriate manner with a 
sense of writing to be read. 


         Sentence Fluency: Sentences have a strong and varied structure with a high degree of craftsmanship and evident flow and rhythm.  
         Conventions: Writer has exceptionally strong control with few and minor errors. 
 
5 Ideas: Clear focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by details suitable to audience and purpose. 


Organization: Writer employs a purposeful introduction, well-developed body, unifying conclusion, and a variety of transitions. 
Voice: Writer seems committed to the topic and shows personality with a sense of audience. 
Word Choice: Carefully chosen words effectively convey the intended message in an interesting, clear, and precise way suitable to 
audience and purpose. 
Sentence Fluency: Varied sentence structure enhances reading enjoyment.  Writing has flow and rhythm. 
Conventions: Strong control is demonstrated.  Few and minor errors do not impede the reader. 
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4 Ideas: Clear and focused thesis and topic sentences with limited or general support are evident. 
Organization: Organization is clear and coherent but may seem formulaic. 
Voice: The writing is expressive, engaging, and sincere in places. 
Word Choice: A variety of functional words appropriate to the audience and purpose are present with a sense of writing to be read. 
Sentence Fluency: Writing flows, but transitions may be inefficiently used. Sentence variety is evident. 
Conventions: Control of conventions is demonstrated.  Minor errors do not impede readability. 


 
3 Ideas: Main ideas are broad or simplistic. Support is limited, insubstantial, general, or slightly off topic. 


Organization: Overall structure is inconsistent and sequencing is unclear.  The writer may use expressions such as, “My topic is….” or “In 
conclusion….” 
Voice: Commitment to topic seems inconsistent.  Voice is either inappropriately personal or impersonal. 
Word Choice: Ordinary language, lacking variety or interest, is used.  Word choice may also be inappropriate to the audience and 
purpose of the assignment. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is mechanical rather than fluid.  Occasional awkward sentences force the reader to slow down or re-read. 
Conventions: Errors begin to impede readability. 


 
2 Ideas: Main ideas are somewhat unclear and there is only minimal attempt to develop them. 


Organization: No clear structure exists in the piece. 
Voice: Little sense of the author’s commitment to the subject is evident. 
Word Choice: The language is monotonous and/or misused. 
Sentence Fluency: Sentences are choppy and/or rambling with no clear direction or thought. 
Conventions: Frequent and significant errors impede readability. 


 
1 Ideas: The writing lacks a central idea or focus. 


Organization: The writing is haphazard and disjointed. 
Voice: The writing is flat and lifeless with no sense of involvement from the writer. 
Word Choice: The writing shows an extremely limited vocabulary. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is difficult to read aloud because the sentences are incomplete, rambling, or very awkward. 
Conventions: Numerous errors in grammar, usage, and spelling are present. 
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Curriculum Sample: 8th Science 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level 8 Content Area Science 


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only)  


Length of Unit Five 55-minute periods Time of Year Third Quarter 


Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students should understand the meaning of variables, how to plot points on a graph given (x,y) 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instructional techniques, including 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


8.1.3.1 
Grade: 8  
Strand: 1 - Inquiry Process  
Concept: 3 – Analysis and Conclusions (Analyze and interpret data to explain correlations and results; formulate 
new questions)  
PO: #3 - Interpret data that show a variety of possible relationships between two variables, including:  
• positive relationship,  
• negative relationship,  
• no relationship. 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will complete 5 open-response questions to assess their ability to interpret relationships between two 
variables.  One of the questions will involve interpreting a graph. The assessment and answer key are below. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 


The 5 open-response questions will be scored on an absolute scale with an answer key provided. Partial credit will 
be allowed for the definitions with multiple parts, the credit for each portion is indicated on the answer sheet. 
Otherwise, credit will only be awarded for answers that completely match the answer key, and no partial credit will 
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points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


be awarded.  Students must get at least 4 of the 5 questions completely correct (80%) to master the standard. 


Materials/Resources Needed Worksheets with lists of dependent/independent variables 
Worksheets with scatter plots, with clearly labels axes 
Teacher access to computer to watch video on scatter plots,  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXWtiVaOmPg&feature=PlayList&p=8C5A025C3FF18E31&playnext=1&playne
xt_from=PL&index=5  
EdHelper eBook on When to Use Different Types of Graphs  
http://worksheets3.edhelperclipart.com/pdf/pdfdl1335947598_pdfbookallkindspbkpl_1.pdf 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXWtiVaOmPg&feature=PlayList&p=8C5A025C3FF18E31&playnext=1&playnext_from=PL&index=5

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXWtiVaOmPg&feature=PlayList&p=8C5A025C3FF18E31&playnext=1&playnext_from=PL&index=5
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


SWBAT distinguish between dependent and independent variables 
 
Key Points: Correlation is not the same as causation 
If not sure which variable is dependent, ask if it is possible for the 
experimenter to control the variable 
 
Methods: 
Observe video, teacher-led discussion, guided practice 


Do-now:  
Students look at a variety of scatter plots, noting whether the x-axis or 
y-axis is a variable that they can control  
 
Guided-Practice: 
Students are given lists of variable pairs, and based on the variable 
names,  indicate which variable is dependent and which variable is 
independent 


2 


SWBAT use scatter-plots to determine nature and strength of 
relationship between two variables 
 
Key Points: 
The closer together the points are, the more accurate a prediction the 
correlation coefficient is 
 
Methods: 
Observation of video, guided questioning 


Do-now: 
Students watch video on scatter plots 
 
Guided Practice: 
Using the same scatter-plots as on Day 1, students look at how fuzzy or 
sharp and narrow the plots are, and compare this to r 


3 


SWBAT explain the relationship between the sign of a slope or 
correlation coefficient and the likelihood of a change in x resulting in a 
change in y 
 
Key Points: 
An upward slope indicates a positive relationship 
A downward slope indicates a negative relationship  
A flat slope indicates no relationship  
 
Methods: 
Teacher-led discussion, guided practice 


Do-now: 
For a given coefficient, student choose a variety of x values, calculate 
the y values, and then plot the points. They then compare the slope of 
the scatter plot with the coefficient.   
 
Guided-Practice: 
Students arrange in order, according to slope, a series of graphs with 
the value of r covered.  They then match the graphs with the r-value. 
 
Homework: 
Students are to count how long and how many strokes it takes them to 
brush their teeth 


4 


SWBAT distinguish what different types of graphs are used for  
 
Key Points: 
Each type of graph has a different purpose 


Do-Now: 
As students enter, they put on the board the data they collected 
overnight 
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Box-and-whisker graphs show the distribution of groups 
Stem-and-leaf plots show the shape of the distribution 
Histograms show data that occurs of time, or instances 
 
Methods: 
Teacher-led discussion, Guided-Practice 


Guided-Practice: 
Students enter their data into an Excel spreadsheet, and create a variety 
of graphs (box-and-whisker, histogram, stem-and-leaf, scatter plot)  
Students discuss whether the way the information is present in each 
graph makes sense and is meaningful 


5 


Methods: 
Guided Practice 
 
Teacher provides summative assessment 


Guided Practice: 
Students read and work problems in EdHelper book 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
1) What is a correlation coefficient? 
2) What is the meaning of a negative correlation coefficient? 
3) What is the difference between an independent and a dependent variable? 
Use this graph to answer questions 4 and 5. 


 
4) Which variable in the graph above is dependent, and which variable is independent? 
5) What is the purpose of a box-and-whisker plot? 
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Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
1) A correlation coefficient, or r (1/3), is a number between -1 and 1 (3) that represents the linear dependence between two variables (3)  (if a 
occurs, how likely is b to occur).   
2) A negative correlation coefficient means that if the independent variable increases, the dependent variable decreases. 
3)The independent variable in an experiment is the variable that YOU change in order to affect the dependent variable (1/2). The dependent 
variable is what is being measured, or what is being affected. (1/2) 
4) Force is the independent variable, and acceleration is the dependent variable (or may say x-axis is independent and y-axis is dependent). 
5) Box-and-whisker plots show the distribution of the answers. 
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RISING SCHOOLS, INC. 


 


BYLAWS 


 


Adopted May 14, 2012 


 


ARTICLE I: NAME AND PURPOSE  


 


Section 1. Corporate Name and IRS Status 


The corporate name of the organization is Rising Schools, Inc. (the “Corporation”). The 


Corporation intends to apply to the Internal Revenue Service for tax-exempt under section 


501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.  


 


Section 2. Governance Statement 


The Corporation’s Board of Directors (the “Board”) is committed to conducting the 


organization’s business ethically, in accordance with the highest standards of corporate 


governance, and pursuant to the statutory requirements set forth in Arizona Revised Statute, Title 


15, Chapter one, Articles 8, being A.R.S. Section 15-181, et. seq. as monitored and administered 


by the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools and/or the Arizona State Board of Education. 


The Board has adopted these Bylaws and a Board Policy of even date herewith to ensure that the 


Board remains focused on its governance responsibilities. The Board is committed to using the 


Corporation’s assets exclusively and effectively to advance its mission. 


 


Section 3. Mission Statement 


The Corporation’s mission is to provide education to children within Pima County as a charter 


school and supporting educational activities commensurate with same and such other lawful 


business as permitted under the laws of the State of Arizona which is not inconsistent with the 


tax-exempt status of the Corporation. 


 


Section 4. General Purposes and Powers 


The Corporation shall have the purpose of engaging in and may engage in any lawful activity 


that is not inconsistent with its tax-exempt status or otherwise permitted under the laws of the 


State of Arizona.  


  


The Corporation shall have perpetual duration and has the same powers as an individual to do all 


lawful things necessary or convenient to carry out its affairs. 


 


Section 5. Offices 


The Corporation shall maintain a principal office in Pima County, Arizona, and may also 


maintain such other offices, either within or without Pima County, Arizona, as may be 


established from time to time by the Board. The Corporation may have one or more school 


facility locations (“Schools”) in Pima County. The persons engaged by the Corporation to 


manage and administer the educational programs of the Corporation at each such School shall 


report to the person holding to position of “Principal” or such other similar designation at the 







School. Each Principal is directly responsible to and shall report to the Chief Executive Officer. 


The Chief executive Officer is, in turn, directly responsible to and shall report to the Board. 


 


 


ARTICLE II: MEMBERSHIP  


 


The Corporation does not have members. 


 


ARTICLE III: BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
 


Section 1. Requirements for and Duties of the Board of Directors  


The Corporation shall have a Board of Directors. The Board shall manage all corporate powers, 


authority, and affairs of the Corporation. No individual may exercise powers, which would 


otherwise be exercised by the Board.  


 


Section 2. Qualifications of Directors  


The Board shall ensure competence when qualifying potential Directors. Each potential Director 


shall complete the Board application form and be subject to such application interview and 


review procedure as the Board may establish. 


 


Section 3. Number of Directors  


The Board shall consist of not less than three (3) or more than seven (7) Directors. The number 


of Board members shall be the number in office immediately before a meeting begins. 


 


Section 4. Powers of the Board 


The Board shall have and possess all of the powers, rights and discretions necessary or 


appropriate for the discharge of its duties and responsibilities, including, without limitation, such 


powers, rights and discretions as are conferred upon it in these Bylaws and under the laws of the 


State of Arizona. 


 


Section 5. Compensation of Directors  


Members of the Board, as such, shall not receive any compensation for their services. Nothing 


herein shall be construed to preclude any Director from serving on another Board of Directors or 


from engaging in gainful employment outside of the Corporation, in any other capacity and 


receiving compensation therefore, but a Board member shall abstain from voting on any matter, 


which may present a conflict of interest. 


 


ARTICLE IV. BOARD OFFICERS  
 


Section 1. Officers 


The officers of the Corporation shall, at a minimum, include President, Secretary and Treasurer. 


The Officers shall perform such duties as set forth in the Board Policy or as may be required by 


the Board and shall possess all the powers necessary, convenient or desirable to discharge the 


duties and responsibilities of the office held by each and without limiting the generality of the 


foregoing. 
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Section 2. Officers' Authority  


The Board shall approve all contracts entered into by the Corporation. The President and 


Secretary shall execute an approved contract by signature. 


 


Section 3. Compensation of Officers  


Members of the Board, in their capacity as Officers, shall also not receive any compensation for 


their services.  


 


ARTICLE V. TERMS OF OFFICE  
 


Section 1. Terms of Directors  


The initial Board of Directors shall agree by resolution as to staggered terms such that no more 


than one-third of the Board shall be up for election in any year unless a vacancy needs to be 


filled. Thereafter, the term of each Director shall be two years. Directors may be elected for 


successive terms.  


 


A decrease in the number of Directors shall not shorten the term of any incumbent Director. The 


term of a Director elected to fill any vacancy expires at the end of the unexpired term that the 


Director is filling. Despite the expiration of a Director’s term, a Director shall continue to hold 


office until the successor is elected, or until the Director’s resignation or removal, or until there 


is a decrease in the number of Directors. 


 


Section 2. Terms of Officers 


The term of the President, Secretary, Treasurer, and any other officer shall each be one year 


terms. Officers may be elected for successive terms. 


 


ARTICLE VI. BOARD RESIGNATIONS, REMOVAL, AND VACANCIES  
 


Section 1. Resignation and Removal of Directors 


A Director may resign at any time by delivering written notice to the Board. A Director elected 


by the Board may be removed with or without cause by the majority vote of the Directors in 


office. 


 


Section 2. Vacancy on the Board  


If a vacancy occurs on the Board, including a vacancy resulting from an increase in the number 


of Directors, the Board may fill the vacancy.  


 


ARTICLE VII.  MEETINGS OF THE BOARD  
 


Section 1. Regular and Special Meetings  


The Board shall fix the time and location of all regular Board meetings. The Board may call 


special meetings, as it deems necessary. 


 







The Board shall allow Directors to participate in a regular or special meeting using any means of 


communication by which all Directors participating may simultaneously hear each other during 


the meeting. A Director participating in a meeting by this means is deemed to be present in 


person at the meeting. 


 


Section 2. Call and Notice of Meetings  


The Board shall establish a set date, time, and place for its regular meetings. No additional notice 


shall be required for regular meetings. 


 


The Board shall give at least three (3) business days prior written notice of the date, time, and 


location of any special meeting. 


 


The President of the Board or not less than twenty percent (20%) of the Directors in office may 


call and give notice of a special meeting of the Board. 


 


The Secretary is responsible for the creation, distribution and posting of the agenda for any 


regular or special meeting as required in accordance with Arizona’s open meeting law. 


 


Section 3. Notice of Special Action  


The Board shall give at least two (2) business day’s prior written notice of any meeting at which 


the following actions may be proposed: 


 


a. removal of a Director or Officer, 


b. amendment to the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws. 


 


Section 4. Waiver of Notice  


A Director may waive any notice required by these bylaws before or after the date of the notice. 


The waiver shall be in writing and signed by the Director entitled to the notice, or by electronic 


mail and filed with the minutes. A Director’s attendance at or participation in a meeting waives 


any required notice to the Director of the meeting unless the Director, at the beginning of the 


meeting objects to holding the meeting. 


 


Section 5. Executive Session 


Matters properly discussed by the Board which are exempt from the Arizona open meeting law 


shall be addressed by the Board in executive session. Executive session shall be called by the 


President of the Board during any regular or special meeting in order to immediately address a 


matter properly subject to executive discussion. Otherwise, the Board may hold executive 


session immediately before or after any regular or special meeting as the Board may decide. 


 


Section 6. Action Without Meeting  


Action by the Board shall not be taken without a meeting even if all Directors agree to such 


action if such action must be addressed and decided in accordance with Arizona’s open meeting 


law. If such action is proper, the action must be in form of a written consent describing the action 


taken, signed by all Directors and included in the minutes filed with the corporate records. 


Consent may be signed using an electronic signature. 
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Section 7. Quorum and Voting  


The quorum shall be a majority of the number of Directors in office immediately before the 


meeting begins. If a quorum is present when a meeting is convened, the quorum shall be deemed 


to exist until the meeting is adjourned, regardless of the departure of one or more Directors. If a 


quorum is present when a vote is taken, the affirmative vote of a majority of the Directors 


present is the act of the Board. 


 


A Director that is present at a meeting of the Board when action is taken is deemed to have 


assented to the action taken unless the Director dissents or abstains from the action taken. All 


dissents and abstentions shall be entered in to the minutes. Directors shall not vote by proxy. 


 


Section 8. Meeting Minutes 


 


The Secretary is charged with the preparation of minutes of all meetings, whether conducted at 


an regular meeting, a special meeting or during executive session and shall make such minutes 


available for inspection no later than three (3) business days after the meeting and otherwise as 


provided for, limited by and in accordance with Arizona statute. 


 


ARTICLE VII: NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS  
 


Section 1. Election of Directors  


The Board shall ensure that proper elections are held in accordance with these Bylaws. Each 


potential candidate shall complete the Board of Directors application. The Board shall follow the 


below process for the election of Officers and Directors. 


 


1. The President of the Corporation shall make known the “call for Board  


candidates” at least 90 days prior to the end of the fiscal year. The notice shall ask 


interested individuals to request an application by a certain date. The notice may 


go to the Board, the community or other organizations, as determined by the 


Board. 


 


2.  All applications are due to the Secretary at least 45 days prior to the end of the 


fiscal year, the President, shall ensure that the application due date is 


approximately 1-2 weeks prior to a scheduled Board meeting.) 


 


3. After the application due date, the President shall inform the Board of the number 


of applications received. The Board shall meet through in executive session to 


review the applications. Motion and vote to accept or reject each application is 


subject to the Arizona open meeting law and shall occur either at the regular or at 


a special meeting. The President shall send a notice to each applicant informing 


them of the decision of the Board. 


 


4. The Board shall consider each application and make a determination of potential 


candidates based on the need of the Board. 







 


5. The Board shall ensure that at least one Board member that has financial literacy 


and that each and every candidate fully understands the responsibilities of serving 


on the Board. 


 


6. Those applicants that have been approved by the Board shall receive from the 


Secretary a copy of the Articles, Bylaws and Board Policy of the Corporation, 


including information regarding the next Board meeting and location. The 


President shall ensure that the new Board member(s) are informed of processes 


and upcoming critical decisions of the organization. 


 


ARTICLE VIII – COMMITTEES 


 


Section 1. Committees of the Board 


The Board may create committees and appoint committee members. The creation of a committee 


and appointment of its members shall be approved by the Board. Committee structure and 


responsibilities shall be outlined in the Board Policy. Committee meetings are also subject to 


compliance with the Arizona open meeting requirements. 


 


Section 2. Committee Authority 


Committees shall not have authority unless authority is specifically given by the Board and 


recorded in the minutes. A committee shall not: 


 


a.  Authorize distributions. 


b.  Fill vacancies on the Board or on any of its committees. 


c. Adopt, amend or repeal the Corporation’s Bylaws. 


d. Fix the compensation of any Director for serving on the Board or of any Director, 


Officer or other person serving on any committee of the Board. 


 


ARTICLE IX: CONFLICTS OF INTEREST  


Section 1. Conflict of Interest Policy  


The Board shall adopt and annually review a Conflict of Interest Policy applicable to all Officers 


and Directors. 


Section 2. Disclosure of Possible Conflicts of Interest 


Each Director and Officer shall annually complete, sign and return the Corporation’s Conflict of 


Interest Disclosure Form designed to assure compliance with the Board’s stated policy. All 


Directors and Officers shall disclose to the Board any possible conflict of interest at the earliest 


practicable time, and no Officer or Director shall vote on any matter under consideration at a 


Board or committee meeting in which such Director or Officer has a conflict of interest. The 


minutes of such a meeting shall reflect that the Director or Officer disclosed the conflict of 


interest and that the Director or Officer with the conflict abstained from voting on the matter. 
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Section 3. Violations 


Any violation of the Conflict of Interest Policy shall be cause for immediate removal of the 


Director from the Board or the Officer from the office of the Corporation so occupied, as the 


Board shall in each case determine. 


 


ARTICLE X: INDEMNIFICATION  
 


The Corporation shall have the authority to indemnify and hold harmless to the full extent 


permitted by law and to purchase and maintain liability insurance on behalf of any person who 


serves or has served as a director, officer, employee, or authorized agent of the Corporation, or 


who serves or who has served at the request of the Corporation as a director, officer, employee or 


authorized agent of another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other entity. 


 


ARTICLE XI: PARLIAMENTARY AUTHORITY  
 


The rules contained in the most current edition of ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER, Newly 


Revised, shall govern the Corporation in all cases to which they are applicable and in which they 


are not inconsistent with these Bylaws and any special rules of order the Board may adopt. 


 


ARTICLE XII: BOOKS AND RECORDS 


 


The Corporation shall keep correct and complete financial books and records. 


ARTICLE XIII: FISCAL YEAR 


 


The fiscal year of the Corporation shall be from July 1 to June 30.  


 


ARTICLE XIV: AMENDMENTS TO THE BYLAWS 


 


The Board may adopt a resolution setting forth an amendment to the Bylaws, which shall 


become effective on the date specified in the resolution of the Board upon the affirmative vote of 


a majority of the Directors present and voting at the meeting at which such amendment is 


considered. Any such amendment shall go into or remain in full force and effect, unless and until 


rescinded or revoked by the further action of the Board. 


 


ARTICLE XV: POLICIES 


 


The Board shall determine the policies to be followed in carrying out the purposes and objectives 


of the Corporation.  


 


ARTICLE XVI: DISSOLUTION  
 







The Corporation may dissolve and conclude its affairs in a manner consistent with the laws of 


the State of Arizona and the applicable provision(s) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (or 


corresponding provisions of any subsequent U.S. Internal Revenue Code).  


 


 


Dated and Adopted on May 14, 2012. 
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A.5	PMP	Reading	Narrative	
This narrative accompanies the school’s PMP Reading Plan. Although the content for math and 
reading are different, the best practices for curriculum, instruction, and assessment are identical. 
Consequently, the school will employ nearly identical research-supported strategies for 
developing, monitoring, and evaluating curriculum, instruction, and assessment in math and 
reading. 


Basis	for	Setting	Predicted	Baseline	Figures	
The baseline figures for the school’s Performance Management Plans for reading were predicted 
by taking the average 2011 AIMS passing rates and Student Growth Percentile (SGP) figures of 
the 18 middle schools and high schools in the target community. For reading, the average rate for 
passing AIMS was 79% and the average SGP was 53.  


The 18 schools in the target community of central Tucson are: Academy of Math and 
Science, AmeriSchools Academy, Amphitheater High School, Amphitheater Middle School, 
BASIS Tucson, Catalina High Magnet School, City High School, Desert Springs Academy, 
Doolen Middle School, Flowing Wells High School, Flowing Wells Junior High School, La 
Cima Middle School, Mansfeld Middle School, Paulo Freire Freedom School, Presidio School, 
Satori Charter School, Tucson High Magnet School, and the Wildcat School 


Plans	for	Monitoring	the	Implementation	of	the	Action	


STRATEGY	I:	Provide	and	implement	a	curriculum	that	improves	student	
achievement.	
The Rising School’s curriculum for reading will be aligned to the Arizona Academic Standards, 
i.e., the College and Career Readiness Standards (Common Core Standards + 2010 Arizona 
Additions), other Arizona state standards, and Advanced Placement. The plan for implementing 
the school’s reading curriculum begins with Chief Executive Officer/Principal, Dr. George 
Rising, who has a proven background in teaching, supervision, and leadership of effective 
instruction and student achievement. As CEO/principal, Dr. Rising will be responsible for 
supervising implementation of the action steps required to develop a reading curriculum that 
improves student achievement. Dr. Rising will begin by hiring Highly Qualified teachers who 
are: aligned with the school’s educational philosophy; demonstrate an understanding of 
appropriate state standards; have demonstrated content knowledge; have a history of high 
achievement; are organized and able to communicate effectively with students, families, and 
others; and are lifelong learners with critical-thinking and self-reflection skills. From among 
these teachers, Dr. Rising will choose one to be Instructional Leader. Dr. Rising will also 
supervise and monitor implementation of all operations—securing financing, acquiring facilities, 
contracting services, hiring non-instructional support staff, etc. —required to support 
instructional program. 
 In July 2013, the principal will work with the Instructional Leader and other teachers to 
develop and implement curriculum in reading. The Rising School is committed to an integrated 
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program across the curriculum, so all teachers will be “reading teachers.” Nevertheless, it is 
expected that reading teachers will take the lead in developing the reading curriculum. In July, 
teachers, supervised by the principal and Instructional Leader, will meet to develop reading  
curriculum and to review curriculum resources based on the CCRS. They will identify priority 
standards and key vocabulary for each reading strand of CCRS, create a curriculum map for each 
reading standard for each grade, create summative unit assessments that are aligned to the 
reading  curriculum, determine evaluation criteria and review possible curriculum resources. The 
principal will supervise purchasing curriculum resources to assist in implementing the 
curriculum (textbooks, student books, online supplemental resources, etc.) based on teachers’ 
recommendations. Teachers will align purchased materials to the reading Curriculum Maps for 
each grade. 
 Implementation of reading curriculum aligned with CCRS will continue once the school 
begins operation. The principal will create a schedule for students that includes, for every grade, 
1 hour daily of reading  instruction, 3 hours a week of study skills and tutoring, and an additional 
5 hours weekly of instruction for students scoring in the bottom quartile in reading. Every day, 
teachers will be responsible for writing and deliver daily lesson plans aligned to standards-based 
objectives, and the principal will supervise implementation through review of lesson plans, 
observation of teaching, and analysis of quarterly benchmark results and end of year exams in 
comparison to proposed end-of-year benchmark goals. In May, after the end of the school year, 
the principal and teachers will examine the data to evaluate the effectiveness of the curricula, 
including reading, and the school will purchase curriculum/instructional resource materials 
needed to fill in gaps in curriculum. 
 


STRATEGY	II:	Develop	and	implement	a	plan	for	monitoring	the	integration	of	
the	Arizona	Academic	Standards	into	instruction.	
Much of the previous section applies here, too. In addition, the school will monitor Arizona 
Academic Standards into reading instruction in many ways. Led by the principal and 
Instructional Leader, the teachers will develop a Curriculum and Instruction handbook that 
clearly explains expectations for lesson plans and instructional methods to be used to deliver 
curriculum. The principal will also develop criteria for a teacher observation form that includes 
an evaluation of the integration of reading standards into instruction. The principal or 
Instructional Leader will also review teachers’ lesson plans with stated reading performance 
objectives. The principal will also monitor implementation of standards into instruction through 
classroom observations (announced and unannounced), wherein he will check for standards 
alignment with student activities and adherence to expectations in Curriculum and Instruction 
handbook. The principal will also ensure that unit summative assessments that are aligned to 
Arizona Academic Standards. 


STRATEGY	III:		Develop	and	implement	a	plan	for	monitoring	and	
documenting	student	proficiency.	
The Rising School will monitor and document student proficiency with a multifaceted plan. The 
plan begins by collecting baseline and unit-assessment data. The principal will oversee the 
creating and administer by teachers of a diagnostic, baseline reading assessment for students at 
the beginning of the year. The teachers will assess progress in mastery of reading standards 
through administering unit summative assessments. Afterwards, each student will create and 
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update a graph for displaying results of their reading mastery from individual assessment results 
for unit assessments.  


Using this data, the principal and teachers will identify level of support needed for 
students. They will identify high-need reading concepts to be taught during tutoring for each 
grade level and each tier of students based on beginning diagnostic and unit summative 
assessment results. Each student in bottom quartile (Tier 2 and Tier 3) in reading will placed in 
Reading Essentials, an extra intervention class, in place of an elective course. Tutors and 
teachers will conduct after-school tutoring for bottom quartile: Tier 2: at least 2 days a week in 
groups of 5 or less students; Tier 3: every day in groups of 3 or less. The tutoring includes 
regular formative assessments and weekly summative assessment of re-taught standards. 
Teachers and the principal will conduct monthly data meeting between that analyzes student 
progress toward standards mastery based on most recent assessment results. Monitor progress 
towards percentage-proficient goals. The principal will ensure that student assessment results are 
documented in the Student Information System (SIS) and stored for several years. Following the 
release of state standardized reading test results, teachers adjust student grades in Humanities or 
English courses, which are recorded in the SIS. Finally, the principal, with input from teachers 
and the Instructional Leader, will evaluate effectiveness of monitoring strategies, including 
comparing students’ interim grades with state-standardized test scores, and make necessary 
changes. 


STRATEGY	IV:		Develop	and	implement	a	professional	development	plan	that	
supports	effective	implementation	of	the	curriculum.	
The school will support effective implementation of the curriculum through unending cycle of 
observation, feedback, evaluation, and professional development. The principal will develop a 
formal evaluation instrument for all teachers that is aligned to Arizona’s Framework for 
Measuring Educator Effectiveness (AFMEE). For Group A teachers, 50% of evaluation will be 
based on classroom-level data, and 50% will be based on an evaluation instrument that include a 
rubric aligned to national teaching standards, as approved by the State Board of Education.  The 
Governing Board will develop a formal evaluation instrument for the principal that is aligned to 
Arizona’s Framework for Measuring Educator Effectiveness (AFMEE). 50% of evaluation will 
be based on school-level data, and 50% will be based on an evaluation instrument that include a 
rubric aligned to aligned to national administrator standards, as approved by the State Board of 
Education.  


In July 2013, the principal, working with the Instructional Leader and consultants, will 
conduct two weeks of training with teachers, including norming expectations on the reading 
curriculum and instruction and training on the AFMEE. They will also conduct topic specific 
professional-development sessions on best reading practices specific to high need skills and 
concepts identified through low performance on diagnostic and unit summative tests. The 
principal, with input from the Instructional Leader and teachers, will evaluate the implementation 
of best practices for teaching reading that were taught in professional-development sessions.  


The principal, Instructional Leader, and peer teachers will perform informal observation 
of teachers in walkthroughs and longer observation, with the goal of providing constructive 
feedback. Throughout the year, the principal will conduct two formal observations of each 
teacher. Each observation includes a pre-observation conference with principal, a classroom-
lesson observation of at least 30 minutes, a post-observation conference with the principal, and 
formal evaluation and feedback. The principal will also oversee the development of an 
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anonymous online survey aligned to best teaching practices, which students will take. Finally, 
the Governing Board will conduct a formal evaluation of the principal based on established 
rubric. Part of all evaluations will be suggestions for specific areas for professional development. 
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B.3.2 Contracted Services 


Areas Requiring Outside Expertise 
The areas requiring contracted services from expert vendors include: accounting and payroll 


(startup and years 1 and 2; in-house in year 3), Human Resources (startup and years 1 and 2; in-


house in year 3), Special Education, curriculum (startup year; in-house in years 1, 2, and 3), 


legal, liability and worker’s comp insurance, medical and dental insurance, banking, real estate, 


marketing, webhosting and website development, Informational Technology and phone system, 


Student Management System, custodial, and security. 


Professional Qualifications Required for Contracted Service Providers 
The Rising School will employ as contracted-service providers only reputable individuals and 


firms with many years of experience in their respective field. The school will contract with 


licensed vendors whenever appropriate. In addition, the school will try to contract with Tucson-


based vendors in order to financially support our local community. In this section and in our 


budget, we have solicited contracts and price quotes only from contractors that meet this 


criterion.  


Accounting and Payroll 
Startup, year 1, and year 2 (in-house year 3 and after) 


 Monthly bookkeeping / Bank Reconciliations P&L’s and Balance sheets 


 Monthly payroll services 


 Annual  501C3/501C4 tax returns 990EZ / 990Monthly Financials, including  Profit and 


Loss Statements and Balance Sheets 


 General ledger Audit 


 Journal Entries 


 Bank Reconciliation and Credit Card Reconciliation 


 Full Reporting 


 Job cost Tracking 


 Payroll recording and reports 


 941’s, 940, Arizona Quarterlies, 1099’s 


 Sales Tax Returns 


Costs for Accounting and Payroll 
Startup 


 Set-up fee: $125 


 Startup: 1 month: 2 hours per month at $35 per hour: $70 for 2 hours 


 Startup total: $195 


Year 1 


 Year 1: 12 months: 5 hours per month at $35 per hour: $2,100 for 60 hours 


 Year 1: Tax returns: $475 
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 Year 1 total: $2,575 


Year 2 


 Year 2: 12 months: 8 hours per month at $35 per hour: $3,360 for 96 hours 


 Year 2: Tax returns: $575 


 Year 2 total: $3,935 


Year 3: Accounting and payroll will be handled in-house, by the Business/HR manager. 


Source for Costs for Accounting and Payroll 
Written quote from Michael W. Morris, MS, EA, CFM, owner of Pinnacle Accounting Inc., dba, 


Financial Guidance Services 


Human Resources 
Startup, year 1 and year 2 (in-house year 3 and after) 


Startup: Basic level 


 100MB Online File Storage Space 


 Download Business & HR Forms 


 Employee Portal 


 Custom Report Writer 


 Works on any computer 


 Employee Benefits Management 


 Emergency Contacts Management 


 State & Federal Labor Laws 


 Access to HR Compliance Posters 


 Access to HR "How To" Guides 


 View & Export Detailed Reports 


Year 1: Basic level 


Year 2: Plus level 


 Includes the Basic features, plus: 


 300MB Online File Storage Space 


 Employee Time Tracking  


 Company Property Tracking 


 PTO Accrual Tracking 


Costs for Human Resources 
Startup: $18.32 (prorated for one month of service) 


Year 1: $219.80 


Year 2: $359.60 


Year 3: Human resources will be handled in-house, by the Business/HR manager. 


Source for Costs for Human Resources 
Written quote from Lola Kakes, owner/founder of Effortless HR 
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Special Education 
Startup, year 1, year 2, and year 3 


Costs for Special Education 
Startup: 8 hours of SPED services at $75 per hour: $600 


Year 1: 200 hours of SPED services at $75 per hour: $15,000 


Year 2: 350 hours of SPED services at $75 per hour: $26,250 


Year 3: 560 hours of SPED services at $75 per hour: $42,000 


Source for Costs for Special Education 
Quote from Eric Ryan, Division Vice President of Cenpatico Behavioral Health 


Curriculum 
Startup (in-house year 1 and after) 


Costs for Curriculum Services 
Startup: 


 $100 per curriculum sample 


 7 curriculum samples: Reading (grades 6-12): $700 


 7 curriculum samples: Writing (grades 6-12): $700 


 7 curriculum samples: Math (grades 6-8, four HS): $700 


 2 curriculum samples: Science (grade 8 and HS): $200 


Total costs for curriculum services: $2,300 


Source for Costs for Curriculum 
Costs paid to Katy Heck, Monika Mendoza, Whitney Munroe, and Elena Tutwiler for a total of 
23 curriculum samples.  


Legal Services 
Startup, year 1, year 2, and year 3 


Startup legal services: 


 Draft articles of incorporation 


 Apply for nonprofit corporate status from Arizona Corporation Commission 


 Apply for Trade Name 


 Draft corporate bylaws 


 Draft corporate-board policies 


 File amendment to add board members to Arizona Corporation Commission 


 Draft board resolutions 


 Draft Amendment to Articles of Incorporation to add Board members 


 Draft of Certificate of Disclosure for filing with Arizona Corporation Commission 


Startup, year 1, year 2, and year 3 


 Perform legal services as needed 
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Costs for Legal Services 
Startup 


 Total for the above startup legal services: 3.5 hours at $200 per hour: $700 


 Other legal services anticipated during startup: 1.5 hours at $200 per hour: $300 


 Startup total: 5 hours at $200 per hour: $1000 


Year 1: 5 hours at $200 per hour: $1000 


Year 2: 5 hours at $200 per hour: $1000 


Year 3: 5 hours at $200 per hour: $1000 


Source for Costs for Legal Services 
Costs paid to and written quote from Marian C. Abram, Esq., of Karp & Weiss, P.C. 


Liability and Worker’s Comp Insurance  
Startup, year 1, year 2, and year 3 


 General Liability 


 Worker’s Compensation 


Costs for Liability and Worker’s Comp Insurance 
Startup 


 General Liability: $425 


 Worker’s Comp: $375 


 Startup total: $800 


Year 1 


 General Liability: $1,000 


 Worker’s Comp: $1,230 


 Year 1 total: $2,230 


Year 2 


 General Liability: $2,000 


 Worker’s Comp: $3,076 


 Year 2 total: $5,076 


Year 3 


 General Liability: $3,500 


 Worker’s Comp: $5,874 


 Year 3 total: $9,374 


Source for Costs for Liability and Worker’s Comp Insurance 
Costs paid to and written quote from Michelle Martin, Owner/General Manager of Marana 


Insurance Agency. 
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Property/Casualty Insurance 
Startup, year 1, year 2, and year 3 


Costs for Property/Casualty Insurance 
Startup 


 $10,000 in property insured: $425 per year 


Year 1 


 $100,000 in property insured: $587 per year 


 Casualty insurance: $6,000 paer year 


Year 2 


 $150,000 in property insured: $687 per year 


 Casualty insurance: $6,000 per year 


Year 3 


 $200,000 in property insured: $777 per year 


 Casualty insurance: $6,000 per year 


Source for Costs for Property/Casualty Insurance 
Written quote by Alan G. Martin, CIC, CRM, of Martin Insurance Consultants 


Medical and Dental Insurance 
Startup, year 1, year 2, and year 3 


 Employees who work more than 30 hours per week are eligible for benefits  


Costs for Medical and Dental Insurance 
Costs per eligible employee per month 


 Medical ($1,000 deductible PPO): $350 per month per eligible employee 


 Dental ($1,500 benefit PPO): $45 per month per eligible employee 


 Total medical and dental: $395 per month per eligible employee 


Startup: 1 eligible employee for 1 month at $395: $395 


Year 1: 6 eligible employees for 12 months at $395: $28,440 


Year 2: 9 eligible employees for 12 months at $395: $42,660 


Year 3: 17 eligible employees for 12 months at $395: $80,580 


Source of Costs for Medical and Dental Insurance 
Written quote from Mike Gietl of Gietl & Strutz Insurance, Inc. 


Banking 
Startup, year 1, year 2, and year 3 


Startup period for banking: February 29, 2012-June 30, 2013: 16 months 


Year 1, 2, and 3: 12 months each 


Costs for Banking 
Fee: $7.00 per month 


Checks: $15.47 per box of 150 
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Startup 


 Monthly fee: 16 months at $7.00 per month: $112 


 Checks: 1 box of checks at $15.47 per box: $15.47 


 Startup total: $127.47 


Year 1 


 Monthly fee: 12 months at $7.00 per month: $84 


 Checks: 6 boxes of checks at $15.47 per box: $92.82 


 Year 1 total: $176.82 


Year 2 


 Monthly fee: 12 months at $7.00 per month: $84 


 Checks: 9 boxes of checks at $15.47 per box: $139.23 


 Year 2 total: $223.23 


Year 3 


 Monthly fee: 12 months at $7.00 per month: $84 


 Checks: 12 boxes of checks at $15.47 per box: $185.64 


 Year 3 total: $269.64 


 


Source for Costs for Banking 
Costs from and written quote by Chris Fonseca, Marana Branch Manager, Tucson Federal Credit 


Union 


Real Estate Agent 
Startup, year 1, year 2, and year 3 


Costs for Real Estate Agent 
No fees to The Rising School (5-6% fee incorporated into the price of the facilities’ lease)  


Source for Costs for Real Estate Agent 
Written quote from Tari Auletta, CCIM, Vice President of Grubb & Ellis Company 


Marketing 
The Rising School’s marketing will be contracted to Stephanie Rising of canyon Concepts, LLC. 


Ms. Rising will donate all of her firm’s contracted time. Please note: the school’s website, which 


is essential to the marketing program, is discussed in a separate section that follows the 


marketing section. 


 


 
Start Up / Year 1 


(2013) 


Year 2 


(2014) 


Year 3 


(2015) 


Marketing 


consulting and 


planning services 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Website spec 


development 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


n/a n/a 
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Concepts 


Business card 


design, future edits 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Business card 


printing (1000) 


$70 $70 $70 


Stationary design, 


future edits 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Stationary printing 


(250 letterhead and 


envelopes) 


$515 $515 $515 


Brochure design, 


future edits 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Brochure printing 


(50) 


$100 $100 $100 


Flyer design, future 


edits 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Flyer printing (250 


pre-charter flyers) 


$85 n/a n/a 


Flyer printing (1000 


post-charter flyers) 


$325 


 


$325 $325 


Door hanger design, 


future edits 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Door hanger 


printing (2500) 


$300 $300 $300 


Bilingual college 


students for 


neighborhood 


canvassing ($10/hr) 


$520 


2500 hangers 


100 hangers/hr 


Work in pairs 


2 branded T-shirts 


$520 


2500 hangers 


100 hangers/hr 


Work in pairs 


2 branded T-shirts 


$520 


2500 hangers 


100 hangers/hr 


Work in pairs 


2 branded T-shirts 


Poster design, future 


edits  


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Poster printing (50) 


 


$35 $35 $35 


Collapsible banner 


display for events 


$200 n/a n/a 


e-Newsletter design, 


future edits  


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


e-Newsletter 


distribution 


Free 


Mail Chimp 


Free 


Mail Chimp 


Free 


Mail Chimp 
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Press kit 


development and 


distribution 


Free 


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Free  


Donated by Canyon 


Concepts 


Basic refreshments 


and room fee for 


community start up 


meetings, 22x 


 


 


$440 


Depending upon the success of the startup 


meeting format, we will continue them in 


Y2 & Y3, adding $440/year to our budget. 


Monthly chamber 


and NAWBO events 


(4 events/month, 


$20/event) 


$880 


Effective Feb 2013 


$960 


Annual 


$960 


Annual 


Charter Approval 


Party 


Free  


Find sponsors to 


cover costs; co-


brand event invite 


n/a n/a 


Enrollment Give-


Away ($10 per 


branded T-shirt) 


$1000  


25 students each in 


6th-9th grade 


$500 


25 new 6th graders 


25 new misc. grades 


$750 


25 new 6th graders 


50 new misc. grades 


Youth program 


outreach (6 events, 


$100/event) 


$600  


Refreshments and 


supplies 


$600  


Refreshments and 


supplies 


$600  


Refreshments and 


supplies 


Youth group 


presentations 


(6 events, 


$40/event) 


$240 


Pizzas and sodas 


$240 


Pizzas and sodas 


$240 


Pizzas and sodas 


Apartment "Block 


Parties" (6 events, 


$250/event) 


$1500 $1500 $1500 


Annual Totals $6,810 $5,665 $5,915 


Costs for Marketing (excluding website) 
Startup/Year 1: $6,810 


Year 2: $5,665 


Year 3: $5,915 


Source for Costs for Marketing 
Written quote from Stephanie Rising, owner of Canyon Concepts, LLC 


Webhosting and Website Development 
Startup, year 1, year 2, and year 3 


Startup 


 Webhosting: 


o 500MB Dedicated Core 2 Quad server 
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 Website Development, includes: 


o Custom design for Home Page 


o Custom design for all other pages (drill pages) 


o Contact form 


o SEO optimization 


o Graphics optimized for speed and fast loading 


o Administrative Tools 


 Page Editor 


 User and newsletter data management 


 SEO management 


 Spam filter 


o 8 Navigation pages 


o Flash video and Picture Gallery software 


o Subscriber management for newsletters 


o Keyword analysis and report 


Year 1 


 Webhosting 


 Website maintenance 


Year 2 


 Webhosting 


 Website maintenance 


Year 3 


 Webhosting 


 Website maintenance 


Costs for Webhosting and Website Development 
Startup 


 Webhosting: 4 months at $35 per month: $140 


 Website Development: $1,200 


 Startup total: $1,340 


Year 1 


 Webhosting: 12 months at $35 per month: $420 


 Website maintenance: 10 hours at $40 per hour: $400 


 Year 1 total: $820 


Year 2 


 Webhosting: 12 months at $35 per month: $420 


 Website maintenance: 10 hours at $40 per hour: $400 


 Year 2 total: $820 


Year 3 


 Webhosting: 12 months at $35 per month: $420 


 Website maintenance: 10 hours at $40 per hour: $400 


 Year 3 total: $820 


Source for Costs for Webhosting and Website Development 
Written quote from Chris Hogan, CEO of Found Co 
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Phone/Communications/Internet Connectivity 
Startup 


 cell phone service 


 internet service 


Year 1, year 2, and year 3 


 cell phone service 


 internet service 


 phone service 


Cost for Phone/Communications/Internet Connectivity 
Startup: 


 Cell phone and internet service: 16 months at $137.50 per month: $2,200 


Year 1 


 Cell phone and internet service: 12 months at $137.50 per month: $1,650 


 Business phone and high-speed DSL: 12 months at $362.50 month: $4,350 


 Year 1 total: $6,000 


Year 2 


 Cell phone and internet service: 12 months at $137.50 per month: $1,650 


 Business phone and high-speed DSL: 12 months at $362.50 month: $4,350 


 Year 2 total: $6,000 


Year 3 


 Cell phone and internet service: 12 months at $137.50 per month: $1,650 


 Business phone and high-speed DSL: 12 months at $362.50 month: $4,350 


 Year 2 total: $6,000 


Source for Costs of Phone/Communications/Internet Connectivity 
Costs paid to Verizon Wireless and online prices from Verizon and AT&T  


Informational Technology Services 
Year 1, 2, and 3 


Costs for Informational Technology Services 
Year 1 


 IT services: 100 hours at $50 per hour: $5,000 


Year 2 


 IT services: 150 hours at $50 per hour: $7,500 


Year 3 


 IT services: 200 hours at $50 per hour: $10,000 


Source for Costs of Informational Technology Services 
Quote by Tony Williams of Williams Technical Services 
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Student Management System 
Startup, year 1, year 2, and year 3 


 Schoolmaster student management system by Tyler Technology 


Costs for Student Management System 
 Startup: Costs rolled into year 1 


 Year 1: $6,500 


 Year 2: $1,500 


 Year 3: $1,500 


Source of Costs for Student Management System 
Written quote for Schoolmaster from Steven Mildenberger of Tyler Technology 


Custodial 
Startup, year 1, year 2, and year 3 


 Startup: 1 services per week: 2 services total 


 Years 1, 2, and 3: 5 days per week during school year (40 weeks) and 1 per week during 


the other 12 weeks of the year: 212 services per year 


Costs of custodial services 
$18 per worker hour (1 worker hour cleans 2200 square feet) 


Startup: 2 services of 6400 square feet: $105 


Year 1: 196 services of 6400 square feet: $10,263 


Year 2: 196 services of 11,000 square feet: $17,640 


Year 3: 196 services of 18,000 square feet: $28,865 


Source for Costs of Custodial Service 
Written quote from Terry Barr, owner of PROactive Janitorial 


Security System 
Startup, year 1, year 2, and year 3 


Startup 


 Honeywell Vista-128 w/6160 keypad  


 Honeywell internet & cellular communicator 


 Honeywell commercial wireless receiver 


 12 v 7 amp battery 


 Honeywell wave 2 indoor siren 


 Honeywell wireless motion detector 


 Honeywell door transmitter 


 Honeywell wireless repeater 


 Installation and labor 


 Monthly service 


Year 1: Monthly service 


Year 2: Monthly service 
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Year 3: Monthly service 


Costs for Security System 
Startup 


 Honeywell Vista-128 w/6160 keypad: $599  


 Honeywell internet & cellular communicator: $225 


 Honeywell commercial wireless receiver: $225 


 12 v 7 amp battery: $35 


 Honeywell wave 2 indoor siren: 2 at $25: $50 


 Honeywell wireless motion detector: 5 at $125: $625 


 Honeywell door transmitter: 4 at $55: $220 


 Honeywell wireless repeater: $150 


 Installation and labor: 8 hours at $85/hour: $680  


 Monthly service: 1 month at 32.99/month: $32.99 


Startup total: $2841.99 


Year 1: Monthly service: 12 months at $32.99/month: $395.88 


Year 2: Monthly service: 12 months at $32.99/month: $395.88 


Year 3: Monthly service: 12 months at $32.99/month: $395.88 


Source for Costs for Security System 
Written quote from Stephen Abril, owner of Guard Pro Protection Systems  








RISING SCHOOLS, INC.


RESOLUTION BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
AT THE ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING OF THE CORPORATION
PURSUANT TO ARIZONA REVISED STATUTE SECTION 10-205


The undersigned, constituting the sole Director of Rising Schools, Inc. an Arizona non-profit corporation (the
"Corporationj, hereby adopts, by this majority consent, the following resolutions on behalf of the Corporation at
the organizational meeting of the Corporation, duly called by the undersigned.


RESOLVED, that the Corporation appoints ROSIE GARCIA and GREGORY BERGER to serve as Directors of
the Corporation in addition to the original Director, GEORGE G. RISING.


FURTHER RESOLVED, that any and all actions authorized herein that were performed prior to the execution of
these resolutions and/or any and all actions taken regarding or in connection with the foregoing matters be and
are hereby authorized, ratified, confirmed and adopted.


Adopted April 20, 2012








C.4 Start-Up Budget


Provide Assumptions by Line


START-UP REVENUE Total $ Timeframe for Acquisition


Secured Funds - Private Donations 5,000.00$     29-May-12


Secured Funds - Private Donations -$              


Secured Funds - Loans 150,000.00$ 1-Mar-13


     Total Start-up Revenue 155,000.00$ 


Administration, Instruction, & Support (AIS) 


EXPENDITURES (add lines as necessary)


# of FTE 


Staff
@ Salary


Required Employer 


Contributions per FTE
Total $ Timeframe for Acquisition


Timeframe for Payment 


(if not in column E) 


Salaries 


       Principal 1.00            6,250.00$     625.00$              6,875.00$     1-Jul-13 31-Jul-13


       Teacher-Regular Education 4.00            1,458.00$     145.80$              6,415.20$     1-Jul-13 31-Jul-13


       School Secretary 1.00            2,500.00$     250.00$              2,750.00$     1-Jul-13 31-Jul-13


Employee Benefits  -$              


Employee Insurance (if providing) 395.00$        1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Office Supplies (Paper, Postage, etc.) 1,000.00$     1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Instructional Consumables 1,000.00$     1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Membership Dues, Registrations, & Travel 1,456.00$     1-Jan-12 to 31-Jul-13 1-Jan-12 to 31-Jul-13


Contracted Services: AIS 2,513.32$     1-Jan-12 to 31-Jul-13 1-Jan-12 to 31-Jul-13


Contracted Services: Special Education 600.00$        1-Jul-13 31-Jul-13


Curriculum & Resource Materials 4,000.00$     1-Jul-13 31-Jul-13


Library Resources/Software -$              


SAIS Software -$              1-Jul-13 31-Aug-13


     Total Administration, Instruction, & Support 27,004.52$   


Operations & Maintenance (O&M) 


EXPENDITURES  (add lines as necessary)
Total $ Timeframe for Acquisition


Timeframe for Payment 


(if not in column E) 


Supplies 1,000.00$     1-Jul-13 31-Jul-13


Marketing/Advertising 4,726.00$     1-Jan-12 to 31-Jul-13 1-Jan-12 to 31-Jul-13


Contracted Services: O&M 3,232.47$     1-Jan-12 to 31-Jul-13 1-Jan-12 to 31-Jul-13


Building Rent/Lease/Loan 7,020.00$     1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Building & Improvements 2,000.00$     1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Land & Improvements -$              


Fees/Permits 1,794.00$     1-Jan-12 to 31-Jul-13 1-Jan-12 to 31-Jul-13


Applicant Name: The Rising School


Inception to August 1, 2013
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C.4 Start-Up Budget


Property/Casualty Insurance 425.00$        1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Liability Insurance 800.00$        1-Apr-12 1-Apr-12 to 31-Jul-13


Utilities (Electric, Gas, Water, Waste) 4,431.75$     1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Phone/Communications/Internet Connectivity 3,070.00$     1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Classroom Furniture & Equipment 10,374.44$   1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Multi-Purpose Room/Lunchroom Furniture 3,876.00$     1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Office Furniture & Equipment 1,473.66$     1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Workroom Furniture 646.00$        1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Student Technology Equipment -$              


Office Technology Equipment 2,396.00$     1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


Security System 2,841.99$     


Copier 2,199.00$     


Loan Repayment 500.00$        1-Jul-13 1-Jul-13


     Total Operations & Maintenance 52,806.31$   


Total Expenditures 79,810.83$   


Total Start-up Revenues 155,000.00$ 


Budget Balance (= Revenues - Expenditures) 75,189.17$   
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A.4	School	Calendar	&	Weekly	Schedule	


The	Rising	School	Calendar,	2013‐2014	
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Summer	2013	
July 22-26, July 29-August 2, 2013: Professional and Curriculum Development for Staff 


Baseline Assessment for Students during these two weeks 


First	Semester	
August 2, 2013: Student Orientation 
August 5, 2013: First Day of School  
September 2, 2013: Labor Day: No School 
September 12, 2013: Formative Assessment for Students 
September 13, 2013: Teacher Grading Day: No School for Students 
October 4, 2013: End of First Quarter 
October 7-11, 2013: Fall Break for Students: No School for Students 
October 7, 2013: Professional Development for Staff 
October 8-11: Fall Break for Staff: No School 
October 24, 2013: Formative Assessment for Students 
October 25, 2013: Teacher Grading Day: No School for Students 
November 27-29, 2013: Thanksgiving Recess: No School  
December 20, 2013: End of First Semester  
December 23-January 3, 2014: Winter Break: No School 
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Second	Semester	
January 6, 2014: School Reopens  
January 20, 2014: Martin Luther King, Jr. Day: No School  
February 20, 2014: Formative Assessment for Students 
February 21-22, 2014: Rodeo Break: No School 
March 14, 2014: End of Third Quarter 
March 17-21, 2014: Spring Break: No School  
April 7-25, 2014: AIMS and Stanford 10 testing window 
May 5, 2014: Cinco de Mayo: No School for Students 
May 5, 2014: Professional Development for Staff 
May 23, 2014: Last Day of School for Students 
May 27-30, 2014: Professional Development for Staff 


Days	of	Instruction—In	Compliance	with	A.R.S.	§15‐341.01	
First Quarter: 43 days  
Second Quarter: 46 days  
Third Quarter: 47 days  
Fourth Quarter: 44 days 
Total: 180 days 
 
The Rising School’s number of days of instruction is in compliance with minimum requirements 
for number of school days per year (180) as mandated in A.R.S. §15-341.01. 


The	Rising	School’s	Weekly	Schedule		


 


Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday


7:30‐8:25 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


8:30‐9:25 Math Math Math Math Math


9:30‐10:25 English Compostion English Compostion English Compostion English Compostion English Compostion


10:30‐11:25 Humanities Humanities Humanities Humanities Humanities


11:30‐11:55 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch


12:00‐12:55 Science Science Science Science Science


1:00‐1:55 Physical Education Fine Arts Physcial Education Fine Arts Physical Education


2:00‐3:25 Enrichment/Intervent. Study Skills (Staff in PLC) Enrichment/Intervent. *Study Skills & Advisory Enrichment/Intervent.


3:30‐4:30 Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study


4:30‐5:00 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


Weekly Schedule, 2013‐14 (6th grade)


Activities in italics are optional for most students.


*Study Skills is 45 minutes and Advisory is 40 minutes on Thursdays
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Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday


7:30‐8:25 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


8:30‐9:25 Math Math Math Math Math


9:30‐10:25 English Compostion English Compostion English Compostion English Compostion English Compostion


10:30‐11:25 Humanities Humanities Humanities Humanities Humanities


11:30‐11:55 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch


12:00‐12:55 Science Science Science Science Science


1:00‐1:55 Physical Education Fine Arts Physcial Education Fine Arts Physical Education


2:00‐3:25 Enrichment/Intervent. Study Skills (Staff in PLC) Enrichment/Intervent. *Study Skills & Advisory Enrichment/Intervent.


3:30‐4:30 Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study


4:30‐5:00 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


Weekly Schedule, 2013‐14 (7th grade)


Activities in italics are optional for most students.


*Study Skills is 45 minutes and Advisory is 40 minutes on Thursdays


Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday


7:30‐8:25 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


8:30‐9:25 Math Math Math Math Math


9:30‐10:25 English Compostion English Compostion English Compostion English Compostion English Compostion


10:30‐11:25 Humanities Humanities Humanities Humanities Humanities


11:30‐11:55 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch


12:00‐12:55 Science Science Science Science Science


1:00‐1:55 Physical Education Fine Arts Physcial Education Fine Arts Physical Education


2:00‐3:25 Enrichment/Intervent. Study Skills (Staff in PLC) Enrichment/Intervent. *Study Skills & Advisory Enrichment/Intervent.


3:30‐4:30 Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study


4:30‐5:00 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


Weekly Schedule, 2013‐14 (8th grade)


Activities in italics are optional for most students.


*Study Skills is 45 minutes and Advisory is 40 minutes on Thursdays
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Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday


7:30‐8:25 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


8:30‐9:25 Alg. 1/Geo or Alg. 2/Geo Alg. 1/Geo or Alg. 2/Geo Alg. 1/Geo or Alg. 2/Geo Alg. 1/Geo or Alg. 2/Geo Alg. 1/Geo or Alg. 2/Geo


9:30‐10:25 World Literature World Literature World Literature World Literature World Literature


10:30‐11:25 World History/AP World History/AP World History/AP World History/AP World History/AP


11:30‐11:55 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch


12:00‐12:55 Biology/AP Biology/AP Biology/AP Biology/AP Biology/AP


1:00‐1:55 English Composition English Composition English Composition English Composition English Composition


2:00‐3:25 Elective/Intervent. Study Skills (Staff in PLC) Elective/Intervent. *Study Skills & Advisory Elective/Intervent.


3:30‐4:30 Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study


4:30‐5:00 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


Weekly Schedule, 2013‐14 (9th grade)


Activities in italics are optional for most students.


*Study Skills is 45 minutes and Advisory is 40 minutes on Thursdays


Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday


7:30‐8:25 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


8:30‐9:25 Alg. 2/Geo 2 or Pre‐Calc Alg. 2/Geo 2 or Pre‐Calc Alg. 2/Geo 2 or Pre‐Calc Alg. 2/Geo 2 or Pre‐Calc Alg. 2/Geo 2 or Pre‐Calc


9:30‐10:25 English Language/AP English Language/AP English Language/AP English Language/AP English Language/AP


10:30‐11:25 U.S. History/AP U.S. History/AP U.S. History/AP U.S. History/AP U.S. History/AP


11:30‐11:55 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch


12:00‐12:55 Chemistry/AP Chemistry/AP Chemistry/AP Chemistry/AP Chemistry/AP


1:00‐1:55 Foreign Language 1 or 2 Foreign Language 1 or 2 Foreign Language 1 or 2 Foreign Language 1 or 2 Foreign Language 1 or 2


2:00‐3:25 Elective/Intervent. Study Skills (Staff in PLC) Elective/Intervent. *Study Skills & Advisory Elective/Intervent.


3:30‐4:30 Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study


4:30‐5:00 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


Weekly Schedule, 2013‐14 (10th grade)


Activities in italics are optional for most students.


*Study Skills is 45 minutes and Advisory is 40 minutes on Thursdays
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Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday


7:30‐8:25 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


8:30‐9:25 Pre‐Calc or AP Clac AB Pre‐Calc or AP Clac AB Pre‐Calc or AP Clac AB Pre‐Calc or AP Clac AB Pre‐Calc or AP Clac AB


9:30‐10:25 English Literature/AP English Literature/AP English Literature/AP English Literature/AP English Literature/AP


10:30‐11:25 Econ./AP & U.S. Gov./AP Econ./AP & U.S. Gov./AP Econ./AP & U.S. Gov./AP Econ./AP & U.S. Gov./AP Econ./AP & U.S. Gov./AP


11:30‐11:55 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch


12:00‐12:55 Physics/AP Physics B Physics/AP Physics B Physics/AP Physics B Physics/AP Physics B Physics/AP Physics B


1:00‐1:55 Foreign Language 2 or 3 Foreign Language 2 or 3 Foreign Language 2 or 3 Foreign Language 2 or 3 Foreign Language 2 or 3


2:00‐3:25 Elective/Intervent. Study Skills (Staff in PLC) Elective/Intervent. *Study Skills & Advisory Elective/Intervent.


3:30‐4:30 Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study


4:30‐5:00 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


Weekly Schedule, 2013‐14 (11th grade)


Activities in italics are optional for most students.


*Study Skills is 45 minutes and Advisory is 40 minutes on Thursdays


Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday


7:30‐8:25 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


8:30‐9:25 AP Calc AB or BC or AP StatAP Calc AB or BC or AP StatAP Calc AB or BC or AP StatAP Calc AB or BC or AP StatAP Calc AB or BC or AP Stat


9:30‐10:25 Senior English Senior English Senior English Senior English Senior English


10:30‐11:25 AP in a social science AP in a social science AP in a social science AP in a social science AP in a social science


11:30‐11:55 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch


12:00‐12:55 AP in a science AP in a science AP in a science AP in a science AP in a science


1:00‐1:55 Foreign Lang. 3 or 4 or AP Foreign Lang. 3 or 4 or AP Foreign Lang. 3 or 4 or AP Foreign Lang. 3 or 4 or AP Foreign Lang. 3 or 4 or AP


2:00‐3:25 Elective/Intervent. Study Skills (Staff in PLC) Elective/Intervent. *Study Skills & Advisory Elective/Intervent.


3:30‐4:30 Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study Tutoring/Study


4:30‐5:00 Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time Study Time


Weekly Schedule, 2013‐14 (12th grade)


Activities in italics are optional for most students.


*Study Skills is 45 minutes and Advisory is 40 minutes on Thursdays
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Starting	and	Ending	Time;	Early	Release	Days	
The Rising School will start at 8:30pm and end at 3:25pm every day. The school will have no 
early release days. 


Yearly	Hours	of	Instruction:	1170—In	Compliance	with	A.R.S.	§15‐901	
As the calendar and weekly schedule shows, all Rising School students have 6.5 hours of 
instruction (including 5-minute passing periods but not including lunch) each day for 180 days. 
Consequently, Rising School students will receive 1170 hours of instruction each year, well 
above the minimum mandated by the state in A.R.S. §15-901 (890 hours for 6th grade, 1068 for 
7th and 8th grades, and 720 hours for high school).  


Daily	Instructional	Minutes	and	Daily	Core	Instructional	Minutes		
Daily instructional minutes and daily instructional minutes dedicated to core academics for each 
grade level and content area are as follows: 


6th	Grade	Courses		
Daily Total: 365 minutes 
Core Courses: 220 minutes 
 Math: 55 minutes 
 English Composition: 55 minutes 
 Humanities: Literature: 25 minutes; World History & Geography: 30 minutes 


Science (Life, Physical, Earth, and Space): 55 minutes 
Non-Core Courses: 145 minutes 


Physical Education: average of 33 minutes per day (165 minutes per week) 
Fine Arts: average of 22 minutes per day (110 minutes per week) 
Study Skills: average of 27 minutes per day (135 minutes per week) 
Advisory: average of 8 minutes per day (40 minutes per week) 
Intervention (Math or English Foundations) or Enrichment: 55 minutes  


7th	Grade	Courses	
Daily Total: 365 minutes 
Core Courses: 220 minutes 
 Math: 55 minutes 
 English Composition: 55 minutes 
 Humanities: Literature: 25 minutes; U.S. History: 30 minutes 


Science (Life, Physical, Earth, and Space): 55 minutes 
Non-Core Courses: 145 minutes 


Physical Education: average of 33 minutes per day (165 minutes per week) 
Fine Arts: average of 22 minutes per day (110 minutes per week) 
Study Skills: average of 27 minutes per day (135 minutes per week) 
Advisory: average of 8 minutes per day (40 minutes per week) 
Intervention (Math or English Foundations) or Enrichment: 55 minutes 
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8th	Grade	Courses	
Daily Total: 365 minutes 
Core Courses: 220 minutes 
 Math: 55 minutes 
 English Composition: 55 minutes 
 Humanities: Literature: 25 minutes; Civics, Government, and Economics: 30 minutes 


Science (Life, Physical, Earth, and Space): 55 minutes 
Non-Core Courses: 145 minutes 


Physical Education: average of 33 minutes per day (165 minutes per week) 
Fine Arts: average of 22 minutes per day (110 minutes per week) 
Study Skills: average of 27 minutes per day (135 minutes per week) 
Advisory: average of 8 minutes per day (40 minutes per week) 
Intervention (Math or English Foundations) or Enrichment: 55 minutes 


9th	Grade	Courses		
Daily Total: 365 minutes 
Core Courses: 275 minutes 
 Math: Algebra 1/Geometry 1 or Algebra 2/Geometry 2: 55 minutes 
 English Composition: 55 minutes 


English: Honors World Literature: 55 minutes 
 Social Studies: Honors or AP World History: 55 minutes  


Science: 55 minutes 
Non-Core Courses: 90 minutes 
 Intervention or Elective: 55 minutes  


Study Skills: average of 27 minutes per day (135 minutes per week) 
Advisory: average of 8 minutes per day (40 minutes per week) 


10th	Grade	Courses		
Daily Total: 365 minutes 
Core Courses: 275 minutes 
 Math: Algebra 2/Geometry 2 or Pre-Calculus: 55 minutes 
 English: Honors or AP English Language: 55 minutes 
 Social Studies: Honors or AP U.S. History: 55 minutes  


Science: Chemistry or AP Chemistry: 55 minutes 
Foreign Language: Spanish 1 or 2, French 1, or Mandarin 1: 55 minutes 


Non-Core Courses: 90 minutes 
 Intervention or Elective: 55 minutes  


Study Skills: average of 27 minutes per day (135 minutes per week) 
Advisory: average of 8 minutes per day (40 minutes per week) 
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11th	Grade	Courses		
Daily Total: 365 minutes 
Core Courses: 275 minutes 
 Math: Pre-Calculus or Calculus or AP Calculus AB: 55 minutes 
 English: English: Honors or AP English Literature: 55 minutes 
 Social Studies: Honors or AP U.S. Government (one semester): 55 minutes  


Social Studies: Honors or AP Economics (one semester): 55 minutes 
Science: Physics or AP Physics: 55 minutes 
Foreign Language: Spanish 2 or 3, French 2, or Mandarin 2: 55 minutes 


Non-Core Courses: 90 minutes 
 Intervention or Elective: 55 minutes  


Study Skills: average of 27 minutes per day (135 minutes per week) 
Advisory: average of 8 minutes per day (40 minutes per week) 


12th	Grade	Courses		
Daily Total: 365 minutes 
Core Courses: 275 minutes 
 Math: Statistics, AP Statistics, Calculus, or AP Calculus BC: 55 minutes 


English: Honors Senior English: 55 minutes 
Social Studies: An AP course in social science: 55 minutes 
Science: An AP course in science: 55 minutes 
Foreign Language: Spanish 3 or 4 or AP Spanish, French 3, or Mandarin 3: 55 minutes 


Non-Core Courses: 90 minutes 
 Elective: 55 minutes  


Study Skills: average of 27 minutes per day (135 minutes per week) 
Advisory: average of 8 minutes per day (40 minutes per week) 


Senior Internship (fourth quarter) 


Rationale	for	the	Weekly	Schedule	
The Rising School’s weekly schedule supports its target population by providing far more than 
the state-mandated minimum time for every grade in instruction and in instruction devoted to 
core academic courses. Rising School students will receive 1170 hours of instruction (including 
5-minute passing periods) each school year, well above that mandated by the state (which is 890 
hours for 6th grade, 1068 for 7th and 8th graders, and 720 hours for high school). Thus, the school 
provides 6th graders with 31.4% extra instruction, 7th and 8th graders with 9.6% extra instruction, 
and high-school students with 62.5% extra instruction. 


In addition, The Rising School supports its target population by devoting most of its 
instructional time to core courses: 720 hours per year in grades 6-8 and 900 hours per year in 
high school (including 5-minute passing periods). 


Finally, The Rising School supports its target population by providing time for 
intervention and tutoring. The school provides 3 hours per week of Study Skills, which includes 
tutoring, for each student. The school also provides 5 hours a week of Intervention courses (Math 
Foundations/Essentials and English Foundations/Essentials) for students assessed in the bottom 
quartile in math, reading, or writing. And the school provides before- and after-school tutoring. 
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Professional	Development	Days	
The Rising School believes in the importance of professional development. The school will have 
two full weeks of professional development in the summer, July 22-26 and July 29-August 2, 
2013. During the school year, the staff will meet in Professional Learning Communities for 1.5 
hours each week. During the school year, there will be two full days of professional development 
(October 7, 2013, and May 5, 2014). After the school year ends, there will be four more days of 
professional development, May 27-30, 2014. This is an estimated 168 hours of professional 
development for the entire year. 
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Curriculum Sample ‐ 12th Reading 
Max. 8 Pages  
Grade Level  12  Content Area  English Language Arts  
Course Title (grades 9‐12 Only)  Honors Senior English  
Length of Unit  Two 55‐minute periods (not 


including assessment) 
Time of Year  First Quarter 


Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have mastered using comprehension strategies including comparison and contrast, inference and 
summary for critical analysis and evaluation. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research‐supported instructional techniques, including 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. Interactive instruction to lesson components will set the premise for 
guided practice in which students utilize compare‐contrast techniques, inference, and summarizing skills to 
evaluate case scenarios in conjunction with the U.S. Constitution. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


12.RI.8 
Reading Standards for Informational Text (RI)  
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas  
#8 ‐ Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. texts, including the application of constitutional principles 
and use of legal reasoning (e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court majority opinions and dissents) and the premises, purposes, 
and arguments in works of public advocacy (e.g., The Federalist, presidential addresses).  


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will select one current event/issue (news article from credible source) that demonstrates a U.S. 
Constitutional right in action (protecting a right or fighting for change of right). Student will summarize article and 
connect issue/event to the U.S. Constitution, citing specific details and examples to demonstrate understanding.   


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 


A rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. The rubric has three categories: summary (not used to 
determine mastery), connection to the U. S. Constitution, and evaluation of connection. Each category is scored, 
based on the rubric criteria, on a 1‐4 score. Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 12, and 
grades are as follow:  A=11‐12 B=10; C= 9; D=7‐8; F= 0‐6. Mastery will be set at a score of 6/8 or higher on the two 
assessed rubric criteria (connection to the U.S. Constitution and evaluation of connection).  
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demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 
Materials/Resources Needed  Copies of handouts and activities: 


Interpreting Constitution Vocabulary 
Interpreting Constitution Activity 
Internet access (for summative assessment) and www.usconstitution.net 
(handouts and activities provided by www.streetlaw.org) 


 Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K‐8 Math, use 
Grade, Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category‐Domain, Standard (e.g., A‐REI.6). For Science, use Grade, 
Strand, Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1). 


 
 
Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction  Student Activities 


1 


Guided practice: Student‐led reading and discussion of Interpreting the 
Constitution and relevant vocabulary handout. 
Discussion of current event/issues as they directly tie in to 
Constitutional principles.  
 


Prior to instruction, students will journal on the following prompt: 
What do I know about the U.S. Constitution? What specific 
constitutional rights do I exercise in the course of a regular day in my 
life? Are there areas in my life where I believe my constitutional rights 
are being violated? Explain.   


2 


   Pair activity: Students will complete Interpreting the Constitution 
activity which provides original wording of a Constitutional Amendment 
and a case scenario in which students determine whether the scenario is 
in alignment with the Amendment or in violation of same.  
Class will share their interpretations and conclusions.  


 
Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
Students will find an article using a credible news source regarding a current issue/event that demonstrates the U.S. Constitution in action. 
Student will summarize article in their own words and cite specific examples from the article that directly connect to protecting, utilizing, or 
fighting a specific and identified constitutional principle. 
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Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
 


  1  2  3  4 
Summary of article  Summary lacks multiple 


key points. 
Summary misses two key 
points. 


Summary misses one key 
point. 


Complete summary of 
article. 


Connection to U.S. 
Constitution 


Student does not 
demonstrate a connection 
between the article and 
the U.S. Constitution. 


Connection is loosely  
made. 


Connection is made.  Connection is well‐
developed. 


Evaluation of connection  Student does not evaluate 
the connection between 
the article and the U.S. 
Constitution. 


Student attempts to 
evaluate the connection. 


Student evaluates the 
connection between the 
article and the U.S. 
Constitution. 


Student makes a 
thoughtful evaluation of 
the connection. 


 
Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 12, and grades are as follow:  A=11‐12 B=10; C= 9; D=7‐8; F= 0‐6. Mastery will be 
set at a score of 6/8 or higher on the two assessed rubric criteria (connection to the U.S. Constitution and evaluation of connection). 
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A.2	Target	Population	
The Rising School will serve the urban community of central Tucson. The school will be located 
within a three-mile radius centered at the intersection of Grant Road and Campbell Avenue. The 
borders of this area are River Road (north), Swan Road (east), Broadway Boulevard (south), and 
I-10 (west). This area includes the 85705, 85716, and 85719 zip codes, plus the western portions 
of 85711 and 85712. 


An analysis of this community’s student population, the schools responsible for educating 
these children, and state trends reveals the following:  


 the students in this community are among those in greatest need of a quality public 
education  


 few students in this community receive an adequate education to compete academically 
with other children in the United States 


 local communities and the state of Arizona suffer as a result of schools failing to provide 
students with the education that they deserve 


Demographics	
The Rising School’s targeted community has demographic profile that, when compared to the 
rest of the United States, is marked by low median income and high concentration of Hispanics. 
As the table below shows, the community’s five zip codes averaged together ranked in 2010 in 
the 10th percentile (bottom 10%) of U.S. zip codes in median income and in the 90th percentile 
(top 10%) in Hispanic concentration (www.ZipWho.com): 
 
Zip 
Code 


Median 
Income 


Income 
Percentile


Hispanic Hispanic 
Percentile


White Black Asian/Pacific/ 
Indian/Other 


85705  $23,047  4 32.6% 94 56.9% 2.7% 7.8% 
85711  $30,909  22 29.4% 93 60.2% 4.3% 6.5% 
85712  $27,699  12 18.9% 89 70.8% 3.9% 6.4% 
85716  $27,943  13 20.1% 89 70.3% 3.1% 6.5% 
85719  $23,324  4 19.2% 89 67.6% 3.0% 10.2% 


Crime	Rates	
There are high crime rates in each of the five zip codes that comprise the targeted community of 
The Rising School. As the table below demonstrates, each of the five zip codes has higher than 
average crimes rates in every category—murder, rape, robbery, assault, burglary, larceny, and 
motor-vehicle theft—than the rates both for the United States and for Arizona. In terms of total 
crime, each zip code in the targeted community has from 208% to 324% as much total crime as 
the U.S. average (www.clrsearch.com): 
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2010 Crime Indexes U.S. Arizona 85705 85711 85712 85716 85719 
Total Crime 100 143 208 278 324 282 266 
Murder 100 144 160 194 162 185 159 
Rape 100 98 153 193 219 229 208 
Robbery 100 102 149 182 200 191 177 
Assault 100 112 191 267 350 221 224 
Burglary 100 139 173 221 263 256 210 
Larceny 100 127 211 315 437 318 300 
Motor Vehicle Theft 100 220 296 414 506 440 420 


The	Educational	Needs	of	the	Target	Population	
The Rising School’s targeted community has a high concentration of lower-income and Hispanic 
students. Moreover, many students fall into both categories, as the poverty rate for Hispanic 
children in Arizona was 32.7% in 2010.  


State and national statistics reveal students from these two demographic groups are 
among those in greatest need of a quality education. By the time they reach fourth grade, 
children living in low-income communities are typically two to three grades behind their higher-
income peers. Just half of students in low-income communities will graduate high school by age 
18. Those who do graduate will perform, on average, at an eighth-grade level. Overall, only 1 in 
10 students growing up in poverty will graduate from college (www.teachforamerica.org). In 
Arizona, only 53% of Hispanics age 25 or older have completed high school, and only 8% have 
completed college (Morrison Institute, 2001). 


The adults in the Rising School’s targeted community have an educational attainment 
below the U.S. average. In each of the five zip codes in the targeted area, the portion of the adult 
population in 2010 without a college degree of any kind is over one-half, with some zip codes 
having over 4/5ths of their population lacking a college degree 
(www.freedemographicsdata.com): 


 
Zip 
Code 


No HS 
degree 


HS degree Associate's Bachelor's Graduate 


85705 26.5% 54.8% 5.5% 8.9% 4.3% 
85711 16.4% 52.5% 6.3% 15.6% 9.2% 
85712 13.8% 49.3% 7.2% 18.0% 11.7% 
85716 11.2% 46.5% 5.9% 20.3% 16.1% 
85719 11.5% 41.8% 5.5% 21.7% 19.5% 


Performance	of	Other	Schools	in	Meeting	Student	and	Community	Needs	
The Rising School’s targeted community contains 18 public and charter schools that serve 
students in grades 6-12 and that received an A-F Accountability letter grades from the state of 
Arizona in 2011. (According to the Arizona Charter Schools Association’s website, there are 
other schools in the targeted area, but none of these schools received an A-F Accountability letter 
grade in 2011; www.azcharters.org, www.azed.gov) A majority of the community’s students live 
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within the Tucson Unified School District (TUSD), although Amphitheater and Flowing Wells 
districts also have schools in the area. TUSD serves over 60,000 students, making it the largest 
school district in Pima County and the second-largest in Arizona.  


Unfortunately for the targeted community, TUSD is a struggling district, earning a C 
rating in 2011. Although TUSD does have some highly rated schools, none of them is in the 
targeted community: the district’s “lowest achieving schools [are] in central section,” according 
to TUSD’s Strategic Plan 2011-2012 (2011, p. 13). As TUSD’s superintendent, Dr. John 
Pedicone, admitted in a February 20, 2011, article in the Arizona Daily Star, “Tucson Unified 
School District has long suffered from a community perception that the organization is broken 
and that leadership is in denial about the serious problems that exist. Examples of 
mismanagement have been evident, the quality of education has been a shared community 
concern and, it is fair to say, the average citizen views the district as an embarrassment.” 
TUSD’s struggles have negatively impacted the education of the children within the targeted 
community. 


As noted, the targeted community contains 18 public and charter schools that serve 
grades 6-12 and that received an A-F Accountability letter grades from the state of Arizona in 
2011. These include 10 middle schools, 5 high schools, and 3 combined middle and high school.  
Of the 13 schools reporting free-and-reduced lunch data, the median was 63%  


Below is a table listing these 18 schools along with each school’s charter or district 
status, number of students, growth points, composite point, total points, A-F letter grade, and 
percentage of students qualifying for free-and-reduced lunch (www.azed.gov; 
www.azcharters.org): 
 
School  District  Students Growth Composite Points  Letter F&RL


Academy of Math and Science  Charter *319 55 86 141  A  53


AmeriSchools Academy  Charter *195 58 73 131  B  NA


Amphitheater High School  Amphi  1280 47 52 99  D  70


Amphitheater Middle School  Amphi  687 49 61 110  C  87


BASIS Tucson  Charter 651 65 100 165  A  NA


Catalina High Magnet School  TUSD  1356 48 44 92  D  67


City High School  Charter 189 59 62 121  B  39


Desert Springs Academy  Charter *134 58 85 143  A  NA


Doolen Middle School  TUSD  714 44 58 102  C  67


Flowing Wells High School  FW  1760 64 80 144  A  54


Flowing Wells Junior High School  FW  814 67 74 141  A  66


La Cima Middle School  Amphi  585 45 67 112  C  71


Mansfeld Middle School  TUSD  677 41 56 97  D  63


Paulo Freire Freedom School  Charter 73 73 83 156  A  NA


Presidio School  Charter *368 47 91 138  B  61


Satori Charter School  Charter *164 45 78 123  B  23


Tucson High Magnet School  TUSD  2996 52 63 115  C  46


Wildcat School  Charter 97 40 37 77  D  NA


* Number includes students in grades K‐5 (not served by The Rising School) 
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As this table shows, the community’s schools are uneven in quality. They vary widely in 
growth points (40 to 73, with a median of 49), composite points (37 to 100, with a median of 67), 
total A-F points (77 to 165, with a median of 121). The schools also vary widely in A-F rating: 
six schools earned an A grade, four earned a B, four earned a C, and four earned a D. Thus, 44% 
of the community’s schools—including six of the eight most populous schools—are rated as a C 
or D. In addition, each of the four A-rated charter schools is full, with a lottery for incoming 
students, and BASIS Tucson, the highest rated school in the community, is moving its 8th-12th 
campus out of the central Tucson community into the northeastern foothills area, six miles away. 
Moreover, the two A-rated public schools (Flowing Wells’ Junior High and High School) are 
situated in the westernmost section of the targeted community.  


 
How	The	Rising	School	Will	Meet	Student	and	Community	Needs 
As the above discussion revealed, the community targeted by The Rising School’s is marked by 
low income levels, high concentration of Hispanics, high crime rates, low educational 
attainment, struggling large public schools, and limited access to A-rated schools.  


The Rising School’s educational philosophy (see A.1) and program of instruction (see 
A.3) will meet the needs of the target population by improving pupil achievement. Key elements 
of The Rising School’s methods for helping its target population include: 


 A superior education  
 A welcoming atmosphere 
 Personal attention for all students 
 Extra help for students who need (including students with special needs) 
 A safe and orderly learning environment 
 Family and community involvement 
 Class sizes capped at 28 students and targeted at 25 students or less 


A	Superior	Education	
The best way a school can help students from low-income and Hispanic backgrounds is by 
providing a superior education that will enable them to succeed in college and professional 
careers. To ensure this, The Rising School will focus on creating a high-quality college-prep 
school that is one of the best academic schools in Arizona.  


The Rising School’s curriculum, instruction, and assessments will be aligned to 
Arizona’s current College and Career Readiness Standards (Common Core Standards + 2010 
Arizona Additions; www.azed.gov) and CCRS-aligned assessments, such as the state 
standardized assessment exams. Courses will also incorporate college-readiness content and 
skills aligned to AP, ACT, SAT, and other assessments. Since many of our initial students will 
be entering behind grade level, The Rising School will focus on academic intervention based on 
a Personal Learning Plan for each student. For example, students assessed in the bottom quartile 
based on CCRS-aligned formative assessments in math, reading, and writing will be required to 
take, in addition to all of the core courses, an intervention course in math, reading, or writing. 
The school will have employ other intervention strategies—including a study skills course, 
plentiful tutoring, and elements of the Response to Intervention program—as the school focuses 
on academic progress for every student. 


The school’s principal, an experienced educator, will be the instructional leaders and will 
be responsible for hiring, supervising, and evaluating teachers. Teachers’ expertise in content 
and instruction will be demonstrated through advanced degrees in their teaching subject, 
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previous effective classroom experience, and observation/evaluations by the principal, faculty 
peers, and students. The principal’s evaluation of teachers will rely heavily (50%) on their 
students’ academic growth as demonstrated by classroom-level data, in alignment with the 
Arizona Framework for Measuring Educator Effectiveness. The principal and teachers will work 
together in a weekly Professional Learning Community, professional-development opportunities, 
and planning periods to create curriculum, refine instruction, and analyze assessment and other 
data. The goal will be courses that are rigorous, challenging, engaging, and relevant.  


Using these proven methods, The Rising School will achieve higher than average scores 
in both academic proficiency and academic growth beginning in year one, earning at least a B 
rating on the A-F School Accountability Letter Grade System. The school’s Accountability score 
will increase each year, and will be an A ranking by year four and will remain an A thereafter. 
As we develop a reputation as one of the best schools in Tucson, we expect to draw more and 
more students from middle-class families seeking a first-class education. From day one, the 
school will meet the needs of high-achieving students by offering enrichment opportunities in all 
courses and electives, and will offer many AP courses. 


The Rising School’s educational philosophy and program of instruction are based on 
research and experience and are described in detail in, respectively, A.1, “Educational 
Philosophy” and A.3, “Program of Instruction.” 


Personal	Attention	for	All	Students	
The Rising School will serve the personal education needs of its students. The Rising School will 
be a caring community. It will be a small school with class size targeted at 25 or fewer students. 
To help personalize the program, each student will be appointed an Advisor, a faculty or staff 
person who monitors the student’s academic and personal development and serves as the contact 
person for the student’s family. The student will have the same Advisor as long as the student is 
at the school (up to seven years). Every week, the student will meet with his or her Advisor in an 
Advisory group along with 10-15 other students. The Advisor—in conjunction with 
administrators, teachers, the student, and his/her parents—will help the student develop his or her 
Personal Learning Plan (PLP), which will ensure that the student has a program he or she is 
comfortable with and is on track to graduate.  
 For more on how The Rising School will provide personal attention to all students, see 
A.1, “Educational Philosophy.” 


Extra	Help	for	Students	Who	Need	It	
Market research shows that students from lower-income and Hispanic backgrounds are often 
behind grade level academically and require extra help. The Rising School will foster a culture 
where all students needing help will seek assistance from appropriate sources. Teachers and 
tutors will be available for students during study time before and after school. Tutoring will also 
be available during study-skills periods (three hours per week), which are mandatory for every 
student. Additionally, The Rising School will identify, through review of students’ assessments 
and discussion by our teachers, students who are performing poorly or who are at risk of 
performing poorly. The school will target for intervention the bottom quartile of students 
identified as having poor math, reading, or writing skills. In addition, The Rising School will 
provide extra help to students identified with special needs. Based on market research, 10-15% 
of students will be identified as having special needs.  
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 For more on how the school will provide extra help for students who need it, see A.1, 
“Educational Philosophy.” 


A	Safe	and	Orderly	Learning	Environment	
Research shows that lower-income children often live in situations that are disorderly, neglectful, 
and even dangerous. Consequently, these students need safety, structure, and discipline in their 
lives in order to thrive. Moreover, an effective learning environment requires safety and order. 
The Rising School will supply safety and order. 


To encourage a positive culture and climate, the school will employ the methods of 
Positive Behavioral Interventions & Support (PBIS) program, developed by the Office of Special 
Education Programs of the U.S. Department of Education (www.pbis.org). PBIS is a decision-
making framework that guides selection, integration, and implementation of the best evidence-
based academic and behavioral practices for improving important academic and behavior 
outcomes for all students.  


PBIS emphasizes four integrated elements: data for decision making, 
measurable outcomes supported and evaluated by data, practices with evidence that these 
outcomes are achievable, and systems that efficiently and effectively support implementation of 
these practices.  


These four elements of PBIS are guided by six important principles: develop a continuum 
of scientifically based behavior and academic interventions and supports; use data to make 
decisions and solve problems; arrange the environment to prevent the development and 
occurrence of problem behavior; teach and encourage positive social skills and behaviors; 
implement evidence-based behavioral practices with fidelity and accountability; and screen 
universally and monitor student performance & progress continuously. 
 PBIS schools organize their evidence-based behavioral practices and systems into an 
integrated collection or continuum in which students experience supports based on their 
behavioral responsiveness to intervention. A three-tiered prevention logic requires that all 
students receive supports at the universal or primary tier. If the behavior of some students is not 
responsive, more intensive behavioral supports are provided, in the form of a group contingency 
(selected or secondary tier) or a highly individualized plan (intensive or tertiary tier). 
 According to the Office of Special Education Programs of the U.S. Department of 
Education (www.pbis.org), schools that implement PBIS with integrity and durability have 
teaching and learning environments that: 


 Are less reactive, aversive, dangerous, and exclusionary, and 
 Are more engaging, responsive, preventive, and productive 
 Address classroom management and disciplinary issues (e.g., attendance, tardies, 


antisocial behavior), 
 Improve supports for students whose behaviors require more specialized assistance (e.g., 


emotional and behavioral disorders, mental health), and 
 Most importantly, maximize academic engagement and achievement for all students. 


A	Welcoming	Atmosphere	
Community members who are poor, have minimal education, speak English as a second 
language, and come from immigrant backgrounds are sometimes suspicious of government 
institutions, including schools—often with good reason. To allay these worries, The Rising 
School will provide a welcoming atmosphere to these parents and students. The school will 
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embrace an ethic of customer service, viewing parents, students, and community members as a 
valuable clientele. To ensure clear communication, the school secretary will be fluent in English 
and Spanish, and bilingual skills will be a preferred qualification for other clerical workers and 
staff members. 
 The school will provide a welcoming atmosphere in other ways, too. Administrators will 
have an open-door policy. Administrators and teachers will make home visits. Finally, the school 
will encourage family and community involvement. 


Family	and	Community	Involvement	
The Rising School will encourage family and community involvement in several ways. The 
school will solicit input about its program’s design and structure. In addition, parents or 
guardians will serve as essential members of the student’s Personal Learning Plan (PLP) team. In 
creating a PLP, families will meet with the student, teachers, administrators, and other team 
members several times during the year to develop and revise the PLP. Families also will 
participate actively in the assessment of their children’s portfolios and exhibitions.  


Additionally, The Rising School will implement a structure for systematic family and 
community participation in the school based on the recommendations of the National Network of 
Partnership Schools (Epstein et al., 2008). The school will focus on six main types of 
involvement: parenting, communicating, volunteering, learning at home, decision making, and 
collaborating with the community. The first type of involvement, parenting, assists families in 
understanding child and adolescent development and in setting home conditions that support 
children as students at each grade level. It also assists schools in understanding families. Second 
is communicating with families about school programs and school progress through effective 
school-to-home and home-to-school communications. Third is volunteering, which improves 
recruitment, training, and schedules to involve families as volunteers and audiences at the school 
and in other locations to support students and school programs. Fourth is learning at home, 
which involves families with their children in learning at home, including homework, other 
curriculum-related activities, and individual course and program decisions. Fifth is decision 
making, which includes families as participants in school decisions, governance, and advocacy 
through committees, action teams, and other parent organizations. Finally, the sixth type of 
involvement is collaborating with the community, which coordinates community resources and 
services to students, families, and the school with businesses, agencies, and other groups. It also 
includes providing services to the community. 


Class	Size	and	Teacher‐Student	Ratio	
According to a report by the Brookings Institute, the research on the effects of small class size on 
student achievement is mixed. “But it appears that very large class-size reductions, on the order 
of magnitude of 7-10 fewer students per class, can have significant long-term effects on student 
achievement and other meaningful outcomes. These effects seem to be largest when introduced 
in the earliest grades, and for students from less advantaged family backgrounds” (Whitehurst 
and Chingos, 2011). The “A” rated schools in the target area have class sizes of 25-28. 
Consequently, The Rising School will cap its class sizes at 28 students and will strive to have 
classes of 25 students or less. The Rising School’s teacher-student ratio will be:1-20 (5.0 FTE 
teachers-100 students) in year one; 1-19.4 (9.0 FTE teachers-175 students) in year two; and 1-
18.7 (15.0 FTE teachers-280 students) in year three. 
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Performance Management Plan (PMP)  
Applicant Name: The Rising School 


Indicator (check one):  X     Math     Reading        Duration of the Plan:  Begins July 1 and continues for two years 


Measure  Metric  Expected/Predicted Baseline Based 
on Enrollment of Target Population  Annual Target For The Plan 


State 
standardized 
assessment 
data (school 
average) 


Percent (%) of students who score 
proficient on the State standardized 
assessment  


59% baseline 
70% in year 1 
75% in year 2  Meet or demonstrate sufficient progress 


toward the Level of Adequate Academic 
Performance (LAAP) as set and modified 
periodically by the Board 


Average student growth percentile 
(SGP) on the State standardized 
assessment. 


53 SGP baseline 
58 SGP in year 1 
60 SGP in year 2 


Applicant does not edit sections in grey 
STRATEGY I: Provide and implement a curriculum that improves student achievement.  
Action Steps  Timeline  Responsible Party  Evidence of Meeting Action Steps  Budget 
1. Dr. George Rising begins as Chief 
Executive Officer/Principal.  Dr. Rising has a 
proven background in teaching, supervision, 
and leadership of effective instruction and 
student achievement. 


By January 1, 
2013 


Governing Board  Dr. Rising is working on school issues, 
and his resume and transcripts 
demonstrate previous experience in 
teaching, supervision, and leadership 
with a direct connection to high student 
achievement for the target population. 


Costs 
included in 
start‐up 
and three‐
year 
operating 
budgets. 


2. Hire Highly Qualified teachers who are 
aligned with the school’s educational 
philosophy; demonstrate an understanding 
of appropriate state standards; have 
demonstrated content knowledge; have a 
history of high achievement; are organized 
and able to communicate effectively with 
students, families, and others; and are 
lifelong learners with critical‐thinking and 
self‐reflection skills. Choose Instructional 
Leader from among teachers. 


By May 1, 
2013 
(teachers 
start in July 
2013) 


CEO/principal  Teachers have been hired for all 
positions. Resumes, transcripts, and 
references show evidence of content 
knowledge, achievement, organization, 
communication, critical thinking and 
self‐reflection in teachers’ resume and 
in interview evaluation notes. The Highly 
Qualified attestation forms are 
completed with all requirements. 
Formal evaluation of teachers each year 
leads to retaining effective teachers and 
dismissing ineffective teachers. (For 
monitoring of teacher effectiveness and 
evaluation, see Strategy IV.) 


Costs 
included in 
start‐up 
and three‐
year 
operating 
budgets. 
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Instructional Leader is chosen 
3. Implement all operations—securing 
financing, acquiring facilities, contracting 
services, hiring non‐instructional support 
staff, etc.‐‐required to support instructional 
program. 


By July 1, 
2013 


CEO/principal  All operations—securing financing, 
securing facilities, contracting services, 
hiring non‐instructional support staff, 
etc.‐‐required to support instructional 
program are in place 


Costs 
included in 
start‐up 
and three‐
year 
operating 
budgets. 


4. Principal and teachers meet to develop 
curriculum and to review curriculum 
resources. Curriculum is based on the 
College and Career Readiness Standards 
(Common Core Standards + 2010 Arizona 
Additions), other Arizona state standards, 
and Advanced Placement. 


July 2013. 
 


Principal Committee meeting agenda and minutes 
indicate all members were present, 
discussion occurred, and curriculum was 
created, approved, or refined to improve 
student achievement based on the 
College and Career Readiness 
Standards (Common Core Standards + 
2010 Arizona Additions), other Arizona 
state standards, and/or Advanced 
Placement content (as appropriate). 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


5. Identify priority standards and key 
vocabulary for each math strand of College 
and Career Readiness Standards (Common 
Core Standards + 2010 Arizona Additions). 


July 2013. 
 


Teachers, supervised 
by principal 


Completed document for each grade 
listing priority standards and key 
vocabulary for math from the College 
and Career Readiness Standards 
(Common Core Standards + 2010 
Arizona Additions). 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


6. Sequence and Map math standards for 
each grade, highlighting priority standards 
and key vocabulary. 


July 2013. 
Revised 
each year. 


Teachers, supervised 
by principal 


Completed Curriculum Map that includes 
a sequence of objectives to be taught 
grouped in units, a general timeline 
broken down by quarter and month, and 
key vocabulary for each objective is 
distributed to all teachers. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


7. Create summative unit assessments that 
are aligned to curriculum. 


July 2013 for 
2013-14 1st 
quarter 
Units. For 
future units, 
one month 
prior to 
beginning 
teaching the 
units. 


Teachers, supervised 
by principal 


Completed assessment for each math 
unit in each grade that has multiple valid 
questions for each standard that will be 
taught for mastery. This will help to guide 
instruction because teachers will know 
the end goal. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 
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8. Determine evaluation criteria and review 
possible curriculum resources. 


July 2013. In 
May for 
future years. 


Teachers, supervised 
by principal 


Review and recommendation report 
completed by teachers and submitted to 
the Principal indicating requested 
resources that are aligned to curriculum. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


9. Purchase curriculum resources to assist in 
implementing the curriculum (textbooks, 
student books, online supplemental 
resources, etc.) based on recommendations 
in #8 above. 


July 2013. Principal Purchased resources are on campus 
and accessible to teachers to use for 
implementing curriculum. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


11. Align purchased math materials to 
Curriculum Map for each grade 


July 2013 Teachers, supervised 
by principal 


A portion of each grade’s curriculum map 
matches the available resources for each 
objective. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


12. Create a schedule for students that 
includes, for every grade, 1 hour daily of 
math instruction, 3 hours a week of study 
skills and tutoring, and an additional 5 hours 
weekly of instruction for students scoring in 
the bottom quartile. 


By July 2013. 
Reviewed 
every year. 


Principal Completed schedule for students that 
includes, for every grade, 1 hour daily of 
math instruction, 3 hours a week of study 
skills and tutoring, and an additional 5 
hours weekly of instruction for students 
scoring in the bottom quartile. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


12. Write and deliver daily lesson plans 
aligned to standards-based objectives. 


Beginning the 
first day of 
school in 
August 2013 
and 
continuing 
daily. 


Teachers; reviewed by 
Principal or 
Instructional Leaders 


Completed lesson plans aligned to 
lesson-plan template submitted to 
Principal at least one week prior to 
teaching lesson, based on needs 
prioritized in yearly evaluation, co-
investigations, and observations. 
Teachers receive feedback from 
Principal or others on lesson plan’s 
strengths and weaknesses. In-class 
curriculum instruction, and learning 
reflect written lesson plan, as 
documented in classroom visits by 
Principal and others. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


13. Evaluate the effectiveness of curriculum 
based on quarterly benchmark results and 


Quarterly, 
after unit 


Teachers, supervised 
by principal 


Completed document listing areas 
needing extra emphasis for each grade. 


Costs 
included in 
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end of year exams in comparison to 
proposed end-of-year benchmark goals. 


summative 
test. 


Completed revision of curriculum map to 
fill in gaps or create a stronger emphasis 
on needed area. 


start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 
 


14. Purchase curriculum/instructional 
resource materials needed to fill in gaps in 
curriculum. 


Quarterly Principal Purchased resources are at the school 
and accessible to teachers. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


 
STRATEGY II: Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into instruction. 
Action Steps   Timeline  Responsible Party  Evidence of Meeting Action Steps  Budget 
1. Develop a Curriculum and Instruction 
handbook that clearly explains expectations 
for lesson plans and instructional methods to 
be used to deliver curriculum. 


May 2013. 
Revised 
yearly. 


Principal Curriculum and Instruction Handbook 
Has been completed and reviewed with 
all teachers. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


2. Develop criteria for a teacher observation 
form that includes an evaluation of the 
integration of state standards into instruction. 


May 2013. 
Revised as 
needed. 


Principal The Principal uses the teacher 
observation form that indicates whether 
or not teachers are integrating standards 
into instruction. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


3. Teachers create lesson plans with stated 
performance objectives to be reviewed by the 
Principal. 


Beginning the 
first week of 
school in 
August 2013, 
and weekly 
throughout 
the school 
year. 


Teachers; reviewed by 
Principal 


Lesson plans submitted in a timely 
manner to the Principal with proposed 
instruction and activities aligned with 
Common Core standards for math. The 
Principal provides feedback to teachers 
prior to teaching lessons. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


4. Classroom observations (announced and 
unannounced) checking for standards 
alignment with student activities and 
adherence to expectations in Curriculum and 


Beginning in 
August 2013. 
At least 10 
observations, 


Principal and peer 
observation by 
teachers. 


10 completed observation forms that 
identify the Common Core standard 
being observed and how activities relate 
or do not relate for each teacher. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
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Instruction handbook. formal and 
informal, of 
each teacher 
throughout 
the school 
year. 


Observation notes demonstrate that 
teachers have adjusted instruction based 
on previous observation notes. 


year 
operating 
budgets. 


5. Administer unit summative assessments 
that are aligned to Common Core standards 


End of each 
unit 
throughout 
school year. 


Teachers. Report of unit assessment results that 
indicate mastery level for each 
performance objective that was taught 
for mastery. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


6. Evaluate monitoring plan and revise as 
necessary. 


Ongoing with 
a formal 
revision each 
summer. 


Principal. Completed revision of this strategy 
(Strategy II in PMP) that more effectively 
enables school to monitor the integration 
of math standards into instruction. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


 
STRATEGY III:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. 
Action Steps   Timeline  Responsible Party  Evidence of Meeting Action Steps  Budget 
1. Create and administer a diagnostic, 
baseline math assessment for students at the 
beginning of the year. 


July 2013, 
and each 
July 
thereafter. 


Teachers, supervised 
by principal. 


Assessment results report broken down 
by mastery level of standards for each 
student and each class as a whole. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


2. Assess progress in mastery of math 
standards through administering unit 
summative assessments. 


End of each 
unit (about 
every 3-5 
weeks) 


Teachers Assessment results report broken down 
by mastery level of standards for each 
student and each class as a whole. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


3. Each student will create and update a 
graph for displaying results of their math 
mastery from individual assessment results 
for unit assessments. 


After each 
unit 
assessment 


Students; reviewed by 
teacher. 


Student portfolios with graphs made by 
students that are updated after each unit 
assessment. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
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operating 
budgets.


4. Identify level of support needed for 
students 
based on beginning diagnostic and unit 
assessment results. 


Identified and 
revised 
monthly 
during data 
meetings. 


Teachers within 
Professional Learning 
Communities 


Each grade has completed a list of 
students categorized into three levels of 
support needed. Tier 1: only intervention 
needed is the quality instruction already 
being provided—about 80% of students. 
Tier 2: need additional interventions—
about 15% of students. Tier 3: Tier 2 
interventions are not working and need 
greater interventions, including additional 
time, smaller student: teacher ratio, 
etc.—about 5% of students). The 
categories and placement of students 
reflect their performance on the most 
recent assessments. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


5. Identify high need concepts to be taught 
during tutoring for each grade level and each 
tier of students based on beginning 
diagnostic and unit summative assessment 
results. 


After 
beginning of 
year 
diagnostic, 
baseline 
assessment. 
After unit 
summative 
assessments.


Teachers within 
Professional Learning 
Communities 


List of priority performance objectives 
that need to be covered for each grade 
level during tutoring with an action plan 
for re-teaching them. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


6. Each student in bottom quartile (Tier 2 and 
Tier 3) in math is placed in Math Essentials, 
an extra intervention class, in place of an 
elective course. 


After 
beginning of 
year 
diagnostic, 
baseline 
assessment. 


Teachers Weekly assessment results from all Math 
Essentials students show growth in 
mastery of standards. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


7. Conduct after-school tutoring for bottom 
quartile: Tier 2: at least 2 days a week in 
groups of 5 or less students; Tier 3: every 
day in groups of 3 or less. The tutoring 
includes regular formative assessments and 
weekly summative assessment of re-taught 
standards. 


Daily Teachers Attendance records for tutoring sessions. 
Weekly assessment results from all 
tutoring students show growth in mastery 
of standards. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


8. Conduct monthly data meeting between 
grade level teachers and principal that 
analyzes student progress toward standards 
mastery based on most recent assessment 


Monthly 
during a 
Professional 
Learning 


Teachers and principal Agenda and attendance record for 
monthly meeting. If not on track for 
meeting benchmark goals, then there will 
be a written action plan for revising 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
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results. Monitor progress towards 
percentage-proficient goals. 


Community 
meeting. 


curriculum, instruction, or student 
interventions. 


year 
operating 
budgets.


9. Student assessment results are 
documented in the Student Information 
System and stored for several years. 


After each 
unit 
summative 
assessment. 


Principal SIS has recorded assessment results for 
all students who took the assessment. 
Teachers are able to login and see 
results 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


10. Following the release of state 
standardized math test results, adjust student 
grades in math courses. 


After state 
standardized 
results 
released. 


Teachers, overseen 
by principal 


SIS has recorded adjusted student 
grades. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


11. Evaluate effectiveness of monitoring 
strategies and make necessary changes. 
This process includes comparing data from 
students’ standardized tests with students’ 
interim grades in aligned courses. 


Before the 
start of next 
school year. 


Principal Revised Strategy II of PMP. Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


 
STRATEGY IV:  Develop and implement a professional development plan that supports effective implementation of the curriculum. 
Action Steps   Timeline  Responsible Party  Evidence of Meeting Action Steps  Budget 
1. Develop a formal evaluation instrument for 
all teachers that is aligned to Arizona’s 
Framework for Measuring Educator 
Effectiveness (AFMEE). For Group A 
teachers, 50% of evaluation will be based on 
classroom-level data, and 50% will be based 
on an evaluation instrument that include a 
rubric aligned to national teaching standards, 
as approved by the State Board of 
Education.   


May 2013 Principal Completed formal evaluation instrument 
aligned to Arizona’s Framework for 
Measuring Educator Effectiveness. For 
Group A teachers, 50% of evaluation will 
be based on classroom-level data, and 
50% will be based on an evaluation 
instrument that include a rubric aligned to 
national teaching standards, as approved 
by the State Board of Education.   


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 


2. Develop a formal evaluation instrument for 
the principal that is aligned to Arizona’s 
Framework for Measuring Educator 
Effectiveness (AFMEE). 50% of evaluation 
will be based on school-level data, and 50% 


February 
2013 


Principal and 
Governing Board 


Completed formal evaluation instrument 
for the principal that is aligned to 
Arizona’s Framework for Measuring 
Educator Effectiveness. 50% of 
evaluation will be based on school-level 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
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will be based on an evaluation instrument 
that include a rubric aligned to aligned to 
national administrator standards, as 
approved by the State Board of Education. 


data, and 50% will be based on an 
evaluation instrument that include a 
rubric aligned to aligned to national 
administrator standards, as approved by 
the State Board of Education. 


operating 
budgets. 


3.  Conduct two weeks of training with 
teachers, including norming expectations on 
the math curriculum and instruction and 
training on the AFMEE. 


July 2013. 
Each July 
thereafter. 


Principal Agenda and attendance record for 
training sessions. Teachers will meet or 
exceed expectations as seen in 
observations. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


4. Conduct topic specific professional-
development sessions on best math 
practices specific to high need skills and 
concepts identified through low performance 
on diagnostic and unit summative tests. 


At least 
monthly 
throughout 
the school 
year. 


Principal List of areas for development needed 
Disaggregated by grade level after each 
unit summative assessment. Agenda and 
presentation materials from each 
professional-development session. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


5. Evaluate the implementation of best 
practices for teaching math that were taught 
in professional-development sessions. 


Throughout 
school year. 


Principal Principal notes which strategies 
are being implemented, how well they 
are implemented, and suggestions for 
improvement on classroom observation 
forms. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


6. Informal observation of teachers in 
walkthroughs and longer observation, which 
later provides constructive feedback. 


Throughout 
school year-- 
10 
observations 
of each 
teacher. 


Principal and peer 
teachers 


Observation form completed and given to
teacher that includes an analysis of 
alignment of activities to standards, what 
went well in the classroom, and what can 
be improved. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


7. Two formal observations of each teacher. 
Includes a pre-observation conference with 
principal, a classroom-lesson observation of 
at least 30 minutes, a post-observation 
conference with the principal, and formal 
evaluation and feedback. Part of the 
evaluation will be suggestions for specific 
areas for professional development. 
 


Throughout 
school year—
2 times for 
each teacher. 


Principal Two formal observations of each teacher 
have been conducted by the principal. 
The following has occurred for each 
formal observation: a pre-observation 
conference with principal, a classroom-
lesson observation of at least 30 
minutes, a post-observation conference 
with the principal, and formal written 
evaluation and feedback. . Part of the 
evaluation will be suggestions for specific 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets. 
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areas for professional development. 
8. Develop and give to students an 
anonymous online survey aligned to best 
teaching practices. Students evaluate their 
teachers on the survey. 


In December 
and May 
each year. 


Principal and students Principal compiles students’ survey 
results, shares information with the 
teacher, and uses it as part of principal’s 
evaluation of teacher. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


9. Conduct a formal evaluation of the 
principal based on established rubric. Part of 
the evaluation will be suggestions for specific 
areas for professional development. 


By end of 
January 


Governing Board Evaluation report to principal indicating 
strengths and weaknesses with a plan 
for improvement that includes specific 
action steps for improvement. . Part of 
the evaluation will be suggestions for 
specific areas for professional 
development. 


Costs 
included in 
start-up 
and three-
year 
operating 
budgets.


 
Notes: 
* Provided by ASBCS staff (Applicant does not edit these sections.) 
1 Academic area to be addressed for improvement 
2 Duration of the plan must align with the timeline presented in the Action Steps 
3 Refer to Board’s Level of Adequate Academic Performance on the ASBCS website:  http://asbcs.az.gov 
4 Repeat these action steps as necessary to include the appropriate number of steps to accomplish the strategy 
 








C.5 Three Year Operational Budget 


Provide Assumptions by Line


STUDENT COUNT 112.00 196.00 313.00


Number of Students (Budget based on) 100.00 175.00 280.00


% of Full Enrollment Budget Based On 89.29% 89.29% 89.46%


CARRYOVER  (Balance from Start-Up Budget in year 1 


or previous year) $75,189.17 119,043.31$    309,546.86$    


REVENUE $ Amount $ Amount $ Amount


State Funding (Equalization Assistance) 639,230.00$ 1,143,058.00$ 1,803,357.00$ 


Secured Funds - Private Donations -$              


Secured Funds - Loans -$              


Secured Funds - Other -$              


     Total Revenue 714,419.17$ 1,262,101.31$ 2,112,903.86$ 


Administration, Instruction, & Support (AIS) 


EXPENDITURES
# of Staff @ Salary Req. Cont. Total # of Staff @ Salary Req. Cont. Total # of Staff @ Salary Req. Cont. Total


(add lines as necessary)


Salaries 


       Director/Principal 1.00        75,000.00$ 7,500.00$ 82,500.00$   1.00        80,000.00$ 8,000.00$ 88,000.00$      1.00        85,000.00$ 8,500.00$ 93,500.00$      


       Teacher-Regular Education-Fulltime 4.00        35,000.00$ 3,500.00$ 154,000.00$ 6.00        36,000.00$ 3,600.00$ 237,600.00$    12.00      37,000.00$ 3,700.00$ 488,400.00$    


       Teacher-Regular Education-Part-time 1.00        30,000.00$ 3,000.00$ 33,000.00$   3.00        30,000.00$ 3,000.00$ 99,000.00$      3.00        30,000.00$ 3,000.00$ 99,000.00$      


       Teacher-Special Education -$              -$                 1.00        35,000.00$ 3,500.00$ 38,500.00$      


       Tutors-Part-time 1.00        20,000.00$ 2,000.00$ 22,000.00$   1.75        20,000.00$ 2,000.00$ 38,500.00$      2.75        20,000.00$ 2,000.00$ 60,500.00$      


       School Secretary 1.00        30,000.00$ 3,000.00$ 33,000.00$   1.00        31,000.00$ 3,100.00$ 34,100.00$      1.00        32,000.00$ 3,200.00$ 35,200.00$      


       Office Assistant -$              1.00        20,833.33$ 2,083.33$ 22,916.66$      1.00        21,666.67$ 2,166.67$ 23,833.34$      


       Support Staff-Part-time 1.50        20,833.33$ 2,083.33$ 34,374.99$   2.50        20,833.33$ 2,083.33$ 57,291.66$      2.50        20,833.33$ 2,083.33$ 57,291.66$      


       Business/HR Manager -$              -$                 1.00        40,000.00$ 4,000.00$ 44,000.00$      


Employee Benefits 1,800.00$     1,800.00$        1,800.00$        


Employee Insurance (if applicable) 28,440.00$   42,660.00$      80,580.00$      


Office Supplies (Paper, Postage, etc.) 8,000.00$     12,000.00$      16,000.00$      


Instructional Consumables 4,000.00$     8,750.00$        14,000.00$      


Membership Dues, Registrations, & Travel 2,500.00$     4,500.00$        6,000.00$        


Contracted Services (AIS) 2,794.80$     4,294.60$        -$                 


Contracted Services (Special Education) 15,000.00$   26,250.00$      42,000.00$      


Curriculum & Resource Materials 5,000.00$     16,000.00$      25,000.00$      


Library Resources/Software -$              -$                 -$                 


SAIS Software 6,500.00$     1,500.00$        1,500.00$        


Auditor Fees -$              10,000.00$      14,000.00$      


     Total Administration, Instruction, & Support 432,909.79$ 705,162.92$    1,141,104.99$ 


Operations & Maintenance (O&M) 


EXPENDITURES
Total Total Total


(add lines as necessary)


Supplies 3,000.00$     4,000.00$        5,000.00$        


Marketing/Advertising 4,244.00$     6,485.00$        6,735.00$        


Contracted Services - O&M 11,439.82$   18,863.23$      30,134.64$      


Building Rent/Lease/Loan 84,240.00$   132,000.00$    216,000.00$    


Building & Improvements 24,000.00$   24,000.00$      24,000.00$      


Land & Improvements -$              -$                 -$                 


Fees/Permits 1,000.00$     1,000.00$        1,000.00$        


Applicant Name: The Rising School


Second Year Third YearFirst Year
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C.5 Three Year Operational Budget 


Property/Casualty Insurance 6,587.00$     6,687.00$        6,777.00$        


Liability Insurance 2,230.00$     5,076.00$        9,374.00$        


Utilities (Electric, Gas, Water, Waste) 10,989.00$   18,888.00$      30,907.00$      


Phone/Communications/Internet Connectivity 6,000.00$     6,000.00$        6,000.00$        


Transportation -$              -$                 -$                 


Food Service -$              -$                 -$                 


Classroom Furniture & Other Equipment -$              12,968.05$      15,561.66$      


Multi-Purpose Room Furniture & Other Equipment $ 1,938.00$        1,938.00$        


Office Furniture & Other Equipment -$              250.00$           741.22$           


Student Technology Equipment -$              -$                 -$                 


Office Technology Equipment $ 500.00$           2,396.00$        


Security System 395.88$        395.88$           395.88$           


Copiers -$              -$                 2,199.00$        


Loan Repayment 8,340.37$     8,340.37$        54,170.19$      


     Total Operations & Maintenance 162,466.07$ 247,391.53$    359,159.40$    


Total Expenditures 595,375.86$ 952,554.45$    1,500,264.39$ 


Total Revenues 714,419.17$ 1,262,101.31$ 2,112,903.86$ 


Budget Balance (=Revenues-Expenditures) 119,043.31$ 309,546.86$    612,639.46$    
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C.1 Facilities Acquisition 


Description of Facility 
The Rising School will locate, acquire, and maintain facilities that are safe, clean, functional, and 


as aesthetically appealing as possible within budget. The school has several criteria for its 


facility. It should be located within central Tucson in an area bordered by River Road (north), 


Swan Road (east), Broadway Boulevard (south), and I-10 (west). This area includes the 85705, 


85716, and 85719 zip codes, plus the western portions of 85711 and 85712. The facility should 


be on or near a main traffic artery, on a public bus line, and close to a public library and a public 


park. For startup and year 1, the school will begin with 100 students divided into four groups.  


 


To serve 100 students and four groups of students, our facility should have these features: 


 Total facility space: 6,400 square feet 


 Classrooms: 4 (676 square feet each) 


 Administrative office:  1 (234 square feet) 


 Principal’s office: 1 (234 square feet) 


 Bathrooms with four stalls and two sinks, ADA compliant: 2 (260 square feet each) 


 Staff workroom/break room: 1 (468 square feet) 


 Lobby: 1 (504 square feet) 


 Multi-Purpose Room: 1 (1,736 square feet) 


o The Multi-Purpose Room (MPR) can be opened into the Lobby, increasing 


MPR’s overall space to 2,240 square feet 


Available Facilities 
To locate available facilities that meet the above criteria, The Rising School in May 2012 began 


working with commercial real-estate agent Tari Auletta, CCIM, Vice President of Grubb & Ellis 


Company. Ms. Auletta has identified several existing properties that meet the school’s space, 


location, amenities, and budgetary needs. 


The first available facility is located in Amphi Plaza at 825 E. Ft. Lowell Road, Tucson, 


85719. The facility is prominently located on Ft. Lowell Road, a major thoroughfare, near the 


cross street of First Avenue, another main traffic artery. Public buses run regularly on both Ft. 


Lowell and First Avenue. The facility includes 6,500 square feet of available space. The facility, 


at the end of a strip mall, is surrounded by abundant parking. It is situated near Navajo Park and 


Woods Public Library. The facility’s lease rate is $9.00 per square foot per year, and the lease 


type is NNN, with triple net charges estimated to be approximately $3.00 per square foot per 


year. Thus, the annual lease would by approximately $78,000 per year. 


 The second available facility is located in First Prince Plaza at 3650 N. First Avenue, 


Tucson, 85719. The facility is prominently located at the intersection of two major streets, First 


Avenue and Prince Road. Public buses run regularly on both First Avenue and Prince Road. The 


facility includes 6,480 square feet of available space. It is situated near Navajo Park and Woods 


Public Library. The lease rate is $10.00 per square foot per year, and the lease type is NNN 
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(estimated at $3.00 per square foot per year). Thus, the annual lease would by approximately 


$84,240 per year. 


The third available facility is located at 4037 N. Oracle Rd., Tucson, 85705. The facility 


is prominently located on Oracle Rd., a major thoroughfare, and is just south of the Tucson Mall, 


which is on Wetmore Road. Public buses run regularly on Oracle. The facility includes 6,400 


square feet of available space. It is situated near Jacobs Park and Woods Public Library. The 


lease rate is $12.00 per square foot per year and the lease type is triple net (estimated at $3.00 per 


square foot per year). Consequently, the annual lease would be about $96,000 per year. 


Timeframe for Securing Facility 
In May 2012, The Rising School began working with commercial real-estate agent Tari Auletta 


of Grubb & Ellis. Ms. Auletta made inquiries and located several possible facilities, including 


those described above. Throughout the remainder of 2012, she will continue to search for 


suitable facilities and working with CEO George Rising to identify the best choice of facilities in 


anticipation of The Rising School’s charter approval. Once the charter is approved in January 


2013, the school will move as quickly as possible to contract for a facility that meets its space, 


location, and budgetary requirements. The latest date for moving into the facility is July 1, 2013, 


with the possibility of moving in as early April 1, 2013. To help with Rising School budgeting, 


Ms. Auletta will negotiate with the lessor to delay beginning payment until after August 1, 2013. 


Costs of Securing a Facility and Complying with Laws and Regulations 
In its startup and three-year budgets, the Rising School has accounted for the costs of securing a 


facility and complying with laws and regulations.  


Real Estate Agent 
The school has contracted as its real-estate agent Tari Auletta of Grubb & Ellis. According to 


Ms. Auletta, her fee (a percentage of the rent) will be paid by the landlord.  


Building and Improvements 
The Rising School, working with Ms. Auletta, will negotiate to have the landlord pay all or most 


of the required building improvements. If the school must pay for its own building 


improvements, however, the school and Ms. Auletta will negotiate amortizing the expense over 


the first 13 months of the lease (1 month in the startup period and 12 months in year 1). Based on 


advice from Ms. Auletta and Rob Caylor of Caylor Construction, the school is assuming 


budgeting $2,000 a month for building improvements every month during the startup period and 


during the first three years of operation. Thus, the school is budgeting $2,000 for building 


improvements during the one-month startup period. Permit fees for construction, which are 


usually 2% of total construction cost (according to Ms. Auletta and Mr. Caylor), are included in 


these budgeted amounts for building improvements. 


Land and Improvements 
The school will have no separate land-and-improvement costs, which will be paid by the 


landlord or rolled into the rental price. 
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Rent Deposits 
Based on advice by Ms. Auletta, The Rising School will budget one month’s rent, $7,020, for 


rent deposit. 


Organizational Fees 
The school will budget $494 during the startup period for organizational fees. This figure 


includes the following costs: $75 paid to the Arizona Corporation Commission for incorporating 


Rising Schools, Inc., as a nonprofit corporation in Arizona; $10 paid to the Arizona Secretary of 


State’s office for securing two trade names (“Rising Schools, Inc.” and “The Rising School”); 


$265 paid for publication of Rising Schools, Inc.’s Articles of Incorporation; $8 paid for 


fingerprinting Governing Board member George Rising; $67 paid to Arizona Department of 


Public Safety for processing the fingerprinting of Board member George Rising; and $69 paid to 


Arizona Department of Public Safety for processing fingerprinting of Governing Board member 


Greg Berger. 


Certification of Occupancy Fees 
The school will budget $300 for Certificate of Occupancy fees. This cost is an assumption based 


on advice from Ms. Auletta. 


Other Permits/Fees 
For other permits and fees, the school will budget $1,000 during the startup period. This cost is 


an assumption based on advice from Ms. Auletta. Permit fees for construction for building 


improvements, which are usually 2% of total construction costs (according to Ms. Auletta and 


Mr. Caylor of Caylor Construction), are included in the budgeted amounts for building 


improvements ($2,000 per month). 


Inspection Fees 
Inspect fees are included in the permit fees, according to Ms. Auletta. 


Property/Casualty Insurance 
The school will pay $425 for property/casualty insurance during the startup period. This cost is 


an assumption based on a written quote by Alan G. Martin, CIC, CRM, of Martin Insurance 


Consultants. 


Liability Insurance 
During the startup period, the school will pay $800 for liability insurance. This includes $425 for 


general liability and $375 for worker’s comp. This cost is based on fees paid to Marana 


Insurance and from assumptions based on a written quote by Alan G. Martin of Martin Insurance 


Consultants. 


Utilities Deposits 
The school will budget $3,516 for utilities deposits. For electricity, Tucson Electric Power 


requires a deposit of $0.44 per square foot or $2,816 for 6,400 square feet.  For gas, Southwest 


Gas requires a $500 security deposit. Tucson Water requires a $250 deposit. These costs are 


assumptions based on price quotes from Tucson Electric Power, Southwest Gas, and Tucson 


Water, respectively. 
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Phone/Communications/Internet Connectivity  
During the startup period, the cost for phones, phone service, and internet service will be $3,070. 


This includes the following: the purchase of 3 TS-600 Business Class Phones ($190 each; $570 


total); cell phone and internet service for 16 months at $137.50 per month ($2,200 total); and 


phone/wifi service for one month at $300 per month. These costs are based on fees paid to 


Verizon and from online prices on Cox Business, Verizon, and Quest websites, and from a 


written quote by Jeff Weinman of Computer Dimensions. 


Security 
For a security system, the school will contract with Guard Pro Protection Systems or another 


service provider. The security system will cost $2,841.99 during the startup period. This cost 


includes $2,129.00 in parts, $680.00 in labor installation, and 1 month of service at 32.99 per 


month. These costs are assumptions based on a written quote by Stephen Abril, owner of Guard 


Pro Protection Systems. 


Financial Arrangements for Securing Facility 
Working through Sean P. Murray, Senior Business Relationship Manager and Vice President of 


Wells Fargo Bank, The Rising School has secured a $150,000 revolving line of credit from 


Wells Fargo. 


Reference 
Odden, A. R., & Picus, L. O. (2008). School finance: A policy perspective (4


th
 ed.).  New York: 


NY: McGraw-Hill. 
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C.3 Personnel 


Staffing Plan 


Instructional Personnel 
In year 1, The Rising School will have 100 students in grades 6-9, and students will be divided 


into four groups of 25 students each. Instructional personnel will include one math teacher, one 


English Composition teacher, one Humanities (literature and social science) teacher, and one 


science teacher. Each of these teachers will also teach one enrichment or intervention course. In 


addition, the school will employ part-time teachers for physical education and fine arts. In total, 


the school will have 5.0 FTE teachers. Finally, there will be part-time tutors working a combined 


40 hours per week during the school year.  


In year 2, the school will have 175 students in grades 6-10, and students will be divided 


into seven groups of 25 students each. The instructional staff will include six fulltime teachers: 


one math teacher, one science teacher, one math/science teacher, one English teacher, one 


Humanities teacher, and one English/Humanities teacher. Each of these teachers will either teach 


five courses in his/her core subject or, if teaching four cores courses, will also teach an 


enrichment or intervention course. In addition, the school will employ part-time teachers for 


physical education, fine arts, enrichment, and intervention. In total, the school will have 9.0 FTE 


teachers. Finally, there will be part-time tutors working a combined 70 hours per week during the 


school year.  


In year 3, The Rising School will have 280 students in grades 6-11, and students will be 


divided into 12 groups of 20-25 students each. The instructional staff will include 12 fulltime 


teachers: three math teachers, three science teachers, three English teachers, two Humanities 


teacher, and one social-science teacher. Each of these teachers will either teach five courses in 


his/her core subject or, if teaching four cores courses, will also teach an enrichment or 


intervention course. There will also be one fulltime special-education teacher. In addition, the 


school will employ part-time teachers for physical education, fine arts, enrichment, and 


intervention. In total, the school will have 16.0 FTE teachers. Finally, there will be tutors 


working a total 110 hours per week.  


The CEO/Principal, with help from Instructional Leaders (unpaid positions filled by 


fulltime teachers) and the Professional Learning Communities (PLCs), will oversee curriculum, 


instruction, and assessment. The CEO/Principal will recruit, hire, and oversee all instructional 


personnel. The CEO/Principal will facilitate the creation of the school’s curriculum in 


collaboration with the school’s teachers and a team of educational advisors; review unit and daily 


lesson plans and assessments; conduct classroom observations; facilitate data-driven reflection 


and planning sessions; lead professional development; evaluate teachers; oversee the state testing 


process; and ensure compliance with state-mandated instruction, assessment, and reporting, 


including requirements for English Language Learners who require four hours of structured 


English Language Development. The CEO/Principal Director will also hire and supervise 


contracted personnel who do psychological evaluations and provide speech therapy and other 


services for students with special needs. 


Teachers will be directly responsible to the CEO/Principal for fostering the culture of 


responsibility and excellence in their classrooms necessary to ensure the school’s academic goals 
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are met and its mission is fulfilled. All teachers will be Highly Qualified and have their SEI 


endorsement and a valid fingerprint clearance card. Teachers will consistently re-enforce the 


expectations and systems for behavior, demonstrate a working knowledge of their subject area 


across grade levels, contribute to the development of the curriculum, and incorporate best 


practices for instruction. Teachers will consistently administer formative and summative 


assessments, including state-mandated assessments, to gauge progress and adjust course as 


necessary to maximize the academic outcomes of their students. Teachers will engage in data-


driven reflections daily and professional development to continually increase their effectiveness 


and ensure the academic and cultural goals of the school are met. Teachers will be responsible 


for leading an Advisory group of 15 students, maintaining close relationships with their families, 


and taking other actions necessary to ensure all children benefit from a rigorous education that is 


relevant to their lives and develop the responsibility to apply this education to positively impact 


their world.  


Non-Instructional Personnel 
The numbers of non-instructional personnel will increase as the school’s student personnel. The 


CEO/Principal will supervise all school personnel. In year 1, non-instructional personnel will 


include a CEO/Principal, school secretary, and three other staffers, who will work in the office 


and as before-school, lunchtime, and afterschool monitors. In year 2, non-instructional personnel 


will include a CEO/Principal, school secretary, office assistant, and three other staffers, who will 


help in the office and work as before-school, lunchtime, and afterschool monitors. In year 3, non-


instructional personnel will include a CEO/Principal, Business/HR manager, school secretary, 


two office assistants, and three other staffers, who will help in the office and work as before-


school, lunchtime, and afterschool monitors. 


In years 1 and 2, the CEO/Principal will supervise school operations, including managing 


facilities and grounds maintenance; monitoring student attendance; and managing the Student 


Management System (SMS), including reporting to the Department of Education’s Student 


Accountability Information System (SAIS). The school will use Schoolmaster or another SMS. 


The CEO/Principal will be aided in these non-instructional responsibilities by the School 


Secretary and other staff. Also in years 1 and 2, the CEO/Principal will supervise contracted 


services in accounting and payroll, Human Resources, Special Education, legal, liability and 


worker’s comp insurance, medical and dental insurance, banking, real estate, marketing, 


webhosting and website development, Informational Technology and phone system, Student 


Management System, custodial, and security.  


In year 3, the CEO/Principal will hire a Business/HR Manager, who will report directly to 


the CEO/Principal. The Business/HR Manager will be responsible for managing the financial, 


operational, and Human Resources aspects of the school. The Business/HR Manager will take on 


formerly contracted services in accounting, payroll, and Human Resources. He/she will develop 


the financial plan of the school, provide financial oversight and management; develop revenue 


streams for the school by writing grants and/or overseeing contracts with grant writers; manage 


facilities and grounds maintenance and upkeep; monitor student attendance and manage the 


Student Management System including reporting to the Department of Education’s Student 


Accountability Information System (SAIS); and implement day-to-day accounting and business 


activities. He/she will assist the CEO/Principal in overseeing contracted services in Special 


Education, legal, liability and worker’s comp insurance, medical and dental insurance, banking, 
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real estate, marketing, webhosting and website development, Informational Technology and 


phone system, Student Management System, custodial, and security. 


Recruiting, Hiring, and Training of Instructional Staff 
George Rising, as CEO/Principal, will be responsible for overseeing recruiting, hiring, and 


training instructional staff. The CEO/Principal is directly responsible to the Governing Board for 


ensuring the effective implementation of the program of instruction and operation of the charter 


school consistent with the Governing Board’s policies. The CEO/Principal will foster a culture of 


excellence and collaboration among all staff to ensure students are prepared to apply their 


knowledge and skills to succeed in college and careers. The CEO/Principal will also maintain 


appropriate communication with the charter authorizer and partner with stakeholders to fulfill the 


school’s mission.  


During his time leading three Tucson charter schools, Dr. Rising recruited, hired, and 


trained dozens of faculty and support staff. Effective personnel are the key to success, so the 


CEO/Principal will invest time and effort in recruiting, hiring, and training. Recruitment and 


hiring of personnel will begin with well-crafted, compelling employment ads placed in the 


Arizona Daily Star, CareerBuilders.com, Monster.com, the Arizona Department of Education, 


Craigslist, K-12 jobspot, teacher-teacher.com, University of Arizona Career Services, the 


University of Arizona’s departments (education, math, English, etc.), and other employment 


postings. In addition, the CEO/Principal will use his many contacts in education to recruit 


applicants. The hiring season in education begins in March, so the ads will be posted then and 


will be re-posted as necessary.  


After receiving responses to the ads, the CEO/Principal will screen candidates based on 


analysis of their resumes. He’ll focus on three main categories: content knowledge (based on 


advanced degrees in the subject), teaching experience (focusing on previous secondary 


experience), and intelligence (based on quality of education, grade point average, and quality of 


cover letter). Next, the CEO/Principal will interview each promising candidate, using a series of 


questions from various sources. (In the years after the startup period, the CEO/Principal will 


convene a committee to interview each of the finalists; the committee will ask the same 


questions to each candidate. Finalists for positions will shadow an employee who is currently in 


the position.) Teaching candidates teach at least one demonstration lesson, which will be 


observed by the CEO/Principal and others. In the startup period, the CEO/Principal will convene, 


through Craigslist, a focus group of students for the demonstration lesson. The CEO/Principal 


will then choose the best candidate. (After the startup year, the interview committee and 


employees will give input to the CEO/Principal, who will make the hiring decision.) The 


CEO/Principal will contact three references, including the candidate’s former supervisors. The 


CEO/Principal will negotiate salaries based on budgetary constraints, market prices, the quality 


of the applicant, and the needs of the school.  


The CEO/Principal will also oversee indication and training. During orientation, the 


CEO/Principal will give new employees a tour of the facility. The staff will be introduced to 


each other and given a list of their names and job functions. The CEO/Principal will explain the 


basic operations, including work hours, timelines, punctuality, payday schedules (including 


direct deposit information), overtime policy, lunch time and break time policies, parking, 


telephone and Internet policies, security regulations, and the telephone system works. In 


addition, the CEO/Principal will review the new employee job description, help with the filling 
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out of necessary forms, and a schedule for any additional needed information. The 


CEO/Principal will explain to the new employee the importance of their position and how it 


works to the support of the goals of the company. Employees will be orientated to their work 


area and make sure they have all needed supplies, materials, documents and manuals that may be 


necessary for them to do their job. Orientation will also provide a calendar listing of holidays and 


vacations, and explain how to report a sickness or necessary absence.  


Training will include professional development. The school will have two full weeks of 


professional development in the summer, July 22-26 and July 29-August 2, 2013. During the 


school year, the staff will meet in Professional Learning Communities for 1.5 hours each week. 


During the school year, there will be two full days of professional development (October 7, 


2013, and May 5, 2014). After the school year ends, there will be four more days of professional 


development, May 27-30, 2014. This is an estimated 168 hours of professional development for 


the entire year. 


Salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) 
In the startup phase through July 31, 2013, The Rising School will pay a total of $16,437 in 


salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE). The CEO/Principal, George Rising, will donate 


his services through June 30, 2013. Beginning on July 1, the CEO/Principal will be paid an 


annualized salary of $75,000, or $6,250 for one month’s salary (July 2013). The school will also 


pay for the CEO/Principal’s required employee benefits (Social Security, Medicare, State 


Unemployment and Workman’s Compensation), which are assumed to be 10% of salary. The 


school will also pay for the CEO/Principal’s fringe benefits (medical and dental insurance), 


which are annualized at a cost of $4,740, or $395 for one month’s insurance. During startup, the 


CEO/Principal will cost the school $7,270 in salary and ERE. For two weeks of training and 


professional development in July, the four fulltime teachers will receive stipends of $1,458 each; 


required benefits for them will cost the school 10% of this amount. The teachers will not receive 


fringe benefits during training. In total, the teachers will cost the school $6,417. Finally, the 


School Secretary will receive one month of salary (annualized at $30,000), and his/her required 


benefits will cost the school 10% of this amount. The School Secretary will not receive fringe 


benefits until August 2013, after the startup period.  


 In year 1, the school will pay a total of $394,615 in salaries and ERE. The CEO/Principal 


will be paid $80,000 in salary, and he will cost the school $8,000 in required benefits and $4,740 


in fringe benefits. The school’s four fulltime teachers will be paid an average of $35,000 in 


salary, and they will cost the school an average of $3,500 in required benefits and $4,740 in 


fringe benefits. Fulltime teachers will cost the school a total of $172,960. Part-time teachers (1.0 


FTE) will be paid $30,000 in salary, and they will cost the school $3,000 in required benefits. 


They will not receive fringe benefits. Part-time teachers will cost the school a total of $33,000. 


Part-time tutors (1.0 FTE) will be paid $12.50 per hour and will work a total of 1600 hours in 10 


months for a total cost (including required benefits) of $22,000. They will not receive fringe 


benefits. The School Secretary will receive $30,000 in salary, and he/she will cost the school 


$3,000 in required benefits and $4,740 in fringe benefits. Other part-time support staff (1.5 FTE) 


will work a total of 2,500 hours in 10 months. They will receive $12.50 per hour in pay, and their 


required will benefits will cost the school 10% of this amount. They will not receive fringe 


benefits. Finally, the school will offer a 403B retirement plan for all employees but will not 


contribute to it. Fees for the plan will cost the school $1,800. 
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In year 2, the school will pay a total of $626,578 in salaries and ERE. The CEO/Principal 


will be paid $70,000 in salary, which is near market value, and he will cost the school $7,000 in 


required benefits and $4,740 in fringe benefits. The school’s six fulltime teachers will be paid an 


average of $36,000 in salary, a 2.9% raise over year 2, and they will cost the school an average 


of $3,600 in required benefits and $4,740 in fringe benefits. In total, the six fulltime teachers will 


cost the school $266,040. Part-time teachers (3.0 FTE) will be paid an average of $30,000 per 


1.0 FTE in salary, and they will cost the school an average of $3,000 in required benefits. They 


will not receive fringe benefits. In total, part-time teachers will cost the school $99,000. Part-


time tutors (1.5 FTE) will be paid $12.50 per hour and will work a total of 2,800 hours in 10 


months for a total cost (including required benefits) of $38,500. They will not receive fringe 


benefits. The School Secretary will receive $31,000 in salary, a 3.3% raise over year 1, and 


he/she will cost the school $3,100 in required benefits and $4,740 in fringe benefits. Other part-


time support staff (2.5 FTE) will work a total of 4,167 hours in 10 months. They will receive 


$12.50 per hour in pay, and their required will benefits will cost the school 10% of this amount. 


They will not receive fringe benefits. Finally, the school will offer a 403B retirement plan for all 


employees but will not contribute to it. Fees for the plan will cost the school $1,800. 


In year 3, the school will pay a total of $1,010,815 in salaries and ERE. The 


CEO/Principal will be paid $85,000 in salary, and he will cost the school $7,500 in required 


benefits and $4,740 in fringe benefits. The school’s 12 fulltime teachers will be paid an average 


of $37,000 in salary, a 2.8% raise over year 2, and they will cost the school an average of $3,700 


in required benefits and $4,740 in fringe benefits. In total, the 12 fulltime teachers will cost the 


school $545,280. Part-time teachers (3.0 FTE) will be paid an average of $30,000 in salary, and 


they will cost the school an average of $3,000 in required benefits. They will not receive fringe 


benefits. In total, part-time teachers will cost the school $99,000. Part-time tutors (2.75 FTE) will 


be paid $12.50 per hour and will work a total of 4,400 hours in 10 months for a total cost 


(including required benefits) of $60,500. They will not receive fringe benefits. The Business/HR 


manager will receive a salary of $40,000, and he/she will cost the school $4,000 in required 


benefits and $4,740 in fringe benefits. The School Secretary will receive $32,000 in salary, a 


3.2% raise over year 2, and he/she will cost the school $3,200 in required benefits and $4,740 in 


fringe benefits. Other part-time support staff (2.5 FTE) will work a total of 4,167 hours in 10 


months. They will receive $12.50 per hour in pay, and their required will benefits will cost the 


school 10% of this amount. They will not receive fringe benefits. Finally, the school will offer a 


403B retirement plan for all employees but will not contribute to it. Fees for the plan will cost 


the school $1,800. 


 


  


    
Salary 


Required 
Benefits 


Fringe 
Benefits Prorated   


Startup 
# of 
FTE 


(annual) 
(10% of salary) (annual) (annual) Total 


Principal 1.0 75000 7500 4740 0.083 7270 


Fulltime teachers 4.0 35000 3500 0 0.042 6417 


School Secretary 1.0 30000 3000 0 0.083 2750 


Total           16437 
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Salary 


Required 
Benefits 


Fringe 
Benefits Prorated   


Year 1 
# of 
FTE 


(annual) 
(10% of salary) (annual) (annual) Total 


Principal 1.0 80000 8000 4740 1 92740 


Fulltime teachers 4.0 35000 3500 4740 1 172960 


Part-time 
teachers 1.0 30000 3000 0 1 33000 


Tutors 1.0 24000 2400 0 0.833 22000 


School Secretary 1.0 30000 3000 4740 1 37740 


Other Staff 1.5 25000 2500 0 0.833 34375 


403B plan fees           1800 


Total           394615 


    
Salary 


Required 
Benefits 


Fringe 
Benefits Prorated   


Year 2 
# of 
FTE 


(annual) 
(10% of salary) (annual) (annual) Total 


Principal 1.0 85000 8500 4740 1 98240 


Fulltime teachers 6.0 36000 3600 4740 1 266040 


Part-time 
teachers 3.0 30000 3000 0 1 99000 


Tutors 1.75 24000 2400 0 0.833 38500 


School Secretary 1.0 31000 3100 4740 1 38840 


Office Assistant 1.0 25000 2500 4740 0.833 26867 


Other Staff 2.5 25000 2500 0 0.833 57292 


403B Plan fees           1800 


Total           626578 


    
Salary 


Required 
Benefits 


Fringe 
Benefits Prorated   


Year 3 
# of 
FTE 


(annual) 
(10% of salary) (annual) (annual) Total 


Principal 1.0 75000 7500 4740 1 87240 


Fulltime teachers 12.0 37000 3700 4740 1 545280 


Fulltime SPED 1.0 35000 3500 4740 1 43240 


Part-time 
teachers 3.0 30000 3000 0 1 99000 


Tutors 2.75 24000 2400 0 0.833 60500 


Business/HR mgr. 1.00 40000 4000 4740 1 48740 


School Secretary 1.0 32000 3200 4740 1 39940 


Office Assistant 1.0 26000 2600 4740 0.833 27783 


Other Staff 2.5 25000 2500 0 0.833 57292 


 403B Plan fees           1800 


Total           1010815 
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Curriculum Sample ‐ 11th Reading 
Max. 8 Pages  
Grade Level  11  Content Area  Language Arts  
Course Title (grades 9‐12 Only)  Honors English Literature 
Length of Unit  Three 55‐minute session (not 


including assessment) 
Time of Year  Second Quarter, concurrently with 


Honors/AP U.S. Government 
Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have mastered comparison/contrast and evaluation techniques of historically significant documents, 
literature, and visual images. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research‐supported instructional techniques, including 
Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. For writing, all courses will employ the Six‐Trait Analytic Writing 
Assessment Rubric. Interactive instruction to lesson components will set the premise for guided practice in which 
students utilize compare/contrast techniques evaluating the relevant literary sources (poetry, literature, news 
media) within the context of the time period documents were written and making connections to the current time 
period. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


11.RI.8 
Reading Standards for Informational Text (RI)  
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas  
#8 ‐ Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. texts, including the application of constitutional principles 
and use of legal reasoning (e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court majority opinions and dissents) and the premises, purposes, 
and arguments in works of public advocacy (e.g., The Federalist, presidential addresses).  


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


In writing, students will evaluate a presidential inaugural speech. 
 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 


A rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. The rubric has four categories. Each category is scored, 
based on the rubric criteria, on a 1‐4 score. Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 16, and 
grades are as follow:  A=14‐16; B=13; C= 12; D=9‐11; F= 0‐8. Mastery will be set at 13/16 or higher. 
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possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 
Materials/Resources Needed  Copies of “The Yellow Wallpaper” by Charlotte Perkins Gilman, “Are Women People?” By Alice Duer Miller 


(provided by www.projectgutenberg.org) 
Access to the Internet and website www.aclu.org/women's‐rights 
Summative Assessment: Copies of text of speeches by Abraham Lincoln (2nd Inaugural Speech, March 4, 1865), 
Franklin D. Roosevelt (1st Inaugural Speech, March 4, 1933), and John F. Kennedy (1st Inaugural Speech, January 20, 
1961); compare/contrast evaluation of media assessment  


 Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K‐8 Math, use 
Grade, Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category‐Domain, Standard (e.g., A‐REI.6). For Science, use Grade, 
Strand, Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1). 


 
 
Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction  Student Activities 


1 


To provide proper context of the history of women's rights in the United 
States, a student‐led discussion will be guided by teacher assessing prior 
knowledge of the history of women's experience in the United States.  
 


Individual activity: Students will be assigned to read “The Yellow 
Wallpaper” by Charlotte Perkins Gilman; and “Are Women People?” by 
Alice Duer Miller. Brief background information regarding each author 
will be provided to further enhance understanding. 
Students will journal reflections on each reading, specifically noting 
issues and concerns related to a woman's experience within the context 
of the time frame in which the story/poetry was written. 


2 


Review prior lesson and journal entry in preparation for activity.  Pair activity: Using evaluation techniques, students will identify one of 
Alice Duer Miller's poems that they believe best ties into or represents 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman's short story. Students will identify the themes 
and issues in each literary source, and compare/contrast the two 
sources.  
Individual activity: Students will be given time to peruse the history of 
women's rights in the United States via www.aclu.org/women's‐rights 
Students will then journal on the following prompt: 
Over the last century women began to experience freedom on many 
platforms. Explain how Gilman's main character might have responded 
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to her situation should she have lived in today's society with the rights 
women have obtained today. Use examples from the story as well as 
examples of current rights of women to back up your response. 


3 


Provide instructions for student's individual activity.  Individual activity: Students will be given time to peruse the history of 
women's rights in the United States via www.aclu.org/women's‐rights 
Students will then journal on the following prompt: 
Over the last century women began to experience freedom on many 
platforms. Using previous lesson's pair activity as a guide, explain how 
Gilman's main character might have responded to her situation should 
she have lived in today's society with the rights women have obtained 
today. Use examples from the story as well as examples of current rights 
of women to back up your response. 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
In writing, students will evaluate a presidential inaugural speech. 
 


Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
 


  1  2  3  4 
Evaluate the argument  Student evaluation does 


not demonstrate 
understanding of the 
argument. 


Student evaluation 
demonstrates limited 
understanding of the 
argument. 


Student evaluation 
demonstrates 
understanding of the 
argument. 


Student evaluation 
demonstrates remarkable 
understanding of the 
argument. 


Constitutional principles  Student mentions 
constitutional principle, 
but fails to apply it. 


Constitutional principal 
application is limited. 


Constitutional principal is 
applied appropriately. 


Constitutional principal is 
applied with thoughtful 
consideration. 


Legal reasoning  Student attempts to apply 
legal reasoning. 


Student applies legal 
reasoning. 


Student applies legal 
reasoning appropriately. 


Student applies legal 
reasoning appropriately 
with textual evidence to 
support claim. 


Purpose  Student does not 
understand purpose of the 
speech. 


Student has a basic 
understanding of the 
purpose of the speech. 


Student has an 
understanding of the 
purpose of the speech. 


Student has a complex 
understanding of the 
purpose of the speech. 
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B.3.1. Educational Service Providers 


We do not intend to contract with or have a governance relationship with an education service 


provider. Skip this section. 
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Curriculum Sample: 8th Writing  
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level 8 Content Area Language Arts – Writing: Text Types and 
Purposes 


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only)  


Length of Unit Three 55-minute classes Time of Year Second Semester 


Expected Prior Knowledge  


The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have mastered writing a five-paragraph essay including thesis statement, supporting details, 
transitions. Students have been exposed to the principles of the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment; this unit will 
help students move toward mastery of it. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instruction techniques of Hunter’s 
Essential Elements of Instruction. 


For writing, all courses will employ the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


8.W.2 
Text Types and Purposes  
#2 - Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.  
a. Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to follow; organize ideas, concepts, and information into broader 
categories; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 
comprehension.  
b. Develop the topic with relevant, well-chosen facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information 
and examples.  
c. Use appropriate and varied transitions to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among ideas and 
concepts.  
d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic.  
e. Establish and maintain a formal style.  
f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the information or explanation 
presented. 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 


Students will write a five paragraph persuasive essay. 
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Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


The highest possible score will be 45 points. The grading is as follows: A= 41-45, B=36-40, C=32-35, D=27-31, 
F=Below 27. Mastery is set at 80% (36/45) or higher. The scoring will be based on a two-part rubric: Persuasive-
Appeals Rubric (9 points) and Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric (36 points). The Persuasive-Appeals 
Rubric has three categories for each type of persuasive appeal. Each category is scored, based on rubric criteria, on 
a 1-3 score. The Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric has six categories: Ideas, Organization, Voice, Word 
Choice, Sentence Fluency, and Conventions. Each category is scored, based on the rubric criteria, on a 1-6 score. 
Each category is equally weighted.  


Materials/Resources Needed Overheads or hardcopies of visual representations and verbal quotations of logical, ethical, and emotional appeals. 


Student notebooks, Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric, Persuasive-Appeal Rubric, Persuasive-Appeals 
Description handout 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


Lesson Title (on board): Persuasive Appeals 
List of Materials: student notebooks, overhead projector, examples of 
different kinds of appeals,  graphic  organizer 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 8.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey 
ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, 
and analysis of relevant content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate in writing 
knowledge of persuasion techniques. Students will demonstrate 
understanding of logical, ethical, and emotional appeals by identifying 
each type of appeal and its elements on a graphic organizer. 
Anticipatory Set: Have students answer this prompt in writing: Describe 
three ways to use writing text to persuade someone to do something. 
Have students share and discuss their answers to the prompt. 
Teacher then summarizes discussion, fills in any gaps, and connects the 
concept of persuasion to the concept of appeals. 
Instructional Input:   
The teacher will explain logical, ethical, and emotional appeals to 
students.  
Use visual and verbal/audio representations to demonstrate examples 
of each appeal.  
Define key components unique to each persuasive appeal: 
Ethical: statements of values that speaker knows audience shares 
Emotional: use of personal stories to create an emotional connection 
between speaker and audience 
Logical: rely on established facts or relationships). 
Guided Practice: Teacher leads students through process of classifying 
examples of persuasive appeals into the three categories of logical, 
ethical, and emotional. 
Independent Practice/Check for Understanding:  
Break class into groups of three. Provide each group with copies of 
examples of the three persuasive appeals. Using a graphic organizer, 
each group will determine for each example the appeal used and 


Students will answer this prompt in writing: Describe three ways to use 
written text to persuade someone to do something. 


Students take notes during instructional input. 


Students will be put into groups of four. Teacher will provide each group 
with copies of examples of the three appeals. Using a graphic organizer, 
each group will determine for each example the appeal used and 
identify the key elements in the appeal that backs up their 
determination.  


Each group shares their findings and key elements. 


Each group hands in their findings/key elements. 
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identify the key elements in the appeal that backs up their 
determination.  
Each group shares their findings and key elements. 
Each group hands in their findings. 
Closure:  The teacher will summarize the day’s lesson and preview the 
next lesson. 


2 


Lesson Title (on board): Persuasion and Appeals 
List of Materials: student notebooks 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 8.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey 
ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, 
and analysis of relevant content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will recall three types of 
persuasive appeals in writing. Students will demonstrate understanding 
of logical, ethical, or emotional appeals by writing an argument using 
one of them. 
Anticipatory Set: Students answer this prompt in writing: List each of 
the three types of persuasive appeals we discussed yesterday. 
Have students share and discuss their answers to the prompt. 
Teacher then summarizes discussion, fills in any gaps, and connects the 
concept of persuasion to the concept of appeals. 
Instructional Input/Guided Practice:   
Teacher divides students into groups of four and then explains the 
activity. 
Students are asked to imagine that they are rooting for a particular 
sports team that has just entered the playoffs. They have attended a 
meeting of all the student fans of their favorite team and the students 
have decided that during the playoffs, they will not speak to anyone 
who is rooting for another team.  
Each group is assigned with the task to convince fans of their team to 
discard this idea.  
Students brainstorm reasons why requiring fans to speak only to the 
people cheering for the same team is unwise.  
When they have discussed and outlined their reasons, assign each group 
a particular type of appeal to include in their argument.  
Each group writes up its argument. 
Group representative presents group's argument using their assigned 


Students answer this prompt in writing: List each of the three types of 
persuasive appeals we discussed yesterday. 


Students are divided into groups of four. Students are asked to imagine 
that they are rooting for a particular sports team that has just entered 
the playoffs. They have attended a meeting of all the student fans of 
their favorite team and the students have decided that during the 
playoffs, they will not speak to anyone who is rooting for another team. 
Each group is assigned with the task to convince fans of their team to 
discard this idea. Students brainstorm reasons why requiring fans to 
speak only to the people cheering for the same team is unwise. When 
they have discussed and outlined their reasons, assign each group a 
particular type of appeal to include in their argument.  


Each student takes notes during this process. 


Each group then writes up its argument using its assigned appeal. 


Each group presents its argument using its assigned appeal. 
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appeal. 
After each group presents, students discuss whether the argument has 
used the appeal effectively. 
Closure: Teacher summarizes the day’s lesson and previews the next 
day’s lesson. 


3 


Lesson Title (on board): Using Logical, Ethical, and Emotional Appeals 
List of Materials: student notebooks, Six-Trait Analytic Writing 
Assessment Rubric 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 8.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey 
ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, 
and analysis of relevant content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will recall three types of 
persuasive appeals in writing. Students will demonstrate understanding 
of logical, ethical, or emotional appeals by writing an argument using all 
of them. 
Anticipatory Set: Students answer this prompt in writing: List and 
explain each of the three types of appeals we discussed yesterday. 
Have students share and discuss their answers to the prompt. 
Teacher then summarizes discussion and fills in any gaps. 
Instructional Input:   
Teacher asks students to summarize and discuss yesterday’s activity.  
Teacher then fills in any gaps. 
Teacher then explains today’s activity, which builds on yesterday’s. 
Independent Practice: Students will be given Six-Trait Analytic Writing 
Assessment Rubric to refer to. Using their notes from yesterday’s 
activity, students will individually rewrite their arguments, adding the 
other two types of appeals. Essay will be in five-paragraph form and 
have a clearly stated thesis with each appeal as supporting topics. 
Students will turn in their essay. 
Closure: Teacher will summarize the day’s lesson and preview the next 
day’s lesson. 


Students answer this prompt in writing: List and explain each of the 
three types of persuasive appeals we discussed yesterday. 


Students will be given Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric to 
refer to. Using their notes from yesterday’s activity, students will 
individually rewrite their arguments, adding the other two types of 
persuasive appeals. Essay will be in five-paragraph form and have a 
clearly stated thesis with each appeal as supporting topics. Students will 
turn in their essay. 


4 


Lesson Title (on board): Writing Arguments Using Persuasive Appeals 
List of Materials: student notebooks, Persuasive-Appeals Description 
handout, Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 8.W.2. Write informative/explanatory 
texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information 


Students answer this prompt in writing: List the six traits on Six-Trait 
Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 


Each student will receive a Persuasive-Appeals Description handout, 
which describes each appeal (logical, ethical, and emotional). Each 
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through the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will recall in writing the six 
traits on Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. Students will 
demonstrate understanding of the three types of persuasive appeals by 
comparing his/her essay and a partner’s to Persuasive-Appeals 
Description handout. Students will demonstrate understanding of the 
elements of writing by grading his/her essay and a partner’s with the 
Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 
Anticipatory Set: Students answer this prompt in writing: List the six 
traits on Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 
Have students share and discuss their answers to the prompt. 
Teacher then summarizes discussion and fills in any gaps. 
Instructional Input:  Teacher explains today’s activities. 
Independent Practice: 
Activity 1: Each student will receive a Persuasive-Appeals Description 
handout, which describes each appeal (logical, ethical, and emotional). 
Each student will examine his/her essay (written in previous lesson) and 
compare it to the Appeals Descriptions, judging whether his/her essay 
effectively used the three appeals. Students then exchange essays with 
a partner and repeat the process. 
Activity 2: Each student takes out his/her copy of the Six-Trait Analytic 
Writing Assessment Rubric. Each student will examine his/her essay 
(written in previous lesson) and grades it using the Six-Trait Analytic 
Writing Assessment Rubric. Students then exchange essays with a 
partner and repeat the process. 
Closure: Teacher summarizes the week’s lessons, and explains that 
students will write a persuasive five-paragraph essay on a given topic 
during the next lesson.  
Homework: Students will understand and be able to apply the three 
types of appeals and the six elements of Six-Trait Analytic Writing 
Assessment Rubric. 


student will examine his/her essay (written in previous lesson) and 
compare it to the Appeals Descriptions, judging whether his/her essay 
effectively used the three appeals. 
 
Students then exchange essays with a partner and repeat the process. 
 
Each student takes out his/her copy of the Six-Trait Analytic Writing 
Assessment Rubric. Each student will examine his/her essay (written in 
previous lesson) and grades it using the Six-Trait Analytic Writing 
Assessment Rubric. 


Students then exchange essays with a partner and repeat the process. 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
Students will write a five-paragraph persuasive essay on this topic: Persuading members of your political party to compromise with members of 
an opposing political party. The essay will effectively use three types of persuasive appeals and will meet all of the criteria on the Six-Trait 
Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 
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Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
The highest possible score will be 45 points. 
The grading is as follows: A= 41-45, B=36-40, C=32-35, D=27-31, F=Below 27. Mastery is set at 80% (36/45) or higher. 
The scoring will be based on a two-part rubric: Persuasive Appeals Rubric (9 points) and Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric (36 points). 
 
Persuasive-Appeal Rubric (9 points) 
Score: 
3 Appeal #1 is effectively used in the essay. 
 Appeal #2 is effectively used in the essay. 
 Appeal #3 is effectively used in the essay. 
 
2 Appeal #1 is partially used in the essay. 
 Appeal #2 is partially used in the essay. 
 Appeal #3 is partially used in the essay. 
 
1 Appeal #1 is not used in the essay. 
 Appeal #2 is not used in the essay. 
 Appeal #3 is not used in the essay. 
 
Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric (36 points) 
Score: 


6      Ideas: Clear, focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by rich details suitable to audience and purpose. 
Organization: Effective introductions, highly-developed body, strong conclusion, and a wide variety of transitions move the reader 
smoothly through the text. 
Voice: The writer seems deeply committed to the topic and shows personality with a strong sense of a specific audience. 
Word Choice: A rich, broad use of carefully chosen words conveys the message in an interesting, precise and appropriate manner with a 
sense of writing to be read. 


         Sentence Fluency: Sentences have a strong and varied structure with a high degree of craftsmanship and evident flow and rhythm.  
         Conventions: Writer has exceptionally strong control with few and minor errors. 
 
5 Ideas: Clear focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by details suitable to audience and purpose. 


Organization: Writer employs a purposeful introduction, well-developed body, unifying conclusion, and a variety of transitions. 
Voice: Writer seems committed to the topic and shows personality with a sense of audience. 
Word Choice: Carefully chosen words effectively convey the intended message in an interesting, clear, and precise way suitable to 
audience and purpose. 
Sentence Fluency: Varied sentence structure enhances reading enjoyment.  Writing has flow and rhythm. 
Conventions: Strong control is demonstrated.  Few and minor errors do not impede the reader. 
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4 Ideas: Clear and focused thesis and topic sentences with limited or general support are evident. 


Organization: Organization is clear and coherent but may seem formulaic. 
Voice: The writing is expressive, engaging, and sincere in places. 
Word Choice: A variety of functional words appropriate to the audience and purpose are present with a sense of writing to be read. 
Sentence Fluency: Writing flows, but transitions may be inefficiently used. Sentence variety is evident. 
Conventions: Control of conventions is demonstrated.  Minor errors do not impede readability. 


 
3 Ideas: Main ideas are broad or simplistic. Support is limited, insubstantial, general, or slightly off topic. 


Organization: Overall structure is inconsistent and sequencing is unclear.  The writer may use expressions such as, “My topic is….” or “In 
conclusion….” 
Voice: Commitment to topic seems inconsistent.  Voice is either inappropriately personal or impersonal. 
Word Choice: Ordinary language, lacking variety or interest, is used.  Word choice may also be inappropriate to the audience and 
purpose of the assignment. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is mechanical rather than fluid.  Occasional awkward sentences force the reader to slow down or re-read. 
Conventions: Errors begin to impede readability. 


 
2 Ideas: Main ideas are somewhat unclear and there is only minimal attempt to develop them. 


Organization: No clear structure exists in the piece. 
Voice: Little sense of the author’s commitment to the subject is evident. 
Word Choice: The language is monotonous and/or misused. 
Sentence Fluency: Sentences are choppy and/or rambling with no clear direction or thought. 
Conventions: Frequent and significant errors impede readability. 


 
1 Ideas: The writing lacks a central idea or focus. 


Organization: The writing is haphazard and disjointed. 
Voice: The writing is flat and lifeless with no sense of involvement from the writer. 
Word Choice: The writing shows an extremely limited vocabulary. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is difficult to read aloud because the sentences are incomplete, rambling, or very awkward. 
Conventions: Numerous errors in grammar, usage, and spelling are present. 
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Curriculum Sample: 6th Writing 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level 6 Content Area Language Arts – Writing: Text Types and 
Purposes 


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only)  


Length of Unit Four 55-minute lessons Time of Year First Quarter 


Expected Prior Knowledge  


The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have mastered classification and organization of information specific to a topic. Students have been 
exposed to the principles of the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment; this unit will help students move toward 
mastery of it. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instruction techniques of Hunter’s 
Essential Elements of Instruction (EEI) and Bloom’s Taxonomy Revised. 


For writing, all courses will employ the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


6.W.2 
Writing Standards (W) Text Types and Purposes  
#2 - Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.  
a. Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such as definition, classification, 
comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include formatting  
b. Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and 
examples.  
c. Use appropriate transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts.  
d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic.  
e. Establish and maintain a formal style.  
f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the information or explanation presented. 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Throughout unit, students will complete several independent and pair work activities designed to examine, define, 
and demonstrate understanding of #2a. The culminating activity of writing a four paragraph comparison/contrast 
essay will demonstrate their mastery of #2a. Furthermore, students will demonstrate mastery of #2c, d, e, and f 
within the context of the essay. 
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Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


The Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. The rubric has 
six categories: Ideas, Organization, Voice, Word Choice, Sentence Fluency, and Conventions. Each category is 
scored, based on the rubric criteria, on a 1-6 score. Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 
36, and grades are as follow:  A=32-36; B=29-31; C= 25-28; D=21-24; F= Below 21. Mastery will be set at 80% 
(29/36) or higher. 


Materials/Resources Needed Student notebooks 
Index cards 
Compare/Contrast Graphic Organizer 
How Are We Alike? handout 
Which One is not Part of the Puzzle? Handout 
Essay Scoring Rubric 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed


) 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


Lesson Title (on board): Compare and Contrast 
List of Materials: Student notebooks, index cards 
Curriculum Standards (on board): Write informative/explanatory texts 
to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content. Introduce a 
topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such 
as definition, classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; 
include formatting 
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate their 
understanding of comparing and contrasting by taking two elements 
and explaining how and why they are similar or dissimilar. 
Anticipatory Set: Prompt student to: Write a list of all the activities you 
can do outside. This exercise will reinforce understanding of 
classification. 
Instructional Input/Guided Practice:  
Write on board “skateboard” and “bicycle.”  
Explain that students are brainstorming ideas for comparing and 
contrasting.  
Whole class volunteers elements about each item.  
When finished, circle elements that are the same for both items.  
Put responses into categories that demonstrate subtopics, such as 
transportation, popularity, and safety.  
Based on responses, class will decide if there are more differences or 
similarities between the two items.  
Introduce key transition phrases or words that demonstrate contrast 
(however, but, whereas, in contrast, unlike) and comparison (in the 
same way, similarly, likewise, also) when reviewing responses.  
Explain how students compare and contrast every day when making 
decisions like purchasing a new game or pair of shoes, choosing a snack 
or sport.  
Ask students to volunteer other areas where they make a decision using 
compare/contrast methods.  


Students write a list all the activities they can do outside.  


Students take notes and discuss during instructional input/guided 
practice. 


Students apply their understanding of comparing and contrasting by 
taking two elements and explaining how and why they are similar or 
dissimilar. They will complete this assignment on an index card and give 
it the teacher as an “exit ticket” as they leave. 
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Use key transition phrases or words rephrasing student responses to 
reinforce understanding of terms. 
Closure: Teacher will summarize the day’s lesson and preview the rest 
of the week’s lessons. 
Independent Practice/Check for Understanding: Exit Ticket: Students 
will apply their understanding of comparing and contrasting by taking 
two elements and explaining how and why they are similar or dissimilar. 
They will write it on an index card and give it the teacher as they leave. 


2 


Lesson Title (on board): Compare and Contrast 
List of Materials: Student notebooks, How We are Alike handout, 
Compare/Contrast graphic organizer 
Curriculum Standards (on board): Write informative/explanatory texts 
to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content. Introduce a 
topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such 
as definition, classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; 
include formatting Learning Objectives (on board): Students will 
demonstrate their understanding of comparing and contrasting by 
completing How We Are Alike handout and Compare/Contrast 
Organizer. 
Anticipatory Set: Students work in pairs to complete How Are We Alike 
handout. Pairs share responses with class. 
Instructional Input/Guided Practice:  
Provide each student with Compare/Contrast Graphic Organizer.  
Write on board several pair options for compare/contrast. Students will 
choose one pair for their compare/contrast essay activity. Pair option 
suggestions: board games and video games; two different animal pets 
(cat and dog); read book and watch movie.  
Explain that students are brainstorming ideas for comparing and 
contrasting. 
Independent Practice/Check for Understanding: Students turn in 
Compare/Contrast Graphic Organizer. 
Closure: Teacher will summarize the day’s lesson and preview the rest 
of the week’s lessons. 


Students work in pairs to complete How Are We Alike handout. Pairs 
share responses with class. 


Students take notes and discuss during instructional input/guided 
practice. 


Students complete Compare/Contrast Graphic Organizer. 


3 
Lesson Title (on board): Compare and Contrast 
List of Materials: Student notebooks, Compare/Contrast graphic 
organizer 


Students write a list of fruits and vegetables that have part that is not 
eaten (tell what part or parts are not eaten). 
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Curriculum Standards (on board): Write informative/explanatory texts 
to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content. Introduce a 
topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such 
as definition, classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; 
include formatting Learning Objectives (on board): Students will 
demonstrate their understanding of comparing and contrasting by 
making a list of fruits that have inedible parts and by completing a 
Compare/Contrast Outline Organizer. 
Anticipatory Set: Prompt students to: Write a list of fruits and 
vegetables that have part that is not eaten (tell what part or parts are 
not eaten). 
Instructional Input/Guided Practice: 
Provide each student with Compare/Contrast Outline Organizer.  
Instruct student that they will choose responses from prior lesson to 
organize their responses into categories. Teacher will use the example: 
cat and dog. Through guided practice, teacher ans students will find that 
compare/contrast may reveal categories of care, temperament, expense 
for each animal.  
Independent Practice: 
Students will review their lists and determine where their responses 
show more contrast/differences or comparison/similarities between the 
pair option they chose. 
Closure: Teacher will summarize the day’s lesson and preview the next 
day’s lesson. 


Students complete Compare/Contrast Outline Organizer. 


4 


Lesson Title (on board): Compare and Contrast 
List of Materials: Student notebooks, Which One Is Not Part of the 
Puzzle handout, Essay Scoring Rubric 
Curriculum Standards (on board): Write informative/explanatory texts 
to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content. Introduce a 
topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such 
as definition, classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; 
include formatting Learning Objectives (on board): Students will 
demonstrate their understanding of comparing and contrasting by 
completing the Which One Is Not Part of the Puzzle handout and by 
writing a four-paragraph essay. 


Students complete Which One Is Not Part of the Puzzle handout. This 
exercise reinforces understanding of classification and 
comparison/contrast. 


Students write four paragraphs introducing their topics, comparing 
and/or contrasting the pair items they chose, and a conclusion. 
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Anticipatory Set: Students complete Which One Is Not Part of the 
Puzzle handout. This exercise reinforces understanding of classification 
and comparison/contrast. 
Instructional Input: 
Hand out the scoring rubric. 
Clearly explain the rubric 
Clearly explain the summative assessment: 
Write a four-paragraph essay that takes two objects or people, 
describes each of them, and concludes whether they are more different 
or alike.  
Take any student questions. 
Closure: Remind students that they can contact the teacher after school 
if they have any questions. 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
Write a four-paragraph essay that takes two objects or people, describes each of them, and concludes whether they are more different or alike. 
Your essay will be graded based on the Six-Trait Analytical Writing Assessment Rubric you were given in class.  
 
Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
The Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. Each category is scored, based on the rubric 
criteria, on a 1-6 score. Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 36, and grades are as follow:  A=32-36; B=29-31; C= 25-
28; D=21-24; F= Below 21. Mastery will be set at 80% (29/36) or higher. 
 
Score: 


6      Ideas: Clear, focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by rich details suitable to audience and purpose. 
Organization: Effective introductions, highly-developed body, strong conclusion, and a wide variety of transitions move the reader 
smoothly through the text. 
Voice: The writer seems deeply committed to the topic and shows personality with a strong sense of a specific audience. 
Word Choice: A rich, broad use of carefully chosen words conveys the message in an interesting, precise and appropriate manner with a 
sense of writing to be read. 


         Sentence Fluency: Sentences have a strong and varied structure with a high degree of craftsmanship and evident flow and rhythm.  
         Conventions: Writer has exceptionally strong control with few and minor errors. 
 
5 Ideas: Clear focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by details suitable to audience and purpose. 


Organization: Writer employs a purposeful introduction, well-developed body, unifying conclusion, and a variety of transitions. 
Voice: Writer seems committed to the topic and shows personality with a sense of audience. 
Word Choice: Carefully chosen words effectively convey the intended message in an interesting, clear, and precise way suitable to 
audience and purpose. 
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Sentence Fluency: Varied sentence structure enhances reading enjoyment.  Writing has flow and rhythm. 
Conventions: Strong control is demonstrated.  Few and minor errors do not impede the reader. 


 
4 Ideas: Clear and focused thesis and topic sentences with limited or general support are evident. 


Organization: Organization is clear and coherent but may seem formulaic. 
Voice: The writing is expressive, engaging, and sincere in places. 
Word Choice: A variety of functional words appropriate to the audience and purpose are present with a sense of writing to be read. 
Sentence Fluency: Writing flows, but transitions may be inefficiently used. Sentence variety is evident. 
Conventions: Control of conventions is demonstrated.  Minor errors do not impede readability. 


 
3 Ideas: Main ideas are broad or simplistic. Support is limited, insubstantial, general, or slightly off topic. 


Organization: Overall structure is inconsistent and sequencing is unclear.  The writer may use expressions such as, “My topic is….” or “In 
conclusion….” 
Voice: Commitment to topic seems inconsistent.  Voice is either inappropriately personal or impersonal. 
Word Choice: Ordinary language, lacking variety or interest, is used.  Word choice may also be inappropriate to the audience and 
purpose of the assignment. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is mechanical rather than fluid.  Occasional awkward sentences force the reader to slow down or re-read. 
Conventions: Errors begin to impede readability. 


 
2 Ideas: Main ideas are somewhat unclear and there is only minimal attempt to develop them. 


Organization: No clear structure exists in the piece. 
Voice: Little sense of the author’s commitment to the subject is evident. 
Word Choice: The language is monotonous and/or misused. 
Sentence Fluency: Sentences are choppy and/or rambling with no clear direction or thought. 
Conventions: Frequent and significant errors impede readability. 


 
1 Ideas: The writing lacks a central idea or focus. 


Organization: The writing is haphazard and disjointed. 
Voice: The writing is flat and lifeless with no sense of involvement from the writer. 
Word Choice: The writing shows an extremely limited vocabulary. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is difficult to read aloud because the sentences are incomplete, rambling, or very awkward. 
Conventions: Numerous errors in grammar, usage, and spelling are present. 
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Curriculum Sample: 7th Writing 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level 7 Content Area Language Arts – Writing: Text Types and 
Purposes 


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only)  


Length of Unit Four 55-minute classes (including 
summative assessment during  
the fourth class) 


Time of Year First Quarter 


Expected Prior Knowledge  


The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will know how to examine a topic, select relevant information to convey ideas about the topic, and 
categorize information into subtopics. Students will understand the different purposes for writing and be able to 
identify a purpose for their writing assignment using applicable conventions. Students have been exposed to the 
principles of the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment; this unit will help students move toward mastery of it. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 


Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instruction techniques of Hunter’s 
Essential Elements of Instruction. 


For writing, all courses will employ the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 


Standard Number and Description 


List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


7.W.2 
Writing Standards (W) Text Types and Purposes  
#2 - Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.  
a. Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such as definition, classification, 
comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include formatting  
b. Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and 
examples.  
c. Use appropriate transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts.  
d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic.  
e. Establish and maintain a formal style.  


f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the information or explanation presented. 


Summative Assessment 


Describe a cumulative and 


Individually, each student will choose a writing purpose (descriptive, expository/ informational, 
imaginative/expressive, narrative, and persuasive) and apply this purpose in writing a five-paragraph essay about 
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comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


whether students should be required to wear school uniforms.  


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 


Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


The Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. The rubric has 
six categories: Ideas, Organization, Voice, Word Choice, Sentence Fluency, and Conventions. Each category is 
scored, based on the rubric criteria, on a 1-6 score. Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 
36, and grades are as follow:  A=32-36; B=29-31; C= 25-28; D=21-24; F= Below 21. Mastery will be set at 80% 
(29/36) or higher. 


Materials/Resources Needed Student notebooks, index cards, Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric 


* Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use Grade, 
Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, Strand, 
Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1).
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Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 


Lesson Title (on board): Purposes of Writing 
List of Materials: Student notebooks 
Curriculum Standards (on board): Write informative/explanatory texts 
to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate their recall 
of the main purposes of writing by listing them in writing. Students will 
demonstrate their understanding of one of the main purposes of writing 
by defining it and giving an example of it. 
Anticipatory Set: Have students answer this prompt in writing: What 
are the main purposes for writing?  
Instructional Input/Guided Practice:   
After Anticipatory Set, have students share their responses to the main 
purposes for writing.  
The teacher then will summarize the discussion (and fill in any gaps) to 
review five main purposes of writing: descriptive, expository/ 
informational, imaginative/expressive, narrative, and persuasive.  
Ask for examples of when one might use each of the writing purposes. 
Independent Practice/Check for Understanding: Divide students into 
five groups. Each group receives one of the five purposes of writing. 
Each group in writing defines with at least three adjectives their purpose 
of writing and writes a 1-3 sentence example of that purpose of writing. 
Each group will present its definition/example as the other students 
take notes. 
This definition/example will be handed in upon completion. 
Closure:  The teacher will summarize the day’s lesson and preview the 
next lesson. 


Students individually will answer this prompt in writing: What are the 
main purposes for writing? 


Students take notes on five main purposes of writing. 


Students in groups will define with at least three adjectives one of the 
five major purposes of writing and will write a 1-3 sentence example of 
that purpose of writing. This definition/example will be handed in upon 
completion. 


Students take notes on group presentations of definitions and examples 
of the five main purposes of writing. 


2 


Lesson Title (on board): Brainstorming for Writing Essays 
List of Materials: Student notebooks, index cards 
Curriculum Standards (on board): Write informative/explanatory texts 
to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate in writing 


Students will answer this prompt in writing: Describe the process of 
brainstorming. Explain why writers use brainstorming.  


Students in their notebooks will individually brainstorm ideas why, or 
why not, student cell phones should be allowed during school hours. 
Students will use these brainstorming techniques: free writing, word 
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recall of the process and reasons for brainstorming. Students will 
demonstrate their understanding of brainstorming by performing it in 
the notebooks and on an exit ticket. 
Anticipatory Set: Have students answer this prompt in writing: Describe 
the process of brainstorming. Explain why writers use brainstorming. 
Instructional Input/Guided Practice/Independent Practice:   
Have students share and discuss their answers to the prompt: Describe 
the process of brainstorming. Explain why writers use brainstorming. 
After the discussion, the teacher will summarize the discussion on 
brainstorming, filling in any gaps. 
Explain that students will be brainstorming a response to the following 
question: Should student cell phones be allowed during school hours? 
Students generally have a clear opinion on this question, but their 
delivery of response will take different forms. 
In completing the accompanying activity, students should be able to 
determine which writing purpose their responses would support. 
Independent Practice/Check for Understanding: Students in their 
notebooks will individually brainstorm ideas why, or why not, student 
cell phones should be allowed during school hours. Using this 
information, students will identify which writing purpose they will apply 
for writing an essay. As an Exit Ticket, students will write this 
information on an index card and give it to the teacher as they leave. 
Closure: Teacher will summarize the day’s lesson and preview the next 
day’s lesson and the summative assessment: writing a five-paragraph 
essay, using the writing purpose of their choice, in response to a prompt 
about a topic.  


association, and drawing a mind map, which is a visual note taking 
technique in which people diagram their thoughts. 


Using this information, students will identify which writing purpose (of 
the five main writing purposes) they will use for writing the essay. They 
will write this information on an index card and give it to the teacher as 
an Exit Ticket as they leave. 


3 


Lesson Title (on board): Organizing Ideas for Writing Essays 
List of Materials: Student notebooks 
Curriculum Standards (on board): Write informative/explanatory texts 
to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate in writing 
recall of the elements of an essay and an outline, and the definition of a 
thesis statement. Students will demonstrate their understanding of 
organization for essay writing by using their brainstorming responses to 
prior lesson's writing prompt to further organize their ideas and 
formulate an outline for their essay, including determining their thesis 


Students will answer this prompt in writing: List the elements of an 
essay. List the elements of an outline. Define a thesis statement. 


Students will use their brainstorming responses to prior lesson's writing 
prompt to further organize their ideas and formulate an outline for their 
essay, including determining their thesis statement.  
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statement. 
Anticipatory Set: Have students answer this prompt in writing: List the 
elements of an essay. List the elements of an outline.  
Instructional Input/Guided Practice/Independent Practice:   
Have students refer to their individual copy of the Six-Trait Analytic 
Writing Assessment Rubric. 
In the following review instruction, give students opportunity to access 
prior knowledge and provide information and/or teach on essay 
expectations, transition words, key phrases used with specific writing 
purposes. Teacher can fill in missing information or components as each 
area is covered. 
Review expectations for each of the five paragraphs students will write 
(introduction, thesis statement, body paragraphs and supporting details, 
conclusion). This is a good time to review any components students 
have difficulty with, like writing a thesis statement. 
Review use of transition words.  
Review examples of phrases or concepts used with each writing 
purpose.  
Writing responses on board, overhead, interactive boards, will reinforce 
learning. 
Closure: Teacher will summarize the day’s lesson and remind students 
of the procedures for the next day’s summative assessment. 
Homework: Students will study the material from this week’s lessons in 
preparation for a summative assessment during the next lesson. 


4 
Summative assessment Students will choose their writing purpose and write a five-paragraph 


essay in response to question: Should student be required to wear 
school uniforms? 


Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
Answer the following questions by writing a five-paragraph essay that demonstrates a clear writing purpose and meets all the criteria of the Six-
Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric: 
Should students be required to wear school uniforms? 
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Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
 
Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric 
Score: 


6      Ideas: Clear, focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by rich details suitable to audience and purpose. 
Organization: Effective introductions, highly-developed body, strong conclusion, and a wide variety of transitions move the reader 
smoothly through the text. 
Voice: The writer seems deeply committed to the topic and shows personality with a strong sense of a specific audience. 
Word Choice: A rich, broad use of carefully chosen words conveys the message in an interesting, precise and appropriate manner with a 
sense of writing to be read. 


         Sentence Fluency: Sentences have a strong and varied structure with a high degree of craftsmanship and evident flow and rhythm.  
         Conventions: Writer has exceptionally strong control with few and minor errors. 
 
5 Ideas: Clear focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by details suitable to audience and purpose. 


Organization: Writer employs a purposeful introduction, well-developed body, unifying conclusion, and a variety of transitions. 
Voice: Writer seems committed to the topic and shows personality with a sense of audience. 
Word Choice: Carefully chosen words effectively convey the intended message in an interesting, clear, and precise way suitable to 
audience and purpose. 
Sentence Fluency: Varied sentence structure enhances reading enjoyment.  Writing has flow and rhythm. 
Conventions: Strong control is demonstrated.  Few and minor errors do not impede the reader. 


 
4 Ideas: Clear and focused thesis and topic sentences with limited or general support are evident. 


Organization: Organization is clear and coherent but may seem formulaic. 
Voice: The writing is expressive, engaging, and sincere in places. 
Word Choice: A variety of functional words appropriate to the audience and purpose are present with a sense of writing to be read. 
Sentence Fluency: Writing flows, but transitions may be inefficiently used. Sentence variety is evident. 
Conventions: Control of conventions is demonstrated.  Minor errors do not impede readability. 


 
3 Ideas: Main ideas are broad or simplistic. Support is limited, insubstantial, general, or slightly off topic. 


Organization: Overall structure is inconsistent and sequencing is unclear.  The writer may use expressions such as, “My topic is….” or “In 
conclusion….” 
Voice: Commitment to topic seems inconsistent.  Voice is either inappropriately personal or impersonal. 
Word Choice: Ordinary language, lacking variety or interest, is used.  Word choice may also be inappropriate to the audience and 
purpose of the assignment. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is mechanical rather than fluid.  Occasional awkward sentences force the reader to slow down or re-read. 
Conventions: Errors begin to impede readability. 
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2 Ideas: Main ideas are somewhat unclear and there is only minimal attempt to develop them. 
Organization: No clear structure exists in the piece. 
Voice: Little sense of the author’s commitment to the subject is evident. 
Word Choice: The language is monotonous and/or misused. 
Sentence Fluency: Sentences are choppy and/or rambling with no clear direction or thought. 
Conventions: Frequent and significant errors impede readability. 


 
1 Ideas: The writing lacks a central idea or focus. 


Organization: The writing is haphazard and disjointed. 
Voice: The writing is flat and lifeless with no sense of involvement from the writer. 
Word Choice: The writing shows an extremely limited vocabulary. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is difficult to read aloud because the sentences are incomplete, rambling, or very awkward. 
Conventions: Numerous errors in grammar, usage, and spelling are present. 
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Curriculum Sample: 10th Writing 
Max. 8 Pages  


Grade Level 10 Content Area Language Arts  


Course Title (grades 9-12 Only) Honors English Language 


Length of Unit Four 55-minute classes, plus 
students have a week to 
complete summative assessment 


Time of Year First Quarter 


Expected Prior Knowledge  


The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have mastered identifying and evaluating the concepts cause and effect. Students will have mastered 
selecting relevant information related to a topic, forming a thesis statement, supporting details, and incorporating 
such into an objective five paragraph essay. Students have been exposed to the principles of the Six-Trait Analytic 
Writing Assessment; this unit will help students move toward mastery of it. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


Honors English Language focuses on American prose and is integrated with Honors/AP U.S. History. 


The school’s program of instruction stresses alignment with research-supported instruction techniques of Hunter’s 
Essential Elements of Instruction. 


For writing, all courses will employ the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric. 


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


10.W.2 
Writing Standards (W)  
Text Types and Purposes  
#2 - Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly 
and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
a. Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information to make important connections and 
distinctions; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to 
aiding comprehension.  
b. Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant, and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic.  
c. Use appropriate and varied transitions to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the 
relationships among complex ideas and concepts.  
d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic.  
e. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms and conventions of the 
discipline in which they are writing.  
f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the information or explanation 
presented (e.g., articulating implications or the significance of the topic).  


Summative Assessment Students will choose one historical event occurring in the United States to analyze the cause and effect of such 
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Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


historical event and write an essay demonstrating their mastery of informative writing in an objective manner.  


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 
demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 


The highest possible score will be 45 points. The grading is as follows: A= 41-45, B=36-40, C=32-35, D=27-31, 
F=Below 27. Mastery is set at 80% (36/45) or higher. The scoring will be based on a two-part rubric: Explaining-
Effects Rubric (9 points) and Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric (36 points). The Explaining-Effects Rubric 
has three categories for each type of effect. Each category is scored, based on rubric criteria, on a 1-3 score. The 
Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric has six categories: Ideas, Organization, Voice, Word Choice, Sentence 
Fluency, and Conventions. Each category is scored, based on the rubric criteria, on a 1-6 score. Each category is 
equally weighted. 


Materials/Resources Needed Overhead images of different mediums from the time period of the attack on Pearl Harbor, including the attack and 
resulting influences on language, war posters, articles, news media, etc. 


Graphic Organizer for Pair Activity,  Student notebooks, the Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric, 
Explaining-Effects Rubric 


 Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K-8 Math, use 
Grade, Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category-Domain, Standard (e.g., A-REI.6). For Science, use Grade, 
Strand, Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1). 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction Student Activities 


1 
Lesson Title (on board): Cause and Effect  
List of Materials: student notebooks, overhead projector 


Students will answer this prompt in writing: Give three separate 
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Curriculum Standards (on board): 10.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the 
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate 
understanding of the effects of the Pearl Harbor attack on U.S. society 
by taking notes and brainstorming ideas. 
Anticipatory Set: Students will answer this prompt in writing: Give three 
separate examples that show cause and effect. 
When finished, have students share answers. 
Have students explain the relationship between cause and effect. 
Teacher summarizes discussion and fills in any gaps. 
Instructional Input:   
Teacher will further explain the concept of cause and effect using as an 
example the historical event of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. 
Overhead images of different media from this historical period will 
reinforce understanding of the effect as a result of the cause, the attack 
on Pearl Harbor.  
Guided Practice: 
To demonstrate understanding of concepts, teacher and students will 
participate in verbal brainstorming on what happened (attack) and the 
effect on the United States (e.g. change from Isolationist stance to 
Interventionist in war), laws (Japanese-American internment camps, 
cultural sensitivity/ insensitivity, media images of enemies, language, 
etc.). Class will participate in identifying whether images are based on 
emotion, ethics, or logic. Teacher will reinforce effort and success.  
Closure:  Teacher summarizes the day’s lesson and previews the next 
lesson. 


examples that show cause and effect. 


Students take notes during instructional input. 


Students brainstorm during guided practice. 


Students take notes during guided practice. 


 


2 


Lesson Title (on board): Cause and Effect 
List of Materials: student notebooks, graphic-organizer handout 
Curriculum Standards (on board): 10.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the 
effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate 
understanding of the effects of the Pearl Harbor attack on U.S. society 
by using a graphic organizer. 


Students will answer this prompt in writing: The Japanese attack on 
Pearl Harbor caused many effects on the United States. List five of these 
effects.  


Students take notes during instructional input/guided practice. 


Students use the graphic organizer handout to evaluate Pearl Harbor 
(cause) and its effect on the United States. Students will be encouraged 
to consider all facets of U.S. society that Pearl Harbor impacted. 
Students will use a graphic organizer handout to categorize their 
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Anticipatory Set: Students will answer this prompt in writing: The 
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor caused many effects on the United 
States. List five of these effects.  
When finished, have students share answers. 
Have students explain the relationship between Pearl Harbor attack and 
changes in America. 
Teacher summarizes discussion and fills in any gaps. 
Independent Practice:  
Students use the graphic organizer handout to evaluate Pearl Harbor 
(cause) and its effect on the United States. Students will be encouraged 
to consider all facets of U.S. society that Pearl Harbor impacted. 
Students will use a graphic organizer handout to categorize their 
responses into columns – emotional, ethical, or logical. 
When finished, students join in pairs to review, discuss, and revise their 
graphic organizers. 
As students work, teacher checks their work in progress. 
Closure:  Teacher summarizes the day’s lesson and previews the next 
lesson. 


responses into columns – emotional, ethical, or logical. 


When finished, students join in pairs to review, discuss, and revise their 
graphic organizers. 


3 


Lesson Title (on board): Organizing Ideas for Writing Essays 
List of Materials: Student notebooks, Six-Trait Analytic Writing 
Assessment Rubric 
Curriculum Standards (on board): Write informative/explanatory texts 
to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate in writing 
recall of the elements of an essay and an outline, and the definition of a 
thesis statement. Students will demonstrate their understanding of 
organization for essay writing by using their brainstorming responses to 
prior lesson's writing prompt to further organize their ideas and 
formulate an outline for their essay, including determining their thesis 
statement. 
Anticipatory Set: Have students answer this prompt in writing: List the 
elements of an essay. List the elements of an outline.  
Instructional Input/Guided Practice/Independent Practice:   
Have students refer to their individual copy of the Six-Trait Analytic 
Writing Assessment Rubric. 
In the following review instruction, give students opportunity to access 


Have students answer this prompt in writing: List the elements of an 
essay. List the elements of an outline. 


Students take notes during instructional input/guided practice. 
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prior knowledge and provide information and/or teach on essay 
expectations, transition words, key phrases used with specific writing 
purposes. Teacher can fill in missing information or components as each 
area is covered. 
Review expectations for each of the five paragraphs students will write 
(introduction, thesis statement, body paragraphs and supporting details, 
conclusion). This is a good time to review any components students 
have difficulty with, like writing a thesis statement. 
Review use of transition words.  
Review examples of phrases or concepts used with each writing 
purpose.  
Writing responses on board, overhead, interactive boards, will reinforce 
learning. 
Closure: Teacher will summarize the day’s lesson and remind students 
of the procedures for the next day’s summative assessment. 


Homework: Students will study the material from this week’s lessons in 
preparation for a summative assessment. 


4 


Lesson Title (on board): Writing a Research Paper on a Historical Event 
that Explains Cause and Effect 
List of Materials: Student notebooks, the Six-Trait Analytic Writing 
Assessment Rubric, Explaining-Effects Rubric 
Curriculum Standards (on board): Write informative/explanatory texts 
to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.  
Learning Objectives (on board): Students will demonstrate in writing 
their ability to write a five-paragraph research paper that explains cause 
and effect of historical event.  
Anticipatory Set: Students answer this prompt in writing: What 
historical event are you going to write your research paper about? 
 Instructional Input/Guided Practice:   
Teacher leads students in discussion about research techniques and 
writing papers. 
Closure/Homework: Teacher assigns a summative assessment, giving 
students one-week to complete the assessment: Choose one historical 
event in U.S. history and write a five paragraph Cause and Effect Essay 
explaining what happened and three significant effects on the United 


Students answer this prompt in writing: What historical event are you 
going to write your research paper about? 


Students take notes, participate, and ask questions during instructional 
input/guided practice. 
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States.  Your answer will be graded using a two-part rubric that you 
were given in class: Explaining-Effects Rubric (9 points) and Six-Trait 
Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric (36 points). 


Summative Assessment Here: 
Choose one historical event in U.S. history and write a five paragraph Cause and Effect Essay explaining what happened and three significant 
effects on the United States.  Your answer will be graded using a two-part rubric that you were given in class: Explaining-Effects Rubric (9 points) 
and Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric (36 points). 
 
Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
The highest possible score will be 45 points. 
The grading is as follows: A= 41-45, B=36-40, C=32-35, D=27-31, F=Below 27. Mastery is set at 80% (36/45) or higher. 
The scoring will be based on a two-part rubric: Explaining-Effects Rubric (9 points) and Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric (36 points). 
 
Explaining-Effects Rubric (9 points) 
Score: 
3 Effect #1 is commendably explained in the essay. 
 Effect #2 is commendably explained in the essay. 
 Effect #3 is commendably explained in the essay. 
 
2 Effect #1 is partially explained in the essay. 
 Effect #2 is partially explained in the essay. 
 Effect #3 is partially explained in the essay. 
 
1 Effect #1 is not explained in the essay. 
 Effect #2 is not explained in the essay. 
 Effect #3 is not explained in the essay. 
Six-Trait Analytic Writing Assessment Rubric (36 points) 
Score: 


6      Ideas: Clear, focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by rich details suitable to audience and purpose. 
Organization: Effective introductions, highly-developed body, strong conclusion, and a wide variety of transitions move the reader 
smoothly through the text. 
Voice: The writer seems deeply committed to the topic and shows personality with a strong sense of a specific audience. 
Word Choice: A rich, broad use of carefully chosen words conveys the message in an interesting, precise and appropriate manner with a 
sense of writing to be read. 


         Sentence Fluency: Sentences have a strong and varied structure with a high degree of craftsmanship and evident flow and rhythm.  
         Conventions: Writer has exceptionally strong control with few and minor errors. 
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5 Ideas: Clear focused thesis and topic sentences that stand out and are developed by details suitable to audience and purpose. 
Organization: Writer employs a purposeful introduction, well-developed body, unifying conclusion, and a variety of transitions. 
Voice: Writer seems committed to the topic and shows personality with a sense of audience. 
Word Choice: Carefully chosen words effectively convey the intended message in an interesting, clear, and precise way suitable to 
audience and purpose. 
Sentence Fluency: Varied sentence structure enhances reading enjoyment.  Writing has flow and rhythm. 
Conventions: Strong control is demonstrated.  Few and minor errors do not impede the reader. 


 
4 Ideas: Clear and focused thesis and topic sentences with limited or general support are evident. 


Organization: Organization is clear and coherent but may seem formulaic. 
Voice: The writing is expressive, engaging, and sincere in places. 
Word Choice: A variety of functional words appropriate to the audience and purpose are present with a sense of writing to be read. 
Sentence Fluency: Writing flows, but transitions may be inefficiently used. Sentence variety is evident. 
Conventions: Control of conventions is demonstrated.  Minor errors do not impede readability. 


 
3 Ideas: Main ideas are broad or simplistic. Support is limited, insubstantial, general, or slightly off topic. 


Organization: Overall structure is inconsistent and sequencing is unclear.  The writer may use expressions such as, “My topic is….” or “In 
conclusion….” 
Voice: Commitment to topic seems inconsistent.  Voice is either inappropriately personal or impersonal. 
Word Choice: Ordinary language, lacking variety or interest, is used.  Word choice may also be inappropriate to the audience and 
purpose of the assignment. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is mechanical rather than fluid.  Occasional awkward sentences force the reader to slow down or re-read. 
Conventions: Errors begin to impede readability. 


 
2 Ideas: Main ideas are somewhat unclear and there is only minimal attempt to develop them. 


Organization: No clear structure exists in the piece. 
Voice: Little sense of the author’s commitment to the subject is evident. 
Word Choice: The language is monotonous and/or misused. 
Sentence Fluency: Sentences are choppy and/or rambling with no clear direction or thought. 
Conventions: Frequent and significant errors impede readability. 


 
1 Ideas: The writing lacks a central idea or focus. 


Organization: The writing is haphazard and disjointed. 
Voice: The writing is flat and lifeless with no sense of involvement from the writer. 
Word Choice: The writing shows an extremely limited vocabulary. 
Sentence Fluency: The writing is difficult to read aloud because the sentences are incomplete, rambling, or very awkward. 
Conventions: Numerous errors in grammar, usage, and spelling are present. 
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B.3 Management & Operation 


Instruction, Curriculum, Assessment, and State-Mandated Testing 
The Principal will be responsible for oversight of the school’s instruction, curriculum, and 


assessment, and state-mandated testing. The Principal will be aided in this task by Instructional 


Leaders and Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) composed of 5-10 teachers. The 


position of Instructional Leader is an unpaid responsibility for a fulltime teacher. The Principal 


will appoint Instructional Leaders based on their instructional, curriculum, assessment, and 


leadership abilities. In year 1, there will one Instructional Leader. In years 2 and 3, there will an 


Instructional Leader for math/science and an Instructional Leader for English/social science. 


In year 1, the school will have one PLC composed of all the school’s teachers. In years 2 


and 3, there will be two PLCs; math/science teachers will be in one PLC and English/social 


science teachers will be in the other PLC (other teachers will be apportioned to PLCs according 


to subject relevance and interest). The school will use the definition of a PLC found in DuFour et 


al., Learning by Doing (2010): “an ongoing process in which educators work collaboratively in 


recurring cycles of collective inquiry and action research to achieve better results for the students 


they serve. Professional learning communities operate under the assumption that the key to 


improved learning for students is continuous job-embedded learning for educators.” The PLC’s 


instructional collaboration will center on certain critical questions:  


 What knowledge, skills, and disposition must each student acquire as a result of this 


course, grade level, and/or unit of instruction? 


 What evidence will we gather to monitor student learning on a timely basis? 


 How will we provide students with additional time and support in a timely, directive, and 


systematic way when they experience difficulty in their learning? 


 How will we enrich the learning of students who are already proficient? 


 How can we use our goals and evidence of student learning to inform and improve our 


practice? 


 


  The positions of Principal and Instructional Leaders will have the experience and skills 


required to be effective leaders of instruction, curriculum, and assessment. The Principal will 


have documented experience as a classroom teacher and as leader of teachers. Instructional 


Leaders will have documented experience as effective classroom teachers, with experience 


leading other teachers a desired quality. As leaders of instruction, the Principal and Instructional 


Leaders will possess the following skills: the ability to communicate effectively; a deep 


understanding of how humans learn; the willingness to be an active, visible presence, focusing 


on learning objectives, modeling behaviors of learning, and designing programs and activities on 


instruction; and the  ability to serve as instructional resources on current trends, effective 


instructional practices, issues relating to curriculum, effective pedagogical strategies, and 


assessment. 


Curriculum and Instruction 
The Principal, with help from Instructional Leaders and PLCs, will oversee curriculum and 


instruction. All curricula will be aligned to Arizona’s Career and College Readiness Standards 
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(CCRS) and Advanced Placement (AP) standards. Curricula will be connected to instruction and 


assessment through a three-tiered process. First, each teacher, with help from Instructional 


leaders and PLCs, will create a syllabus for each course. Second, each teacher will create 


monthly unit plans, which show the standards, topics, and major activities of each daily lesson 


plan. Third, each teacher will create daily lesson plans, detailed plans that identify all of the daily 


lesson’s standards, topics, activities, and assessments. For constructing daily lesson plans, the 


school will use Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction (EEI). A set of a week’s worth of 


lesson plans is due to the Principal or Instructional Leader a week before the first lesson. The 


Principal or Instructional Leader will evaluate the daily lesson plans and provide feedback.  


Assessment 
The Principal, with help from Instructional Leaders and PLCs, will oversee assessment. The 


school will create a school culture focused using multiple, formative interim assessments to 


facilitate all students reaching year-end mastery on state and national standards-aligned 


assessments. Formative interim assessments will be aligned to these CCRS and AP standards 


through software and teacher-generated questions. The process will begin will professional 


development in assessment for all teachers. Standards-aligned interim assessments will be 


created prior to teaching, and will serve as a road map for curriculum and instruction. Just as 


curriculum and instruction is divided into three tiers—entire year, unit, and daily—assessments 


will test at these three tiers. Teachers—with help from PLCs, Instructional Leaders, and the 


Principal—will create assessments that are aligned with CCRS and AP standards. This system 


will align curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Standards-aligned interim assessments will 


occur for every student every six weeks. Interim and other assessments will be cumulative, 


continuously reassessing previously taught material. 


After each interim assessment, the Principal will have a data dialogue with each teacher. 


During this meeting, the Principal and the teacher will analyze and discuss student-assessment 


date, which will contain disaggregate data into the following levels: question, standard (all 


questions measuring the same standard), individual student, and whole class. After the data 


dialogue between teacher and Principal, the teacher will develop and commit to an action plan, 


using an Action Plan template, which will begin with the re-teaching standards that were not 


mastered by students, as demonstrated by the interim assessment. 


State-Mandated Testing 
A fulltime support staffer will serve as Assessment Coordinator, who will be directly supervised 


by the Principal. The Assessment Coordinator will be responsible for ensuring that all laws, 


regulations, standards, trainings, and practices are met when it comes to mandated state testing. 


The Assessment Coordinator will receive help in carrying out his/her duties by the Principal, 


support-staff members, and teachers. The experience and critical skills required of the 


Assessment Coordinator include: administrative experience; the skills and temperament to 


perform detailed, repetitive work effectively and efficiently; the ability to support and work in 


close collaboration with the Principal, as well as work independently; the ability to work in a 


hectic, face-paced environment that requires multi-tasking; excellent people skills, computer 


skills, familiarity with basic financial and office software, including Microsoft Office, and 


willingness to learn and apply new skills as needed. 
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Staff Development 
The Principal will be responsible for oversight of the school’s staff development. The Principal 


will be aided in this task by Instructional Leaders, PLCs of teachers, contracted services for on-


site training programs, and support for teachers and support staff to attend off-site trainings. All 


staff development will be based on current best practices in the field. For teachers, development 


will be based upon information and trainings from the acknowledged leaders in the field, such as 


ASCD, Solution Tree, Phi Delta Kappa International, and others. Staff will also be encouraged to 


seek further higher education and state certification. 


 The school will have time set aside for professional development. Staff will have two full 


weeks of professional development in the summer, July 22-26 and July 29-August 2, 2013. 


During the school year, the staff will meet in Professional Learning Communities for 1.5 hours 


each week. During the school year, there will be two full days of professional development 


(October 7, 2013, and May 5, 2014). After the school year ends, there will be four more days of 


professional development, May 27-30, 2014. This is an estimated 168 hours of professional 


development for the entire year. 


 The critical skills and experience needed for oversight of staff development include: a 


belief in the efficacy of lifelong learning; an interest in, and knowledge of, sources of effective 


professional development; and effective communication and teaching abilities in order to present 


material effectively to adult learners. 


Financial Management 
The Principal will be responsible for oversight of the financial management of the school. The 


Principal will be aided in this task by contracted services, the School Secretary, and beginning in 


year 3, the Business/HR Manager. 


 In years 1 and 2, accounting, payroll, and financial management will be contracted out to 


Financial Guidance Services. This firm will work closely with the Principal and School 


Secretary. Consequently, both the Principal and the School Secretary positions will require 


following critical skills: perform administrative functions, including budgeting, project 


management, and communications; oversee operation and maintenance of the front office; 


perform research related to purchasing, general operations, and human resource practices; and 


manage the school’s information resources and files; computer skills, familiarity with basic 


financial and office software, including QuickBooks and Microsoft Office, and willingness to 


learn and apply new skills as needed. 


In year 3, the school will add a Business/HR Manager, who will report directly to the 


Principal. The Business/HR Director who will oversee the business and financial operations of 


the school, including preparing various financial statements and reports, preparing and 


overseeing an annual budget, and working with the auditors. The Business/HR Manager will 


focus on finance operations, forecast and analysis, and setting business and operational goals. 


The critical skills and requirements for the Business/HR Manager include: strong 


leadership; broad experience and knowledge in business and financial management; ability to 


handle multiple projects/deadlines simultaneously; the ability to make departmental decisions 


and lead a team; the ability to present data effectively; excellent interpersonal and 


communication skills; is a self-starter with the ability to manage and complete projects 


independently; is self-directed, enthusiastic, and goal oriented; can work under tight deadlines 


while still maintaining attention to detail, quality, and accuracy; holds a BA/BS or higher in 
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Finance, Business Administration, Management, Accounting, or related field; having a CPA or 


MBA is a preferred; experience at executive level in business or finance; thorough knowledge of 


Microsoft Office products, including Excel and PowerPoint; experience working with financial 


software, QuickBooks preferred; experience working with databases, Access or others preferred. 


Contracted Services 
The Principal will be responsible for oversight of contracted services. The Principal will be aided 


in this task by the School Secretary and, beginning in year 3, the Business/HR manager. The 


Rising School is contracted with, or is contemplating contracting with, the following services: 


 Accounting and payroll: Michael Morris of Financial Guidance Services 


 Human Resources: Lola Kakes of Effortless HR 


 Special Education: Cenpatico Behavioral Health 


 Legal: Marian Abram of Karp & Weiss 


 Property and casualty insurance: Michelle Martin of Martin Insurance Agency  


 Health, life, and disability insurance: Mike Gietl of Gietl & Strutz 


 Banking: Chris Fonseca, Branch Manager of Tucson Federal Credit Union  


 Financial advising and retirement benefits: Pam Hopman of the Hopman Group  


 Commercial lending: Steve Kirkpatrick of People’s Mortgage  


 Website design and SEO marketing: Chris Hogan of Found Co 


 Marketing: Stephanie Rising of Canyon Concepts  


 Informational Technology: Tony Williams of Williams Technical Service 


 Custodial: Terry Barr of PROactive Janitorial 


 


The Principal, School Secretary and Business/HR manager will need the following skills to 


oversee contracted services: the ability to research services; the interpersonal skills to work with 


vendors; the ability to hold contractors accountable; the ability to handle multiple 


projects/deadlines simultaneously; excellent interpersonal and communication skills; is a self-


starter with the ability to manage and complete projects independently; is self-directed, 


enthusiastic, and goal oriented; and can work under tight deadlines while still maintaining 


attention to detail, quality, and accuracy. 


Personnel 
The Principal will be responsible for oversight of personnel/human resources. The Principal will 


be aided in this task by contracted services, the School Secretary, and beginning in year 3, the 


Business/Human Resources Manager. 


In years 1 and 2, Personnel/Human Resources will be contracted out to Effortless HR. 


This firm will work closely with the Principal and School Secretary. Consequently, both the 


Principal and the School Secretary positions will require following critical skills: perform 


administrative functions, including budgeting, project management, and communications; 


oversee operation and maintenance of the front office; perform research related to purchasing, 


general operations, and human resource practices; and manage the school’s information 


resources and files; computer skills, familiarity with basic financial and office software, 
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including QuickBooks and Microsoft Office, and willingness to learn and apply new skills as 


needed. 


In year 3, the school will add a Business/HR Manager, who will report directly to the 


Principal. The Business/HR Director who will oversee the Personnel/HR operations of the 


school, including  


The critical skills and requirements for the Business/HR Manager include: strong 


leadership; broad experience and knowledge in HR management; ability to handle multiple 


projects/deadlines simultaneously; the ability to make departmental decisions and lead a team; 


the ability to present data effectively; excellent interpersonal and communication skills; is a self-


starter with the ability to manage and complete projects independently; is self-directed, 


enthusiastic, and goal oriented; can work under tight deadlines while still maintaining attention 


to detail, quality, and accuracy; holds a BA/BS or higher in Finance, Business Administration, 


Management, Accounting, or related field; experience at executive level in business or finance; 


thorough knowledge of Microsoft Office products, including Excel and PowerPoint; experience 


working with financial software, QuickBooks preferred; experience working with databases, 


Access or others preferred. 


Grants Management 
The Principal will be responsible for oversight of grant management. The Principal will be aided 


in this task by teachers, contracted services, and beginning in year 3, the Business/HR Manager. 


 The crucial skills required for grant writing and management include: excellent writing 


skills; clear understanding of the project process; strong research skills; discipline and 


organization; ability to keep track of grant application deadlines and follow-up on submitted 


applications; and ability to keep track of trends in the field and be aware of changes in the 


priorities of funding institutions, as well as new funding sources. 


Student Accountability Information System (SAIS) 
The School Secretary will be responsible for administering the school’s student management 


system, PowerSchool, including uploads and downloads to SAIS and oversight of attendance and 


other student issues. The School Secretary will be directly supervised by the Principal. In 


addition, the Principal, other office staff, and other administrators (in year 3 and afterward) will 


be thoroughly trained in the student management system.  


The School Secretary will be responsible for ensuring that all laws, regulations, 


standards, trainings, and practices are met when it comes to SAIS and related Department of 


Education mandates. The experience and critical skills required for administrating SAIS include: 


administrative experience; the skills and temperament to perform detailed, repetitive work 


effectively and efficiently; the ability to support and work in close collaboration with the 


Principal, as well as work independently; the ability to work in a hectic, face-paced environment 


that requires multi-tasking; excellent people skills, computer skills, familiarity with basic 


financial and office software, Microsoft Office, and PowerSchool, and the willingness to learn 


and apply new skills as needed. 
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AGENDA ITEM:  NEW CHARTER APPLICATION – RISING SCHOOLS, INC.    
 
Rising Schools, Inc. submitted a complete charter application package for the Board’s consideration. The revised 
application package meets the requirements set by the Board for the 2013-2014 application cycle. This report 
contains: 


1. A brief introduction to the application package, 
2. An overview of each section of the application package, including: 


a. A description of the proposed education plan,  
b. A description of the applicant’s organization with a summary of information submitted 


regarding applicant education and experience, 
c. A description of the applicant’s business plan, and 
d. Information from the in-person interview, 


3. The overall score for the application package, 
4. Additional information regarding affiliations with current or prior charter operations, and 
5. Staff’s recommendation regarding this application package. 


 
Additional items in the portfolio include: 


 A copy of the final scoring rubric which confirms the application package does meet the 
requirements as demonstrated through the review of the preliminary application package submitted 
on June 24, 2012 (including the technical assistance provided to the applicant) and review of the 
revised application package submitted on December 19, 2012, and  


 Each section of the revised application package. 
A link to the audio recording of the in-person interview is found on agenda item N.3. 


APPLICATION INTRODUCTION 


Rising Schools, Inc. is an Arizona non-profit corporation formed in 2012. The authorized representative for the 
corporation is George Rising. The proposed school, The Rising School, will serve grades 6-12 in Tucson.  
 


Mission Statement 
The stated mission of The Rising School is as follows:  The Rising School is a high-quality college-prep school that 
prepares Tucson-area 6th-9th grade students for success in school, college, and 21st century careers. At the 
Rising School: • Students, parents, and teachers are treated with respect and enjoy being a part of a safe, caring 
community. • Classes are engaging and relevant; teachers are experts in curriculum and instruction; and 
standards and assessments are rigorous. • Students create quality projects; surpass state and national standards 
on assessments; and mature alumni who are successful scholars and professionals engaged with their 
community and the world. 
 


Target Population 
The Rising School will serve central Tucson, centered at the intersection of Grant Road and Campbell Avenue. 
The Rising School’s targeted community has demographic profile that is marked by low median income 
(between 4th and 22nd percentile) and high concentration of Hispanics (90%+). The Rising School will meet 
student and community needs by providing a superior education that will enable them to succeed in college and 
professional careers. 
 


Student Count 
Year Grades Served # of Students # of Sites 


1 6-9 100 1 


2 6-10 175 1 


3 6-11 280 1 


School Calendar 
Standard, 180 days 
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A. EDUCATION PLAN  
The following summary was created from excerpts and summaries of the documents submitted for the 
applicant’s Education Plan. 
 
Educational Philosophy 
The narrative states that The Rising School’s philosophical approach to improving pupil achievement in the 
target population includes seven major principles, which are fundamental to the school’s proposed program of 
instruction: Strong leadership; skilled teachers; challenging classes; personal attention for all students; extra 
help for students who need it; a safe and orderly environment; and family and community involvement. The 
narrative describes research which shows that these principles have correlated with academic success for 
students in an urban, underserved population. 
 
Program of Instruction 
Framework:  The narrative states that The Rising School will provide a Program of Instruction designed to 
increase students’ academic achievement, college acceptance and graduation rates, life opportunities, and civic 
and economic contributions. This will include: 


 Math: Students will take a required math course each year, aligned to the Arizona’s College and Career 
Readiness Standards (CCRS) or to the AP standards. Additionally, students in grades 6-11 assessed in the 
bottom quartile in math achievement will take an additional math intervention course designed to 
remediate math deficiencies. 


 ELA: In grades 6-9, all students will take two ELA courses each year, Humanities and English 
Composition. In grades 10-12, all students take one ELA course each year. In alignment with CCRS, 50% 
to 70% of assigned texts will be informational nonfiction, with the course’s informational texts aligned 
with state standards for social studies in grades 6-9. In grades 10-12, these texts will align with AP 
English Language standards. In grades 6-11, students in the bottom quartile in reading will take an 
additional ELA intervention course designed to remediate ELA deficiencies, including ELL students. 


 Social Studies: The Rising Schools social-studies program will be aligned with Arizona or AP standards. 
The courses are closely integrated with the ELA program. 


 Science: The Rising School’s science program is aligned with state or AP standards. All grade level 
objectives are developed in a manner that spirals the content. Students will be exposed to concepts 
multiple times and each grade level will build off the foundation of the previous grade. 


 
Methods of Instruction:  The narrative lists the following to be used as methods of instruction: 


 All teachers will use the nine instructional strategies shown to be have the highest correlation with 
student success (Marzano, 2001): 


o Identifying similarities and differences;  
o Summarizing and note-taking;  
o Reinforcing effort and providing recognition;  
o Homework and practice;  
o Nonlinguistic representations;  
o Cooperative learning;  
o Setting objectives and providing feedback;  
o Generating and testing hypotheses; and  
o Cues, questions, and advance organizers. 


 Teachers also will use proven instructional techniques associated with Uncommon Schools (Lemov, 
2010), such as:  


o No opt out; 
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o Right is right;  
o Stretch it; 
o Format matters;  
o Circulate; 
o Cold call; 
o Wait time;  
o Everybody writes;  
o 100 percent; 
o Strong voice;  
o Do it again; 
o Positive framing; and  
o Joy factor. 


Methods of Assessment:  The narrative lists the following to be used as their methods of assessment: 


 The school will focus on using the following methods frequently: constructive feedback, clear learning 
goals aligned to standards, assessments aligned to standards, and student tracking of their progress.  


 The wide range of targets and skills that can be addressed in classroom assessment requires the use of a 
variety of assessment formats, including pen-and-paper tests, oral reports, interviews, performance 
tasks, checklists, investigative reports, and portfolios.  


 In the development and use of assessment tools, teachers will consider these criteria: purpose and 
impact, validity and fairness, reliability; significance, and efficiency (Marzano, 2009). 


 To demonstrate mastery of a standard, students must score 80% or higher on the assessment of that 
standard. To pass a course, students must demonstrate mastery of 60% of standards or higher. 


 Teachers will create unit plans with daily objectives to indicate what students need to master each day 
to be on track to demonstrate mastery on the summative unit assessment at the end of the month and 
cumulative summative assessment at the end of the year. 


PMP 
The Performance Management Plan (PMP) for new applicants is for the purpose of ensuring the school’s 
curriculum, instruction, monitoring of student achievement, and professional development are ready to be 
implemented.  
 
The applicant submitted a PMP that met the criteria in all areas for both Reading and Math.  
 
Curriculum Samples 
Curriculum samples for The Rising School were provided for grades 6-12. The table below indicates which 
curriculum samples in the revised application package met all Board requirements (+), and which had 
deficiencies (-). Details can be found in the attached Scoring Rubric. 
 


Grade Math Reading Writing Science 


6 + + +  


7 + + +  


8 + + + + 


9 + + + + 


10 + + +  


11 + + +  


12 + + +  
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EDUCATION PLAN FINDINGS 
 
PRELIMINARY WRITTEN APPLICATION PACKAGE:  
19/85 scoring areas (22%) did not meet the criteria. 
 
During the in-person interview the applicant responded to the questions regarding the submitted Education 
Plan.  
 
The individuals who participated in the interview were able to answer questions with responses that provided 
clarification or added detail to the preliminary written Education Plan.  
 
The TRP provided the applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written 
application package and responses provided during the interview. 
 
REVISED WRITTEN APPLICATION PACKAGE: 
0/85 scoring areas (0%) did not meet the criteria. 


B. ORGANIZATION PLAN 
The following summary was created from excerpts and summaries of the documents submitted for the 
applicant’s Organization Plan. 
 
Rising Schools, Inc. is a non-profit corporation, located in Tucson, Arizona, that was created on January 19, 2012 
for the purpose of providing education to children within Pima County as a charter school, with three Directors:  
George Rising, Gregory Berger (became a director 6/6/2012), and Rosie Garcia (became a director 6/8/2012). 
 
Education Service Provider 
Rising Schools, Inc. does not intend to contract with or have a governance relationship with an Educational 
Service Provider.  
 
School Governing Body 
Pursuant to A.R.S. 15-183 (E)(8),the corporate board for Rising Schools, Inc. will act as the School Governing 
Body. The process for filling vacancies on the board is described in the Rising Schools, Inc.’s (RSI) corporate 
bylaws. RSI’s board intends to add two to four members by the time The Rising School opens in August 2013. 
 
School Governing Body Member Type Number Name 


Organization Principal(s) 3-7 George Rising, Gregory Berger, Rosie Garcia, TBD 


School Staff   


Parent(s)   


Community   


Other - Business Community   


Other – Institute of Higher Education   


 


Roles and Responsibilities 


The Corporate Board shall be the Governing Body, with duties including: 


 Supervising and managing the person or persons who report directly to the Board including, the 
person(s) holding to position of “Principal” or such other similar designation.  


 Evaluating the Corporation’s programs/services to ensure they are consistent with their objectives, 
the goals, and the Corporation’s mission. 
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 Reviewing and keeping up to date the corporate documents. 


 Accounting to the public for the educational services offered by the Corporation as required by law. 


 Approving all school policy. 
 
Charter Principals Background Information  
 
Authorized Representative:  George Rising  
Confirmed Education History: Doctor of Philosophy in History, University of Arizona, 2003 
Confirmed Employment History: Head of School, International School of Tucson, November 2012-present; 


History Teacher, Accelerated Learning Laboratory, September 2012-November 2012; Principal, 
AmeriSchools Academy, June 2012-July 2012; Full-Time Student, Educational Leadership Master’s 
Program, University of Arizona, July 2011-May 2012; Principal, Western Institute for Leadership 
Development, February 2011-July 2011; Head of School, BASIS Tucson, August 2006-December 2010 


Arizona FCC Expires: 06/02/2018 
Review of Individual Financial Position: Follow-up completed – met requirements 
Current or Past Charter Affiliations: None 
 
Principal Name:  Gregory Berger  
Confirmed Education History: Juris Doctor, University of Arizona, 2001 
Confirmed Employment History: Trial Attorney, Pima County Public Defender, January 2006-present 
Arizona FCC Expires: 06/12/2018 
Review of Individual Financial Position: No follow-up required 
Current or Past Charter Affiliations: None 
 
Principal Name:  Rosie Garcia  
Confirmed Education History: Master of Education in Secondary Education, University of Arizona, 1982 
Confirmed Employment History: Spanish Teacher, Sunnyside Unified School District, August 1975-present   
Arizona FCC Expires: 03/08/2017 
Review of Individual Financial Position: No follow-up required 
Current or Past Charter Affiliations: See Additional Background Information 
 


ORGANIZATION PLAN FINDINGS 
 
PRELIMINARY WRITTEN APPLICATION PACKAGE:  
0/24 scoring areas (0%) did not meet the criteria. 
 
During the in-person interview the applicant responded to the questions regarding the submitted Organization 
Plan.  
 
The individuals who participated in the interview were able to answer questions with responses that confirmed 
the ability to implement the well described Organization Plan.  
 
The TRP provided the applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written 
application package and responses provided during the interview. 
 
REVISED WRITTEN APPLICATION PACKAGE: 
0/24 scoring areas (0%) did not meet the criteria. 
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C. BUSINESS PLAN 
The following summary was created from excerpts and summaries of the documents submitted for the 
applicant’s Business Plan. 
 
Site Information  


Proposed School Name: The Rising School 


Proposed Location: Unconfirmed location: within central Tucson in an area bordered by River 
Road (north), Swan Road (east), Broadway Boulevard (south), and I-10 (west). 


Proposed Facility: The facility for start-up and Year 1 will consist of 6,400 Sq. Ft., with 4 
classrooms, two offices, a staff workroom, lobby, and multi-purpose room. 
Three facilities that meet the criteria have been identified, including: 


 6,500 Sq. Ft. space in Amphi Plaza, 825 E. Ft. Lowell Rd. 


 6,480 Sq. Ft. space in First Prince Plaza at 3650 N. First Ave. 


 6,400 Sq. Ft. space at 4037 N. Oracle Rd. near Tucson Mall. 


 
Budget 
 
Start-up Budget 
The start-up budget, in the amount of $79,810.83, covers the costs described in the Start-Up Budget 
Assumptions narrative with revenue that has been verified.  At the end of the start-up period, verified revenue 
exceeds expenditures. 
 
Secured Funds 
The applicant has secured a line of credit from Wells Fargo Bank for start-up purposes. The secured funds, in the 
amount of $150,000 as stated by the applicant, are available as confirmed by Wells Fargo Bank.  
 
Annual Operating Budgets 
The operating budget for Year One is based on 89% of anticipated student enrollment of 112 students, with a 
projected per-student equalization funding of $6,329.30 as calculated based on FY2012 revenue worksheets, 
including base support level weights, weighted students counts, and additional assistance multipliers. At the end 
of each year revenue exceeds expenditures, with the following year-end balances: Year 1 ($119,043); Year 2 
($309,547); Year 3 ($612,639). 


BUSINESS PLAN FINDINGS 
 
PRELIMINARY WRITTEN APPLICATION PACKAGE:  
2/28 scoring areas (7%) did not meet the criteria. 
 
During the in-person interview the applicant responded to the questions regarding the submitted Business Plan.  
 
The individuals who participated in the interview answered questions with responses that restated information 
found in the preliminary written Business Plan.  
  
The TRP provided the applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written 
application package and responses provided during the interview. 
 
REVISED WRITTEN APPLICATION PACKAGE: 
2/28 scoring areas (7%) did not meet the criteria. 
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OVERALL SCORE 
 
Preliminary application package: 15% of the scoring areas did not meet the criteria.        
 
Revised application package:       1% of the scoring areas did not meet the criteria. 


ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION 


Additional data is included below to provide information related to the applicant’s principals’ experience, 
qualifications, and current and prior charter compliance as an indicator of the applicant’s ability to implement a 
charter or operate a charter school. 
 
Charter Principal Affiliations 
Principal Name: Rosie Garcia 
Current Affiliation(s): None 
Past Affiliation(s) of Note: Institute for Transformative Education, Corporate Board Member, 2010-2011 
  
Comments: Academic and financial performance data are not available for Western Institute of Leadership 


Development, operated by Institute for Transformative Education, which opened in August 2012.  
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BOARD OPTIONS 


Option 1: The Board may approve the application package. Staff recommends the following language for 
consideration: Based upon review of the contents of the portfolio provided for this applicant and the 
information provided by the representatives of the applicant during consideration, and given it is within the sole 
discretion of the Board to approve or deny a charter, I move to approve the application package and grant a 
charter to Rising Schools, Inc. to establish The Rising School charter school to serve grades 6-12. 
 
Option 2: The Board may deny the application package. The following language is provided for consideration: 
Based upon a review of the contents of the portfolio provided for this applicant and the information provided by 
the representatives of the applicant during consideration, and given it is within the sole discretion of the Board 
to approve or deny a charter, I move to reject the application package and deny the request for a charter of 
Rising Schools, Inc. to establish a charter school for the reason(s) that its application failed to meet the 
requirements of Title 15, Chapter 1, Article 8 due to: (member making the motion should select all that apply 
and complete the sentence where necessary).   
 


 Lack of an Education Plan that meets the Board’s criteria as stated in the scoring rubric and/or 
demonstrated through responses to interview questions,  


 Lack of a curriculum aligned to state standards as stated in the scoring rubric, 
 Lack of an Organization Plan that meets the Board’s criteria as stated in the scoring rubric and/or 


demonstrated through responses to interview questions, 
 Lack of a Business Plan that meets the Board’s criteria as stated in the scoring rubric and/or 


demonstrated through responses to interview questions, 
 
And/or I move to reject the application package and deny the request for a charter of Rising Schools, Inc. to 
establish a charter school for the reason(s) that: 
 


 The applicant is not sufficiently qualified to operate a charter school based on (insert the facts from the 
background/fingerprint/credit report of the specific Officers, Members, Directors, or Partners that form 
the basis for the decision). 


 The applicant is not sufficiently qualified to operate a charter school based on the (insert the facts from 
the financial, operational and/or academic performance of associated schools that form the basis for the 
decision).   
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Curriculum Sample ‐ 10th Reading 
Max. 8 Pages  
Grade Level  10  Content Area  English Language Arts  
Course Title (grades 9‐12 Only)  Honors English Language 
Length of Unit  Two 55‐minute classes (not 


including assessment) 
Time of Year  First Quarter, concurrently with AP/Honors 


U.S. History course content 
Expected Prior Knowledge  
The knowledge/skills mastered earlier 
in the year foundational to the mastery 
of the required Standard in the current 
sample. 


Students will have mastered comparison/contrast techniques used in a variety of mediums. 


Alignment to Program of Instruction 
Briefly outline methods of instruction 
found in this sequence of lessons that 
align to the Program of Instruction 
described in A.3. 


This course in taught concurrently with AP/Honors U.S. History. The school’s program of instruction stresses 
alignment with research‐supported instructional techniques, including Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction. 
Brief instruction to lesson components will set the premise for guided practice in which students access prior 
knowledge, ask questions, and answer their own questions through activities and reflection.  


Standard Number and Description 
List the Number* and full description 
for the required Standard. 


10.RI.9 
Reading Standards for Informational Text (RI)  
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas  
#9 ‐ Analyze seminal U.S. documents of historical and literary significance (e.g., Washington’s Farewell Address, the 
Gettysburg Address, Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms speech, King’s “Letter from Birmingham Jail”), including how they 
address related themes and concepts. 


Summative Assessment 
Describe a cumulative and 
comprehensive activity, clearly separate 
from instruction and guided or 
independent practice, which allows 
each student to individually 
demonstrate mastery of the required 
Standard. A copy of the summative 
assessment must be attached to the 
curriculum sample. 


Students will compare‐contrast two historically significant primary sources (Declaration of Independence and a 
related medium of their choice). Students will respond to a series of questions evaluating techniques used in each 
medium, including appeal, audience, form, and style, within the context of the time period of the sources.  


Scoring Scale and Mastery Level 
Explain how the assessment is scored, 
to include points per question, how 
points are awarded, total points 
possible, criteria necessary to 


A rubric will be used to score the summative assessment. The rubric has five categories. Categories 1, 2, and 5 are 
on a scale of 1‐4. Category 3 is on a 1‐2 scale. Category 4 is on a 1‐3 scale. These categories correspond to the 
questions on the summative assessment. The highest possible score is 34 (17 points for each document), and the 
grades are as follows: A=30‐34; B=28‐29; C=23‐27; D=20‐22; F=0‐21. Mastery will be set at 28/34 or higher. 
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demonstrate mastery, and grading 
scale. A copy of the answer key and 
scoring rubric (whichever applicable) 
must be attached to the curriculum 
sample. 
Materials/Resources Needed  Overhead images of media related to 9/11 (for instruction and guided practice) 


Activity Handouts: Pledge of Allegiance and historical information regarding Pledge, a variety of visual images/art 
work from time period, evaluation activity worksheet 
Summative Assessment Handouts: Declaration of Independence, Internet access via school and/or home, 
evaluation of media assessment  


 Standard Number: For English Language Arts (Reading and Writing), use Grade, Strand, Standard (e.g., 3.RI.2). For K‐8 Math, use 
Grade, Domain, Standard (e.g., 6.EE.7). For HS Math, use Conceptual Category‐Domain, Standard (e.g., A‐REI.6). For Science, use Grade, 
Strand, Concept, PO (e.g., 4.1.3.1). 


 
 
Lesson 
(add as 
needed 


Instruction  Student Activities 


1 


Explain concept of historical context (the impact of a time period on 
language/rhetoric and images behind historically significant documents 
and media). To demonstrate understanding of concepts, class will 
participate in verbal brainstorming the impact of 9/11 on laws, 
language/rhetoric, and images.  Teacher and students will identify 
specific laws (e.g. Patriot Act, airline security, 9/11 images and examples 
of impact on rhetoric and visual media, like cultural sensitivities). 
On board, identify appeals, audiences, structure, form, and style used in 
examples provided by students in class discussion. Students will be 
encouraged to consider how they view and personally respond to media 
presented on overhead. 


Individual activity: Students will journal on what they know of the 
historical significance of the Pledge of Allegiance and the time period in 
which it was written. Students will list at least three questions on what 
they want to learn about the Pledge and/or the time period in which it 
was written. 


2 


Review prior lesson and journal entry in preparation for activity.  Pair activity: Using an evaluation of media worksheet, students will 
discuss techniques used in the Pledge of Allegiance and one other 
related medium to identify appeal, audience, structure, form, style, and 
connect time period and events to rhetoric and visual images.  
Individual activity: Students will journal on what they learned, 
specifically answering their questions from prior journal entry. 
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Paste Summative Assessment Here: 
Student will be provided with a copy of the Declaration of Independence. Students will be directed to use the Library of Congress web site 
(www.loc.gov)  to locate relevant media. Student will find an alternative medium in the form of art, poetry, personal letters, music, etc. from the 
same time period to respond to the following questions. 
 
 
Declaration of Independence        Other Medium 
              Print out copy of source with URL or 
              Print full URL here:         
                           
                           
 
1. What are the key words and how do they    1. What are the key words or images and how do they inspire attention? 
     inspire attention? 
 
2. What is the appeal used? Explain why this    2. What is the appeal used? Explain why this appeal is effective. 
    appeal is effective. 
 
3. Who is the audience?         3. Who is the audience? 
 
4. What is the form and style used?      4. What is the form and style used? 
 
5. How does this document affect you personally?  5. How does this medium affect you personally? 
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Paste Answer Key/Scoring Rubric Here: 
 
Declaration of Independence 
  1  2  3  4 
Key words  Student identifies key 


words. 
Student identifies key 
words and provides basic 
explanation of how these 
inspire attention. 


Student identifies key 
words and provides solid 
explanation of how these 
inspire attention. 


Student identifies key 
words and provides a 
thorough explanation of 
how these inspire 
attention. 


Appeal  Student does not 
demonstrate 
understanding of the 
appeal used. 


Student identifies appeal 
and provides minimal 
explanation. 


Student identifies appeal 
and provides sufficient 
explanation. 


Student identifies appeal 
and provides a thorough, 
well‐thought out 
explanation. 


Audience  Student does not 
demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
audience. 


Student identifies the 
audience. 


   


Form and Style  Student does not 
demonstrate an 
understanding of either 
form or style. 


Student identifies either 
form or style. 


Student identifies both 
form and style. 


 


Personal effect  Student provides minimal 
explanation of their 
personal effect. 


Student provides a 
complete explanation of 
their personal effect. 


Student provides a 
thorough explanation of 
their personal effect. 


Student provides a 
thorough explanation of 
their personal effect with 
support from the text. 


 
 
Other medium 
  1  2  3  4 
Key words  Student identifies key 


words. 
Student identifies key 
words and provides basic 
explanation of how these 
inspire attention. 


Student identifies key 
words and provides solid 
explanation of how these 
inspire attention. 


Student identifies key 
words and provides a 
thorough explanation of 
how these inspire 
attention. 


Appeal  Student does not 
demonstrate 
understanding of the 


Student identifies appeal 
and provides minimal 
explanation. 


Student identifies appeal 
and provides sufficient 
explanation. 


Student identifies appeal 
and provides a thorough, 
well‐thought out 
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appeal used.  explanation. 
Audience  Student does not 


demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
audience. 


Student identifies the 
audience. 


   


Form and Style  Student does not 
demonstrate an 
understanding of either 
form or style. 


Student identifies either 
form or style. 


Student identifies both 
form and style. 


 


Personal effect  Student provides minimal 
explanation of their 
personal effect. 


Student provides a 
complete explanation of 
their personal effect. 


Student provides a 
thorough explanation of 
their personal effect. 


Student provides a 
thorough explanation of 
their personal effect with 
support from the 
text/image/etc. 


 
Each category is equally weighted. The highest possible score is 34 (17 points for each document), and the grades are as follows: A=30‐34; B=28‐
29; C=23‐27; D=20‐22; F=0‐21. Mastery will be set at 28/34 or higher. 
 
 
 
 
 





